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Ways to Get "The
Federalist rapers
Reexamined" in
Your Community
Work with the Media

Make the pamphlets the basis for a local
radio or TV series. Those who are familiar
with the Great Decisions program, with its
audience participation and newspaper
tie-in, may want to use it as a model.
0 Plan a 2-to-5minute dramatization (the
voice of Madison . . a voice from today)

fretting current headlines with the timeless
constitutional issues. Could you work. out
a series of these brief dramas?
O Tape a high school group discussion
for cable TV.

Or to:work out a reprint plan with
your newspaper for a course or feature
series based on the pamphlets (write to
the LWVEF for needed permission).
O Use your own mediayour organize-
tion'S newsletter. Perhaps brief quotes
would help to pique interest in the pam-
phlets or participation in whatever activity
you arrange.
Put the Pamphlets to Work
as Study Tools

Encourage their use in existing study
groups or create new ones within your
organization or through others., Groups-
can use the discussion questions and rec-
ommended readings in each pamphlet to
get started. Pamphlet sections can be tied
to the related portions of THE FEDERAL-
IST PAPERS. i
O Encourage their use, in high school,
college orEommunity courses in American
government. Work through individual in-

ketructors; social studies, political science
or history departments; and teachers' as

Distribute the Pamphlets
Likely users include:

colleges and universities; 6 -

CI high school governinent teachers as a
(personal resource or for class use;

.4
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o special-interest groups state legislat-
ors and other elected officials might be
especially interested in those on Congress
and the executive branch, for example;
o local newspapers;
o local civic groups service clubs, Ro-
tary, League of Women Voters, American
Association of University Women, unions,
Jaycees, Chamber of Commerce, parent-
teacher organizations, professional asso-
ciations,' etc;
o kical businesses and cctrporations
some large companies conduct programs
on Amdican government for employees.
Most of these potential users expect to buy
publications. Schools and libraries,, ire par-
ticular, have budgets for that purpose as
do many businesses. However, some ju-
dicious distributing of sample copies is
often a wise first step.

Sponsor Workshops
You might consider holding a workshop
for your organization's members dr for the
public. Better still, cosponsor one with
other local groups. A joint comxrtinge will
help your organization make br renew ben-
eficial community ties, and the broader
participation will add varied perspectives!**
For inslimce, -your local ?bar association
might team up.with you in running a work-
shop based.oa the judiciary pamphlet.
Organize Sznall-Group
Discussions
The essentials for a good small -group dis-
cussion are a small area- such- as a living
moth, 1.2 to 15,people and a thorough read-
ing of the padtphlet(s) by the participants.

With some skillful, organizing, you can
multiply the sessions, the number of par-
ticipants or the topics. You might schedule
numerous groups at different sites or in
different rooms in a school or church facil-
ity . . schedule a series, based;od several
or all of the pamphlet topics in one session
by having different groups each take' ore
subject, then convene to report to one
another . . spread the discussion ofcael
pamphlet over several sessions . . . tie all
these to a TV or radio presentation.

Two other musts for a good discussion



are a leader or facilitator who understands
bow to help a discussion along and partic-
ipants who*also "play the game" well.

A good discpssion leader
O creates an atmosphere conducive to
discussion;

is impartial sees that differing points
of view are expressed;

keeps the discuaaeOn on track, guiding
the group to a constru conclusion
though not necessarilya consensus;
O has read the material in this case,
THE FEDERALIST PAPERS and the rele-
vant pamphlets in order to make selective

*se of the questions presented and to main-
tain the focus of the group's discussion.
A good participant

has prepared by reading the relevant
materials;

is willing to express views;
listens thoughtfully to others;
does not monopolize the conversation,

0 disagrees in a friendly fashion.
Present Seminars or Panels
O Me the pamphlets as background for
public seminars or panel discussions. The
bast discussions, especially for presenta-
tion to the 'general public, usually come
about from a mix' of different types of
people and perspectives (young-old, lib-
azal-conservative, a journalist who is also
so academic, a member of Congress who
* also a political scientist, and so on).
Save high school government teachers
recommend students to participate, along
With members of your organized= other
citizens, experts such as teachers, and
individuals from government. In inviting
experts for your session, remember that
you need people who work well in a dis-
0A68i0la format. Someone who finds it dif-
ficult to talk or stop talking before a group
i* probably not a good choice.
O If you are unable to schedule an au-day
session.'uae a very concentrated session to
diicuss one topic. For example, plan a
luncheon pinel, inviting a local dignitary
t0 be the keynote speaker. Conclude with a
qiestica-and-answer' period from partic-
ipants. 5y

O Set up a series of panels in cooperation'
with other institutionsyour library's
community education program, your local
community college, a church or temple's
public affairs program, funion's adull'ed-
ucation series. A panel of citizens and pro-
fessors Could then respond to the issues
raised. Give the audience opportunity to
question and comment. Invite members of
the press and state legislators and give
Oat special seating and first chance to
question.

More Ideas
Try using ideas and passages from one

of the pamphlets as a teaser for a regularly,
scheduled meeting or a membership meet:
ing For example, try a word association
ap mach to the word "Federalist"; ask

h person to respond to the word of the
person ahead and see what emerges. Or
ask each person to come to the meeting

-VMh a otie-minute reaction to an idea from
THE FEDERALIST PAPERS or from the
pamphlets.
O Use the pamphlets as a basis for dis-
cussing and reevaluatingyour city's charter
or state's constitution in preparation for
reform or a constitutional convention.
0 Draw on bie ,publicaticips as content for
a speakerti bureiti or a retreat:
O Use them in ,a future- planning exercise:
What will/shotild government be in the
21st century? .

Begfrinblgs/ContInnings
In 17,87 Benjamin Rus4h, one of the sign-
ers of the Declaration of Independence,
observed, "The American War is over,
but this is far from the case with the
American Revolution. On the contrary,
only the first act of the great drama is at
a close." Likewise, the Federalist Papers
Reexamined project really has no formal
end. Deeply rooted in the past, the pam-
phlets provide a jurhping-off point from,
which Americans can evaluate and ana-
lyze our government far into the future.
The pamphlets should be as valuable a
tool in 1987 the bicentennial annive-
sary of THE FEDERALIST PAPERS as
they are today.
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)Resources .

Some hay to'S
These will help you-plan a meeting, lead a dis-
cussion and get your message to the public. All
are available from the League of Women Voters
of the United States (LWVUS) 1730 M Street,
N.W.. Washington, D. C. 20036. ,
MEANINGFUL MEETINGS Contains a list
of group
bon on
several I
the discu

ban techniques and informs-
up a resource committee. Lists

League publications on the role of
ion leader. Putt. #318, 40g.

MEDIA KIT Contains five LWVUS public
relations publications. Pub. #163, 81.00/set
Or each earl be purchased separately:

BREAKING - INTO BROADCASTING
Pub. #586.251

GETTING INTO PRINT Pub. #484, 25g ;
'0 REACHING THE PUBLIC Pub. #491,
300;

SPEAKING OUT:. SETTING UP A Sc7/
$RS BUREAU Pub. #299. 150;

PROJECTING YOUR LMAGE: HOW TO
PRODUCE A SLIDE SHOW Pub. #296, 30g.
EXPLORING AMERICAN FUTURES'
workbook for groups to discuss 'and organize
their views and expectations for the futurt.
Perfect tool, -for examining what willishouldthe

)rorgican governmental system be in the year
. Pub. *592 (EF). 81.00. A related Lead-

er's Guide explains how to carry out a futures
planning session. Pub. #566. 500

Some fundraising sources for
underwriting your project . . .

One possible source of funding is your State
Humanities Committee. If you do not have an
address, .wW# the Office df State Programs,
National Enffmrment for the Humanities. 806
15th Street, N W., Washington: D. C. 20506.
Check your local library foi a foundation direc-
tory for your state. The Foundation Directory
published by The Foundation Center in New
York list addresses for state regional collection
centers whicli have information on foundations
in different states and regions. °

DOLLARS AND SENSES THE ART OF RAIS-'
LNG MONEY Offers tips, on how to write
propiisals and how to go after grants and ace-

Itracts. Includes a resource bibliography. Pub.
#494. 71541.

Some substantive publications
for background . .

1.

Each Federalist Papers lieezarnirled pamphlet
contains suggestions for further reading. How-
ever. you might be especially interested in the
pamphlet-size material that is a specialty of the
League of Women V6ters Education Fund. For
example. YOU AND rule NATIONAL GOV-
ERNMENT provides detailed information on
how the system works. (Pltb. #273, 81.00. )
For additional League re&irces said for free
LWVUS publications catalogs. The Members
and PublieCatalog lists all LWVUS and LWVEF
publications of general interest; the J.eaders
'Catalog includes a ,list of many pertinent state
and local League materials. Address above.

e films that can add to your
discussion or seminar . . .

These films have been previewed sruNe rec-
ommended. They can be used in a variety of
ways. The short ones make good discussion

,starters; longer ones can fit into an extended
eck local libraries for filin catalogs

ersity film centers for additional re-and uni
sources
SUDDEN Y AN EAGLE Why the Atherton?
Revolution began the key revolutionary events.
ideas and people as each side perceived them.
Three 20-minute films or-one 60-2tinnte
Rent from Xerox Filas MidMtawu
06457 Produced by ABC. Inc., 1976.
THE FIR WIND ESSENTIAL FREEDOM
Examines ing of the First Amendment.
pest Pres d their relationships with the
press. Includes a discussion of Watergate by
Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein. 52 minutes.
Rent from Xerox Films, address above. Pror
duced by ABC News. 1974.
'PRIVACY: CAN YOU BM TT? Describes the
technology that is used by government and pri-
vate companies to talkie our privacy. 20 min-
utes. Rent from Document Associates, Inc.,
880 Third Avenue. New York, NY 10022, 1976.

AMERICk A PERSONALHISTORY OF THE
UNITED STATES By Alistair Cooke Twcf
episodes in Oae.13-part series are especially
relevant MAKING A REVOLUTION and IN-
VENTING A :slATION? THE MAKING OF
THE CONSTITUTION. 52 minutes each. Rent
from University of California, University Ex-
'tensidn, 2223 Fulton St. Berkeley, CA 94720.

(01972. 6
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said, and "it is by keeping at line apt-the origin always in view that

remains apt today: to go back constantl?td first principles. "It is by
a

Thomas Paine; author of Common Sense, the pamphlet that helped

return to these founding principles when he said that they

tracing things to their origin that are lein to understand them," he

we never forget them." Thomas also foresaw this need to

spark the American Revolution, penned rnie advice for citizens that

.40

. . should be the creed of our political faith, the text of civic instruction, the
touchstone by which to try the services of those we trust; and should we wander \

.from them in momentsof error or of alarm, let us hasten to retrace our steps to
regain the road which alone l'ead,s to peace, liberty, safety."

So much good advice from early leaders of the nation seems worth
pursuing, and that's what the League of Women Voters Education Funddid in a project called "The' Federalist Paptrs Reexamined." The aim
was to catch some of that Revolutionary fire, bf turning to the first
principles enunciated. in the Constitution and so ably defended in MU
FEDERALIST PAPERS. The plan was to turn that exploration into ,stinder for citizensto help them light some sparks of their own to
illuminate the nation's future. Toward these ends, the project included:
0 Six all-day sessions expertspoliticians, historians, Media
professionals, political scientists, coistitutional1a4yers and philoso-phers tackled big questions that were being worked out in the time
of our national beginnings and that are still divisive' Issues today. They
asked themselves and one another: Do the assumptions about human
nature and about governments n which the Constitution was based still e
hold ,true? Will the artful -mix that the Founding Fathers created from
those assumptions and from the political realities of the time work foist
the 21st century? Do the arguments the Federalists used to defend the
new national charter remain, persuasive today? Or do new times a
society 200 years older and infinitely more varied require new as-sumptions, a new charter?

Sitting in with the "experts" were citizen spokespersons whose job
it was to keep the dialog real: to speak up when discussions became too
theoretical . . . to ask for clarification . . to prod about ambiguities . . .to point toward areas of friction bi sets constitutional principles,
betweeesectors of society . . ,.to tie discussion firmly to Americans'
concerns about the future.
O Six counterpart pamphlets, whi distill the choicest portiOns of the
discussions, flag key points, focus the issues by means ot provocative
questions, and spread the reexamining process to citizens and groups
across the country. Each pamphlet alsd includes a resource list for
those who want to probe further.
O This COMMUNITY GUIDE, to share with local groups ways to putthis basic idea and these pamphlets to work in their communities.
The League of Women Voters Education Fund dedicates these publications tothe memory of Professor Martin Diamond, who was a moving force and source ofinspiration in the pluming, development and implementation of the Federalist
Papers Reexamined Project The projer was made possible by a grant from theNational Endowment for the Humanities'.
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Pretace
In May 1974, with the mo s events of Watergate serving as the catalyst, the
1,437 voting delewites to the ague of Womengfofers national convention engaged
in a major debate t!xt representative government, the separation of powers, checks
and balances and the role of theexecutive branch. The essence of the concerns thisdebate reflected was perhaps best captured by Henry Steele Commager in an ad-
dress delivered toward the conventi. close:

The great question that confirm* us implacably is whether the American Constitu-
tiqn and American political les, which have served us so well and have
weathered so many crises, can continue to function in the modem world. Does it still
work; can it continue to work? Is a Constitutional mechanism rooted in 17th century
ideas of the relations of men to government and admirably adapted to the simple
needs of the 18th and early 19th centuries adequate to the importunate exigencies of
the 20th and of the 21st? Or are the American people perhaps less mature pond-
callylhan ,they were in Oe 18th-century lesi mature and less sophisticated and less
resourceful?

'Vroni\this convention -inspired beginning, The Federalist Tapers Ref xsmined
project grew. In the ensuing weeks and months, the ideas discussed at the conven-
tion were broadened and refined in a formal proposal, culminating in a grant to the
Levue of Women Voters Education Fund, from the National Endowment for theHumanities.

The rationale for this undertaking is rooted in a question often heard as theUnited States observes its BiCalt9311181: Can 'our two-hundred-year-old consitu-tional democracy respond to the urgent demands and complex problems of the late20th and 21st cen ? What better way to helpanswer this thorny question than
to involve as mafiy people as possible in the kind of broad public discussion that
was a hallmalit of 18th century political experience? Furthermore, to launch such
an inanity, why not use THE FEDERALISTIAPERS a most illustrious exampleof this sort of dialog since they were practiral political documents that-addressedmany of the same kinds of problems and issues confronting us today. As George'I Washington put it .

When the- transient circumstances tof 1787-891 shall have disappeared,, [THEFEDERALIST] will merit the notice of posterity, because in it are candidly and ably
discussed the prindpies of freedom aftd the topics of government -which wilt
always interesting to mankind so long as they shall be connected in civil society.*

More sptcifiddly, THE FEDERALIST PAPERS were a series of ;sticks ad-
chitaaed "To tl People of the State of New,York" byAlexander Hamilton, James
Madison, and John Jay, writing under the peeudonym "Publius.;0They appeared
In the newspapers of New York City between October '1787 and August 1788 in
As quoted by airson Roisiiir in his Introduction b THE FEDERALIST PAPERS, Mentor paperback @Men, PP uftla

10



response to the vehement attacks on, the new charter of government that had been
adopted by the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia. At issue was the ques-
tion of whether or not the new Constitution would be ratified by the requisite nine
states and in this respect, New York's vote was critical. The New York convention
did ultimately vote to ratify, although the extent of THE FEDERALIST's impact on
the outcome remains a matter of conjecture ,

Their impact on the ratification vote notwithstanding, THE FEDERALIST
PAPERS are important today because they contain perhaps the most cbimplete and
profound original record we.liave of the founders' thoughts on governmtnt and the
American constitutional experiment. Indeed, it is because of their insightfulness
and "horse's mouth" vantage point that they provide an ideal point of departure for
this project's attempt to promote discussion on the continued efficacy of the
cal principles and structures established two hundred years ago

e

$

I 41P

The Federalist Papers Rixamined project was- made possible by a grant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities The selection of material and ex
planations in the text are solely the responsibility of the author.
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Introduction
The Seminars: The foundation on Which this renewed public debate will rest is
being established by means oislx seminars, to each of which the League of Wpmen
Voters Education Fund has invited a group of 840 "discussants," in addition to a
small number of League "participants. " The discussants, abroad mix of historians,
journalists, lawyers, political ,scientists ancLpublic officials, spend the day in a
free-wheeling, infofmal ditllog with each other and with the League participants.
The latter identify points that are not clear and raise additional questions to make
Tare that a citizen perspective is present bath in the seminars ;rid in the community
discussion materials being developed from them.

. .
, Although each seminar will have a distinct filcus v_d flavor, there are a few
features they share. Each one is loosely strvctured arounds core reading list and
discussion questions.that are sent to the discussants and participantsp advance.
The only prepared remarks are those offered by the discussants in a brief opening
statement. Thus, the seminar dialbg evolves from the combined iriteraction of read
Inge, discussion questions, and infieductory statements. The seminars, in 'sum,
are tit research fordm upon which the community discussion lisitterialNire based.
The Pamphlet This pamphlet the first of the project publications summarizes
the main themes that clamed in the course of the discussion at the stage- setting
seminar. The contentsk which contain a minimum of narrative text, consist of
edited seminar dialog, selected passages frog THE FEDERALIST, questions for
further discussion, and a bibliographical resource section. The pamphlet will serve
two purposes: it is the means by which the seminar results are made available to
the Leagues; and it provides a sprIngboard for community discussion.

Stage-setting: "Stage-setting" embodied twe distinct, but interrelated themett As
the first of the six pioject seminars it served to "set the stage" for the remaining
five. The stage Was setalso, in the sense that the seminar focused on a comparisezi-
of 18th and 20th century thinking about gbjemment in general and the American
constitutional system in particular.

League of Women Voters Participants: ***
Dale Balfour (Maryland)
Rita Cohen (New Jersey)
LotOcauffelt (West Virginia)
Lulu Meese (Virginia)
Rah Mary Meyer (North Carolina)
Barbara Mozon (South Carolina)
Kathy Murray (Pennsylvania)
Sue Panzer .(Wishin . C )
Marjorie Purcell (De

42
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;4
Dorothy Tracy (Georgia)

Madelyn Boni ore (national staff, director, Editorial division)
Keller B a (naticlial board)
Judith H national board)
Harold B. Lippman (project director)
Susan Mogilnicki (project assistant)
CCarol Toussaint (project chairman and moderator)
Nan Watfrman (national board)

The Diocusaants7
James banner, professor ofliistory, Princeton University

'Andrew Billingsley, president, Morgan State University*
M7 Caldwell Butler, congressman (R-Virginia)
Martin Diamond, professor of political science,Northem Illinois University
John Gardri,e, chairman, Common Cause 4

Linwood Holton, former governor of Virginia ,
Haynes Johnson, assistant managing editor, The Washington Post
George Kennedy, professor of classics: University of North Carolina
Pauline Maim-, profeselor of AMerican history, University of Massachusetts,

Boston.

e

Dr. Billingsley was unable to participate for the entire seminar

4
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The American
Political System
lEgistorical
Perspectives
To a significant degree, 20th century constitutional issues
embody historical pre.cedomtsof which most of us are unaware
or only fuzzily understand. logr example, do terms-we take for
granted, such as "republican" or "democratic," mean the
same thing now that they did in 1787? Discussing such funda-
mental questions of definition is an ideal way to set the stage
for an indepth examination of present issues in liglit of the
past that spawned them.
Sue Panzer: I would like to know more about certain 18th
century ideas) about the concept of faction; aboutwhether the
founding fathers in fact thought they were divinely inspired;
about the 'difference, as they saw it, between a democratic and
republican form of government.
James Banner, I wonder if a good starting point might not be
with the concept of republicanism with a small "r."

we may define a republic to be, or at least may bestow 'that
name on, a gouerrirnent which derives all its powers directly or
indirectly from the great body of the people, and is administered
by persons holdipg their offices during pleasure for a limited
period, or during good behavior. It is essential to such a govern-
ment that it be derived from the great body of the society, not
from an inconsiderable proportion or a favored class of ik . . ."

lames Madison; FEDERALIST #39 '
Republicanism meant many things. First of all, it had to do

with a form of government. Republicanism meant adherence
to a government Springing from the sovereign powers of the
people and managed by representatives of the people. So,
formally, it meant the absence of monarchy, and in its place
the eetablishment of representative government. Democracy,

THE FEDERALIST PAPERS pastisses cited herein are intended to
be illustrative Ather than conclusive, i.e. they are neither necessarily
supportive nor contradictory of the dialog amidst which they have
been placed.

14.
cy3
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Distinctions
between a

demos and
a epublic

A republic's
sine qua non:
"a Alines

11

on the other hand just .to distinguish it for a moment, again
in a formalistic sense meant-the participation of all the inde-
pendent people (in the 18th century this group consisted al-
most entirely of white adult males) in policy making and
government. The advocates of republicanism felt that stieh a
democratiC system couldn't work across a state or even a
county, let alone across a nation. Indeed, it hadn'Cworked,
except in the very smallest of communities, such as some of
those in New England.
"The true distinction between these forms . . is that in a democ-

racy the peOple meet and exercise the gouertment Iiperson; in a

republic they assemble and administer It by their representatives
and agents. A democracy, consequently, must be confined to a
small spot A republic may be extended over a large region."

James Madison, FEDERALIST

But, republicanism also meant something else: it Qi to do
with the quality of civic existence; i.e. republicanism as a
mere form of government was "bottomed" on some philo-
sophical principles and could not work unless certain moral
preconditions existed. Number one, a republic could not exist
without "a, virtuous people." 2 Virtue, John Adams said; is
the sine qua non of the republic. If its people gave way to lux-
ury, to any form of corruition, to lassitude, apathy or com-
placency, to riot and rebellion or to spending more time at the
horse races than attending to the business of policy making
and constitutionalism, then the republic couldn't survive. The
republic was the most fragile form of government because it
was born in wind of revolutionary times and there had never
been any other quite like it. So, "a virtuous people" would be
at the top of the priority list; what comes next I'll list in no
particular ordir.

A republic also had to have pc. ace and external harmony.
Warfare endangered it: warfare created corruption and an im-
balance in power; it gave the .executive overweening power
and, if nothineelse, created military poweri it caused money
to be maldistributed among contractors who served the gov-
ernment, to people who preyed on ocean-going vessels of
enemy nations, and so forth.
"It is of the nature of war to increase the executive at the expense
of the legislative authority."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST *8

To succeed, a republic also needed internal peace,.har-,,
mony, comity, equilibrium; balance, so that none of the parts
could be stronger than the others. Hence, it needed two houses

2 A "virtuous" person was one who was wise, Just, temperant, cour-
ageous. hottest, and sincere; one who possessed "traits of Special
consequence for a free republic: the willingness to act moially with-
out compulsion, love of liberty, public spirit and patriotism, official
incorruptibility, and industry and frugality " Clinton Rossiter, The
Political Thought of the American Revolution (New York. Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1968), p. 827.
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, Cheeks, balances of Congress, it needed a president to itheck the Congress and
and other vice versa, it needed a court system Yo check the other two
essentials branches. But, it'a]so meant that in terms of social existence

neighbors should get along with each other, that the violence
of faction should not proceed too far, and that one should be
modest -voiced rather,' than of violent expressive'. .

"The efficacy of tionous principles is now well understood, which
were either not known ate, or imperfectly knoWn t9 ate- ancients.
The regular disinbution of power into distinct departments; the
introduction of legiskrtivehnlances and checks; the institution of
courts comprised of judges holding their offices during good be-
havior; the represegtation of the peopli in the legislature- Py
deputies of their own election: these are wholly new discoveries,
or have made their principal progress towards perfection, in
modern times. They are means, and pq.erful means, by which
the excellencies of republican govemrrint may befethiped and
its im lessened or avoided"

-644/exander Hamilton, EEDERAIJST #9
In addition, to be preserverl. and these men had many very

serious and I think justifiertdoabts about:whether it could be
a republic, could not giie to power. Power destroyed
republics, so it had,to be fettered, encompassed, reigned in;
everything 'possible bad to be done to prevent power from
"encroaching"; you'll find that term in THE FEDERALIST
PAPERS. Washington used It Jeffeston used it. I think it is
significant indeed that in the great crises our republic has
endured we've come bacli'to this concern about power again
and again. Power was. at issue, for example, when Jackson
was President, durihg the CIVil War, under the Neyr. Deal,
throughout. the First and ,Second World Wars, and most re-
cently, during the Johnson and Nixon administrations.
"But the great security against a gradual concentration of the
several powers is the same, department [i e. the executive, legis-
lative and judicial] consists do those who administer
each department the necessary constitutionalmeans and personal
motives to resist encroachments of the others."

lames Madison, FEDERALIST #51

Furtherm.ore, republicans- assumed that both landed and
personal property would, be ,distributed fairly widely. They
were confident about this bkause property was already well
distributed as a result of 'the a ility of land and oppor-
tunity target it. They were well are, ough, that if property
became concentrated, then new An . gerous concentrations
of power could result In short, the desire for widespread
property was velymuch related to the fear of undue concen-
trations of power.

Lastly, republicanism also had a lot to do with the hide-.
pendence of the electorate'; i.e. its capacity for autonomy and
volition. People had to be independent to make up their own
minds, to judge on matterspf policy, to determine where they
would live and under whaT conditions. Independence could
come through educatiOn, through a vital press, through the

7
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give and of debate. independence also tould come with
the own p of property, in the 18th centurgOaleC of acquir'
ing a e stake in aocjety through which one could testify
-to one's fitment to live in the republic a d make it work
because one owned a piece of it
Martin Diamond: That was of course an excellent presenta-
tion, but as you may know, the account that Prefeetior Banner
gave is thoroughly controversial. I regard his as a
splendid account of the anti-FEDERALIST P outlook,
i.e. an excellent statement of what the opponen of the Con-
stitution believed. What he left out entirely in hi explanation

A virtuous were the views outlined it THE FEDERALI PAPERS
people? a themselves. The federalists did not believe you n ed a vir-

different view tuoue people for a republic numbers 10 and 51 particu-
larlifrindicative of this because they didn't think could
ever get one. They thought you had to do with this and
that's where the tough and harsh and genuinely =tang

aspects of the American system are.
"Ambition Aunt be made to counteract ambition. The in of
the man Must be connected with the constitutional righ of the
place. It may be a reflection on human nature that such vices
should be necessary to control the abuses of goveit But
whaf,Js government itself bib the greatest of all'refielions on

1". humaipnature. . This poky of supplying, by oppeedte and rival
interests, the defect of better motives, might be tread through
the whole system of human affairs, private as well as public."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #51

Pauline Maier: I'd just like to top off this discussion by
elaborating on the historical perspectize that has already been
developed. As Profedsor Banner suggested, the founding
fathers were doing something exceedingly rare, and therefore
they quite naturally lacked any strong sense of confidence
abbut what iikould result from their efforts. Simply to establish
a republic was a relatively new thing inhistory. Indeed, as late
as 1774, to be called a republican was like being called a com-
munist in the 1950s: republicanism' suggested popular self-
government; it suggested the aid of monarchy and hereditary
rule; it was subversive; and, worse yet, it was utopian Re-
publics, according to the wisdom of the times, were impracti-
cal they always succumbed to anarchy and instability. Where

Founding a they worked at 4, they covered only a small territory in which
republic was the population was relatively homogencinis and cohesive. If

a radical to found a republic was itself revolutionary, then to attempt to
undertaking found one for a nation as large as the United States was even

more radical.
The founding fathers were, of course, not raving idealists

but practical men who were building on- relevant past-experi-
ences. Within the states, for instance, republican governments -

had been instituted add revised for more than a decade and, of
couple, experience with national government was gained under
the Articles of Confederation. To examine these experiences
is to get a senile of the sweat, toll, and anxieties- that faced
revolutionary. Americana. Indeed, because our history has

8
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been so compacted into neat symbols the Declaration of In-
dependence, the Constitution, THE FEDERALIST PAPERS
we tend to forget all the false starts and new beginnings that
made the revolution real and contributtirto its ultimate results.

There was no consensus on *hat the form of the American
republic should be in 1776 or 1787. The state constitutions
testify to a spirit of experimentation. Countless varieties of
institutions were tested in those earliest efforts at eitablishing
republics: unicameral legislatures; governments with no
executive or with a committee as executive; councils of re-
vision, of censors, of appointments; an electoral college. But
even at the Philadelphia Convention in May 1787 they still
had much to learn. The convention, I think, was less a battle
of big and small states, as we are always told, than a meeting
of men who had a great' deal in common on what they were
about to do but who, in the course of four hot months, came to
still better understand and delineate the critical facets of
American republican government.

The Few thought of the Constitution as perfect in the end, and
didn't think virtually no one saw it as an ultimate solution to the problems

the Constitution of republican government. Even the "fathers" of the Constitu?
was an ultimate tion continued to debatrits provisions. Madison, for example,

solution carried on a weighty correspondence with Jefferson over such
basic issues as whether the document should have contained
provisions for rotation in office; whether the President should
have had a veto over state laws; and whether a bill of rights
ought to have been included. The states, furthermore, as-
sembled long lists of proposed changes. Indeed, if the Con-
stitution was the perfect document we are' led to believe it
was, why did the new gotinmment have to begin by drawing up

,ten amendments to it amendments that are Central rto our
entire modem conception of freedom and the blessings the
Revolution bestowed on future generations,.
"if mankind were to resolve to agree in no institution of govern-

"lent, until every part of it had been adjusted to the most exact
standard of perfection, society would soon become a general
scene of anarchy, and the world a desert Where is the standard
of perfection to be found?"

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALJST #65
If the Constitution was imperfect, it was nonethel$s better

than the old confederation and hid to be ratified. Thus, it was
for THE FEDERALIST PAPERS to make as good a case as
possible for a document that even one of its authors consid-
ered to be deeply flawed 'Thus, too, the provision thjt the
,Constitution would o into effect when only nine of the thir-
teen states agreed to tify it This meant that the most tiffi-
cult states were left to souse As the merits of the Constitu-
tion itself than whether or not ley would join the new Union
that, with or without their participation, would exist. The
issue, in short, was, "Do we want in or do we want out?" The
political astuteness of the founding fathers in drawing up this
provision had perhaps a far greater influence on New York
State's decision to ratify 'than did anything Hamilton, Madi-
son, and Jay ever said in THE FEDERALIST.

9
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Th. e American \
Political System: I

Responsive
Government/
Responsible
Citizenry
However elusive and resistant to pir-cise definition they may
be, all political systems rest on fundamental philosophical
principles. In any discussion of American constitutional gov-
ernment, therefore, it is likely that questions regarding such
shibboleths as self-evident truths, unalienable rights, indi-
vidual rights, and of man tend,to arise: Do we still
believe in them? changes have taken place in them since
the 18th century? What might such changes suggest?

Self-evident Truths,
Unalienable Rights,
and Change.

What are self- "In disquisitions of very kind there are certain primary truths,
evident truths? or first principles, upon which all subsequent reasonings must

10

AiexanderHamilion, FEDERALIST #31

M. Caltholl Butler My view of tfiis point may be almost
unique here. I believe that we staked out the objective and
untyersal truths two hundred years ago when we the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, and the concetil

mute
is which

were present then are still present and accepted today.
James Banner Congressman, what are the objective and unj-

- versal truths on which the American people would agree?
M. Caldwell Butler. They are the ones enumerated in the
Declaration of Independence.'

3 Specifically "Thit all men are created equal', that they are endowed
with certain "unalienable Rights," among which are "Life. Liberty

19
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James Brihner:"Then we know what they are?
M. C,aldirell Butler: No..i'm not sure that you'd get universal
agreeMent on what they ire, but I think you would get such
agreement on the question of whether or not they exist.

Haines Johnson: I don't think people believe in these great,
sweeping ieneralities today. They are flinch more doubtful,
much mile realistic, and believe much less in the almost
mystical principles Olen seem to be implied in the question of
inalienable rights.

Martin Diamond: I that ik this question of objective and uni-
versal truths refers not only to their precise content but to the
entire question of modem relativism. A whole generation of
college students has grown up being told that thereare no such
things: that Islam has its truths, medieval Christianity had its,
the Greeks had theirs, we have ours, and that all of them are
merely huntan responseS to given environments. This is called
the doctrine of historicism or the doctrine of relativism, and I
find it to be a dangerous and false teaching because it pos-
Sesses the inherent potential to destroy the social fabric that

They exisumt hold ms together. Thus, while am convinced, like Congress-
many a don't man ruder, that most Americans -Archie Bunker, for in-
h"Reve in them stance -do believe there are certain true things, the self-

evident truths in the Declaration of Independence being an
example I want to stress the ironic fact that the more educated

A you are the less likely you are believe that
Now, if there are no such objec=tive truths, then there can't

really be any Constitution That is, it is by definition a denial
of. the idea of a constitution if it is merely an expression of
what the majority wishes, feels, or wants at any given moment
The original Cqnstitution presupposed the existence of some
objective cottditions of liberty, equality, and justice. If wedeny
their existence, we've knocked the props out from under our
constitutional system'. -If Mere are no self-evidelit truths,
there's no Declare on of Independence. If there is not some

if objective content to the Preamble of the Constitution, there is
no Constitution. So, a very grave issue is involved in this point
and I don't pretend by my remarks to have dealt with it, only to
call attention to its seriousness and reality.
Pauline Maier: I think the question of modern relativism
Professor Diamond has just raised is directly tied to a disillu-
sionment with certain pervasive trends in American foreign
poliCy For a significant period- perhaps going back as far as
the American Revolution itself -we have had an arrogant

--iidertey4o=yzithat "the American way" was the best for
all persons ere, that our republican form of govern-
ment was a8 ideitl model for all nations. As we move away from

and the pursuit of Happiness"; that "to secure these rights, Govern-
ments arc instituted among Men, deriving their Just powers from the
consent of the governed", that when "Government becomes debtruc-
tive of these ends it is the Right of the People to atter or abolish It"
and "institute" a new government designed to "effect their safety and
happiness."

11
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Dale Balfour: I think we should be dealing with she factors
the founding fathers4ould not have possibly anticipated. The
question is whether or not we can still function with the same
set of objective truths, which we probably all agree are neces-
sary, when a-whole new set has grown up that in some cases
are in conflict withethem. For example the right of private
property versus the right of every citizen to a healthful envir-
onment, or the right to equal opportunity in education.
M. Caldwell Butler: The problem, it seems to me, is two-
fold: 1) we have begun to promote legislatively and even judi-
cially conferred rights to a level, of natural rights that don't
always correspond to the reality of prevailing attitudes and
behavior; and 2) the application of these principles has caused
tremendous conflicts in our society. A prime example of this
is the busing issue. One approach, as I perceive it, is based on
the simple right to go to school where you want to; the other
is to be sure that you've got an equal opportunity to do so. If
we had applied these principles through the years as they were
set forth originally, we wouldn't have many of the problems
we have today. We wouldn't be arguing about equal rights for
women because those who wrote the Constitution and THE
FEDERALIST PAPERS said that equality and natural rights
are universal. The problems that have arisen over the years
have come in applying these principles.
Keller Bumgardner: What good was it to have the rights if
you couldn't have the laws and condiffes that made it possi-
ble to implement them? That was what I understood Congress-
man Butler to have said: we all agree we have them, but we've

21
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had difficulty in applying them.

M. Caldwell Butler: They're colliding, that's the difficulty.
Marlin Diamond: They collided in 1787, too. Indeed, rights
by definition collide because there's no absolute principle for
optimizing them. The problem, Mr. Butler, is as you say: it's
the multiplication not of natural rigins but of ideas necessarily
inferred from them. Indeed, we're no talking about natural
ri4is anymore but about equal gratification. For example,
there is not and cannot be a right to a healthy environment;
rather it is siiiply a matter of people trying to have dean air.
This is an extraordinaiy departure from the original American
idea of rights, since that concept was based on the premise
that most ot'the time you will fail in realizing teem. Now we
include almost everything under rights and are furious when
the needs they embrace are not met. It is this pattern that has
fomented the profound changes in American society we are
undergoing today.

Pauline Maier: I want to mention what is perhaps the most
revolutionary attribute of this concept of "rights": the con-
tent of any "right" has a way of ballooning out Whatever
Jefferson meant by saying "that all men are created equal," it
is extremely doubtful that he meant what later generations
made of it. In the 1780s, artisans and mechanics said it meant
they could act for themselves politically and not hale to be
deferential to their betters as they were in de colonial period.
Butt as carpenters began voting for carpenters and artisans

"instructing" their assembly representatives on what to
and how to vote, their earlier leaders oftentimes found

emselves in extreme disagreement with their old constitu-
ents. Somehow, that was not what equality meant to them..
Later, of course, blacks and women claimed the same equality
and basic rights accorded at first to white males. Never were
these demands accepted without oppoaition. Rights, then,
have a tendency not only to conflict with others, but to expand.
They represent, in part, a commitment to an ideal that "bal-
loons" in its conliequenoe, as it is claimed by new and unantic-
ipated constituents. As a result, we have a cOntinuing revolu-
tionary tradition that is intimately connected with this issue
of rights.

Individual Rights Broader,
Narrower, or Restricted?
Ruth ,Mary Meyer: Isn't our concept of individAl rights in
the late 20th century' much broader than it was two hundred
years ago? As we approach the next century, it seems to me
that we've started to regard as rights such things as medical
care, decent housing and gainful employment things which
would never have been considered as rights in the 18th
century.

Dale Balfour: I don't really disagree, but I think in other areas
our rights have been'narrowed because our society is so much

22
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more complicated. While some of our expectations have
broadened, our individual rights as property holders, for
instance, which was a very important item in the 18th century
have become much more constricted. So, it's not that our
rights have'av broadened as =Ass they've changed according
to what the needs of our society have become.

, Sue home.: I would suggest that our perception of rights has
grown according to government's recognition of them and the
fact that programatically the government has led nap believe
that we lyre these and can have more.
"An ouer-scrupulous jealousy of danger to the rights of the people,
which is more commonly the fault of the head than of the heart,
will be represented as mere pretense and artifice, the stale bait
for popularity at the expense of public good. It will be forgotten,
on the one hand, that jealousy is the usual concomitant of violent
love, and that the noble enthusiasm of liberty is toa,apt to be
injected with a spirit of narrow and it distrust. On the other
hand, it will be equally forgotten that the vigor of government is
essential to the sectiNy of liberty; that, in the contemplation of a
sound and well-informed judgment, their interests can never be
separated; and that a dangerous ambition more often lurks be-
hind the specious mask of 21801 for the rights of the people than
under the forbidding appearance of seal for the firmness and
efficiency of government

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #1.

Martin Diamond: If we've broadened the idea of rights, we've
done so because the people who want these new things call
them rights. The idea of rights derives from the state-of-nature
theory. &fore that there was never any notion of rights. There
are no rights in Aristotle, in Plato, in Cicero or Aquinas: there
is justice, there is what is naturally right, there are the posi-
tive immunities of justice, but there are no rights. "Rights"
was an inference from the natural independence of each per-
son in the state of nature to continue to be subject to certain
immunities in civil society. That is the only meaning of rights.
Therefore, there are no rights against nature, no right not to
get wet when it rains. While it may be desirable and wise to
limit people's rights to use their property as they see fit, there
is no such thing as a right to a clean environment What has
happened is that the doctrine of rights has become a clever
rhetorical basis for the strategy of those who have enlarged
the range of egalitarian demands upon society; they very
shrewdly use the traditional language of rights to help realize
this expansion. Yet, there is simply no connection between
this enlargement of egalitarian demands, masking as rights,
and those invented and understood by Hobbes and Locke
that were carried over into our society in the Constitution.
There is simply no connection between them and the right of
free speech, the right of equal protection under the laws or the
right of habeas corpus.

Haynes Johnson: The point on the question of individual
rights that has long fascinated me is the struggle we've always

rights
and evolution
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had to face over the right to be wrong. Perhaps this is the most
important right of all. It's always under assault, and yet, -I
think it has survived remarkably intact. It disturbed me im-
pmeely, for example, to see George Wallace being booed off
The stage at Dartmouth. While they thought he was wrong, the
real issue at stake was the right to free speech and expression.
We saw this kind of thing in the McCarthy period in the mid-
19506 and again most recently with the Nixon administration.
In this latter period, I think we they' v the line very, very close
on free expression and I'm not just talking about the press.
This is very much in contrast to the fact that we used to cele-
brate dissenters as heroes something I'm not at all sure we
do anymore.

Lain Meese: To me, it's important to have a right to be free
from unnecessarrrestrictioris brought about by endless laws
cit the state and national level. Many of the founding fathers
felt that morality or goodness cannot be legislated and I think
we've reached the point where we're trying to do just that.
And. in doing so. we're restricting individual rights.
'The sober people ofAmerica are weary of the fluctuating policy
which has directed the public councils. They have seen with
regret and indignation that sudden changes and legislative inter-
ferences, in cases affecting personal rights, become jobs in the
hands of enterhnsing and influential speculators, and snares to
the more industrious and less informed part of the community
They have seen, too, that one legislative interference is but the
first link of a long chain of repetitions, every subsequent interfer-
ence being naturally produced by the effects of the preceding."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #44

Martin Diamond: The reason for this, Mrs. Meese, is that
these "new rights" are interfering with the old ones. The new
rights areuot abstinences from government, are not absences
of authority, but are, rather, impositions of authority and the
expenditure of tax money. And that's another one of the in-
dices of their difference in character from rights as conceived
by the founding fathers, i e. they're simply public policies,
whether ill or well-calculated, not rights.

. .
M. Caldwell Butler: The absence of a criminal sanction ha
become the basis for rights in modem concept. The Supreme
Court, for example., has recently said that state statutes which
limit or prohibit abortions are tmccastituticnal, That has been
parlayed into a right to have an abortion. Where this becomes
complicated is in the attempts that have arisen to cut off fed-
eral public assistance funds where the money is used for
abortions. The difficulty arises when someone finds out that
you cannot deter one means of terminating a pregnancy with-
out infringing on another, because that would be a denial of
equal protection. Therefore, the absence of a criminal sanc-
tion has now been parlayed to the point that federal funds must
be available for abortions if they are available for any other
aspect of planned parenthood. And the next step will be a right
to a publicly financed abortion. While I don't have any real
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objection to that, I do want to stress the point that rights halve
a way of building upon themselves from bases that you can't
foresee and the total spectrum ofVem has been increasing at
such a rate that it is really hard to keep track of them.
James Banner: We shouldn't necessarily think of what has'
happened in the list century in the way of the redefinition of
rights to be a bad thing. I think what we have been going

. through in this respect is'a second level of revolutiod in the
modern definition of what rights are, although it is difficult
to see where we should go next.

Individual There have been two stages in this process of defining
rights redefi- rights and there have been historical conditions in each case

y redefinition that has taken
century was not some miracle,

explained historically, eyed
everyone. Those rights were not

accepted at first: there was debate on them for at least two
centuries, culminating in their general accentance as being
legitimate.

nation isn't that can be cited to exp
necessarily bat Place. What we got in the 18

but something that could
though it was not accepted

Are we more
concerned with

rights than
responsibilities
or vice versa?
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Rights and Responsibilities
Barbara Moxon: I'd like to interject a question here that I
think relates to the rights problem. 'Congressman Butler said
earlier in out discussion that we're more concerned now with
responsibility than with rights something he saw as being a
positive sign of progress. Yet, in recent years it seems to me
that the opposite has been true; we've been much more con-
tamed with rights than anything else.
M. Caldwell Butler: Well, what I meant to say was that we've
pretty much staked out what the rights are, and therefore
we're not as concerned with defining them as we were. My
feeling is the only thing that really concerned them in 1776
and 1787 was protecting oneself and one's rights. Now, be-
cause we've strengthened our system and it's held together for
as long as it has, we've begun to direct our energies toward
what we to be our obligations. For example, while the
right to an ucation may not be one guaranteed by the federal
govemmen we are certainly assuming obligations in that
field. The ole world is tugging us to feed them when they
have , and we are defining what our obligations are in
that respect well. In short, we've moved into the area of
considering obligations and that, I think, is a sign of
progress and

James Banner: I like to point out that one of the rest-
sons.that those in century could concern themselves
so much with rights because they could assume an agree-
ment on obligations, milady those of the politically inde-
pendent electorate. They could assume that citizens would
participate and accept their civic responsibilities, and that's
something we no kinger accept. The electorate is not ad re-
sponsible and responsive as It once was, and Ws a damned
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hard question to an er why not. It may be because of these
rifling entitlements or the concern for gratification we've
mentioned.

Whatever the reason, I think we have to understand that in
the lath .century it was assumed that a responsible citizenry
would ipso facto be a participating citizenry, and that peOple
who were independent would use that autonomy for the good
of the republic .no matter how much they- might disagree on
matters of policy. We no longer can make that assumption,
because everybody seems to have So many other rights that
they are concerned with realizing. We have spent so much time
educating our youths to think about the rights to which they
are entitled, that we no longer wake them astare of the respon-
sibilities they are obliged to discharge in return.
Sue Panzer; I would like to pursue the point raisedby hofes-
sor Diamond on the relativist point of view. If I understood
him correctly, he's saying that relativists pose a subtle threat
to constitutionalism: either they are a dange or they have
simply opted out of the political system because they cannot
fit into it. What I'm trying to do i9 link this thought with
Professor Banner's point about a responsible citizenry. For
example, in. the time of the founding fatlitn3 were there people
who similarly choselio opt out of the system, or was 100 per-
cent participation the rule? What, if anything, might this sug-
gest about the preient political community with its relativists
and drop-outg?

James Banner: Well, certainly 100 percent of dik people did
not participate then, aid you put me on the spot when you ask,
because voting participation is about the best single way we
have, to measure civic involvement. While the view was
widely held by people that they were obliged to discharge their
civic responsibilities, perhaps as little as 30 percent of those
eligible seta* voted in the decades immediately following
the ratification of the Constitution. It was only with the emer-
gence of political parties, competition, and vital national is-
sues tbat seemed to make a difference to the informed voting
public, that electoral participation went up. Indeed, before the
Civil War it leached heights, particularly at the state level, that
it has rarely achieved since. Ever since, there's been a steady
decline, culminating in the most recent plunge.

"The definition of the right of suffrage is very justly regarded as a
fundamental article of republican government

James Madison, FEDERALIST #52

Martin Diamond: It's hard to get a handle on these questions.
It's not the voter versus nonvoter or the apathy versus non-
apathy issue this involved. The system is not threatened if
half the people don't vote.

Perhaps it would be useful to briefly suggest some possi-
ble explanations for the decline in voting that's been. men-
tioned. Firstly, the result of the extensive efforts by cmganiza-
tions like the League of Women Voters is to register the
nonvoter the sleeping dog who, upon being registered, simply
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goes back to sleep. Thus, while we have always had those who
were disposed to vote and those who were not, now to agreater
extent than ever before, both are registered. Those with the
disposition to vote, as ifirtimatPli _by _certain isocioecoLot mic

, actually vote; the others don't Secondlk, the turn-
out of newly enfranchised blacks is statistically low.
Similarly, the 18-year-old group also tends to reduce the
voting percentages. Thus, one must engage in a most subtle
statistical analysis to see what may really be happening in our
voting behavior. Indeed, the decline may not be at all as sympto-
matfc of apathy or dropping out as we have been led to believe.

But, the relativism issue is really related to something else.
What is now a cause for alarm is not how vigorous the elec-
torate is - which is not to say that we shouldn't do everything
we cad to encourage it -but the idea that each value is equal
to every other value, and that everyone's desire is equally
entitled to )gratification by government, philanthropy, or some
oher means I think what has happened is that there has been
a switch from liberty-to-try-and-fail to equality-of-getting by
virtue of fpomeone else's efforts. People have begun to believe
that .their wish, desire or whim is equal in moral status to
everyone else's. In addition to the distruction of the concept
of a hierarchy of values, this has led inexorably to ittswitch
from equality as originally conceived. If you have a race in
which everyone is really free, then the superior succeed and
the inferior fail. Pemocracy was a, system designed to allow
for natural failure by getting fid of artificial impediments to
failure, as well as artificial props for success. The difficulty is
that we have become bitterly opposed to the idea of the
"downs" of democracy and liberty, in contrast to its "ups," ..,
and I think this poses grave problems for us.

The Nature of Man 18th
and 20th Century Attitudes

James Banner: In our earlier catsideration of objective. and
universal truths and 'inalienable rights, Congressman Butler
remarked that he felt such things still exist, although it might
be tliffiCult to obtain general agreement on what they are. I
wonder if the same kind of consensus might exi
the 18th century's "realistic" view of human nature.
"As there is a degree of depravity in mankind which requires a cer-
tain degree of circumspectiqa and distrust, so therte are other
panties- in human nature which justify a certain portion of esteem
Std confidence." - ...

James Madison, FEDERALIST #55.

M. Caldwell Butler: r think we have the same agreement
today we had two hundred years ago. You're an historian, do
p.m' disagree with that? .......

James Banner: Yes, I do disagree. I must confess that if you
asked me to tell you in twenty -live words or less what the
nature of man is, I Auld be hard pressed to answer. I guess
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what I want to know is, do all of us here agree that the nature
of man is fractious, or harmonious, or evil, or good?
"Has it not . . . invariably been found thgt momentary passions,
and immediate Trzkre, have a more aave artmperious con-
trol over human conduct than general or remote considerations
of policy, utility, or justice?"

Akonnder Hamilton, FEDERALIST #6.

lthersCadrell Butler: We're fallible and that's why the founding
set tip this system the way they did to take care of

the fallibility of man.

"As long as the reason of man continues fallible, and he is at
liberty to exercise it, different opinions will be formed. As long as
the connection subsists between his reason and his self -love, his
opinions and his passions will have a reciprocal influente on each
other, and the former will be objects %which the latter will
attach themselves." ,

Jain Madison. FEDERALIST #10.

Mardn Diamond: While it's very hard to say what a realistic
view of human nature is, we do know that there are five or six
fimdamental views of it, and each political system is in sortie
aignificantwaylasedcn oneormoreofthem: for example, the
classical Greek, the Judeo-Christian, the Hobbes/Lockean,

-the Marxian, and the Freudian views. Now, human nature
means what`the human end is: the medieval city and the early
Puritan city on a hill embodied a certain salvation view of
mankind, while the Greek polls was a view of certain aristo-
cratic potentialities of humans around which all political life
Was organikr4

"Why has government been instituted at OP Because the passions
of men will not conform to the &wk.. of reason and justice
without constraint"

AlexanderiHamilton, FEDERALIST #15.

Theme
view of hasium
nature: a care-..

ful blend of
I freedom and

stability'

In contrast, the 18th century realistic uiewig human nature
was: let us not aim at medieval salvation or the ancient aristo-
cratic heights, but let us aim at a senfible Lockean level of
comfortable individual stability and freidom to be achieved bgk
a careful structuring.of democracy. This is very much in con-
trast to modem democratic theories, from Jacobinism to
Leninism down to the contisuporazylerieties of what might
bs -called "enthusiastic democracy." What these modem
enthusiastic theories have in common is the conviction that
once a system is properly democratic all good things will then
follow. As compared to 'this utopian approach, the 18th cen-
tury American thoroughly and, I think, usefully
realistic.

In accarce with this realistic view of human nature, the
founding fathers looked car democracy as being capable of
certain faults. Indeed, the Constitution was an attempt to
embody democracy's excellences .and guard against its faults.
"[The Constitution's structures and principles] are means, and
powerful means, by which the 'excellencies of republican goo-
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emment may be retained and its imperfections lessened and
avoided:

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #9

Furth oat; the heart of THE FEDERALIST PAPERS -
especiallyespecially numbers 9 and 10 - is a study of democracy's =cal-
lences and faults, the way to optimize the one and minimize
the other. The whole of THE FEDERALIST is a commentary
on how the Constitution is Intended to achieve that result, i.e.,
how its complex political, social, and economic structures and
principles will keep democracy from degen into major-
ity folly and majority tyranny.

". . a pure democracy, by which I mean a society co of a
small number of cittiens, who assemble andadminkjer the gov-
ernment in person, can admit of no cure for the mischiefs of
faction. A common passion or interest will, in almost every case,
be felt by a majority of the whole; a communication and concern
results from the formirgouemment itself; and there is nothing to
check the inducements to-sacrifice the weaker party or an obnox-
ious individual. Hence it is that such democracies have ever been
spectacles of turbulence and contention; have ever been found
incompatible with personal security or the rights of property; and

-_have In general been as short In their litres as they have been
violent in their deaths."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #10.

In short, as the founding fathers saw it, the relationship
between human nature and democracy is based on the premise
that while man possesses sufficient potential to achieve mod-
est success in realizing the latter, the democratic process can
also lead to folly and tyranny if it's allowed to get out of hand.
The thing that the founding fathers would have bludgeoned to
death, if they had a chance, is the slogan that whatever ails
democracy can be cured by more democracy. The difference
between 1776-87 and 1976 is a difference regarding precisely
this point. We believe equality is good, more equality is better;
democracy is good, greater democratization is better, and still
more democracy would be best. They disbelieved that utterly,

democracy as being everlastingly In need of constant
on and modification.

"But is government itself but theAttest of all on
human nature? If men were angels, no

got
Id be

necessary. If angels were to govern men, neither nor
internal controls on government would be necessant,,In-frarrdng
a government which is to be administered by men over men, the
great difficulty lies in this: you must first enabk the government
to control the governed; and in the next place oblige It to control
itself. A dependence on the people is, no doubt, the primary
corral)l on the government; but experience has taught mankind
the necessity of awdhary precautions."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #W..

James Banner:I think that there's good reason to think of the
founding fathers as having given birth to the democratic ideas
that set the stage for the emergence areal political, economic
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and, to some degree, social deMocraci over the ensuing two
hundred years. But, these men were not by the widest stretch
of the imaginatien democrats, at least to the following impor-
tant degree: they Believed that there were differences among
people, differences not only in intellectual and emotional
capacity butdifferences that grew out of and were rsgected in
social situations: They lived in a hierarchical societrand they
assumed that there would be a political elite - indeed, they
were by and 14ge members of it - that would be deferentially
supported by the voting and nonvoting public. They did not
generally go out on the hustings or elsewhere, except under
the, most extreme` conditions of political *tress, to get lots of
people to vote and thereby end their deference to "the better
sort." Indeed, democratic society and politics didn't really
begin to emerge until between 1825 and 1840, and solely
among white adult males at

, The founding father belt that human nature was
fra4ileand that ciAtgovemment was necessarily fragile. They
were tremendously fearful about the abuse ofpowei- a legacy
of the events that precipitated the .Revolution --lia.they felt
that democracy would devolve into dettpOtism and disorder,
and that ones that happened the republic' itself would be
doomed. So to that degree, they just weren't democrats. They
were republicans with a small "r." But in the ringing phrase
that "all men are created equal," and in the very implications
of so much of their writing and their actions, they did set the
groundwork for the emergence of democracy as we know it
"Power controlled or abridged is almost always the rival and
enemy of that po by wtch it is controlled or abridged."

. 4-Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #15
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The American
Political System:
"A Deep
Malaise Abroad
Itut The Land?"

As a result of the recent disclosures of wrongdoing and mis-
conduct by our public representatives and leaders, many
Aineritans feel that "a deep malaise is abroad in the land," as
one seminar participant put it. In contrast, others would argue
that the cynicism and mistrust generated by these revelations
are neither sufficiently deep nor widespread to warrant the
label "malaise." Whichever waynnone may lean on this point,
few would disagree that significant numbers of citizens have
at the very least lost confidence in their system of government
and have become p-Olitir_al nonparticipants or even outright
dropouts. How can this situation be remedied? Is it, for exam-

'pie, our political institutions that are most defective and in
Timed of reform or are our political leaders chiefly at fault

or is it the people themselves or a combination of all three
categories?
John Gardner: We have to asknurseltes how the world Loday
differs from the world then and whether or not there are things
the founding fathers may not have foreseen. I think the ansvret

thiss its yes, there are. I think, for example, that the founding
would have found it very difficult to foresee what the

revolution& in communications and IransportatOn would do
to a settled continent. We have become, at tt: in certain
respects, irretrievably one society because of .

I think the founding fathers would have found it very diffi-
cult to grasp the problem of a world in which elites and the
whole structure of tradition that supitrted them had decayed,
so that the facts of life they took for granted as being in the
order of things might Just not always be there a sertee of
social responsibility or willingness bto take leadership, for
example.

"When once'an efficient national government is established, the
best' men in the country will not only consent to serve, but also

Things have
changed in ways

the founding
fathers couldn't

have foreseen
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will 'generally be dppoinkx1 to manage it; for, although town or
country, or other contracted influence, may place men in State
assemblies, or senates, or courts of Justice, or_executive depqrt-
merits, yet more general and extensive reputation for alerts and
other qualifications will be necessary toi recommend men to of-
fices under the national government especp!!y as it will have the
widest field for choice, and never experience that want of proper
persons which is not uncommon in some okintStates.

John Jay, FEDERALIST #3

large -
scale organization, the on, the effects? of vast-
ness

couldn't possibly have f the problems of large-

ness and complexity on the relatiociship between the individual
and ha or her society. How coufd they have pictured all that
this has meant in terms of alienation and the attendant need
for intermediary groups..tcrreempower the citizen and give
one a renewed sense of felaticaship with the processes of
government?

While the founding fathers were certainly aware of the
federal-local problem in the context of the nation us the
states, I don't think they could have guessed how en. ously
complex the federal-state-kcal situation would s e. AB
one has to de is look at the multiplicity of federally
local instrumentalities that cut across municipal and state
boundaries, to see the largely unexamined groping to resolve
this problem today.

. . each of the principal branches of the federal government
will owe l t odstence more or less to the favor of the State
governments. ."

James Modkon, FEDERALIST #45

Lastly, I don't think they could have foreseen the emer-
gence of what I think of as the "special interest state." They
certainly' understood faction; they certainly understood the in-
citation of various groups, whether 'geographical or other-
wise, to seize power. But, how could they grasp the fact that
we now have a governmental infrastructure the many federal
regulatory agencies are ready examples which is, in effect, a
collection of wholly. owned and operated fragments of special
interests and groups outside of government?

Martin Diamond: I do believe things are differen now from
how they were in 1776, but not all as different as Gardner
suggests. When he mentions technology and . n cation
and that we're irretrievably one nation, my reply i = that this
was intended. When he speaks about large-scale organizations
and the special-interest state, this too was understood and
intended. The Inost importabt fact about the Constitution was
not that it reflected 186h century reality but that it meant to
create a decisively new reality. It Ras not designed just for
three or four million farmers living along the eastern sea-
board but 'rather to bring, into being a gigantic commercial
union in which tens of milliceis of people would live in a
fashion far different from that of the 18th century. To para-
phrase de Tocqueville, the United States under the Caistitu-
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don stye bona modem. That is why we remain closer to our
politiCal origins than is the case anywhere else in the world;
even though there have been significant changes in our social
and economic life since then In short, I don't see any diffi-
culty, nor & I think Mr. Gardner does, in the fundamental
constitutional design, but simply the need now for creative
adaptation.
Haynes Johnson: What we may be touching on here is some-
thing that relates to the way people feel about their inability
to do anything about national problems. I don't think it it an
accident, for example, that people are voting less in general
and particularly at the national level. Although the reason for
this is often explained in terms of apathy, I just don't see it

It's not apathy that way because apathy by defmition means an abience of
*people feel mini. Rather, it seems to reflect an attitude that there is not

helpless mph one person can do, so why try. Indeed, the problem goes
even deeper than that people have serious questions about
the way their system is operating today. There's widespread
mistrust of all kinds of institutions, not just over what one
reads in the press or hears when a congressman &yaks. And I
think this does affect the way we feel about our system of
government.

"l will, in this place, hazard an observation which will not be the
less just because to some it may appear new; which is; that the
more the operations of the national authority are intermingled in
the trdinary exercise of government, the more the citizens are

/ accustomed to meet with ft in the common occurrences of their
politico/ life, the more it is familiarised to their sight and to their

c feelings, the further it enters into those objects which touch the
most sensible chords and put in motion the most active springs of
the human heart, the greater will be the probability that it will con-
ciliate the respect and attachment of the community. Man is very
much a creature of habit. A thing that rarely strikes his senses will
generally have but a transient influence upon his mind. A govern-
ment continually at a distance and out of sight can hardly be ex-
pected to interest the sensations of the people."

Akocander Hamilton. FEDERALIST *27
Linwood Holton: Aren't you overlooking the distinction be-
tween the structure of this government through which we
certainly cangttack the various problems that confront us
and the problems themselves, which are infmiiely more frys-
trating? I think that the structure is sound and permits us to
attack the problems that frustrate us Clearly wt haven't solved
all the irblerne, but we have the mcans with which to do it.
Haynes Johnson: I agree with that the tools are there. But I
think there is increasing doubt over whetter the system itself
isn't in need of more of an overhaul in terms orthings that go
beyond government, such as corporate power. I'm not sure
people believe that these questions are being addressed.
M. Caldwell gad= While it is undoubtedly true that there is
a general feeling of dissatisfaction with public servants today,
I want to point out that on the other hand I also see respect
sham toward this country's institutions all the time. I have
high school kids coming up to Washington, and they respect

We have the
governmental
tools to solve
our problem*
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the Institutions the Sitpreme Court, the Capitol, the Con--
pees or Senate. Andy:mune, I was deeply impressed by the
letters I received during the impeachment proceedings' co
President Nixon "almost 1,000 of them from people who
wrote three, four, and five pages in longhand just to tell me
how concerned they were shout the state of the -nation, not
necessarily abaut which side of the question they were on.
The feeling of concern that this demonstrated convinces me
that respect for the institutions is just as strong as it ever was
and that is an encouraging sign for me.
"The aim of every po/tdcal constitution 'is, or,ought to be, first to
obtain for rulers men who possess most adorn to discern and
most virtue to pursue, the common good of the sodety; and in the
next place, to fake the most effectual precautions for keeping
them virtuous whilst they continue to hold their pub& trust."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #57.

Now, when,you raise the issue of dissatisfaction with
public °Mc-1'W% think the reason for it is that organizations
having the most contact vfith them do not make a genuine
effort to let the rent of the electorate know how difficult their
job is. Such groups, for example, will often operate on the
premise of trying to shame a legislator into voting a certain
way by implying that if-he-doesn't, he's not on the side of the
angels. If we are really concerned about what people think
about government today, we ought to spend our time increas-
ing the esteem for those in public life, not in knocking
them down.
Haynes Johnson: I think where we really'di is exactly
on this point: I think institutions aren't as , individ-
uals are. You go through any number of that dem-
castrate, virhtWwithout exception over the fifteen years,
that institutions have gone down in terms of public respect
and esteem. On the other hand, I think in duals are re-

.spected people want to believe in them.
"No government, any more than an individ
spected without being truly respectable; nor
without possessing a certain portion of order

James M
John Gardner: I agree that the antipoliti
country has gone too far, and thus when I give a speech
these days I spend at least a lbw minutes trying to rehabilitate
the idea that politics is the only arena in which we can work
oniour differences, unless of course, we want to shoot it out
orleave it up to the whims of a dictator. I unfailingly urge citi-
zens to support their able politicians. On the other hand, I
don't think organizations like Common Cause chn adopt the
supportive stance urged by Congressman Blitler and still be
forceful sad effective in dealing with the problems at hand. In
this sense, it is an unavoidable feet of life that there will al-
ways be the appearance of someone, being "knocked down,"
whether or not this is actually the case. ,

Nan Water:Ram While organizations like Cottmon Cause and
the League of Women Voters and other citizen groups-may in
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FEDERALIST #62
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.
nothing to do with a right-wing or left-whig,pointof view. It's
much more compla than that, anti people are aware of it. Yet,
while people are very sophisticatM'and understanding about
the complex nature of these foryes, they nonetheless seem to
be operating on the premise that if I can't make a difference,
the hell with it

a sense contribute to the deep malaise abroad in the land,
which we've been discussing, there are other forces at work
as well. It seems to me that in many cases, particuhirly in
terms of our elected officials, mistrust and disrespect have
developed where they really ought not to because public serv-
ants are being called upon to act as mediators between highly
fragmented segments of society, each of which carries its own
banner and pushes for its own thing.
"A iood government impfies two things: Just, fidelity to the object
of government, which is the happiness of the people; secondly, a
knowledge of the means by which that object can be best at-
tained Some governments are deficient in both these qualities,
most governments are deficient In the first"

James Madison, FEDERALIST #62
Martin Diamond: When people speak of disaffection and mal-
aise I think what they have in mind is that Americans are an-
noyed at government from a left-wing position, i.e. that gov-
ernment is insufficiently responsive. While I don't have any
poll data to back up my point because none of the pollsters
have asked this question, I nevertheless think that just the
opposite ie true the malaise is a right-wing objection on the
part of ordinary Americans to left-wing responsiveness of gov-
ernment I've deliberately used jhe terms "left" and "right,"
which are certainly much too simple, but I sincerely believe
that all the talk of disaffection has its roots chiefly in a kind
of Archie Bunker hostility to the over- responsiveness of
government.

Haynes Johnson: I disagree. It would be wonderful if it were
that simple if it were all pOlitical or ideological but I don't
think it is at all.

Martin Diamond: I didn't mean to oversimplify it. What I do
want to stress is that no one, to the best of my knowledge, has
investigated thipossibility. Every poll or survey on this)asue
has taken for granted the view that government isn't
sive enough. I am certain that some of the malaise is due to
over-responsiveness, and it's our duty to see to it that this is
sympathetically looked into.

Haynes Johnson: The problem that tends to occur when we
use terms like "left" and "right" is that you can't take literally
whatever Archie Bunker is and I'm not even sure he still ex-
ists; maybe he's been replaced by Tom Hartman who smokes
pot, has affairs, and gets V.D. Bunker' is a caricature of
American life. I think that what people art saying is that it's
not a political thing, it's not really governmental either. Rather,
it's that there are so many forces and institutions out there =
the factory in which they work, the union they join, the offi-
cials they elect or don't elect that don't seem to be in any way
relevant to them, and they as individuals haN;e no power It has
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The American
Political System:
The Constitution is
Alive And Well .
As Americans approach the complicated problem of restoring
public confidence in their political processes, the idea of revis-
ing, amending or even entirely redraig the Constitution is
sometimes ptit forward as a plausible first step. But for every
such proposal there is the conmterargument that subjecting
the Constitution to full-scale revision might open:Alp a Pan-
dora's box, cleating deny Incee probleins than it could ever
help to resolve.

Linwood Holt* If we held a constitutional convention to-
day, the communications industry and e mass audience that
has developed in its wake would tend push it in the direc-
tion of becoming a town meeting. dearly, most of the
issues that would be raised would be complex for the town
meeting setting. They would require mature deliberation by
people responsible for ascertaining all of the facts, not some-
one who inCerrupts his trade or profession on a part-time
basis.

Jame* Banner. As I listen to Governor Holton, ry'reaction
is that I think those who were in iontrol in the late 18th cen-
tury would have agreed with him problems are too complex,
too important to be left t6 the people. Therefore, I suppose
the question before us is whether or not they were right and
whether or not Governor Holton is right I find myself in sym-
pathy with what he says, blit what he says also has a chrono-
logical and social location that we should not lose track of.
'The danger of disturbing the public tranquillity by interesting too
strongly the public passions is a still more serious objection against
a frequent refeence of constitutional questions to the decision of
the whole social?. Notwithstanding the success tutrich has at-
tended the revisions of our established forms of government and
which dotti so much honor to the veers and Intelligence of the
people of America, it must beconfessed that the experiments are
of too/Icklish,a nature to be unnecessarily multiplied!'

James Madison, FEDERALIST .49
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Secondly, although Madison averred in FEDERALIST #51
that `justice is the end of government, it is the end of civil so-
ciety," the principal concern the founding fathers had was
with order. Justice was for them a means to obtain order. I
think, however, that today justice lies much more clearly
within the center of our political concerns; it is related much
more to equality than to order. Thus, if we were to hold a con-
stitutional convention today, and God help us if we ever do,
our principal aim would be the creation and preservation of
justice and not the creation and preservation of the Republic
through order.

Finally, what also troubles me about the idea of a constitu-
tional convention is not that we would preserve the Supreme
Court, have a bicameral legislature, or allow the President to
veto acts of Congress and make treaties the supreme law of
the land. The problem would be in Section 8 of Article It what
should the powers of Congress be? That's where the real is-
sue would be joined: should government take care of us, in-
s s, energize us; or should it just keep the lid on things

problems to be solved eleiewhere in the polity. This
is the is argument about constitutionargovernment, i.e.
what government is supposed to do, and I don't think there'd
be any more agreement on that issue today than there was two
hundred years ago.

M. Caldwell Butler: It makes you wonder how they got agree-
ment two hundred years ago.
James Banner: One side won and explained itself.
George Kennedy: One of the fears that I wound have about a
constitutional convention is that it might adopt some sort of
structure that did not in fact reflect the kind of knowledge of
and experience with instability that the founding fathers had.
It seems to me that they knew a great deal about instability,
and after two hundred years of the Constitution, we don't We
really cannot conceive of instability unless we've happened to
live in South America, Italy, or some similar place.
"The seal for attempts to amend, prior to the establishment of the
Constitution, must abate in euery man who is ready to accede to
the truth of the following observations of a writer equally solid
and ingenious: To balance a large state of society [says het
whether monarchical or repubfican, on general laws, is a work of
so great difficulty that no human genius, however comprehen-
sive, is able, by the mere dint of reason and refiectidn, to effect It.

The judgments of many must unite in the work; EXPERIENCE
must guide their labor; 77ME must bring it to perfection, and the
FEELING of inconueniences must correct the mistakes which they
inevitably fall into in their first dials and experiments,

Rows, Vol 1, Page 128 'The Rise of Aft and Sciences '
as quoted by Alexander Hamilton In FEDERALIST #86

Martin Diamond: The idea of a federal constitutional conven-
tion makes my blood run cold. First of all, we wouldn't have

The problem of the first requirement for a good constitutional convention, and
secrecy that is absolute secrecy. We would not allow the delegates to
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A conatitution
is something

that "gets old"

We lack the basic
prerequisite for
a constitutional

convention

sit behind locked doors with the press rigorously excluded, as
was done in 1787. Indeed, in the evenings Benjamin Franklin
and the other delegates were followed to make sure that word
of the proceedings did not get out prematurely. What they
wanted was for the delegates to be able to argue about what
was best for the country and not have to be worried about the
political consequences of immediate disclosure of-their delib-
erations. A new convention would therefore require an im-
mense degree of autonomy, something which in these times
would be improbable, if not impossible.
The erection of a new government, whatever care or wisdom
may distinguish the work, cannot fail to originate questions of
intricacy and nicety; and these may, in a particular manner, be
expected to flow from the establishment of a constitution founded
upon the total or partial 'Incorporation of a number of distinct
sovereignties. 'Ils time only that can mature and perfect so com-
pound a system, can liquidate the meaning of all parts, and can
adjust them to each other in a harmonious and consistent
WHOLE."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST 4182.

Secondly, a Lnstitution isn't something you can draft with
ease. While constitutions are written all the time, by no stretch
of the imagination does that mean that they will work and sur-
vive. What a constitution is, is something that gets agreement
and gets old. We've frequently said today that the average
American might not go for the Bill of Rights anew, but he
does accept it now because it's two hundred years old and it's
his by ancient custom. Blacks, to choose just one example,
won rights in this country by brandishing slogans two lum-
dted years old and finally extorting acquiescence to them from
bigots. Therefore, I urge that we be most cautious in tamper-
ing with a document that has achieved this unique mystique
and venerability.
" . . frequent appeals [to alter the Constitution] would in great
measure, deprive the government of that veneration which time
bestows on everything . . . . the strength of opinion in each indi-
viducl, and its practical influence on his conduct, depend much
on the number which he supposes to have entertained the same
opinion. The reason of man, dice man himself, is timid and cau-
tious when left alone, and acquires firmness and confidence In
proportion to the number with which it is associated. When the
examples which fortify opinion are ancient as well as numerous,
they are known to have a double efiect."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #49

Pauline Maier: It seems to me we lack the basic prerequisite
for any kind of constitutional convention, that is, pervasive
dissatisfaction with the standing system. In the past, when-
ever a constitution was revised, tha a widespread sense
that the document had puma seridefective. Everything
we've said today leads to exactly the opposite conclusion..
Some of the ideas behind the Constitution may have under-
Fine a permutation in the past two hundred years. We think of
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rights in a Afferent and perhaps an expanded way, for exam-
ple, but I don't think we have a fundamentally different idea of
humnslature. We have perhaps a more variegated notion, but
the basic suspicion of human nature and the desire to protect
the nation from individuals or groups who) would injure it re-
main important And that concern penile. THE FEDER-
ALIST CAPERS.

In short, despite my somewhat irreverent comments at the
outset of thieVineeting, it is clear *that the Constitution has
lasted very well. We have occasional quibbles. Every few
years. for example, we wonder about the electoral college. But
that is within the Constitution a mechanism for solving such
relatively limited problems. As to the larger problem ofcon-
taining power, which was discussed earlier, again I think the
Constitution itself contains the solutions. We must simply
honor it more exactly and take more trouble to understand the
foundations of the American republic; to emphasize, for ex-
ample, its demand that all men be bound by law. There is no
need to rewrite the document
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In Conclusion: Question
for Further Discussion
The American Political System:
Historical Perspectives
Democracy or Republic: Which or Both?
What terms do you think most accurately describe the American political system
today? How relevant are the 18th century distinctions between a democracy and a
republic made by James Madison and others?

Checks and Balance.: "An Excellency of Republican G erAnnetit?"
Does the principle of checks and balances embodied in the Congtitution make our
system of government more or less democratic more or less efficient and effective?

In Search of "A Virtuous People . . ."
What is your response to the contention that government can be no better or worse
than the sovereign people from which its just powers are derived? If as Professor
Banner contended, the founding fathers believed that republicanism required "a
virtuous people," do Watergate, Lockheed, and PR-type scandals imply that we are
no longer such a people? In ordel to be effective and enduring does the American
political system really require 'S virtuous people"? If so, what can be done to
foster public spiritedness, incorruptibility, and other characteristics of "a virtuous
peoPle"?

The American Political System:
Responsive Government/
Responsible Citizenry
Self-evident Truths and Unalienable Rights:
Are There Any Such Things? -

What is your reaction to the contention that the American people can no longer
agree on what constitute self-evident truths and unalienable rights? Do you agree
with Professor Diamond's darn that widespread disbelief in such first principles
"knocks the props out from under our constitutes system"?

Is Our Concept of Rights Different Today?
Do you think that the concept of individual rights is really differenttoday from what
it was two hundred years ago? What problems, if any, might a changed concept of
individual rights pose for the smooth functioning of the American political system?
Arciights "Ballooning"? Colliding?
How do you think the founding fathers would react to current usage of the term
"rights"? Do we need to differentiate between such "rights" as the right to an abor-
tion, the Equal Rights Amendment, the right to a job or adequate housing? Are the
rights-related demands being placed on our system of government pushing us
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4
toward a breaking point and the land of attendant instability that wao am
founding fathers' greatest fears? -

Rights and Responsibilities: A Need for *dance?
Do you agree with Professor Banner's statemmt that the 80th century el

not as "responsible and responsive" as its 1 century counterpart? IC),
what do-you think can be done, to encourage citizens to become more "responsible
and responsive"?

Democracy': How Much Is Too Much?
our system of govemident become tgo "democratic"? What do popular atti-

tudes on issues like crime and "law and order" suggestlp this regard? Hour politi-
cal system has become too democratic, what sh9ild (done abOut it?

Human Nature: Has It Really Changed?
What is the relationship between our view of human midge and our attitude toward
government? Is it consistedt with that envisioned by the fotulding2athers? If not, is
that a positive or negative development?

The American Political Sys teni:
"A Malaise Abroad ,

in the Land"?
Disaffection: Is It With Institutions, With Individuals or Both?
What is your reaction to the assertion dim "a deep malaise is abrold in the land?"
If you agree with this diagnosis can you 'identify what, it 4s that we're disillusioned
about? What remedies would you prescribe?

The USA Today: Phis ca change, plus clest la meow chose?
In light of rePeated-violations in recent years of both the letter, and spirit of the

'Constitution, dolhe principles and, structures it embodies, still retain the same
-promise they held at tfr time of the founding of the Republic?

'I'hfiAmerican Political SySteini
The-Constitiation
Is Alive and Well .
On iialance: Strengths and W
In your Judgment, do we need to redraft the stitution? If so, what are the major
defects?

A*Conatitutiosud Com;ention: Pandora's Boa?
In view or the changes in commtmicatich and population that Iutve taken place
since 1787, do you think it would 1st Yeasiblejik hold a productive constittitional
convention today? Does the amending Ace% the founding fathers deliberately
placed in the Constittition remain a sufficient recourse?

Lindted vs. PeivaidieGovernment?
If a Mum can be said to mirror the times in which it is written, what would
csi written in the 1970s look like? What values would be emphasized: justice
orderrightsresponsibilities?
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Readings
PrimarY Sources:
Commaget, Henry Steele and Richard B. Morris (eds.), The Spirit of '76, Harper &
Row, 1967, $25.00. An excellent collection of original 18th century cultural and
political documents, letters, pamphlets, speeches, and newspaper articles.
The Constitution of the United States; The Declaration of Independence; and
Washington's Farewell Address.
Crivecoeui, J. HectorSt John, Litters From an Americo+ Farmer, especially Letter
III, 'What Is An American?," Dolphin, 1961, paperback, $8.95. A personal ac-
count of mid-18th century America filled with pithq insights on that period's social,
economic, and political characteristics.
Farrand, Max (ed.), The Records of the Federal Conventkin of 1787, 4 vols., Yale
University Press, 1966, paperback; vol. 1-8, 86.95 each; vol. 4, $8.75. A standard
source book based on the notes of the convention delegate. '
Hamilton, Alexander; John Jay; and James Madison, Me Federalist Papers, espec
tally #1, if, 15, introduction by Clinton Roesiter, Mentor, 1961Tpaperback,..N.glisr
Madison, James, "Letter to Thomas Jefferson, October 24, 1787," in Julian Boyd$ (ed. ), The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, Volume I, Princeton University Press, 1950-,
$22.50.
Paine, Thomas, -sr: on Sense," in Nelson F. Adkins (ed.), Common Sense and
Other Political Writings, . .be-Merrill, 1958, paperback, $2.00.

Secondary Source?:
Adair, Douglass, Fame and the Founding Fathers, Trevor Colbourn (ed.), W. W.
Norton & Company, 1974, 814.954E series of collectedessays by Douglass Adair
on the intellectual history of the founding period:
Bailyn, Bernard, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution,or

especially chap-
ters II and III, Harvard University Press, 1967, paperback, $8.50. A Pulitzer
Prize-winning book that traces some of the fundamental ideas that were- instru-
mental to the Waning of the Revolution.
Goodman, Paul (ed.), The American Constitution, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1970,
paperback, $4.25. An anthology of writings on the Constitution by scholars, in-
cluding excerpts from The Federalist Papers.
Greene, Jack '(ed.), The Reinterpretation of the American Revolution: 1763-1789,
Harper & Row, 1968, paperback, $7.95. An anthology of essays from various
viewpoints on the meaning of the founding years.
Kenyon, Cecelia M. (ed.), The Antifeclerulists Bobbe-Merrill, 1966, paperback,
$8.45. An anthology of antifellaplist pamphlets, newspapers, and other docu-
ments, Otte interpretative mater the editor.
Levy, Leonard W. (ed.), Essays on the Making of the Constitution, Oxf versity
Press, 1969, paperback, $2.95. Essays by different scholars.
Roesiter, Clinton, The' Political Thought of the American Revolution, Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1968, paperback, $2.15. A history of the political ideas that guided
and sustained the establishment of liberty in early America.
Wood, Gordon S., The Creation of the Ameticdh Repnitc, WNW. Norton & Company,
196e. paperback, $8.45. A synthesis of the social, political, and economic forces
at work finm the revolutionary period through 1787.
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The Bill Of Rights
The First TenAmendments

L Congress shall makeno law"respecting an establishment ofreligion,ct
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging thc freedom of epee

or of the press; or of the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and

to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.

H. A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the, security of a free State,
the right of the. people to keep and bear Annii shall not be infringed.

111- No Soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any house, without
the consent of the Owner, por in time of war, but in a manner to be pre-
scribed by law.

IV. The right of the people to bb secure in their persons, houses, paint's,
andifffects, against unreasonable 'see rchea "id seizures, shall not be
violated; and ma Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, sup-,
Veicilrley Oath or affirmation, and particulai-ly degibing the place to

d, and the persons or things tobe wiled.

V. No person shall be held to answer for a ... tit, or otherwide infamous
crime, unless on a presentment or iodic a Grand Jury: except
in cases arising in the land or naval f lit the Militia, when in
actual service in time of War or public dung , nor 'shall any person be

bject for the fame offence to be twice put In jeopardy of life or limb;
shall be compelled in any criminal case to be witness against him-

self, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of

law; nor shall private property be taken for pqblic use, without just
compensation.

VI. In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a
speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district
wherein the crime shall haye seen committe a which district shall have
been previously ascertained 'by law, and to informed of the nature
and cause, of the accusation; to be confronted witnesses against

him; to have compulsorpoocess for obtaining Wi
and to have the /Wdottalrice of Counsel for hisdefen

VII. hi suits at common law, where the value in - troversy shall exceed

twenty dollars, lie right ot trial by jury shall preserved, and no fact
tried by I, jmy, -shall be otherwise re in any Court of the
United States, than according t4 the rules of the common law.

VIII. Excessive bail shall not be imdired; not: excessive fines imposed, iior
cruel arid unusual, punishmente inliiited.

IL The enumeration in the, C.onabtution, of cirtain rights, shall not be
construed to deny or disparage otherp retained by thepeople.

IL The powers not delegated to the United Statei by the tonstitutioli, nor
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively,
or to the people.

Edited by Harold B Lippman

sees in his favor,

© 1977 League of Women Itot;ra Educa Fund
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Introduction .

- In May 1§74, with the momentous events of Watergate serving as the catalyst, the
1,437 voting delegates to the League of Women Voters national conventionengagedin a major debate on representative government, the separation of powers, checks
and balances and the role of the executive branch. The essence of the doncems thisdebate reflected was perhaps best captured by Professor Henry Steele Commager
in an address delivered toward the convention's close:

The great question that confronts us so implacably is whether the American Constitution
and American political principles, which have served us so welr arid have weatherethso
many crises, can continue to function in a modem world.

From this convention-inspired beginning, The Federalist Papers ,Reaamined
project grew It evolved in terms of a rationale often heard during thaaation's
Bicentennial observance: Can our two hundred year-old constitutional democracy
respond to the urgent demands and complex problems of the late 20th and 21st
cainturies9 What better way to help answer this question than to involve as many
people as possible in the kind of broad public discussion that was a hallmark of
18th century itical experience? Furthermore, why not use THE FEDERALIST
PAPERSa ustrious example of this 18th century public dialog to launch
such an inquiry?

Specifically, THE FEDERALIST PAPERS were a series of, articles ad
'To the People of the Stitt of New York" by Alexander Haniilton, James Madison
and John Jay, ivriting under the pseudonym "Publius '. They appeared in various
New York City newspapers from October 1787 to August 178{3in response to the
veherhent attacks on the proposed Constitution that had been adopted in Philiael-

jAt issue was the question of whether or not the new Constitution would be
ratified by the requisite nine states a process in which New York's vote would be

'critical While New York did finally ratify, THE FEDERALIST PAPERS remain
important not beeause of their impact on this outcome the extent of which is still
debatedbut rather, because they are a most profound statementiof American
thinking on government in which many of the same kinds of issues confronting us
today are addressed. As George Washington put it i.
"When the transient circumstances of 1787-89 shall have disappeared, [THE FEDER-

' ALIST PAPERS] will merit the notice of posterity, because in it are candidly and ably
discussed the principles of freedom and the topics ofgovernment which will be always
interesting to mankind so long as they shall be connected in civil society."

TheSeadnars: The foundation of this renewed public debate on American govern-
merit rests on series of six seminars, to each of which the League of Women
Voters Education Fund invites a group of 8-10 i'discussants," in addition to a small
dumber of League "participants " The discussants, a broad mix of historians,
journalists, lawyers, political scientists brid public officials, spend the day in a
free-wheeling, informal dialog. The League participants serve as citizen repre-
sentatives, pressing the discussants to clarify their statements, to define terms for
nonspecialists, and to elaborate on points of special interest

The Pamphlet. This pamphlet the second of the project publications sum-
marizes the main themes that emerged in the course of the discussion at the Bill of
Rights seminar. The contents consist of edited seminar dialogue and selected pas-

*As quoted by Clinton Rosaiter in his introduction to THE FEDERALIST PAPERS. Mentor
paperback edition, pp vii-viii
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sages from THE FEDERALIST PAPERS mterspersid with a minimum of narrative
text, questions for further discusion, and a bibliographical resource section The
pamphlet serves two purposes it is the means by which the results of the seminar
,discussion are shared with League members and other citizens, and it provides the
springboard for the public discussion this project isaittemilting to promote
Bill of Rights: In looking at the Bill of Rights then and now, foremost ariong the
things to consider is the fact thrA the framers did not originally include one in the
Constitution Indeed, consideration of this issue did not take place until the very
end of the Convention, whereupon a motion to include a bill of rights was resound-
ingly defeated This very omission became one of the crucial issues in the bitter
ratification controversy that followed From one perspective, supporters of a bill of
rights were holding the ratification of the Constitution captive to their mends.
However, others argued that it was the federalists themselves who were us g this
issue to their advantage, i e , if the supporters of a bill of rights wanted to &their
wish come true, they would first have to help ratify the Constitution Paradoxically,
by the time Hamilton actually wrote FEDERALIST #84 summarizing the argu-
ments against including a bill of rights, many federalists had begun to soften, finally
grasping the enormous amount of popular support it enjoyed Indeed, some of them
went so far as to promise anti-Constitution delegates at the state conventions that,
once ratification took place, the question of rights-related amendments would be
immediately considered

True to their word, after the Constitution had gone into effect the federalists
made good on their promises In his maugural address after the elections of 1789,
President Washington asked the First Congress to take up the bill of rights ques-
tion In response to this request, James Madison, putting aside his previous
doubts, introduced a series of proposed amendments, twelve of which weretassed
after extended debate in both the House and Senate It took more than two years
(December 1791) for ten of the twelve amendments to be ratified by the requisite
number of states, whereupon what we have come to call the Bill of Rights for -"
mally became part of the Constitution
The Discussants:.
Harry S Ashmore (president. Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions)

i Ann Stuart Diamond (lecturing m political science. Yale University)
Paul Conkin (protestor of history. University of liVisonsin) 4.
Daniel Friedman (Deputy Solicitor General, Department of Justice)
Willard Hurst (Vilas professor of constitutional law, University of Wisconsin)
Robert Kastenmeier (cOngressman, Wisconsin)
Theodore A. Miles (professor of law. Howard University Law School)
Harold L Nelson (former dean, School of Journalism, Universitrof Wisconsin"),
Lawrence Speiser (attorney, formerly with the American Civil Liberties Union)
Mary Ann Yodelis (professor of journalism. University of Wisconsin)
League of Women Voters Participants:
Charlotte Copp (Michigan) . Ruth C Clusen (national president)
Shirley Crinion (Wisconsin) Madelyn Bonsignore (director. Editorial Division),
Ann Knutson (Minnesota) Judith 'Heimann (national board)
Joan Lawrence (Ohio) y Sally Laird (national staff)
Louise Moon (Iowa) Harold B. Lippman (project director)
Isabel Sattler (S. Dakota) Betty MacDonald (national board)
Donna Schiller (Illinois) Martha T Mills (staff director, LWVEF)
Louise Stockman (N. Dakota) Susan Mogunickilproject assistant)
Virginia Webb (Indiana) Carol Toussaint (project chiiirman-moderator)

"Two amendments. neither of them rightsrclated. failed ratification
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The Bill Of Rights
Historical
Perspectives
Was It Necessary?
THE FEDERALIST PAPERS are undoubtedly a most cogent
statement of ,American political thinking, yet the authors'
treatment of the bill of rights issue has been the source of con-
siderable controversy. While many later observers concluded
that Madison and Hamilton badly missed the mark on this
point, others believe they were fundamentally correct Never-
theless, because THE FEDERALIST PAPERS particularly
Hamilton's argumentecji34 pose the question of the ulti-
mate utility of a bill of righ., they provide an excellent point of
departuie foka contemporary examination of individual liberty
and the first ten amendments.
Lawrence Speiser: I think Hamilton's argument in FEDER-
ALIST 84 suggesting that a bill of rights was not necessary
was utterly wrong. For example, the importance of having
things spelled out something he strongly objected to insofar

los a bill of rights was concerned can be seen in the present
controversy over the Equal Rights Amendment Althoughpre-
sumably there is enough in the Colustitution to make such au
amendment unnecessary, the fact is, women have not been
adequately protected under its provisions and that's why
people want thtse rights to be spelled out The same thing can
be said for the Bill of Rights as a wh9le they too needed to be
spelled out -

[would] affirm that bits of rights, in the sense and to the extent in
which they we contended for, are not only unnecessary in the

Constitution but would even be dangerous. They would
various exceptions to powers which are not granted; and,

on this eery account, would afford a colorable pretext to claim
more than were granted."

Akmnder Hamilton, FEDERALIST #84

I also think Hamilton was wrong in maintaining that the Can-
stitutica was itself a bill of rights. The Constitution, for in-

makes no mention of the rights enumerated in the First
Am as a free press. In short, regardless of what

Hamilton was
vrrcieg a bill
of rights was

necessary

8
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The framers had
sound reasons

for omission

On the efficacy
of a bill of

rights - Madison
and IlanAlton

THE FEDERALIST PAPERS had to say, the fact is that the
Bill of Rights was adopted; and had we been without it we
would be neither as free nor as safe from arbi govern-
mental actions as we are today.
Aim Diamond: There are several reasons why the Constitu'
tion did not originally contain a formal bill of rights. First., the
framers did not' believe that they had delegated pow to the
nationailoverament over such fundamental matters speech,
press aKd religion To the contrary, they thoht at these
powers had been retained by the individual states and the

"For why declare that things shall not be done which there.is no
power to do7 Why, for instance, should it be said that the liberty
of the press shall not be restrained, when no power is given by
which restrictions may be imposed?"

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #84'

Secondly, they feared that by enumerating or defining tights
some would actually be limited or excluded. Thirdly, the
founding fathers believed that the best security-'for individual
rights under a form of gov- t where the majority is also
the legitimate source of auth is in the structure of the
government itself and the processes that take place in society
outside of government. They felt that when the source of polit-
ical power is the majority, no mere declaration of basic rights
would be sufficient whenever that majority force wanted to
transgress thosi rights. Thus, while they thought the role of
government would always be important in protecting individual
and minority rights, they also believed that in the final analysis
the only thing that could stop a determined majority would be
the structures and processes of society itself.
:If a majority be* willed by a common interest, the rights of the
minority will be insecure There are but two methods of prouiding
against this evil. the one by creating a will in the communityinde-
pendent of the Majority --that is, of the society itself; the other, by
comprehending in the society so many separate descriptions of
citizens as will render an unjust combination of a majority of the
whole very improbable, if not impracticable. The second
method will be exemplified in the federal republic of the United
States."

Jzrnes Madison, FEZiERALIST #51

Harold Nelson: Besides saing that any tvttempt to guarantee
a free press would be easily evaded because the term could not
be defined, Hamilton argued further that it would be the sup-
port of,public opinion that would provide the basis on which
this and all rights would ultimately depend. Paradoxically, we
know from his other writings that he really had little faith in
the public and the particular form of republican government he
was espousing in this regard.

' THE FEDERALIST PAPERS passages cited herein are not presented
to support or contradict the dialog amidst which they have been
placed. but rather to itlustratt or &civilly the discussion
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"What signifies a declaration that 'the liberty of the press shall be
inviolably preserved'? What is liberty of the press? Who can give
It any definition which would not leave the utmost latitude for
evasion? I hold It to be impracticable, and from this I infer that its
security, whatever fihe declarations may be inserted in any con-
stitution respecting it, must altogether depend on public opinion,
and on the general spirit of the people and of the government'

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #84

Although Madison tended to agree with Hamilton, be was
far less disparaging of a bill of rights. Thus, writing to Jeffer-,
son late in 1788, after the Constitution had been ratified by
several states on the condition that a bill of rights would be
added, be stated that he favored one but felt it wasn't very
important the existing state bills of rights were simply
"paElament barriers" that had been repeatedly violated by
ov-ftring majorities. Yet, perhaps as airEsult ofJeffersonts
.responses, eight months later Madison insisted that Congress
consider a bill of rights, and in his speech introducing it to the
House sounded a little more sanguine as to its probable
effectiveness

In looking at almost two hundredyears of experience since
then, several conclusions on the accuracy of the federalists'
views might be drawn. Firstly, Hamilton's argument that free-
dom of the press could not be defined and thus would be onty
an empty declaration in a bill of rights seems to have proven at
least somewhat true It wasn't until the early 1920s that the
Supreme Court finally took up the complex and continuing
process of defining the free speech and press clause of the
First Amendment. Since then, the Courthas at times protected
individual liberties in the teeth of a local or regional majority's
prejudices or beliefs the Jehovah's cases and the
expansive protection or writing ce subjects are exam-
ples. At other times, however, the Courtseems to have waited
until it sensed a retreat in public clamor for control or suppres-
sion, as in its development of First Amendmentprotection over
the advocacy of lawbreaking or the violent overthrow of gov-
ernment. Indeed, sometimes the Court seems to have read the
election returns before taking a new step in protecting free
speech and press guarantees.

It also seems to me that the belief which Hamilton asserted
more flatly than Madison, that public attitudes affect our liber-
ties more than a bill of rights has also proven at least partially
correct. To the extent that we can gauge it, public pressure in
times of alarm and crisis has indeed often overridden these
freedoms through the threat of mob violence and/or public
support of legislative controls. For example, the effective sup-
pression of the discussion of slavery in both the North and
South before the Civil War was accomplished by social con-
sensus. In addition. the first quarter of the 20th century saw
widespread suppression of socialism and urlign/agrarian
radicalism through mob violence, and police actions

As for popular pressure on legislatures, several prominent

Hand lton's
skepticism

was partially
correct
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examples readily come to mind. F stance, there was wide-
spread public support for the Alien d Sedition Acts laws
that punished criticism of the govemm t just ten years after
THE FEDERALIST PAPERS were written Certainly, there is
little question that there was broad popular support for the
Dies [Martin Dies, chairman, House Committee otuun--Anter-
ican Activities' Committee of the 1930s and'1940s and for
Senator Joseph McCarthy's crusade against Communism in
the early 1950s.

Nevertheless, over the long run, Hamilton's harsh skepti-
cism regarding a bill of rights has proven less accurate than
Madison's qualified optimism. The great control that their
generation feared most punishment for criticizing govern-
ment is much less a problem than it was in the late 18th cen-
tury Furthermore, the Supreme Court has ib notable ways
imposed this "parchment barrier" between repressivimajori-
ties and unpopular expression. Thus, it's Madison's vision
that has proven Gybe more true, and as a result we're flier now
than we were fifty years ago.

Paul Conldn: One-has to keep Hamilton's views in perspec-
tive. In the first place, he certainly couldn't have foreseen the
impact that future amendments would have on the whole
meaning of the Bill of Rights. Foremost in this respect was the
Fourteenth Amendment, since it radically transformed the first
ten amendments by extending the protections of individual
rights at the national level to the state and local level.' There-
fore, the question one has to ask is. What real role did the Bill
of Rights play until the tremendous changes fomented by
such later constitutional amendments finally occurred? As far
as the courts are concerned, the answer is, very little. It may
have been a precautionary warning. It may have served as a
continuous reminder that these were impoenni principles.
Ifeett actually, the only early time that it figured in a momentous
debate on,aivil liberties was with the Sedition Act under the
Adams administration. And, ironically, in this instance the
wording of the First Amendment was used to legitimize rather
than prohibit government intervention in regulating the press.

Secondly, one must remember that Hamilton helped to
write THE FEDERALIST PAPERS in the first place because
he desperately wanted the Constitution to be ratified Indeed,
h , id . of even approve of all the articles in the new Constitu-
ti yet he was required to defend certainsections of it It

s sense that he came to defend what had become a
major issue in the ratification controversy the lack of a p7s-
amble containing a bill of rights Thus, he tried to make the

2 The Fourteenth Amendment (Section 1) "All persons born or na-
turalized in the United States, and subject ffo the jurisdiction thereof,
are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside
No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privi-
leges or immunities of citizens of the United States, nor shall any
State deprive any person of life, liberty. or property. without due
process. of law, nor deny to any person within its jurisclictioe the
equal protection of the laws
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best !linable defense of the Constitution in this respect, and I
think his argument was a valid one, given the prior history of
bills of rights.
" . the Constitution is itself, in e nal sense, and to every
useful purpose A BELL OF RIGHTS. Is it one object of a bill of
rights to declare and specify the . rivileges of the citizens
in the structure and administration of the government' This is
done in the most ample and precise manner in the plan of the
convention. . Is another object of a bill of rights to define cer-
tain immunities and modes of4Sroceeding, which are relative to
personal and private concerns? This . . . has also been attended
t o in [ t h e Constitution] . . "

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST 084

When he said, for example, that the Constitution was itself
a bill of rights he was not speaking literally. Rather, he was
trying to point out that once people assume sovereignty them-
selves and establish a government by a compact that is amend-
able, the critical problem is to structure the government and
allocate its powers so that their individual liberties will be
thereby secured. And he felt that this had already been accom-
plished in the Constitution because only specific powers had
been delegated t.15 the new government and, if those powers
ever Came to be abused, the amendment process was always
available to the people as a recourse. In this sense, he saw a
bill of rights as redundant and possibly even dangerous, since
the rights itemized in it could be used in order to find a leeway
around the Constitution itself I think the early experience
witness the case of the Sedition Act mentioned above indi-
cates that this was a valid point.

Lastly, in some ways I don't think the first tea amendments
are really a bill of rights at all. I think it's a bit of a misnomer
and an oversimplification to relate them to the traditional idea
of a bill of rights. Traditional bills of rights were irrefutable
broad statements of principle placed in the preamble the only
proper place of a compact of government. Thus, while the
First and Fifth Amendments docontain such statements, they
and the other eight are subject to amendment something that
is itself a contradiction in terms since eternal verities cannot
be subject to change. So, in the sense that Hamilton was argu-
ing, maybe what we ended up with was not a bill of rights at all
and, therefore, something not inconsistent with his defense of
the Constitution in FEDERALIST #84.
Robert Kastessmeier: It's probably true that Hamilton's fear
to cite the various rights would imply a grant of power that
was not intended for the federal government has not been
borne out Yet, it's still a very good question to ask: If there
had been no Bill of Rights or if the Constitution had been even
less far-reaching than is the case, would we be any different
today as a society? It may be heresy to say so, but I think not
alth2ugh it would have been more difficult to have gotten where
we je The evolution of law in the intervening two hundred
years through the *tuns, state and national legislatures,
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through common custom and through new events probably
has contributed more to what we have become than has the
Bill of Rights.
Daniel Friedman: To me the Bill ofitights was very important
simply because it was them Even if there wasn't much litiga-
tion about its provisions initially, ft stood as a very visible
moral barrier against government violation of individual rights.
Today, every time the government decides what to do it's very
aware of the Bill of Rights, reflecting the fact that it has be-
come so much a part of our thinking and behavior that by
,definition it plays a tremendous role in all decision making.
While no one can tell for certain what would have happened
without it, I have a feeling that this country might not have
developed the way it has at all.
Harold Nelson: The federalists' insensitivity to the very
widespread public wish for a bill of rights ought to be men-
tioned. This subject was given short shrift at the Constitu-

4 tional Convention a pattern that continued afterward in the
controversy over its ratification and thus it wasn't until very
late in the game that the federalists finally came to realize how

The federalists deeply this was wanted Hamilton seems to have written FED-
.were insensitive ERALIST #84 still not comprehending the depth of popular

support for a bill of rights. Indeed, this apparent lack of under-
standing has been considered for many years to have been the
federalists' greatest tactical blunder. So, I pretty much agree
with Mr. Speiser that FEDERALIST #84 doesn't speak well
to 'us today; it's the wider debates of the late 18th century
that do.
'7It has been several times remarked that bills of rights are, in

their origin, stipuytions between kings and their subjects, abridge-
ments of prerogative in favor of privilege, reservations of rights
not surrendered to the prince Such (were) MAGNA CHARTA .
the Petition of Right the Declaration of Right (in England).
Here, in strictness, the people surrender nothing; and as they re-
tain everything they have no need of particular reservations, 'We
THE PEOPLE of the United States, to secure the blessings of
liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this
Constitution. Here is a better recognition of popular rights
than volumes of those aphorisms which make the principal figure
in several of our State bills of rights and which would sotfiTd much
better in a treatise of ethics than in a constitution of government."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #84

Ann Diamond: I disagree. I believe that the federalists simply
thought that the states should retain full authority over the
press, religion and other matters. They did not think they had
delegated such powers to the national govermfient; moreover,
they believed it dangerous to do so.

Furthermore, when Madison later proposed the Bill of
Rights, he was making a tactical response to the attacks that
were being made on the Constitution attacks directed at tak-
ing away a lot of the power tliat had been given up to the central
government and returning it to the states In so doing, I think
Madison was trying to confuse the Constitution's critics by*.

It was not
insensitivity,

but a different
attitude about

power
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getting a bill of rights in place of the structural changes that
were being mentioned. He said as much in his June 8, 1789
speech in Congress when he Introduced llie new amendments.
So, it wasn't an insensitivity but a dill rwt attitude toward
where the power over matters of indivictl rights ought to re-
side. In short, k.think that the federali were just as rns co-.
mitted to individual liberties ei'their critics were but simply
had a different idea of the bestway to protect them.
Lawrence Speiser: I want to add a brief footnote on the insen-
sitivity demonstrated by those of the founding fathers who felt
that the states, as distinguished from the national government,
could infringe on free speech, press, and so forth when they
wanted to. The Constitution does contain some protections for
the individual via a uis the states, but these provisions focused
primarily on economic items, such as .contracts or property
rights. Another example of this insensitivity lies in the appar-
ent contradiction between the language of the First Amend-
ment prohibiting the establishment of a national religion and
the fact that several states did have established religions.
What these examples suggest is that the feeling about the Bill
of Rights was an on-again, off-again kisad of thing. While the
reason for this may have been the prevaMg fearof the power
of the new national government, it nonetheless demonstrates
that curious blind spots existed, as far estprotectin,g individual
liberties wan concerned.

Paul Conldn: But, had the Constitution contained a provision
specifically prohibiting the states from giving tax support to a
church, for example, not one New England statewould have
ratified it.

Theodore Miles: I think it's important to remember that the
essential purpose of the Constitution was to perfect the very
ineffective and much criticized central government of the Arti-
cles of Confederation, witho4 doing so at the expense of the
states or the people. Inthis sense the framers weren't, there-
fore, particularly concerned about the individual states' rela-
tionship to the people:
"From a comparison and fair construction of these several modes
of exPreolon (by is September 1786 and February,
17871Is to be deducea

Cotjgress
the authority under which the convention

acted. They were to frame a national government, adequate to
the odgendes of government and of the Union; and to reduce
the articles of Confederation into such forms as to accomplish
these purposes.'

James Madison, FEDERALIST #40.

Daniel Friedmin: Perhaps the explanation for all this is
that the federal' system of government that was being cre-
ated was a new beast. Uppermost in the minds of the framers
was the experience they had undergone with the British sys-
tem, wherein all power was essentially concentrated in the
crown. What they were most worried aboutwas what the role
of the national government would be, and therefore they put
into the Constitution a great number of prohibitions on what it
could do. It was in this sense of binpreoccupied with the
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powers of the new national government that they apparently
overlooked the posSibility that the states might require similar
controls.
Paul Conkin: I don't agree at all. Individual concern in the
Alith century about free speech, press, petition, assembly and
religion varied a great deal. Certainly almost no one wanted
nearly the leeway in private expression that we take for granted
today. Nonetheless, to the extent that people in each state
wanted protection in these areas, provision was made in their
respective constitutions or bills of rights. Indeed, there was in
the whole concept ofl federal system the pluralistic idea that
different states could take different paths. John Adanis\and
others, for instance, argued strongly that geographical,
and religious , differences dictated' a pluralistic system on
questions of personal freedom, knowing full well that local-
considerations would be involved in deciding the answer.

Concepts of Rights
Ann Diamond: To a very grea t, the American concept
of rights rests on the views of me great En ish philosophers,
John Locke and Thomas Hobbes. Hob defined a right as
the liberty to do anything that the laws o not forbid. Subse-
quently, Locke described the limits o the legitimate scope of
government in order to establish and protect the realm of in-
dividual freedom. Briefly, stated, the synthesis of their views
wad: certain fundamental rights inhere in the human condition,
they preexist civil society and are, therefore, inalienable and
outside the legitimate sphere of governmental authority.

There's also ,a second category of rights, those that are a
result of political society and are meaningless outside of it.
Among these are the three great rights the founders considered
essential: jury trials, freedom of the press and freedom of re-
ligion. Such rights develop over time and eventually acquire
the status of prescription, taking on the same aura of impor-
tance as the inalienable rights which preexist society and are
thought to be in thee nature of being human. These rights em-
body an essentially negative stance in regard to government,
that is, that government either may not do certain things or
may do them only in specific wayB.

Lastly, there's a third category of rights, those created
within and conferred, by. political society in our particular
case through the legislative process. 'these rest on the shaki-
est foundation, since rights realized through legislation
social securify and medicare, for example n also be taken
away by the same authority.
Panl Conkin: there are, as Ann Diamond made clear, those
who have always defined "right" in a purely positive or legal
sense as a politically sanctioned or protected leeway for be-
havior and 'nothing more. In this senSe, rights depend upon
what the law is. But it's my understanding that in this coun-
try we have always used the word "right" in a moral sense
that any legitimate government had to serve certain moral
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ends. If a government does not serve such endS which in the
18th century, came to be expressed in that holy trinity, "life,
liberty and property" titan it is by definition tyrannical.

It is in this seise that the words law and right were so often
used, usually in the terms "natural law" and "natural right."
Law and right art inverse expTessions of the same meaning:
law states the obligations and responsibilities ofpeople toward
each other, while right identifies the outcome of such realized
law if law prevails, then people will be secure in their right
to life, liberty and property. Attaching the word "natural"
,reflected the belief that certain laws and individual rights in-
hered in the nature of things -7in reality itself often relating
to God o#other theistic concepts.

' In this country, in contrast to European experience that
Was predicated on a political perspective dominated by abso-
tuW monarchs, the concepts of law and tights evolved differ-

tly They we bodied in a series of declarations of rights
most, but.n f the thirteen original states, in the form

either of ara ocuments, as was the case in Virginia, or
as preambles to constitutions, such a ose in Pennsyl-
vania and Massachusetts. As declarations of ri tten into
the preamble they were broad ethical statements
°purpose and end of government and, therefore, for a long tithe
it Was doubted that they would even have a role in the enforce-
ment of law since they were not technically part of the consti-
tution itself. Nonetheless, there were those at the federal
Convention of 1787 the preeminent author oT the Virginia
Declaration of Rights, George Mason, among them who,
thought that such a broad statement of principles ought to be
included in the Constitution. As we know, they were over-
whelmingly defeated when they inttoduepd a motion to this
effect toward the Convention's` close, so it was "left to the
states to raise the outcry that ultimately led to the first ten
amendments. -
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The Bill Of
Rights Today:

r--

Old Diletiunas9

New Pro' blems
and %pi eti.ons
All too often, peopje regillithhe 13111 of Rights as a theoretical
"something-out-theft" having no practical role in their every-
day lives. Yet many a heated debate going on in living rooms,
offices, factories and elsewhere is rooted in one of the "first,
ten." For exarnple, states' rights advocates have justified their
views in terms of the Tenth Amendment,' Similarly, gun con-
trol opponents often base their arguments on the Second
Amendment phrase "to keep and bear Arms." The ways in
which First Amendment guarantees touch our daily lives are
almost endless the newspapers we read, the public speaker
we hear, the meeting we attend, the faith we follow. . . .

This relationship between the Bill of Rights and our daily
;lives proved to be a major concern of the seminar participants.
Reflecting this Concern, a wide-ranging discussion developed,
touching on salient aspects of the 'First, Second, Fifth, Sixth
and Tenth Amendments. In each case, the discussion swirled
around two pivotal questiong: Ate more problems and uncer-
tainties arising than ever before about the potency of the Bill of
'hts1.12 safeguarding the principles and guarantees embodied
Ant? If there are, whit does this indicate about the state of
individual liberty in mid-20th, century America?

The 'First Amendment:
The Mass Media and .

the Problem.of Access.
Harry Ashmore: I'm astonished that our discussion has
assumed that the media are still newspaper-oriented, when in
fact this is no longer true. The advent of broadcasting has
given us, among other things, a nation* communications sys-
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tem = a fact that raises a set of considerations that were abso-
lutely unthought of when the First Amendment was adopted.
For instance, the existence of die Federal Communications
Commission to oversee licensing of the media would have
been profoundly shocking,to the libertarians of the 18th eta-
tiny. Indeed, licensing" was the scare word they used when
they talked about censorship. Well, we're in the licensing
business now, and most of the information we receive comes
to us under a grant of federal authority with all that this may
imply ufs a ufs the First Amendment

Mary Ann Yodelis: In the 18th and 19th centuries, when
freedom of the press was talked about it-was discussed in
terms of the press's ability to- inform the public of govern-

The advent of mass ment's activities. But now, because of the advent of mass
commtmications communications and becatise the communications industry

the access probjem has become so technologically complex and expensive, the
question of how the people can gain access had arisen. One
can't go out and easily buy and/or run a newspaper or a tele-
vision station a printing press alone, for example, can cost
thousands of dollars. These new devilopnitnts raise the prob-
lem of getting before the public diverse opinion about what
government is and should be doing a question now being
considered by various citizen interest groups

Harry Ashmore: The complexities involved in access are
readily apparent in the recent ccxmoversy involving the public
broadcasting station in San T flmcisco, KQED. The station is
very democratic, insofar as its 140,000 dues-paying members
elect the beard of directors by mail ballot Nevertheless, it is

The access prob. being sued by a group of counterculture people who claim that
lem democracy the representation it provides does not adequately reflect their

versus boredom? interests and that, since KQED is a public station, it should.0
The station management has replied (and I think they're tight),
"If we devote a certain portion of air time to the views of these
people, we'll lose our audience and our dues-paying members."

Though it is perhaps impossible 'to prove this one way or
the other, I think the issues raised have a good deal of merit -
If one's purpose is to create and sustain a general audience
something broadcasters do for commercial and other reasons

there's no way in e world it can be done by absolute par-
ticipatory democracy. `. e audience, I'm sure, would simply
dissipate out of sheer I i 110M.

Daniel Friedman: AS a practical matter, I don't think we can
expect all the people to have access to a national audience. We
would have chaos if every year one, twoor three million people

Unlimited access got access to the national media to present their points of view.
to a mast audience Suppose, for instance, that the government decided to make

is 1n practical the granting of licenses contingent on the licensee's making at
least two hours of sir time a day available to members of the
public who want to be heard-, The immediate question thaf
arises is, How many people would listen? But even more im-
portant, if five thousand people say they want to be heard, whO
is going to decide who gets on the air ancron what basis? If the
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sion i 1 todeci the station, there's a danger that something
important m .t be shut off; if it is ,left to the government,
there's the real danger of censorship

ti 'Theodore Miles: I think it is Possible to find ways to engineer
access, especially in the context oflicensing procedures. Some
public and commercial stations, for example, have programs
consisting entirely orPeople calling in, some airtown meeting-\ type programs, others incorporate a letters-to-the-editor seg-
ment in primeaLlme news.

Access to a local Robert Kastenmeier: A better balance in this respect might
audience is ultimately be "realized if individuals or groups gain access to

more feasible 19cal media via cable:TV and other technological innovations
that are now.becoming available. .

Harold Nelson: But when did any large number of individuals
.4.4ever have access to a mass audience? Generalizations about

ittle newspaper of the 19th century, for example, are really
M'Sf dubious assumptions. If the "mass audimice in that
day was the people of your town or state, then I suppose we
can argue today that the national mass audience is more im-
portant because the federal government and national concerns
are more important. Yet in this kind of reasoning extending
what was once true to what's now true it seems to me you

Have we ever get into a neve4never land. In any case, I don't think very many
had access to people ever had access to a mass audience and therefore per-

a mass audience? haps it isn't necessary now.

First Versus Sixth
Amendment Rights:
The Free Pres4.
Fair 'pia Dilemma
`The friends and adversaries of the plan of the convention, if they
agree in nothing else, concur at least in the value they set upon
the trial by jury

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #83

Judith Heimaxm: I would like to hear what the panel thinks
about the free press -fair trial dilemma.
Harold Nelson: We might get some insight on this point from
the case currently up for review by the Supreme, Colirt, Ne-
braska Press Association v. Stttprt [1976],3 which deals with the

30n June 80, 1976 the Supreme Court ruled unanimously (9-0) that
the gag order imposed in this case contravened the First Amend -
/tent's free press guarantee The majority, however, declined to rule
that a gag order on the press can never be justified, although their
opinion made it clear that it would be extremely difficult to find cir-
cumstances that warranted its use
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question of whether or not >3 fair trial can be had with the press
and media tring able to report beforehand specific statements
made in open court, such as those regardingconfessions and

,prior criminal records. It seems to me that the press cannot
easily justify reporting such pretrial specifics

Harry Ashmore: This Nebraska case is a classic example of a
head-ca collision between conflicting rights I've always as-
sumed that the reason court proceedings are public that the
press has access and can't be gagged related to the rights of
the defendant. It was to protect the defendant from star-
chamber proceedings ' by insisting that a trial had tote open
to public view. Reporters were allowed in because in effect
they were representing the public and were therefore entitled
to be there Yet there isn't any question that there is such athing as prejudicial publicity and that such publicity can
affect jurors before and during a trial. For example, it seems to
me that the coverage of the Patty Hearst case was a disgrace
because the reporting became trivialized and sensationalized. I
don't think the public got the impression that what was going
on there was a great human tragedy and I think the court, die
lawyers and the press are to blame I haven't resolved your
question, except to emphasize that it's a classic example of
the kind of moral-legal problem that the courts ultimately re-
solve-only with the greatest difficulty.

Mary Ann Yodelis: I certainly agree that this is one of the most
difficult questions, one that the Wisconsin Bar, Judiciary and
Press Joint Interest Committee has been working on. Wiscon-
sin, incidentally, has had for a number ofyears ethically bind-
ing guidelines requiring that the press not print materials that
might become prejudicial publicity But the big issue now is
whether the drawing of guidelines for gag rules might encour-
age the courts to use them more frequently The response to a
recent poll on this issue seems to be split down the middle
half of the journalists accept the guidelines, thentlier half do
not; the same split occurred among the attorneys half of
whom suggested that this is something that simply ought to
be part of ethical practice.

'A Court of the Star Chaniber (1487-1641) was a body consisting
of "the Lord Chancellor, two common-law Judges, a high prelate and
an indefinite number of king's councillors Formalized by act of
Parliament it enabled king and council to bypass nearly all the
processes and safeguards of the English common law The judges
did the trying, determined the guilt and imposed the sentence It
did indeed prove efficient, and for many years its-popularity was high

. But like all possessors of arbitrary power, it was corrupted by its
own authority and its methods Turning from the chastiselnent of
robbers to the suppressido (Apolitical and religious freedom, it made
injustice swift, sure and terrible " Irving Brant, The Bin of Rights -its
Origin and Meaning (New York. New American Library, 1965), pp
*95-
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The Second Amendment:
Gun Control and the
Right to Bear Arms
Donna Schiller: Since gun control has become an important
issue many people have become concerned about the meaning
of the Second Amendment. Does it simply refer back to the
indWiduars right to bear arms or is it hung on that clatibe
referring to the need for a well-regulated militia?
"If a well-regulated militia be the most natural defense of a free
country, it ought certainly to be under the regulation and at the
disposal of that body which is constituted the guardian of the na-
tional security the plan of the convention proposes to em-
power the Union 'to provide for organizing, arming, and dis-
cipfining the militia, and for governing such part of them as may
be employed in the service of the United tales, reserving)to the
States respectively the appointrnent-4 the officers, and the
authority of training the militia according to the discipline pre-
scribed by Congress.

AlexanderIlanuiton, FEDERALIST #29

Lawrence Speiser: The Supreme Court answered tbis ques-
tion in U. S. v. Miller [1939] in which it upheld a gun control
provision albeit not a very strong one on the basis of a well-
regulated militia. In other words, in this decision the Court
was saying that gun control does not vioBite the Second,
Ainendment In this sense, the gun control prdblem is trot

Nit4cial or constitutional, but legi§lative 1 question of public
ion versus the lobbying clout of the National Rifle

Association
Willard Hurst: I agree with Mr Speiser The Supreme Court
has tied the Second Amendment very narrowly to a state's
right to have its own armed force, thereby conceiAgg of *in
control as not involving individual rights at all.
Daniel Friedman: The attacks on gun control are couched in
terms of the Second Amendment because implying that such
legislation would violate-the Bill of Rights get people' hackles
up However, a substantial number of people hunting groups
and scores of others are opposed to the basic principle of gun
control because they see licensing as an entering wedge...2.f
federal control in other areas of their lives*- the old business,
if you let them go to far there'll be no stopping
Harry Ashmore: I think another factor -Should be pointerrout,
In tl4e 18th century a great many people still lived on the fron-
tieetmd for them guns were a necessary tool for hunting and
in their constant state of semi-warfare with the Indians' To-
day, however, I can't see anything that's been said that would.
militate against licensing. Gun control would not necedsarily
disarm everybody, instead, it would simply require registifi-
tion of guns. Consider, for example, that every state in the

Gun control:
the Second

Amendment
doesn't prohibit it
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A different view
should- a

sizeable minorfty
be protected from

the majority?

union already requires licensing for hunting. This requirement
hasn't raised any constitutional questions, and I don't believe
registration of guns would either

"Previous to theRevolution7ond ever since the peace, there has
been a constant necessity for keeping small garrison; on our
Western frontier No person can doubt that these will continue to
be indispensable, if it should only be against the ravages and
depreciations of the Indians These garrisons must either be fur-
nished by occasional detachments from the militia, or -by per-
manent corps in the pay of the government "

Alexander Hamdton. FEDERALJST #24

Daniel Friedman: While I don't have any doubt about the
constitutionality of these various gun control statutes, on the
other hand, might this not be an area where the majority
should be prevented from imposing its will upon a substantial
minority° If there really are so many people against gun con-
trol legislation, perhaps one of the roles of the Constitution is
to prevent Congress, as the representative of the majority,
from forcing its view on them.

The Fifth Amendment:
Property, the
"Richest" of Rights
Joan Lawrence: I've always heard of the right to life, liberty*
and. , but in my own mind I have tended to denigrate
the rlaPtetiotYproperty. I was surprised, therefore, when it*as
referred to as one of the richest of rights and would accordingly
like to hear more about it.
Paul Conkin: As the concept of property has developed over
time it has essentially involved equal. nonmonopolistic access
to both the resources of nature and the means of production
Rudimentary in the labor theory of value the proper source of
property is one's labor and in moat discussions of the moral
concept of property is the idea that no one has a right to pre
cluck other people from having access to what God gave man-
kind in common In that sense the preeminent moral meaning
of property entails a right to acquire it, as well as keep it It
was later in the process of its development that we made
property primarily entail the right to keep something we al-
ready have, i.e., we gave it a legal and vested meaning rather
than solely a moral meaning. This is, perhaps, largely a result
of the emphasis we haye come to place on the right to retain
the product of one's own labor.

In his Second Treatise on Government [16901, which cony
tains the best definition of natural property, John Locke dis-
cussed the inherent facets of property access io nature and
labor returns as being indispensably tied to being free We
can't be free, autonomous, independent people if we're under

Property: equal
access to what

God gave all
people in common
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other people's domination and control, if someone has the
access to nature locked up and we have to go through hi,m in
order to get our livelihood. Thus, the basic concept of liberty
is, in a sense, deductive from the right of property And this
provides a beginning toward the definition of property that was
used in the Virginia Declaration of Rights and subsequently in
the preamble to the Declaration of Independence In the latter,
"the pursuit bf happiness" implied both property in the very
narrowly restricted moral sense and the concept of liberty de-
rived from property in the less restrictive access and labor
sense. That's why I say the word "property" is terribly com-
plex and rich in meaning. It embraces to the fullest extent con-
cepts of autonomy, of being independent, of being free from
slavery, serfdom or any type of entangling dependence on other
people, particularly with regard to our work and our livelihood.
"'The diversity in the faculties of men, from which the rights of
property originate, is not less an insuperable obstacle to a uni-
forrritby of interests The protection of these faculties is the first
object of government From the protection of different and un-
equal faculties of acquiring property, the possession of different
degrees and kinds of property immediately results; and from the
influence of these on the sentiments and views of the respective
pipprietors ensues a division of the society into different interests
and parties "

James Ma:boil, FEDERALIST #10

Ann Diamond: As a footnote to this, I have just reread a mar-
velous newspapei commentary that James Madison wrote on
the subject of property in which he defines it in the broadest
sense, including all the things we just heard. However, he also
includes the Lockean idea that you have property in your
opin ions the free communication of them and in youi rights'`
of conscience. In other words, man has not only tangible prop-
erty but intangible property as well. So, I agree that the concept
of property does open up a very large area for consideration.
Harry Aahmore: I think it would not be an exaggeration to say
that the great political question of this age is whether or not
one can have individual liberties without private property
"Government is instituted no less for protection of the property
than of the persons of individuals "'

James Madison, FEDERALIST #54

Willard Horst Just to put aslightly different emphasis on
what Professor Conkin said I think he would probably agree
that one can look at the constitutionally established right of
property as a protection of human individuality and the crea-
tive will uls a uls the allocation of scarce resources But on the
other side of the coin is the demarcation between what is
public and what is private, particularly the notion very much
stressed in Locke that no individual should have to depend on
the license or favor of some public official in order to initiate
decisions on how to acquire and use these scarce resources
Pawl Conkin- I would like to make clear that natural property
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Natural property
90 a narrow

concept

Conventional
forms of owner-
ship can curtail

natural property
rights

that sense of the term in which certain types of ownership or
possession are inherently tied to any chance of human fulfill-
ment is a narrow concept Even Locke did not think that all
types of property in a society are or should be natural. Beyond
the elemental ethical principles fulfilled by natural property,
Locke thought that a society may choose to vest ownership
rights in many different things, money being an example, hav-
ing nothing to do with natural property When in a scarce
economy you vest iers_hip of the land, and particularly
when you protect unow. increments of value (the enhanced
value of land attributableto increased populalion and scarcity)
as we do this country, you've already moved far beyond this
narrow concept of natural property Indeed,, you may even
threaten it:

This threat exists because it is conceivable that many
types of conventional property do not qualify as natural prop-
erty in the most ancient sense. Even though in our society we
hope that the basis for property lies in the public will as ex-
pregsed in public policy, conventional, accepted and/or legally
vested forms of ownership can nonetheless curtail one's na-
tural property rights In other words, any type of property that
tends to make the people servants or slaves, that prohibits
their access to a livelihood, that violates the right to initiate
decisions in their own life is contrary to natural property. For
example, consider the absurd possibility ofone person owning
all the land and resources what would that make the rest of
us? To4say that his property is protected under the concept of
natural property rights would be a mockery of our language
and the very ntkaning of the terrn

Lawrence Speiser: The lastithing in the world I want is for us
to go back and put "life, liberty, or property" on the pedestal it
once occupied. Though it may have been a valuable 18th cen-

The ancient con- Wry tool to help convince the political powers-that-be to adoptcept of property the Constitution; I think it would just be t step backward to
is anachronistic put that holy trinity up on the altar again.

The ancient con-
cept of property
can be a useful

comparative
learning device

Paul Conlin: You misunderstand me I agree that proposing
to restore the ancient concept of property today is so radical
that it's beyond any possible realization I can't think of any-
thing that would be more disruptive to our present society,
especially since we're a nonpropertied society as a whole
probably less than twenty percent of the people are property
owners in the sense bf the means of production. Certainly we
no longer haVe any semblance of what the 18th century meant
by free enterprise What I do mean is that these old moral con-
cepts of property and free enterprise may have some value if
one uses them in their -original context as a means of criti-
cizing existing society; as a way of understanding some of the
elements of hierarchical subordination that do exist in our
present economy; as a way of explaining why people have a
sense of futility and a lack of control over their lives

Daniel Friedman: I'd like to stress the point that what the
Fifth Amendment protects is *privation "of life, liberty, or
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The concept of property, without due process of law Thus, the ,issue is not
property a just a question of defining property or going back to the 18th
question of century definitiaa, rather, it's the problem of how the vague

"due process" phrase "due pirocess of law" is used to deny people these
rights.

The concept of
property 18th

and 30th century
parallels

The concept of
ProPertY: bridging

the gap between
18th and 80th

century tealities

Willard Hurst While I agree with -Professor Conkin that we
are no longer a propertied people in the late 18th century sense
of the term I think the Lockean iderApf the legal protection of
the individual's access to economic assets is still very potent
in view of the fact that most people are wage and salary recipi-
ents. The value of money, for example, has come under
expanded protection as a form of property When we say that a
house renting for $100 a month should be rented to anyone
who turns 'up tendering the $100, regardless of race or reli-
gion, we are in effect saying that we are going to guarantee
$100 worth of the.proArty right to buy rental facilities When
we say that otherwise qualified individuals should not be
denied opportunity to a job because of race or religion or
should not be arbitrarily dispossessed of their job and
should be Protected by the processes of collective bargaining
from arbitrary impositions of discipline, we are pfotecting a
kind of property right in the employment area. When we ex-
pand, as we have done in the 20th century, a vast array of ad-

mliCtve controls over financial institutions on which
icl" more people rely insurance companies, mutual

funds, pension funds and the like we are in a very real sense
protecting 20th century private property, in a way that is in-
timately related to the humane quality of individual life the
ancient right of property implied.
Paul Conlon: I agree completely, and of course that's why I
say the old moral concept of property is a potentially valuable
critical tool If one took literally the fuller development of the
concept of property you talked about, however, I would have
to agree with the revolutionary bicentennial groups who main-
tain that being employed by large corporate enterprises, large
associations, or similar c,ollectivities-- we have a largely col-
lective economy today should after a time procure other
yested rights for the worker, such as ownership rights or more
job security rights than are now normally found in such insti-
tuticas If workers could have a sense of ownership, participa-
tion in decision-making and greater job security, then I
suppose that the old moral meaning of property, added to
what you've already mentioned, would come much closer to
realization

The Tenth Amendment:
A Resurgence of States'
Rights?

r") 'The powefs delegated by the proposed Constitution to the federal
government are few and defined Those which are to remain in
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States' rights
80th century

aberration
versos 18th

century reality?

States' rights
pretty much
a dead issue

the State governments are numerous and indefinite. The former
will be exercised principally on external objects, as war, peace,
negotiation, and foreign commerce; with which last the power of
taxation will, for the_most part, be connected The powers re-
served to the several States will extend to all the objects which,
in the ordinary course of affairs, concern the lives, liberties, and
properties of the people, and the internal order, improvement,
and prosperity of the State."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #45

States' rights
in the 20th
century is

change
taking place?

Ashmore: While we look ,itpcm states' rights as some
t of aberration, it was a very big practical and theoretical

issue in 1787 because the founding fathers were faced with
e problem of needing to take power away from the states, all

of whom considered themselves to be sovereign entities. Fur-
thermore, I think the reserved powers- clause of the Tenth
Amendment had an implication that went even beyond the
powers reserved to the state governments, turning as it does
on the notion that there are certain inherent powers that reside
in the people and that those powers weren't vested in govern-
ment unless they were specifically delegated.
"It will always be far more easy for the State governments to en-

croach upon the national authoritieithan for the nationalgovern-
ment to encroach upon the State authorities "

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #17

Theodore Miles: Constitutional adjudication under the Thir-
teenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments and the com-
merce clause (Article 1, Section 8) has ediged the reach of
the national government solar thatas a prillitmatter states'
rights is pretty much a dead issue. In other words, if the federal
government wants to regulate a particular area, it can do so and
pretty much expect not to be challenged successfully by the
states Indeed, while the reach of the national government at
first tended to be confined to federal-state issues, now it even
extends into the area of the states Ws a via the individual. For
example, just recently Title VII of the Civil Rights Act was
amended to allow suits against state- governments for dia-
crimination against individuals. In short, the 'earlier pro-
tections that came into existence as against the federal
government have been almost completely absorbed into the
relationship between states and individuals.
Ann Diamond: Didn't Colorado recently try to use a states'
rights approach on the question of piotecting its natural re-
sources, and haven't some other states, done the same thing?
I don't know if they had any success, but I do think it's the
same old states' rights argument they're using.
Daniel Friedman: Perhaps a change is taking place I don't
know that the Supreme Court is going to remain so receptive
to this notion that the commerce clause allows the federal
government to do virtually anything. This possibility was
raised in a case involving the constitutionality of an extension
of the Fair Labor Standards Act to cover all state employees,
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States' rights
-versus federal
pretuninence:

a recurring
question

National League of Cities v Usery [19761 It's far from clear
that the Court is going to uphold that statute.5 An enormous
amount of hostility surfaced during the oral argument some-
thing I'd never seen before when Justice Powell interrupted
the Solicitor General, who according to custom had begun to
describe some of the facts of the case, saying, "I don't want to
hear any of the facts, I want to know what the legal thebry is
tmder which you think the federal government can come in and
take over the States...

each of the principal branches of the federal government will
owe its existence more or less to the favor of the state govern-
ments, and must. consequently feel a dependence, which is much
more likely to _beget a disposition tob obsequious than too over-
bearing towards them."

James Madan, FEDERALIST #45

Another example is in the litigation that has resulted from
attempts to implement the Environmental Protectiot Act
Under this law the federal government sets the standards and
it's then up to the states to implement them. But suppose &
state refuses, maintaining that it's perfectly happy with things
as they are. The issue therefore becomes: Can the federal gov-
ernment force the states to enact legislation to correct certain
environmental problems and further require them to appro-
priate 10 or 20 million dollars a year to enforce it? The Feeling
I get from these examples is that perhaps we're becoming
concerned that "Big Brother" is so big now that he's going to
take over everything.
Robert Kastenmeier: Rather than being an issue that is ulti-
mately settled one way or the other, the states' rights-federal
preeminence question 4s a recurring one. For example, Con-
gress recently considered a bill that would enable past and
present felons to vote. Action on this legislation was stalled
(and remains deadlocked) by two questions: Should the law
apply solely at the federal level or at both The state and federal
levels? Can the states be forced to comply if they don't want
to? On the other hand, in considering the Newsmen's Privilege
Act a bill protecting reporters from being forced in certain
situations to reveal their sources Congress would have re-
quired that it be applicable to the states as well as to the federal
government., because of the pervasive influence of the mass
media. Even though this bill died in committee, I have the
distinct feeling that Congress would have prevailed on this
point. So, the states' rights-federal preemption question oc-
curs in many areas and will continue to do so. This is not to
deny, however, that there has been a resurrection of resistance
at the state level to federal intrusions into ,areas where the
states had foriherly been considered preeminent.
Willard Hnist i Just want to take exception to any blanket
condemnation of the expansion of the power of the federal

' In June'1976 the Court did in fact rule that the extension of the Fair
Labor Standards Act in question was unanatitutional.
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The expulsion
of federal

power: blanket
condemnations

should be
avoided

The doctrine
' of states'

rights is
alive and
relevant

government, because I think it is unrealistic to do so without
also taking into account the reasons why it has come
The commerce clause, among other things, has expanded be-
cause in the last hundred yeareours has become an increas-
ingly interdependent economic market system. For example,
whether one state is willing to tolerate a degree of air pollution
that its neighbors won't isn't solely its own business, since
the spillover is bound to affect other states. This is one of the
penalties of being-part of a federal systemyou are that much
more vulnerable to what is done by your fellow sovereigns.
"If the people should in firvire become more partial to the
federal than to the state governments, the change can only result
from such manifest and irresistible proofs of a better administra-
don as will overcome all their antecedentpropensities. And in that
case, -the people ought not surely to be precluded from giving
most of their confidence where they may discover it to be most
due .

James Madison, FEDERALIST #46

Similarly, on the matter of revenue it seems clear that we
havg moved into an era of policy problems where the only
puile big enough to deal with many resource allocation ques-tions is the national purse I don't think it makes very much
political or moral sense, moreover, to say that the federal
government should supply the money but pay no attention to
the uses to which it is put. These are all areas of allocating
economic resources; I would not necessarily defend the ex-
pansion of federal power in other realmsof policy.
Harry Ashmore: Regardless of the legal interpretation of the
question of states' rightswhich I agree may very well be
changing now as a result of perceptible shifts within the judi-
ciary we must realize that there has certainly been a growing
popular protest against government and especially the federal
government: Indeed, in the polftical campaigns of 1976 every-
one's running against Washingtona strong indication of the
anti-central government sentiment that has been surfacing in
recent years. We've even disinterred John C Calhoun and are
suddenly beginning to pay attention to him as a political
philosopher, which is probably not such a bad idea, because
his doctrine of the concurrent majority that the Union can
only hold together if it doesn't push polarizing issues too far
was very important and seems to have much to say to us today.
"Everything beyond the nature and extent of the powers as

they are delineated in the Constitution . must be left to the
'prudence and firmness of the people; who, as they will hold the
scales in their owri hands, it is hoped will always take care to pre-
serve the constitutional equilibrium between the general and the
State governments."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST 431
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Privacy versus
the public's right

to know: the
Sullivan doctrine

". . The Right
To Be Let Alone -g.

The Most
Comprehensive
and Valued of
Rights . . ."6

While many rights-related problems are a question of con-
flicting interests and viewpoints, the right to privaCy which,
ironically, is nowhere specifically mentioned in the Bill of
Rights, or the Constitution appears to be one about which
there is virtually no disagreement. All of us seem to be some-
how concerned about privacy, particularly as the specter of
`Big Brother" becomes more and more plausible as n esult of
the miniaturization and ptolifemtion of space-age technology.
No discussion of individual liberty and the Bill of Rights,
therefore, would be complete without trying to come to grips
with such complex issues as the institutional (government,
business, and so on) need-to-know versus one's right to
privacy; the right to be informed versus the right to privacy;
individual expression (lifestyle, clothes, hair, and so on) ver-
sus ormity; in short, the "right to be let alone" versus
20th century encroachments thereon.

Privacy: Libel, the Mass
Media and the Right To Be
Informed
Harry Ashmore: As a journalist and former newspaper editor,
the issue that moat quickly comes to mind when privacy is
mentioned is the problem of libel. Having lost some libel suits
in the past, I led the cheering when the Supreme Court in the
famous Sullivan' case came very close to repealing the law of

Justice Louis Brandeis. Olmstead v United Stales (1928)

' New York Times v. Sullivan (1964), in which an advertisement pub-
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libel. Now, after ten years of experience w ith the new climate
generated by this decision, I'm beginning to have some second it)
thoughts, especially as this may bear on privacy.\ itagoldNetion: As far storietabout persons and personali-

"----,ties are concerned, some real checks may be cbming e
,Aagreat protection given the news media under the SuiffMn dos-

, trine. The fact-is, it was in the. realm of privacy that this
doctrine was. carried very-early to its.apogee. The Supreme
Cowl, decided that y ' p 6lic figure" involved in a matter of
general interest or e cern even if accidentally, unwillingly,
unhappily or protes y finding her or his privacy invaded
by a news story woul have to, go to great lengths to recover
damages But in the last couple of years the area of protection
for the media has shrunknotably in two recent major 'cases,
Gertz v. Robert Welch,.Inc. (1974] and Time, Inc.. v. Firestone
(19761 and therefore tt's not going to'beas easy as in tbe last
decade for the meaili .to defend themselves against suits
brought by private persona. I think we might anticipate that
the area of privacy will continue to get rritre of the kind of pro-
tection embodied in these recent decisions.

Daniel Friedman: In the past,' the only thing many publisk,
era were .alwtrYsconcemed about was defamation suits Be-
fore they would permit an article-to be printed they'd check out
every detail that was in any way derogatory to be sure they had
backing for it. What concerns me is how much the Sullivan
doctrine, once it gave journalists a little more limn& in this
respect, may have encouraged them to make some less accu-
rate and perhaps slightly more irfesponsible statements.

Harold Nelson: I'm not sure that your fear has much basis.
The number of libel suits hasn't really declined much, even
though the number of recoveries was vastly reduced and,
therefore, the expense of defending against such actions has
remained very much on an editor's and publisher's mind.

Nave reporters
become less

accurate and/or
responsible?

Accuracy remains
highbut e

Sullivan
"has caused

"P.R." problems

Mary Ann Yodelis: The problem vfith,the Sullivan doctrine, as
some of the deciSiOns that have come out since then have in-
dicated, is that one has had to go pretty far in order to prove
that a journalist acted with =dice knowing that his or her
statements were false, or with reckless disregard of whether
they. were false. This has caused public relations problems for
the press because many people feel that journalists now have

'lobed by the New York Times attacking the eorlduct of Alabama law
enforcement, officials during some civil right*, demonstrations be-
canlilMit basis for a $500,000 libel suit brought by the Montgomery
Commissione'r of Public Affairs. The Supreme Cohn reversed the
Alabama jury decision in favor of the plaintiff, holding that the Alit
Amendment "prohibits a public official from recovering damages, or
a defamatory falsehotid relating to his official conduct *unless he
proves that the statement was made with 'actual tpalice' that is,
with lmowiedge that it was false or with recklessdisreiard of whether
It was false: or pot. . ." One of the major effects of this ruling was to
bring under federal aegis a significant segment of libel law that. had
previously been the exclusive preserve of the states

Get
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. An ominous
development?:

"The New
Journalism!"

too much license. In actual practice, however, I think the
press has been just as concerned as ever with trying to con-
tinue its high standards of checking out materials, of trying to
establish two or three credible sources for problem areas, and
so on.
Harry Ashmore: I'd have to file a mild dissent to those sdtc-
ments, because of the serious reservations I have about the
growth of the so-called "new journalism." Basically, while the
new journalism a good example is the new book by Robert
Woodward and Carl Bernstein, The Final Days includes the
usual checking of facts, sources and so forth, it also goes be-
yond them into the realm of the novelist, telling you what Mr.
Nixon was thinking I find this a rather alarming trend because
it seems to 'have become a pervasive in newsrooms
across the country.

Privacy: "If the
Government Doesn't Get
You, the Computer kill"
Madelyn Bonsignore: We've slid past an important dimen-

'sion of the right-to-privocy question the feeling many of us
'have that we're all just numbers and that if the government
doesn't get you, the computer will. I think it's the prosaic,
trivial and highly personal perceptions of the loss of privacy
that are uppermost in the*minds of ordinary citizens. the out-
of-state traffic ticket that somehow is recorded on your
driver's license, the machines of,the credit bureau, the whole
third-class mail question who can get hold of your name and
so on. I'd like to hear the panel address such matters precisely
because they are a dimension of the privacy issue that was
totally unimagined at the time of' THE FEDERALIST
PAPERS.

Lawrence Speiser: Not long ago I had an experience that I
think usefully illustrates some of the subtly complex and in-
sidious facets of the right-tb-privacy issue. Knowing that
Congre. had somewheracted a kind of limited prohibition
on the use of social security numbers individuals have a
right to know the purpose of such a request and whether or
not a state or local regulation requires this information I was
surprised to receive an IBM card telling me to go down to the
District of Columbia Department of Mot& Vehicles and bring
my social security card if I wanted to renew my operator's
permit. Since this seemed to be more than just a question of
what one's number is, I wrote asking what the basis for this
request was )(Just' to backtrack for a moment, an explanation
is supposed to accompany such a request at the time it is
made. }After a few weeks d got a mitneographe0 sheet provid-
ing the answers, but I'm the exception to the rule most peo-
ple aren't going to take the trouble to write and ask. Still worse,

Privacy and
technology a

problem the
fotmding fathers

didn't foresee

The subtlety of
eroding privacy:
an illusteafion
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Confronting the
problem: signs

of progress
in Congresi

Privacy:
a matter

of balancing
conflicting

interests

the clay I went to the Motor Vehicle )3ureau a man came up to
renew his license who have his social security dumber,
wheirupon, the clerk, without any explanation, refused to
process his application. This is a perfect demonstration of
how easy it is for executive agencies to violate both the spirit
and the letter of the law at the expense of one's right to privacy.
Robert Kastenmeier: I can only respond by saying that I
think" we're making progress; although the question remains
as to whether or not our efforts will be able to keep up with the
technological advances being made. For example, Congress
recently approved the Mid-decennial Census, but only after
having deleted` the criminal penalties and the $100 civil pen;
'shy for nondisclosure of information by individuals. The
Census has also begun to move away from the long-lived prac-
tice of asking more and more questions, which were then used
for more and more purposes.

Another promising sign lies in the bill just passed in the
Subcommittee on the Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Admin-
istration of Justice, called The Bill of Rights Procedures Act.'
tile( bill dells with violations of privacy by public and private
institutions by attempting to curtail, or atjeast require an ac
counting for, certain practices, such as their accessing them
selves to your bank or credit card records, looking at the cover
o( your mail or conducting telephone overhearings.

All this goes in the direction of redresStng some of the
grievances that an ordinary citizen would have on invasions of
privacy. Congress has even begun to move toward the possi-
bilitY.of requiring a warrant for national security wiretaps for
intelligence-gathering purposes, though this doesn't ordinarilY
Ire in the course of business affecting most individuals. There-
fore, I am rather.more hopeful at the moment than distressed.
Daniel Friedman: It's rather interesting that this discussion
has been in terms of action by ,the Congress. Yet, legislative
actiors are not part of the Bill of Rights, butare, rather, steps
taken b); Congress tocarry out what theRibelieve the will of the
people to be. I think this is the way it should be, because it's
the function of the legislature, acting as the representative, of
the people, to try to balance conflicting interests. For example,
in the Freedom of Information Act Congress has said that
ordinarily people do have the right to get information from the
government; yet this law also contains specific exceptions that
Congress saw were needed gale government were to continue
to be able to function effectively.

Another example of these competing interests lies in the
question of access to one's F.B I files. At first glance this idea
,of access sounds fine every government employee should
have the right to see anything in his personnel and official
files. But let me put this question to you: If you were being
asked to recommend a candidate for federal employment about

The How* Judiciary COmmittee failed to i, pult out this bill, al-
though it is likely that it will be reintroduced in the 95th Congress
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Privacy and the
"secret accuser":
where does the

balance lie?

4

whom you,had some very derogatory information, how likely
is it that you'd be candid if you knew that your remarks were
going to be made available to the individual in question') The
answer is, you're going to pull your punches, the end result of
which is likely to be that someone will be hired for a govern-
ment job who really should not get iai ,

Theodore Miles: But what about the other side df the coin'
If you're applyingjoi a job and don't get it because someone
has provided incorrect or malicious information about you,
how would you feel about having had no opportunity to con-
front this information?
Lavtrence' Speiser: This argument about the secret accuser
has gone on for many years, but I would balance it the other
way. When you talk about people providing information about
others, you have exactly the same problem that exists in the
criminal justice field. unless such people are wtlling to stand
behind what they say, the information provided cannot and
shoulcj not be used by the government in a detrimental way. f

I've heard investigative agencies say that stricter standards
in this area would dry up their sources of information, and
that this applies not just in the field of government employ
ment but other areas,as well. My answer is twofold: 1) I'm
quite willing to lose the kind of information provided by people
who will not stand beland what they've said; 2) they've never
really tried another way, and I'd like to see some results from
that kind of experiment before I draw any final conclusions
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The Bill Oi Rights:
Prospects

We don't need to
rewrite the Bill

of Rights, we need
to adjust govern-
mental powers

In 20th century America, where progress is so closely identi-
fied with change. it sometimes seems that the "otttnioded
trappings" of the past are too readily discarded in favor of the
present's "new realities " Not surprisingly, therefore, when
questionasbout the continued efficacy of our political institu-
tions arise, it is often suggested that we need to revise or even
entirely recast "outdated documents" such as the Bill of
Rights. These proposals, however, evoke an immediate
counter - question: Would tampering with such venerable docu-
ments cause more harm than good?

Is It Adequate?
Harry Ashmore: I wouldn't change the Bill of Rights, pri-
marily because I think it's dangerous ever to reopen a docu-
ment of this kind. The Constitution has enormous symbolic
importance. Indeed, the Constitution and the Supreme Court
are really the only unifying symbols we have, incorporating a
notion of tradition and history "the supreme law of the land"

that at times has seemed to embody almost magical powers.
I personally witnessed the power of this mystique in Little
Rock during the school desegregation crisis is thelate 1950s
and can testify to its authenticity.

The most urgent business ahead of us lies not in rewriting
the Bit of Rights but in making all levels of government con-
form to the drastically changed situation in this country. For
example there's going to have to be some kind of fundamental
redistribution of governmental powers among the local, state
and national governments. We now have. a concentration of
federal power far beyond anything the founders envisioned,
and therefore we've got to see what functions can be brought
closer to the people and which ones ought to remain under the
central government.
Lawrence Speiser: I don't want to reopen the Bill of Rights
for the very reason that Mr. Ashmore just mentioned because
it would open a Pandora's box. Furthermore, I'm not certain
that many of its existing provisions would be adopted if they
had to undergo ratification agatn, so I wouldn't want to take a
chance in that respect either.

Instead, I'd like to see state bills of rights expanded to fur-
ther specify our individual rights, since all too often it is not
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A better alterna-
tive: expanding
and/or revising

state constitutions

Vagueness: a
moor strength of

the Bill of Rights?

Considering the
question of

revision: a use-
ful exercise

the Supreme Court that has the final word but, rather, the
clerk down at the county courthouse. While that clerk might,
never read a Supreme Codrt decision, he or she might read a
state bill of rights in which thftigs are set out in greater detail
than in the federal Bill of Rights

For example, while the First Amendment provisions per-
taining to freedom of religion and separation of chairch and
state have been interpreted by the Supreme Court as being
applicable to atheists, when such a question comes up before
a clerk who has to have someone swear an oath, all kinds of
problems occur The obvious dilemma here is, How can an
atheist swear an oath? The Bill of Rights specifies freedom of
religion, yet it doesn't say anything about freedom of irreligion
Daniel Friedman: I think it would be a mistake to try to par-
ticularize the Bill of Rights a great deal more. Indeed, its major
strength lies in its vagueness, which has enabled the courts to
find a basis for adjusting general governing principles to the
temper of the times. As soon as specifying and particularizing
take place, the latitude the courts have used in facilitating ad-
justment to change would tend to be circumscribed
Robert Kastenmeier: Even if one agreed that it would be
better not to rewrite the Bill of Rights, it might be useful none-
theless tb go through the exercise of doing so, in order to learn
from what it might look like if we did In the First Amendment,
for instance, we could strike the word "Congress," so that no
authority could presume to make a law apridging the rights of
free speech, press, religion or assembly Next, both the Sec-
ond and Third Amendments appear to be unnecessary In such
a theoretical exercise I would make the Fourth Amendment
clearer and would probably add provision; regarding privacy'to
it I think the language in the Sixth Amendment on the rights
of the accused in a criminal prosecution ought tri be restated
On number Seven, why not allow matters coming under its
purview to be handled by statute, rules of civil procedure, and
the like? The item in the Eighth Amendment on excessive bail
coulibe placed into'the Sixth and could be further amplified
to conform to present law. The Ninth and Tenth Amendments
are really far more difficult to deal with in terms of the impli-
cations to be drawn, so I would probably leave them alone
Paul Conlin: If I were rewriting the Constitution, at the be-
ginning I would have a general preamble cal certain purposes
and ends of government. I would do so because at that level of
ethical principle one can affirm without any reservation that
life and liberty ought to be respected and that we shouldn't
enslave or kill people arbitrarily But, while one can be abso-
lute e statement of general principles, when it comes to

actual functioning of rights in society it's always in part
textual That is, it's something that develops over time,

rough the implementation of principles and even constitu-
onal articles, through legislative processes and, in our

cot try especially, through an elaborate judicial proceSs
ther than trying tb resolve practical problems b? redraft-

g bills of rights, I think it would be better to try to do so in
pOlitical process by negotiating back and forth between the
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We can't resolve
our problems by

rewriting the
Bill of Rights

The people, not
the Supreme

Court, are
sovereign

The Supreme
Court's role

protecting
the minority

moral print' es and practical contextual realities of society
While th' is_an unending and very difficult processone that
is Lakin plact informally all the time I'm not too unhappywith ho things presently stand Accordmgly, I wouldn't want
to open up the Constitution for revision, although I uphold
the right of the people to do so if they aren't happy with it.'
Theodore Miles: I think there are three areas that ought to get
serious attention if we were revising the Bill of Rights One is
to incorporate the notion of judicial review, clarifying the role
of the courts et areas like habeas corpus' and criminal matters
There isn't anything explicit in the. Bill of Rights about the
standing of the citizen vis a vis access to the courts, for exam-
ple. and I thui,k this should
strtution so that it would
Secondly, I think mdividu
mental organizations ought
questions of personal privacy an ily integrity, including
the abortion-sexual area, should be more explicitly' and broadly
defined in any revised Bill of Rights

made clear enough in the Con-
longer be a debatable question

rights ins a vis large nongovem-
somehow be included Finally,

The Courts: Protector
of Individual Liberties?
Sally Laird: Am I getting the correct impression that you feelthat the Supreme Court really has the dominant role in how
the present Bill of Rights, or any future one, might be inter-
preted and applied°
Paul Conkin No, the people are ultimately dominant because
they can always amend, even if this admittedly does take a lotof time If Supreme Court dtcisionsover along period oftime
run counter to what the public wants the government to do, the
people have the residual authority to change the Constitution
in ways that will put the Court straight. In a word, the people
are sovereign, not the Supreme Court or the courts in general.
"[Nothing should) render nominal and nugatory the transcendent

and precious right of the people to 'abolish or alter their govern-
ments as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and
happiness'

James Madison, FEDERALIST #40
Theodore Miles: While it's true that you do have the option of
amending if the Court is wrong, the basic day-to-day answer to
your question is yes, the Court is terribly important in inter-
preting the present or any future Bill of Rights.
Harry Ashmore: We have to begin with the proposition that
the Bill of Rights applies almost entirely to people who are
unpopular If you're on the popular side you don't'need it. A
dissident must have some protection, not only against the
government, but against the people when they decide that
some persons or views are heretical and demand that their
elected representatives do something about it.

This all goes back to a fundamental facet of human nature
' A Writ of Habeas Corpus (literally, -you should have the body" ) pro-
tects the individual from arbitrary arrest and indefinite detention
without the formality of an open trial
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The Constitution
rests on mature

Po Pular m131)011-
not on the courts

Some changes
can only come
via the courts

When the courts
decide, people

obey or do they'?

we don't really like to have someone disagree with us. Our
Lrst impulse when someone does disagree is to want to shut
them up. The Bill of Rights is precisely intended to maintain
and protect the right of dissent by dlikrbing this natural desire
to stifle disagreement. This has to be done by some agency,
such as the Supreme Court, that is somewhat removed and
insulated from the democratic process and the popular pres-
sureato which it responds.
Paul Conldn: The people's power to change the Constitution
by amendment doesn't and shouldn't change the fact that the
final decision on the enforcement of the law lies in the courts.
The whole idea of a libertarian constitution, such as the one
we have, is to find at least some stop-gap ways to stand in the
teeth of the majority will, because liberty certainly cannot be
safe if it has to be voted on in every instance.

In the long term, 'however, I don't think there's a way that
any court system can sustain and enforce a protection against
overwhelming majority sentiment, since the cQurts will sooner
or later lose power if they try to do so. Thus, de ultimate basis
for libertarian ideas and this sounds like Hamilton speaking
has to be long-term and mature popular support for any prin-
ciple in question In the end, libertarian principles must be
matters of belief and tonviction, not legal machinery Legal
machinery is an interim measure to protect minority rights for
a time until public sentiment has had a chance to soothe clown.
And the slow constitutional process of amendment gives us
the insurance we need, since it helps us to weather the storm
of momentary passions, thereby protecting minority rights
against an outcry of democratic opinion.
Harold Nelson: Professor Conkin's statement about the im-
portance of coming to conclusions and decisions in spite of
the momentary passions of the majority is a fine "amen" to
the work of the Constitutional Ca:mention.
Harry Ashmore: Let's take the example of the Brown v. Board
of Education [1954] school desegregation decision. Without
any question, in all of the sixteen states to which the decision
applied, a substantial majority was opposed to desegregation
What the decision accomplished couldn't possibly have been
brought about by legislation; it had to come through thecourts
Daniel Friedman: There is, perhaps, another very critical
facet of this process: our whole government rests on popular
acceptance of the decisions of the courts; when the Supreme
Court or any other court announces what the law is, mostpeo-
ple obey it. If people refused to obey the law, we'd be heading.
into anarchy. The frightening thing about the Brown decision,
for example is that it resulted in one of the rare Instances
where for years and years large segmatts of the population
were not obeying the law because it was so contrary to their
fundamental beliefs I suspect, moreover, that their refusal to
accept this decision was based on the belief that this area is
not within the purview of the courts

What worries me is that the old pattern has given way to a
notion that one doesn't really have to respect the courts or the
laws In the past when there was a strike, for instance, if a
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No, people
don't obey
the courts

Constitutional
adjustment:

should it rest
on judicial

self-restraint?

The Supreme
Court can't always

be trusted

court told the strikers to return to work, they did so Now,
sometimes they do, sometimes they don't.
Lawrence Speiser: I think that the idea that the people obey
the Supreme Court is simply untrue It's something that has
to be constantly striven for, but it just hasn't worked out that
way As for the contention that the path of disobeying the su-
preme law of the land leads to anarchy, I think precisely the
opposite is true It's the majority, not the dissenters, who dis-
obey the supreme law of the land; that's where the danger lies
Willard Hurst Shouldn't we discuss the possibility of writing
urto the Congtitutim some sort of general hierarchical value
mandate for the Supreme Court? One of the most dangerous
majorities in this country is fivefive out of nine justices
and thus the issue becomes. Should we leave them without
any constitutional tether at all as we do now, or should we
perhaps tell them explicitly in the Constitution that they can
apply a presumption of constitutionality in an area that is
primarily open to reasonable debate (economic matters), while
applying a presumption of unconstitutionality to legislation
that appears to infringe on peaceful political processes and/or
human individuality) In short, since we rely so much on the
informal case-by-case process of constitutional adjustment via
the Supreme Court, should we leave it as completely up to the
self-restraint of the justices as we have now for almost two
centuries?
Ann Diamond: I think our memories are much too short re-
garding the relationship between the Supreme Court and the
Bill of Rights. As a matter of fact, the 1954 Brown decision is
to some extent a consequence of the Court's lousy decisions
at the end of the 19th century, especially in Plessy v Ferguson
[1896) and the absolutely scandalous FourteenthAmendment
decisions in the Slaughter-House [18731and Civil Rights [18831
cases We should not place too much reliance on the Court,
indeed, I would like to see it on a much tighter rein, since I
think it can't be trusted The history of the Court over the past
two hundred years is not wet° make a civil libertarian all that
comfortable, especially as far as the First Amendment is
concerned.
Mary Ann Yodelis: I suppose I agree with Hamilton's as-
sumption in FEDERALIST #78 that the judiciary would be
the least powerful of the branches of government. However, I
would also like to add that I don't think we should discount

its potential for impact either I think, for example, that the
recent appointments by Presidents Nixon and Ford have hada
significant impact on the Court, particularly in the area of
freedom-of-the-press cases. There's been a terrific increase in
such cases recently, and I'm not certain that I like the way the
trend of the decisions in them is developing
Harry Ashmore: To maintain the degree of liberty we have in
this countrywhich is not adequate in my view invobes
living dangerously to some extent. As an extension of this, I
find myself defending the Supreme Court more than I've done
in the past. Just think about Plessy v Ferguson. for example
If you look at it in the context of the times in which it was
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rendered, I suspect it represented about the Court could
rationally have done Indeed,' it may have been even a rather
bold decision, because it declated for equality, though under
a separate- but -equal formula that turned out to be invalid
When it became evident after fifty years that the result was
separation but no equality, the Court came up to date with the
Brown decision.

The Supreme Furthermore, I'm not sure that the kind of social change
Court agent that followed the P.lessy and Brown decisions could have been

for social change accomplished any faster, since these things do take time I've
always denounced President Eisenhower for talking about
how difficult it is to change the minds and hearts of men, be-
cause if that were entirely true we'd still have slavery, on the
other hand, there is an element of truth to this the social
process cannot be hurried too much, either by the courts or
the legislature. Thus, if you consider the present in terms of
whether the bottle's half full or half empty, the changes since
the Brown decision must be seen as probably the most sig-
nificant single social transition in human history. This is not
to suggest, however, that the situation isn't still pretty bad itis but Little Rock Central High School is now 50 per cent
black and 50 per cent white, and calm

"The Spirit Of Liberty"
While it is always desirable that a discutisfai of this type con-
clude on an upbeat note in this case with Little Rock Central
High School integrated and calm the following dialog seg-
ment goes me step further. It brings the subject of the Bill of
Rights full circle, back to the point where the future of indi-
vidual liberty would seem to inevitably rest in the minds and
hearts of the people.
Daniel Friedman: The Bill of Rights, it seems to me, incor-
porates at least two concepts: the spirit of liberty and a funda-
mental requirement that government not engage in conduct
that violates the basic political rights of its citizens. While we
all know a good deal about this latter requirement, the spirit of
liberty is a more elusive concept. Fortunately, some thirty
years ago the preeminent jurist, Learned Hand, eloquently

'defined this phrase as follows.
"Liberty lies in the hearts of men and women, when it dies there,

no constitution, no law, no court can save it. While it lies there it
needs no constitution, no law to save it. And what is this liberty
which must lie in the hearts of men and women? It is not the ruth-
less, the unbridled Will; it is not freedom to do as one likes That
is the denial of liberty, and leads straight to its overthrow so-
ciety in which men recognise no check upon their freedom soon
becomes a society where freedom is the possession of only a

few, as we have learned to our sorrow The spirit of
is the spirit which is not too sure that it is right, the spirit of

liberty is the spirit which seeks to understand the minds of other
men and women; the spirit of liberty is the spirit which weighs
their interest alongside its own without bias
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In Conclusion:Questions
for further Discussion
The Bill Of Rights:
Historical Perspectives
What Is a Right?,
Do you agree with the definitions of rights on pages 10-11° How would you define
this terT?

Was It Necessary?
What do you think of the outcome of the Bill or Rights fight. Was it in fact necessary
to spell out the rights enumerated in the first ten amendments? Do you think we
would "be any different today as a society" if the Bill of Rights had not been added
to the Constitution° Are there additional rightsERA, for example that need to
be spelled out Or have we come back full circle to Hamilton's view that less is
better when it comes to specifying rights in a constitution?

Minority Rights versus Majority, Will
Were the proponents of a bill of rights correct in thinking that one of its major func-
tions would be to protect minority rights from overbearing majorities' How effec-
tive has the Bill of Rights been in this respect? What was its role, for example,
during the "red scare" period of the 1950s, the Vietnam War years; "dirty-tricks"
(illegal wire-tapping, character assassination, and so on) used by the FBI against
public figures such as Martin Luther King?

The Bill Of Rights Today: Old.
Dilemmas, New Problems and Questions
The First Amendment and Media Access: Mountain or Molehill?
How would you define the relationship between the "right" to media access and
the First Amendment, i e , should access be presumed to be an intrinsic part of
our free speech and press guarantees° Is individual access to a mass audience a
necessity, or would it lead to media chaos°

The First Amendment versus the Sixth Amendment:
The Free PressFair Trial Dilemma
What is your reaction to the statement that the free press-fair trial dilemma is a
"classic example of a head-on collision between conflicting rights"? Can you think
of an instance where a gag order would be appropriate') In view of the enortnous
amount of Watergate-related publicity, for example, did Haldeman, Erlichman,
Liddy, et a/ receive a fair trial?

The Second Amendment and Gun Control:
Minority Rights versus The Piplic Interest?
Is the question of gun control today representative of the kinds of problems the
founding fathers might have envisioned when they discussed the need to protect
minority rights from the will of the majority? Where does the "public interest" be-
gin and minority rights end?
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The Fifth Amendment: PropertyStill the "Richest" of'Rights?
What does the term "property" mean to you? Do you agree, for example, with the
relationship outlined by Professor Hurst extending the concept of property to hous-
ing, employment and financial institutions? Do you think the ;`ancient concept of
property" described by Professor Conkin has 20th century use?

The Tenth Amendment and States' Rights:
Antiquated Notion or 20th Century Remedy?
Did the federalists foresee the possibility that the question of federal-state preemi-
nence might be characterized by an ebb and flow between them? What do recent
phenomena such as revenue sharing, "anti-Washington" sentiment, or energy
crisis-inspired reassertions of state sovereignty over natural resources indicate
about this ebb and flow relationship between state and federal instrumentalities?
Which level of government do you think poses (has posed) the greatest threat to
individual liberty'?

". . The Right to Be Let Alone - The Most
Comprehensive and Valued Of Rights r.

Defining Privacy: Where Does It Begin and End?
How would you define the right to privacy? Is it a right that needs to be spelled out?
How can it be defined when it so often seems to involve a clash of legitimate
conflicting interests? In terms of the First Amendment right to a free press, for
example, where does the public's right-to-know end and libel begin?

Eroded Privacy: How Do We Cope with "Big Brother"?
What measures would you recommend, to halt abuses of the right to privacy that
have occurred since computer, electronic and other technological innovations came
to be widely used in all sectors of American life'

- The Bill of Rights: Prospects
Revising the Bill of Rights: Is It Necessary?
In your judgment should the Bill' of Rights,be rewritten? If so, what would you
change? If not, how would you assess the idea of further protecting our individual
liberties through revision of the various state constitutions? Do we simply need to
"adjust governmental powers" to the changed setting and circumstances that have
evolved since the first ten amendments became part of the Constitution?

The Supreme Court: Bulwark of Individual Liberty?
Do you agree or disagree with those who feel that because of its performance over
the years regarding individual liberties, the Supreme Court "can't always be
trusted"? What do you think the primary role of the Supreme Court ought tote uts
a ois the Bill of Rights?

"The Spirit of Liberty": Cornerstone of a Free Society?
What is your reaction to Learned Hand's assertion that no constitution, no law, no
court can save liberty once it has died in the hearts of men and women? How can
we foster the intangible qualities exemplified in the spirit of liberty?
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Readings
Primary Sources:
The Bill of Rights; The Constitution of the United States

PAPERS,
Alexander; John Jay; and James Madison, THE tEDERALIST

PAPERS, tapecially #84,tintroduced by Clinton Rossiter, New American Library,
1961, Mentor paperback, $1.95.
Madison, James, "Letter to Thomas Jefferson, October 17, 1788," and "Speech
Introducing the Bill of Rights, June 8, 1789," in Gaillard Hunt (ed. ), The Writings
of Madison, Volume V, G. P. Putnam, 1900, available in libraries
Schwartz, Bernard, The Bill of Rights. A Documentary History, 2 volumes, McGraw-
Hill, 1971, $59.50. A collection of original documents on the Bill of Rights up
through and including the 20th century.

Secondary *purees:
Abernathy, Glenn M., Civil Liberties Under the Constitution, 2nd edition, especially
the introduction and chapters 1 and 2, Dodd-Mead and Co., 1972, paperback,
$7.95. A textbook on the Bill of Rights including major Supreme Court decisions,
articles by scholars, bibliographical citations and commentary by the author.
Brant, Irving, The Bill of Rights: Its Origin and Meaning, New American Library,
1965, Mentor paperback, .81.95 A study of the Constitution and the Amendments
to it, beginning with their roots in English common law through Supreme Court
decisions of the early 1960s.
Chafee, Zechariah, Free Speech in the United States, Atheneum, 1969, paperback,
$4 95. A survey of free speech from the World War I period through the eve of
World War II, with emphasis on the forces to suppress it that tend to be unleashed
in such times of stress.
Corwin,. Edward S., The Constitution and What it Means Today, 12th edition,
Atheneum, 1963, paperback, $1.65. A study ofthe Constitution as a "living docu-
ment' subject to interpretation and reinterpretation by the courts. -
Doreen, Norman (ed.), The Rights ofAmericans. What They Are What They Should
Be, Random House, 1972, Vintage paperback, $3.95. Essays by various scholars
and experts commemorating the 50th anniversary of the American Civil Liberties
Union.

Levy, Leonard W. (ed.), Freedom of the Press from Zenger to Jefferson: Early Ameri-
can Libertarian Theories, Bobbe-Merrill, 1966, paperback, $3.75. A thematic com-
pilation of classic original American writings on freedom of the press, with somecommentary by the author.
Melklejohn, Alexander, Free Speech and Its Relation to Self-Government. Kennikat
Press, 1972, available in libraries. A discussion of thespecial relationship be-
tween free speech and dembcracy.
fair and, Robert A., The Birth of the Bill of Rights: 1776-1791, Collier, 1962, paper-
back, $.95. A concise historical account of how Americans came to rely on legal
guarantees for their personal freedom.

The Flpderalist Papers Reexaminedproject was made possible by a grant from the
Natio al Endowment for the Humanities. The selection of material and ex -planations in the text are solely the responsibility of the author.
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Introduction 46
'The great question that confronts us so implacably is willether the American Constitution
and American political pAnciples, which have served Ls so well and have weathered so
many crises, can continue to function in the modern ivorld Is a constitutional mecha-
nism rooted in 17th century ideas of the relations of men to government and admirably
adapted to the simple needs of the 18th and early 19th centuries adequate to the im-
portunate exigencies of the 206 and of the 21st?"

This challenging question, posed-to members of the League of Women Voters by
Henry Steele Conunager in 1974 is at the core of the Federalist Papers Reexamined
project. The audience was appropriate and the timing auspicious. The League of
Women Voters, after all, has a long-standing commitment to help citizens under-
stand their government and become involved in its workings. Moreover; the momen-
tous events of Watergate and Vietnam had set in motion a great national debate onthe health of our nation and the soundness of our system of government. The Bi-
centennial, coming soon after, invited further discussion and reflection on the
questions that prompted this debate: What are our roots as a nation? Where are wegoing? How serviceable are our democratic structures and processes?

What better way to help answer such questions than to involve as many people
as possible in the kind of broad public dialog that was characteristic of the 18th
century political milieu out of which our constitutional system grew? Furthermore,

'why not useTHE FEDERALIST PAPERS a most illustrious example of this
,-/ 18th century discourse, which addresses precisely the same issues that confront

modem Americans to launch such,an inquiry'?
Specifically, THE FEDE IST PAPERS were a series of articles addressed"To the People of the State New York:' by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison....,,, j and John Jay, writing and r the pseudonym "Publius." Theyappeared in various

New York City newspapers between October 1787 and August 1788 in response to
the vehement attacks that had been launched there against the proposed Constitu-
tion At issue was the question of whether or not the new Constitution that had
been adopted in Philadelphia would be ratified by the reqUisite nine 'statesa
process in which New York's vote would be critical New York did finally ratify, but
THE FEDERALIST PAPERS remain important not because of their impact on this
outcome the extent of which is still debated --; but, rather,, because in them, as
George 'Washington aptly pointed out, "are candidly and ally discussed the prin-

, ciples of freedom and topics of government which will be always interesting to
mankind so long as they shall be connected in civil society."
The Seminars: The foundation of this renewed public debate on American govern-
ment is a series of six seminars, sponsored by the League of Women Voters Educe- ,tion Fund. At each, a iroup of 8-10 "discussants" a broad mix of historians,

, journalists, lawyers, political scientists and public officials spend the day in a

'As quoted by Clinton Rossiier in his introduction to THIS FM)ERALIST PAPERS, Mentorpaperback edition, pp vii-viii
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free-wheeling, informal dialog. League "participants" serve as citizen representa-
tives, pressing the discussants to clarify their statements, to define terms for non-
specialists and to elaborate on points of special interest.

The Pamphlets This pamphlet the third ofthe projeci publications summarizes
the main themes that emerged in the discussion at the seminar on Congress, which
tool* place in Boston in September 1976 It presents edited seminar dialog ( inter-
*creed with S minimum of narrative tent), selected passages from THE FEDER-
ALIST PAPERS, questions for further discussion aid a listof suggested readings.
The pamphlet serves two purposes: it is a way to share the seminar discussion
with League members and other citizens and it provides the springboard for the
public discussion this project is attempting to promote
The Seminar on-Congress: The discussion focused on several broad concepts
that are intimately associated with the structure and operations of Congress bi-
cameralism, checks and balances, representative government and the separation of
powers. In addition, a subtle underlying theme emerged in essence, that of the
-three Major branchespf govennient, Con'gress is the most misunderstood and the
most unjustly criticized.

The Discussants:
Barber Conable (congressman, R-New York)
John Culver (senator, Difowa)
Martin Diamond (professor of political science, Northern Illinois University)
William Gifford (manager, Executive and Legislative Programs, General Electric)
Ralph Huitt (executive director, National Association of State Universities and

Land Grant Colleges)
A Nelson W. Polsby (professor of political science, University of California, Berkeley)

Chuck Stone (ethic:must, Philadelphia Daily News)
'Linda Wertheimer (reporter, National Public Radio)

- Leagne-of Women Voters Participants:
Alice Ayers (Connecticut) Shirley Downs (national staff) s

Natacha Dykman (New York-) -. Connie Fortune4national board) _

Aileen Katz (New Hampshire) Ruth Hinerfeld (national board)
Florence Rubin (Massachusetts) Harold B Lippman (project director)
Eleanor Sasso (Rhode Island) Susan M. Mogilnicki (project assistant)
Dolores Vail (Maine), Mary Stone (national staff)
Kathy Wendling (Vermont) Carol Toussaint (project chairman-moderator)
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One view:
Congress Is a

remarkable
legislative body

Congress: How
Does It Stack Up?
At a time when opinion polls place Congress near the bottom
Of the list of institutions' that command public respect, gat-
tempts to explain this turn of e'4nts have become'common-'
place. Perhaps because ours isl a "now"- oriented' culture,
such-attempts Often ignore or dismiss too readily the value of
looking closely at the past to better understand the present

.''hie approach seems to be especially applicable to an institu-
tion as easily mfsunderstood as Congress; and thus, this ex-
ploration begins by assessing its performance with the benefit
of historical hindsight

Martin Diamond: I believe that'the Congress of the United
States is the most remarkable legislative body in the world. I
say this not so much for the eminence of intellect displayed
there nor because of its civic spiritedness and fidelity to the
public trust but because; more than any other legislative body
now and eerhaps more than any other in modern history,
Congress governs. Whatever its defects, it participates di-
tectly arid Inditeotly in the full governance of the United States
policy making, administration, foreign affairs and so on
to an extent unmatched by any other legislative body. 'the
English 'Parliament for example, even at its most glorious
peak never remotely approached the level of involvement in
governing that Congress has achieved, from high policy down
to the picayune detail.

The and remarkable faqsbo4ut Congress is its extraor-
dinary, continuity with the constitutional design developed by
the Sounding fathers. Congress, on the whole, continues to
strike that "decent mediocrity" between excessive, vacillating
lespaisittness to public opinion and the competent and stable
government at which ,the founding fathers aimed. And, in tio
doing, if has remained astonishingly close to its osigins and
the fundamental role for it envisioned by the authors of THE
FEDERALIST PAPERS and the Constitution. In short, even
though it is admittedly an imperfect institution, Congress
does about as good a job in combining democratic representa-
tion and competence in directing our public affairs as can he
expetted
Quick Stone: I agrehat Congress has performed well on
occasion, but if what we mean by "well" is representing gie
rights of the many versus the property of the few, I don't think
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Another view: it has performed well enough. Let's not forget that THi,FED-
Congress tends ERALIST PAPERS and the Ccastitution were designed to

to be elitist protect the property of the few, in apparent contradiction of
the spirit of the Declaration of Independence, which was writ-
ten in support of the rights of the many I sometimes feel that
Congress has tended to perpetuate the elitist view held by
those of the founding fathers who looked upon the people as
"a great beast," as Alexander Hamilton put it, deserving cen-
tempt instead of affection or compassicin. In this sense-Con-
gress has done precisely what the fedesralists thought it would
do. After all, they were followers of Hobbes's view that govern-
ment is instituted not forjust concerns but because men are
so mean and narrow-minded that they cannot be trusted to
govern in good faith and by good will. Never in their wildest
imaginings did the federalists anticipate that their plutocratic
republic would one day evolve into a people's democracy.

Indeed, I think Congress has only occasionally been in
step either with the mood or the needs of the people. Above
all else, Congress serves the congressional will anentity in-
dependent of and more important than the people's will Oc-
casionally these two have coincided the end result of which
is some great legislation but Congress more often tends to
act as a legislative plutocracy. When Presidents have intro-
duced legislation that would more widely distribute the Milts
of democracy, for example, Congress has consistently per-
mitted a few of its members primarily powerful committee
chairmen to let those proposals wither on the vine and die.
And, even on those rare occasions when it has raised itself to
high plateaus of statesmanship by expanding jobs, housing,
child care and so on, it has all too often let its democratically
expressed will be thwarted by a presidential veto.

Last, and still more glaring, Congress hits sometimes be-
haved differently toward different members on the same basic
issue. For example, in a typical exercise of congressional
racism, unequal treatment was meted out against Adam Clay-
ton Powell, a black congressman from Harlem, and Thomas
Dodd, a white senator from Connecticut, when both were
charged with misconduct in office.

Martin Dismondigt disagree with the assertion that the Con-
stitution was designed to protect tde property of the few. This
miscpnception is an outgrowth of writings by Vernon Parring-
ton. J Allen Smith and Charles Beard, among others Being
to varying degrees progressives, Marxists and socialists, they
presented an ideologically predisposed interpretation of the
founding, not a true account of IL The factis. the Constitution
did not protect the privileged, propertied.. elite; rather, it
helped-to create a modem commercial propertied inass. More-
over; all of th volved in the founding, federalists and anti-
federalists alike, ere in favor of the Locke-inspired prote,c-
done of property e bodied in the Constitution So, to say that
the ConstitUthin favored the privileged. pr2pertied elite simply
m the point.

Hui& Franldy, I thinirCongress is the ireateiti legfs-
body in the world, onrthat's clearly a good deal better'.
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Why does Congress than most Americans are willing to admit The obvious ques-have such a bad tion is, Why does it have such a bad reputation?
reputation? Well, for . thing the deliberations of Congress are much

more open those of the other branches of government.
So, when Congress makes a mistake, it does so in full public
view. In contrast, what happens behind the closed doors of
any Administration, or for that matter the judiciary as well, is
not at all as readily apparent to the public. Indeed, I have per-
sonally witnessed the processes of the executive branch at
work and have seen seat- of- the.pants decisions made about
matters of great import that were nothing less Phan frightening.

Secondly, Congresshas a bad name because its own mem-
bers run against it as an institution. When a member of Con-
gress out on the campaign trail is asked a question about some
issue, a frequent response is, 'Well, I introduced a bill on that
subject, but yot1 know the Rules Committee they wouldn't
let me get it to the House floor for a vote " That's why recent
studies find citizens speaking ill of Congress while in the next
breath speaking well of their own individual congressman. No
matter what kind of member it was Republican or Democrat,
liberal or conservative when researchers asked people in a
given congressional district for theiropinion, the answer most
often was, "We've got the best congressman in the country "
In effect, members of Congress do a good job in just about
everything except institutional public relations. And that
helps to explain why the popularity of Congress as an institu-
tion is so low, while the popularity of most of its individual
members isrelatively high.
John Culver. During the twelve years I've been a member of
Congress, I've been a consistent and outspokrracritic of its
flaws and the attendant need for institutional re None the-Congress is alive, less, in that same period more genuine, constructive reforms

well, and getting have been tilde than in all the preceding years of its existence
better all the time put together Strong: unprecedented movements are under-

that will further this trend, making congress
still ore responsible/and less subject to conflict of interest

. than ever was in the past. In sum, the operations of Con-
gress can be seen as being representative of the workings of
the American political system in general. That is, our three-

, branch, constitutional system is alive, well and working not
perfectly, not smoothly and not always efficient*, but with an
overall serviceability that reflects the genius of the design
developed by the founding fathers. 0
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How Has die
Bicameral System
Worked?
Of all the mechanisms embodied in our constitutional system,
one of the most important is bicameralism, the division of
the legislative branch into the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives, This decision to separate the national legislature
into two houses reflected the founding fathers' abiding fear
that Congress would encroach on the other branches of
government_
"In republican government, the legislative authority necessarily
predominates. The remedy fqr this . . is to divide the legislature
into different branches, and to render them, by different modes
of election and different principles of action, as little connected
with each °the as the nature of their common functions and
their common dependence on the society will admit "

James Madison, FEDERALIST #51

How4his bicameral arrangement has worked, therefore, is a
question that any thoughtful examination of Congress and
the legislative process must address. It focuses attention on
such cherished political concepts as checks and balances
and representative government tin exercise that is essential
for acquiring insight into the complex interrelationships that
are a characteristic part of congressional activity.

The Two-House Concept:.
Popular Passion
and Continuity

. Barber Cambia: The two major factors that determine the
respective roles of the two houses are different terms of office

,
and different constituencies. Behind.the idea 'of the six-year
senatorial term was the assumption that the Senate would be
the "saucer," as George Washington put it, in which the
popular passions would be poured to cool. While this theory

Senatenot always worked as the framers envisioned the ate



The impact of
different eon-

stitnencies and
terms of office

is not a "cool" body the six-year term has had a significant
effect in giving the legislative process continuity and stability
W4th only one-third of its members being elected every two
years, the Senate changes less rapidly than the House; thus, it
acts as a breakwater, slowing dawn the quick swings in public
opinion that are felt more quitkly in the latter.
'To a people as little blinded by prejudice or corrupted by flattery
as those whom I. address, Ii shall not scruple to odd that such an
institution [Le., a 'well-constructed Senate'] may be sometimes
necessary as a defense to the people against their own temporary
errors and delusions. As the cool and deliberate sense of the corn:
munity ought, in all governments, and actually will, in all free
governments, ultimately prevail over the views of its rulers, so
there are particular moments in public affairs when the people,
stimulated by some irregular passidn, or some illicit advantage,
or misled by the artful misrepresentations of interested men,
may call for measures which they themselves will afterwards be
the most ready to lament and condemn. In these critical moments,
how salutary will be the interference of some temperate and re-
spectable bpdy of citizens, in order to check the misguided career
and to suspend the blow meditated by the people against them-
selves, until reason, justice, and truth can regain their authority
over the public mind?"

James Madison, FEDERALIST #63

The House, on the other hand, at least in part because of
the shorter two-year term of office, does stay, closer to the
people. For example, I have yet to go home less than 40 times
each year something that I feel reflects what people expect of
their representative. Indeed. the two-year term seems wiser

stow than ever, since the American people thanks to the im-
pact of mass coramtmications and the openness It.hattheIRed.
to fait, err seem to be capable of changing their minds fre-
quently. If the Houk weren't elected as frequently as it is, the
gap betviten government and governed would quickly spread
to alarming proportions.

"As it is essential to liberty that the government in general should
have a common interest with the people, so it is particulatfy

, essential that the [House of Representatives] should have an
immediate .dependence on, and an intimate sympathy with, the
people Frequent elections are unquestionably the only policy
by which this dependence and sympathy can be effectually
secured

James Madison, FEDERALIST #52

Differences in constituencies alsahave a marked effect on
the respective House and Senate roles. Senators, forthe most
part, represent much larger numbers of constituents, spread
over a greater area. They therefore tend to have more of a na-

Alcoa' perspective on problems than that of the average House
member.

Significantly, this problem of keeping in touch with one's
THE FEDERALIST PAPERS passages cited herein are not pre-
sentcd to support or contradict the dialog amidst which they have
been placed but, rather. to illustrate or amplify the discussion
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constituents is not confined Solely to the Senate, although it is
certainly much more pronounced there. House members now
represent 500.000 people apiece, so they too must cope with
the reality that the larger the constituency:, the more one is
constrained to settle for dealing only with the most organized
and activist individuals and Interests. While this is not too
surprising as far as the Senate is concerned, I don't think it is
what the founding fathers anticipated would happen to the
House. Thus, it's even more incumbent on individual repre-
dentatives to do everything possible to retain the closeness
to the people that has historically been one of its greatest
strengths.
"It is a sound and important principle that the representative ought

to be acquainted with the interests and circumstances of his
constituents."

James Madison. FEDERALIST #56

Nelson rolsby: I think Congressman Conable has only told
half the story on the question of where continuity and popular
passion now reside In terms of the informed, steady, year-in
and year-out scrutiny of public policy by Congress, continuity
is far more apparent in the House, although this wasn't nec-
essarily what the founding fathers intended Secondly, the
home of "popular passion" has come to be the Senate, pri-
marily because of the ongoing national ambitions of many
senators Such ambitions, besides feeding on and generating
publicity, tend to bind senators not so much to expertise as to
mobilizing national interest groups This fact explains, in part,
the Senate's great oral tradition debates and the attendant
publicity whereas the House has evolved more in terms of
continuity, expertise and the persistent chipping away at
long- teraipmblems_

TIrre are some vivid illustrations of these shifts from the
origin's] scheme One notable example is the legislation to
enshrine the special prosecutor the so-called second Water-
gate bill where . popular passions ruled the Senate, while
sober second thoughts -came from the House There are
countless similar examples in health legislation, where na-
tional interest groups, just to cite one instance, have sought
to find a cure for cancer via Senate-originated bills. Time and
again, the House has been the body that lias asked the tough
questions and has looked at issues in the longer term.
"The necessityof a senate is not less indicated by the propensity of
all single and numerous assemblies to yield to the impulse of
sudden and violent passions, and to be seduced by factious lead-
ers into intemperate and pernicious resolutions All that need
be remarked is that a body which is to correct this infirmity ought
itself to be free from it, and consequently ought to be less numer-
ous It ought, moreover. to possess grTat liminess, and conse-
quently ought to hold its authority by a tenure of considerable
duration

James Madison. FEDERAILIST #62

Martin Diamond: I agree that the Senate has become more
like the House was originally supposed to be and vice versa
In the first place. the size of the Senate has increased beyond
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Some reasons anything originally calculated. Indeed this very point was the
for the shifts source of one of the most anguishing debates at the Constitu-

tional Convention. Originally it was intended that the Senate
closely resemble a conciliar body, something a great deal
smaller and more intimate than it has become However,
once the framers reached the compromise that gave each state
two representatives in the Senate, the multiplication of states
guaranteed that it would become more numerous than was
first considered desirable. The present Senate is, in fact,
larger than the original "tumultuous" assembly of the House,
which was to have had only 65 members.

'The number of which this branch of the legislature [the Houseof
Representatives) is to consist, at theoutset of the government, will
be sixty-five. At the expiration of twenty-five years, according
to the computed rate of increase, the number of representatives
will amount to two hundred, and of fifty years, to four hundred."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #55

Another reason behind the 'Unforeseen shift in House and
Senate style and substance is the power of incumbency in the
House, once a member has successfully negotiated the hurdle
of being elected to a second term While I don't know what the
exact statistics are,. I'm sure that at least half of the members
of the House have tenures in practice comparable to those
constitutionally prescribed for the Senate
"A few of the members, as happens in all such assemblies, will
possess superior talents, will, by frequent reelections, become
members of long standing, will be thoroughly masters of the
public business, and perhaps not unwilling to avail themselves of
those advantages

On the a«Ir,
passionaclo run

hither in the
Hoare

e

James Madison, FEDERALIST #53-

Thirdly, the shift from indirect to direct election of the
Senate has also had an impact. It was originally intended that
senators would be elected indirectly, though not undemocrati-
cally'since the process ultimately rested on the people through
their state legislatures or electors. The framers envisioned
what Madison called "a filtration of the popular will," the ef-
fect of which would be to insulate senators from the immedi-

oak expression of popular passions. To sum it all up, the
House has become more stable and moderate than expected
and the Senate more directly democratic.

Ralph Hulit I want to reply to those here who think that all
the passion has moved over to the Senate and that the House
is now the repository of stability and continuity If you have
ever handled a piece of legislation in the House, as I have,
you'd know that you run scared all the time. Once the House
takes up a bill it tends to stay with. it until it'seither passed or
killed The House, mgreover, makes things harder by not per-
mining very many stOpeople on the floor, so that communi-
cation between the member on the floor and someone who's
interested in the legislation is very, very difficult I have seen
more than one bill go to ffie House floor with eVerrassurance
that it would have no trouble, only to see it changed so dras-
tically that even though it's got the same title and number, I
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couldn't support it if my life depended on it
In the Senate, on the other hand, if a bill's in trouble,

someone typically gets up and says, "I have trouble with this
piece of legislation"; after which the presiding officer simply
puts it aside, thereby postponing debate for the time being.
This having been done, senators and staff begin to meet off the
floor to discuss the impasse a process that I imagine very
much resembles diplomatic negotiations so that agreement
is effectively reached out of the limelight Thus, when the bill
comes up for passage on the floor, most, and sometimes all, of
the "passion" has already been dissipated and therefore there
tends to be much less difficulty than occurs in the House

Nelson Polsby: By referring to patterns of floor activity in the
respective houses, Ralph Huitt has reverted to the first half of
the continuity-popular passion question I mentioned earlier.
The essence of my point was that in the long run, and particu-
larly in the committee context, it is far easier to get expertise
and interest-group activity going in. the House than in the
Senate I don't disagree at all, however, with the distinction he
drew regarding the different styles, once legislation reaches
the floor I wouldn't call activity on the House floor "passion".
exactly I'd prefer to refer to it, as Sam Rayburn did, as "roll-
ing waves of sentiment" but I agree that what happens there
is liable to be more spontaneous, chaotic and acrimonious
than that which tends to take place on the Senate floor.
Kathy Wendling: I'm not sure I fully understand the point that
senators have less expertise than members of the House. Is it
solely because senators serve on more committees?
Barber Conable: No, that's not the only reason. For instance,
senators are under much greater pressure than their House
colleagues, they're national figures'who have a much heavier
burden of personal distinction to carry. The Senate is indeed
the launch pad for national candidacies.
'The qualifications proposed for senators, as distinguished from
those of representatives, consist in a more advanced age and a
longer period of citizenship.. . The propriety of these distinc-
tions is explained by the nature of the senatorial Dust, which,
requiring greater extent of information and stability of character,
requires at the same time that the senator should have reached a
period of life most likely to supply these advantages. ."

James Madison, FEDERALIST '#62

But, the fact that senators serve on more committees does
have important consequences.. It does, for example, force
senators to rely much more heavily on staff, who'accordingly
tend to have much more literal input than do their_ House
counterparts Even though I have considerable constituency
pressures mail, casework and so on my personal office
staff can generally handle this side of my job for me. Unlike
most senators, I can do almost all of my own legislative work;
I am the only politician, and almost the only researcher, in my
congressional office.

The effects of these differences are most obvious and pro-
nounced in a Senate-House conference committee, wherein
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representatives from each house convene to resolve the dif-
ferences between conflicting versions of the same legislation.
In -these meetings, most senators sit like bumps on the pro- .verbial log, asserting a few limed principles vvithgreat deter-
mination withodt at all seeming to understand how to facilitate
the enactment of those principles. Therefore, most of the

and doing is done at the 'instigation ofthe House con-
ferees. While all this sounds very critical of the Senate and
sometimes I feel such criticism is deserved I don't want to
paint an unduly negative picture, because I also see the Sen-
ate's input as being a necessary part of the overall legislative
process.
"It is sufficiently difficult, at any rate, to preserve a personal re-
sponsibility in the members of a numerous body, for such acts of
the body as have an immediate, detached, and palpable opera-
tion on its constituents.

The proper remedy for this defectmust be an additional body
in the legislative department which, havingsufficient permanency
to provide for such objects as require a continued attention, and a
train of measures, may be justly and effectually answerable for the
attainment of those objects."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #63
John Culver: As a first-term senator with ten years previous
service in the House, I'd like to suggest that the major differ-
ence between the two bodies is, in a word, numbers: there are
100 senators versus 435 representatives. With both bodies
having about the same number of standing committees, e*.
senator usually has to serve on three major committees, while,
with important exceptions, the House member normally
serves on one. And, there's still another numbers-related dif-
ference: a senator's single vote carries much more weight,
proportionately. Even the most junior senator, given tyre
present rules of procedure, can bring the whole Operation to a
screeching halt simply by exercising the right to filibuster. In
addition, the Senate leadership knows they've got to-deal with
you because it's a given fact that you'll be there for at least sixyears.

House - Senate Now, what do these differences mean? First, a senator is bycontrasts: what definition spread more thinly I represent three million people
do they signify? now, whereas when I was in the Houk I represented me-sixth

that number, and I am accordingly subject fo proportionately
greater constituent pressures. The effect of these increased
numbers is dramatic, since I'm now required to know 'about
and have a position on a far wider range of public policy ques-
tices than I ever had to in the House..

Secondly, in order to be effective in the Senate cue doesn't
necessarily have to spend the rest of one's life cc: a specific
committee building up seniority and expertise. In the House,
just to use myself as an example, I was fortunate enough to
get the conimittee assignment I wanted and therefore didn't
have to face the prospect of moving and the attendant inevi-
table loss of seniority. In the Senate, seniority is much less
importsurt than it is in the Hotfse Changing committees is
easier and less fraught with consequences; senktors can move
every two years to a more povterful or prestigious committee

, .
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or to one that is more relevant to their constituent interests
and responsibilities. On the minus side, this mobility causes
a veritable musical chairs process, the upshot of which is, as
Congressman Conable said, that senators don't usually ac-
quire as much expertise in a given area as their House col-
leagues; they don't sit.in one place long enough to do so.

Finally, because of the weight-of his vote and his relativ
mobility, a senator will usually eve much more im
power from the very first day of his term of office. Moreover,
being insulated by the six-year term, he can afford to take on a
more pronounced leadership role on some of the more contro-
versial and complex issues that face us.
Nelson Polsby: Before we move on, I think it is important to
point out that what we're really talking about in discussing the
popular passion-continuity question is the broader constitu-
tional concept, bicameralism. The fact that the House and
Senate have different operating procedures, in addition to the
very powerful point that both chambers have to deliberate over
a bill before it can pass, means that both expertise and "gen-
eralese" are, perforce, an integral part of the legislative proc-
ess. I consider this present bicameral arrangement to be an
excellent one and would very much like to see each house
continue to cultivate its particular comparative advantage.

The Bicameral System
and Terms of Office
"No man can be a competent legislator who does not add to an
upright intention and a sound Judgment a certain degree of
knowledge of the subjects on which he is to legislate. A part of
this knowledge may be acquired by means of information which
lie within the compass of men in private as well as public stations.
Anotherpart can only be attained, or at least thoroughly attained,
by actual experience in the station which requires the use of it
The period of service ought, therefore, in all such cases, to bear
some proportion to the extent of practical knowledge'requisite to
the due performance of the service.':

James Madison, FEDERALIST #53

Alice Ayers: Could we top off glib discussion of the two-
house concept by considering changes in the-terms of office;
especially, for instance., the idea of a four-Year term for mem-
bers of the House?
Linda Wertheimer: I think it's absolutely necessary *for
House members to serve two-year terms, if senators serve
six-year terms, to get the benefit of views derived from two
different perspectives. The short term of office, in fact, 'Is the
main reason why House members spend a lot of their time
attending to case work and the relatively trivial concerns of
their individual constituents *hen they go back to their disc
tract. Where else could we go if we couldn't hold House mem-

1bers accountablesvery two years?



The four -year
House term:
a "con" view

The four-year
House term:
a "pro" view

"The aim of every political constitution is, or ought to t to
obtain for rulers men who possess most wisdom to diselPFn, and
most virtue to pursue, the common good of the society; and in
the next place,' to take the most effectual precautions for keeping',
them virtuous whilst they continue to hold their public trust. The
elective mode of obtaining rulers is the characteristk policy of
republican government The means relied on in this form of gov-
ernment for preventing their degeneracy are numerous and vari-
ous. The most effectual one is such a limitation of the term of
[office] as will maintain a proper responsibility to the people."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #57

Raaph Hula: Perfectly said. Indeed, in one of the few mis-
takes he ever made regarding what Congress would go along
with, Lyndon Johnson proposed a four-year term for House
members in one of his State of the Union messages. The
House turned him down out ofhand, because they pride ttem-
selves in being "the people's House," and therefore they Ton't
mind going back every two years.

Barber Conable: Will the gentleman yield, to me? In fact, it
wasn't the House that turned LBJ down, it was the Senate.
The reality behind congressional unwillingness to approve this
idea is that no senator is going to support a four-year term for
congressmen, because it would mean that House members
could run for the Senate without jeopardizing 'their own job
Quite apart from this reality, the present scheme embodies a
compromise that has proved eminently workable, making the
best of both continuity and the short-term -- so, why change?
" . who will pretend that the liberties of thepeople of America
will not tte more secure under biennial elects unalterablgfixed
by such a Constitution, than those of any oth nation would be,
where elections were annual, or even more uent, but subject
to altendions by the ordinary power of the government?"

James Madison, FEDERALIST #53

Chuck Stone: I'm an advocate of the four-year term for con-
gressmen and congresswomen. When the havers agreed on a
four-year term for the President, two-year term for members of
the House and six-year term for senators, there was no magic
in those numbers. So, I don't see anything sacrosanct about
the two-year term. In fact, bynot thinking seriously about pos-
sible modificationii, we're reinforcing and perpetuating a sys-
tem that could well afford some 'improvement in its efficiency
responsiveness and humanity. Making the term of office for
House members coterminous with that of the President would
strengthen the presidency, strengthen the President's, party,
strengthen the role of political parties in general and tend to
make everyone involved in govennnent more aware and
responsive.

Barber Conable: I disagree. A foui-year term coterminous
with the presidency would mean you never had members. of
Congress running except arpart ofa national ticket. One of the
positive effects of the two-year term is that it gives the elec-
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torate a semi - national referendum halfway through tie life of
an Administration, which can, among other things, serve as a
warning for a President who may be headed in the wrong direc-
tion. The two-year term also gives us a chance to get rid of any
incompetents who may have been swept in on someone's coat-
tails, by m)sking them run, in the of election, on their own
record and on what they stand for as individual representatives./ .
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-1\ Toward a
More Effective
Legislature:
Congress
and Change
Over the years, Congress has been often and strongly criti-
cized for being =responsive, unrepresentatiye or inefficient.
In evaluating such criticism, and certainly before weighing in
with any proposals for change, it is important to consider two
related quetstions: If Congress is not the effective institution
people feel It should be, What role do its structures and pfoce-
dures play in this failing? Which of these are imposed by the
Constitution, which by custom, which by statute? Realizing
that congressional reform is largely a process of self-reform,
answering these questioops might suggest ways to build up the
momentum needed to effect the Rinds of changes that would
make Congress more responsive, representative and efficient

Responsiveness,
Re-pregentation; Efficiency
'The members of the legislative department . . . are distributed and
dwell among the people at large: Their connections of blood, of
friendship, and of acquaintance embrace a great proportion of
the most influential part of the society. The nature of their public
trust implies a personal influence among the people, and that they
are more immediately the confidential guardians of the rights and
liberties of the people.'

James Madison, FEDERALIST *49

John Culver. Of all the branches of theTational government.
Congress is the most responsive and accessible to the people.
In fact, what with jetting back home constantly, telephones,
endless media coverage and the all.inclusive people-contact
all these things entail, I wouldn't be exaggerating if I said that

. I we figuratively hang-by our thumbs for the American people.

p, 98.
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While I obviously look on Congress's respiinsiveness as a
strong point, it also has some less positive implications, par-
ticulbily since it tends to cause some loss of efficiency and

Responsiveness: orderliness. Two houses, made up of 535 representatives from
a two-edgedisworel diverse backgrounds and locales, can hardly be expected to

perform as a single efficient entity. I think that tip founding
fathers, preoccupied as they were over our inhet potential
fdr abusing power, were fully prepared to sacrifice some effi-
ciency to assure democracy. If sheer efficiency, rather than
freedom, were the most precious thing, then I suppose they
would have opted for a more regimented Congress and, of
course, the more regimented society that it would reflect

The essence of
representative

democracy-.
responsiveness

to whom?

16,

"in the legislature, promptitude of decision is oftener an evil than
a benefit. The differences ofopinion, and the jarring of parties in

Obtertinent of the government, though they may sometimes
ueftasalutary plans, yet often prOmote'deliberndon and cir-

cumspection, and serve to check excesses in the majority."
Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #70

Having said this, I'd like to propose that we keep some
.basics in mind as we talk about respon#iveness For instance,
:when we discuss one of the tenets' of representative democ-
racy, free elections, two things count: those who vote and
those who contribute How does this relate to responsiveness?
Almost all elected officials are primarily motivated by wanting
to be reelected. Members of Congress accordingly, are respon-
sive to a fault, calibrating their constituents' views as care-
fully as a doctor monitoring the blood pressure of a gatiefit
with heart disease.. So, the. issue becomes not simply respon-
siveness pei se, but responsiveness to whom.

. the House of Representatives is so constituted as to support in
the members an habitual recollection of their dependence on the
people. Before the sentiments impressed Qn their minds by the
mode of their elevation can be effaced by the exercise of power,
they will be compelled to anticipate the moment when their
power is to cease, when their exercise of it is to be reviewed, and
when they must descend to the level from which they were raised;
there forever to remain unless a faithful discharge of their trust
shall have established their title to a renewal of it

James Madison, FEDERALIST #57.

If we want Congress to develop an agenda that is more rep-
resentative of the public will, we have to make sure that the
process by which members get elected and stay in office em-
bodies specific incentives to that end. In the absence of Such(
incentives, special interests prevail: they participate because
they have, by definition, something to protect or promote
Until these incentives exist, the best we can hope to get from
Congress is sporadic responsiveness to the broad national
interest, as in the all too rare case when a member takes a con-
troversial and politically risky position as a matter of personal
conscience. Human nature being what it is, we cannqt assume
that the level of integrity, courage, or leadership in OtOngress.is
necessarily going to be any better than that in any other walk
of life.
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, Resporustvelless: Chuck Stone: We need to place this discussion of respoilsive-
a question of ness in the context of moving Congress to reflect more ac-

pluralism? curately this nation's pluralistic diversity A Congress of 535
membersof whom only three percent are women, is anything
but representative. Indeed, it is a prime example of the kind of
demographic Immorality that is embodied in a tradition dating
back to the beginnings of American history, which assumed
that white men have been ordained to rule women and all
nonwhitepeoples By all objective demographic criteria, Con-
gress shotild have nearly 270 'women members instead of the
present 18:

Parliamentary Democracy:
Pro and Con
Chuck Stone: I am an admirer of the English parliamentary
system the form of government I feel cot:hesclosest to the
ideal combination of responsiveness and maximized politi-
cal participation. Therefore, I think the best way to try to
correct our present inequities would be to strengthen our
political parties and centialize control of Congress in them.
As a black man, I cannot help.but conclude that if this
country had had strong party government in the past, just
causes like the civil rights movement would have been ad-,
vaned far more quickly. Members of the Democratic Party

its.southrn wing in particular,- would have had only two
options: to vote with the party or to leave the party.

'Martin Diamond: .While I understand Chuck Stone's- ad-
miration for the British parliamentary system, it is my be-
lief 'that party government is antithetical to the goals he
seems to want most, maximum responsiveness and politi-
cal participation. Party government implies the contrac-
tion of the opportunity for political participation, because
everything that is important occurs, in a few _party con-
gresses or confeiences where broad popular discussion and
participation is obviously limited. How can that be a better
.alternative than our own constitutional system? Ifyou want
to achieve,maximum politicalparticipation and responsive-
ness, what you need is the brand of "organized chaos" we
have, in which as many people as possible have a piece of
th actice. There cannot be, for example, a powerful League
of Women Voters in England or Sweden becaulee the party

terns in those countries largely preempt the function of
such groups. In short, if what is wanted are the advantages
9f a nonauthoritarian liberal democracy, then the kind of
constitutional package that is needed is one that offers the
most diverse means for political expression; and, clearly,
the American constitutional system provides far more op-
portunity in this respect than do any of Europe's parlia-
mentary systems.

e
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I Ralph Huitt: I have two comments. First, I want to point out
that Congress is responsive and representative in two quite
different, yet complementary, waYS. It is representative of

0, localities in the sense that senators and representatives are
elected by people from particular states and districts. But Con-
gress is also representative and responsive in national terms.
This characteristic is by and large the result of the commi
system, which allows the members to break out of the bond"'
of localism- sotfiething I see all the time as a lobbyist who
regglady deals with these committees. Their chairpersons
produce legislation with the broadest national implications,
and time thek perspectives seem, therefore, to expand

The dangers of
too much

responsiveness

The setbrisa
minority versus
the oohed

nisJoritY

la

.

Paradoxi if , in trying to malmment more and more
responsbie and representative, I -Congress and the other
branches have created an already autoritarian, albeit not yet
totalitarian, representative democracy. We estimate that the
large public universities our association represents have to
spend about four percent of their budget in complying with
federal regulations. While these regulations certainly reflect
some of the best impulses of the American people, using gov-
ernment more and more to accompli such ends causes us to
move ever closer to a totalitarian s te, that is, a state where
government has its hands in 4. So, when we talk of
responsiveness and tation this is one thought I think
we should keep uppermost in mind.
Barber Conable: I'd like to make a couple of,points that go
'hand-in-glove with what Ralph Huitt has just said. First, it is
inevitable that there be some lag in government's raponsive-
nese to prevailing public views, partly because public opinion
in recent years seems to change so quickly, partly because
public officials are notall elected at the same time. Second,
itan't it possible that the public will'throw their elected
sentatives out of office for the very reason that they're
be cesponsive to some of the social justice idsues? Perhaps
Congress has already, become more responsive to cries for so.*
cial justice than the great majority-of Americans want Maybe,
"true" responsiveness shou)d be geared to the uninvolved
citizen whose Muds' day-night-out bowfrag constitutes the
sum total of his or her institutional activism. The essential
question, then, is; To whom should Congress try to be more

, responsive -the activist minority or the uninvolved majority?
One final comment government is necessarilx one of the

most conservative fOrces at work in our /*idly changing
world. While many people think that government should some-
how be a great progressive force, it is the very need for respon-
siveness and the need to safeguard our clemocratic processes
that most often brings us almost to a halt as we try to achieve
consensus in our decision making. This is no accident, for the
founding fathers knew that democricY had to be somewhat
inefficient Certainly, they didn't want an overly efficient cen-
tral govermnent rather, they wanted one that had just enough
power to get the job done. Even at that, they circumscribed
that power as much as possible. In the past thirty years or so
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we've decided that the nation ovemmtnt should be th
prime problem-solver, yet we've e nothing to offset the
strik-tions the founding fathers esigned into our con stitu

prefer to see us put faith in a pluralism that involves as

tonal structure very possibility. On balance, I'd

many people as possible, not just a few decision-makers in
Washington

Wertheimer: From the perspective of one wh$ covers
as a reporter, I have to agree with Senator Culveris

earlier point that 'the tendency to make Congress more open
and responsive also tends to make it less efficient...If we really
want to have democratic government., we are stuck vrithAbe
fact that there will always be obstacles to overcome in Miler
for the people'to be able to exercise their will.

WilliamCriffoid: We haven't mentioned a very important di-
mension of 'this whole respOnsiveness question something
the founding fathers apparently could not have foreseen and
that is the congressional ombudsman role For people, the
essence of what their representatives in Congress do or ought
to do is to be a case worker. New members are often quite sur-
prised to find how much of their stalf time and their awn time
is allocated to services wholly unrelated to the legislative proc-
ess sweeping up the, errors (lost Social Security checks,
denitil of veterans benefits and so on) and mending other
breakdowns Mlle relationship between government and goy-

. erred. Maybe, as we think about responsiveness, we need to
distinguish, between how it is accomplished sttictly via legis-
lation and how it is realfzeci interns of the ombudsman activi-
ties that have come to occur so much of Congress's time and
energy.

Nelson Pols*: In this
agreement over which
seances about public
allowed to get these

Responsiveness
and efficiency:

conflict is
inevitable

The unforeseeit
ombudsman role,

interests"
perform a vital s

service_

Won there is the very basic dis-
should be permitted to have pref-

. , and whether they ought to be
erences into the decision-making

process. This disagreement, of course, goes/straight to the
heart of the question of special interests. Special interests
need not )3e looked on solely as ajorce thatlinevitably tends to
subvert our democratic process& Indeed, 4111lierform the
vital serviee of ."organizing intensity." They if ire-et the con-
tituticoal right people have to get together to try to do some-

thing on an issue about which they have strong feelings. While
there has always been a .tens
tween numbers and intensity,
act in opposition to each oth
and efficiency. This is one su that Americans are ping to
have to address in greater detail and in much lees pejrtive
terms.
John Culver: I have two brief Church/111M observations that
may help give us a perspective on the disparate points we've
raised In discussing the efficiency-responsiveness question.
One is 9re axiom that democracy is the worst form bf any kind
of government except for any other. The other Is, that there
are two things one shouldnever watch being made ifone wants

in our political system be-
ese elements don't necessarily '
to the detriment of government
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important
than efficiency

Can Congress
exercise foresight

as well as
oversight?
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to continue-to like them, sausages and laws.
On the latter point, I agree that the more we encourage

openness in Congress the more, confusion we'll be likely to
have. This will be particularly true when a reform of this na-
ture is firstiestituted, simply because of its attepdant effect
of making us more aware of what has been goingon prior to
it, warts and all. In the long run, however, I believe that open-
ness will be tremendously beneficial, albeit still somewhat at
the expense of efficiency. Indeed, some recent reforms have
had a salutary effect even in the short run The changes in-
stitutql in the House Democrittic Caucus at the beginning of
the 94th Congress are one example. Believe me, as a result of,
this change, the mind-set of committee chairmen is airythnig
but the arrogant, autocratic, insensitive fiefdom operation
that existed until recently. I can't stress enough, moreover,
how healthy I think it is to require public disclosure of cam-
paign contributions. If it makes people like the oil lobby.ner-
vous and gun -shy for a couple of years, then so be it The im-.
portant thing is that it can't help but force lobbyists into -a
more responsible role in the political process. In sum, while
there inevitably seems to be some price exacted for adjusting
and correcting certain aspects of our constantly evolving con-
stitutional system, I think the costs well worth the trouble./

The Possibilities
of "Plinning"
Chuck tone: I'd like to take this discucsotcreso:e step further,
because I feel that there are ways for to utigrade its
performance. I've always thought, for instance, that Congress
ought to undertake some kind of management study to develop
a type of planning mechanism for the legislative process. If
major corporations operated with Congress's degree of effi-
ciency, large sections of the American economy would quickly
come to a screeching halt I'm not hung up over the concept
of planning it is no more antithetical to democracy than set'
ting sales goals is antithetical to capitalism.
"The objects cl government ma
classes: the one depending on
immediate and sensible
cession of well-chosen and
a gradual and perhaps unobserved operation."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #63

John Culver: I agree. One of Congress's great unmetproblems
is its failure to develop a foresight capability as well as the
ovetsight one it already has. In a time of accelerated change,
when the margin for'error has become more and more limited,
Congress badly needs to be able to look ahead, in order to avoid
the horrendous mistakestthat sometimes result from work
done by obsolete committee jurisidictions, from the recycling
of obsolete data, from the tendency telurch from crisis to

sclibided into twp general
res which have singly an

n; the other depending on a suc-
-connected measures, whieh have-
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Is it unrealistic
to expect Congress

to do iong4eim
planning?

An inhibiting Natacha Dykman: But doeenmt Kriat imply that 'members of
factor: the Congress have to be in office for longerterms than at present?

term of office

4

7-
crisis. A prime example is the impact of the post-World War II
"baby boom." Congress has missed the boat in every con-
ceivable way in terms of anticipating things like hospital beds
jobs. the seeds of the elderly in 1980 andso on. Some efforts
have already been undertaken the establishment of Budget
Committees in both the Senate and the Rouse:five-year bud-
get planning, establishment of offices of technology assess-
ment and so on but we need to keep pushing forwardon this
planning capability.

Jolmtniver:-Yong question is right on the money: The term
of office does tend to inhibit long-term planning. but that
should not deter us from continuing to seek solutions. One
way to attack this problem is to develop incentives within the
political process that reward someone who takes the long- ,

term view and tries to drive home a warning beforewe actually
feel the pain. Who in 1970, for example. would have dared
propose the possibility of gasoline ;utioning in anticipation of
the energy crisis? The present system tends to encourage
precisely the opposite; it only provides incentives for reacting
to immediate problems or those that have already rolled by and
are still festering. We can also attack this problem by a mas-
sive education program to help the public understand the
need to look ahead. In fact, if the electorate is not sophisti-
cated enough or committed enough to resist the kind of dema-
goguery that is fixated on the short-term, then very- little of
what their elected representatives would like to do in terms of
long-ringe planning will be practicable.

Barber Callable: It's unrealistic to expect Congress to do a
lot of planning, although I don't mean to imply that government
doesift properly have a planning role If there is any such
mechanistic it's pretty'mach going to have to be done by the
Senate because of its longer term of office, and, frankly, I doat
think the Senate bias shown itself capable in recent years of
this kind of contemplative deliberation. It seems to me that
Congress will have to continue to live with that horrible
aphorism we members repeat to one anotheras though it were
an absolute truth: "If you have to explain anything, you're in
trouble." In other words, if one wants to be a successful
senator or representative, the key is lb thunder around with
the popular cause of the moment and not look past thi end, of
your nose. . 0
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Congress and
the Three-Branch
System: How Has
the, Separation of
Powers Worked?
ti el

as the concept of checks and balances and rep-
tative government are, just as stgnifica4 is the constittt-

ti al priciple of the separation of powers.
"The accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and judi-
ciary, in the same hands, whether of one, a few, or many, and
whether hereditary, self-appointed, or elective, may justly be
pronounced thevery definition of tyranny."

James Madison, FrDERALIST #47

Any examination of Congress must ask: How luis the separa-
tion of powers system worked? In so, doing, several related
questions arise: What should the role of Congress be What

r are its powers? Why do executive-legislative-judicial relation-
ships evolve as they do? ,

Which Branch Really
Originates Legislation?
"What are to be the objects of federal legislation? Those which are
of most importance . . . are commerce, taxation, and the militia."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #56.

Aileen Katz: As I read THE FEDERALIST PAPERS I was
struck by the erosion of the legislative branch's powers that
seems to have occurred since they were written. For example,
doesn't virtually every piece of legislation now come from or

. somehow have to pass through the executive Wrench? I guess
what I'm asking is, What has happened to the powers of
Congress?
Ralph Mitt: At least a partial answer to your question on who
originates legislation Congress or the Executive is that it

6
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Originating
legislation:

it depends on
the President

Law-making is
a product of

ezecu=,-
congressi

cooperation

Originating
legislation:

"the incuba-
tion prucees"

\t,
....) ,

depends on the Administration in office. If the President hap-
pens to.be LBJ, who placed great store in his ability to move
legislation, the rule of thumb was that there wbuld be an Ad- ,'_____
ministration bill on anything he wanted. Yet LBJ always knew
that Congress would work its will on his proposals and that
frequently the resultant legislation would be an improvement.
When I was responsible for legislative activities in HEW, for
eralnple, we sent up an air pollution bill, which was routed to
a subcommittee chaired by Senator Muskie. ;low, he had
dealt with this subject for a long time and had ffirst -rate staff
assisting him, so when he changed our proposal and guided a
good substitute bill-through the Senate in its place, I suggested
to LBJ who readllz weed that we drof, ours and go along
with the Muakie subsfitute.

On the other hand, I also remember Ai Quie, a Republican
from Minnesota, remarking about an Administration-inspired
education bill, "I'm putting in this bill at President Nixon's re- .
quest only, because I'm in ucing a better one of my Own."

What tends to emerge t of the legislative relationship
between the Executive and gress is an amalgam, particu-
larly when the Administration and the majority party in Con-
gress are the same. The general rule of thumb is that a law
will be a combination of what the Executive proposes and
what the congressional committee with jurisdiction over that
area wants to do. No President who has ever worked with the
legislative branch could_ ever believe that he can simply pro-
post a bill and expect Congress to enact it exactly as submitted.
Nelson Polsby: I certainly agree that many textbooks refer to
the relationship between the Executive and Congress in terms
that describe the former as "proposing" and the latter as
"disposing." However, and this is something that has always ,
puzzled me, such viewpoints don't really seem to acknowledge
where an Administration bill itselfactually comes from. The
answer is; generally, that it doesn't come fully formed out of a
clam shell but, rather, out ofa combination of inputs by inter-
est groups, the bureaucracy and people in Congress who've
had something related to it lying around in their desk drawers
for a, while. 1

Only rarely does an Administration bill originate from
scratch. Wire typically, it floats around for some time in a
state I call the incubation process. And that's something in
which' Congress participates very heavily sin, several wayii,
especially itUlte Senate, whose members are constantly
searching for "an issue" something that the senator believes
In or is interested in, something he can make speeches about,
something with which he can establish alliances with im-
portant national interest groups. The name of the game is to
take up that cause learn about it, put in biller hold hearings on
them and so on. All this can gci on for ten years or more before
a President, who after all comes into office needing to make
some kind of splash, appropriates that issue an& presto, era
a sudden we get a "New Frontier" or a "War on Poverty." In

, short, there is every pOwerful sense in ,which one has to con-
cede that Congress is engaged in policy initiation, the very
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When it comes to
resources, the
Executive has

the upper hand

thing the textbooks_ laim it doesn't do.
Ralph Huitt I want .to add an amen to that. The main rule if
you work in the Executive i0 when something looks hot take
off with it and never ackriowledge the source from whence it
came.
William Gifford: The, main difference I saw, moving from'
Congress to the White House, was that the Executive had a
big advantage in the availability of professional and technical
people with all kinds of specialized skills. Member; of Con-
gress, in contrast, simply do not have the same access to such
talent Congress has been either unwilling or unable to address
this `:.resource gap" question effectively, so it continues to find
itself in an inferior position in terms of its ability to compete
with the Executive.

The Ebb and Flow of Power:
Congress vis, a- vis the
Other Branches
" the great security-against a gradual concentratiln of the sev-
eral powers in the same department consists in, wing to those
who administer each department the necessary constitutional
means one,. personal motives to resist encroachments of the
others."

Jamel Madison, FEDERALIST #51

Ruth Hinerfeld: I'd like to shift to the btloader question of
whether the pendulum has begun to swing back toward the

. legislative branch. Some observers Teel this has already hap-'
pened and is beginning to pose a poiatitial hazard to the con-
duct of our foreign policy, an area forwhich the Executive is
constitutionally responSible. 1e44t-tt ,.

"The propensity of the legislative department to intrude upon the
rights, and to absorb the powers,"of the other departments has
been already more than once suggested. The insufficiency of a
'mere parchment delineation of the boundaries of each has also
been remarked upon; and the necessity of furnishing each with
constitutional ars for its own defense has been inferred and

. provid. From these clear and indubitable principles results the
t%,epropriety of a negative, either absolute orqualified, in eexecu-

five upon the acts of the hisiative branches. . . (Ho ver] if
ei, no propensity had ever discovered itself in the legislative
body to invade the rights of the exflifive, the rules of Just reason-
ing and theor'etic propriety wou*f tkemselves teach us that the
one ought not to be left to the mer4Ff, the other but ought to
possess a constitutional and effectual power of self-defense. But
the power in queiion has a further use It not only serves as a

'shield to the executive, but it fumisheran additional security
against the enaction of improper laws "

Alexander Himilton, FEDERALIST #73
els
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A need for
caution

Congress can't
work miracles

11,

' John Culver: The short answer to your question is Yes. Con-
gress, as a result of the swing in public attitudes prompted by
Watergate and Vietnam, is now attempting, however inartfully,
to reassert 'its authority in its relations with the Executive
The significance of this shift lies in the fact that it is a re-
niinder and confirmation of the soundness of our constitu-
tional Structures. Imperfect though this constantly evolving
process may be indeed, it's typically confusing, messy, even
"bloody" the flexibility designed into the Cqnstitution has
allowed a vital ebb-and-flow relationship to develop among the
branches of government, the net effect of which has been to
sustain an equilibrium that has enabled the ship of state to
right itself following periods ofgreat stress This process em-
bodies the kind of pragmatic outlook the founding fathers
sought to institutionalize, allowing one branch of government
to come forward to try to deal with new situations that one or
both or the others has shown itself to be either unwilling or
unable to address effectively In the early 1960s,.for example,
the shoe was on the other foot, and it was the legislative
branch t&at was in the public's bad graces Although no one
Can say for Certain what will happen in the present situation,
the upshot of that pendulum swing was that the Executive be-
came too powerful. . - .

In the mid-1970s, therefore, we do neehtrke cautious, as
Congress 'begins to reassert itself, about what we expect to
accompliih. It's'reasonable to expect the legislative branailito
improve its perform ce; but, it would be unrealistic to as-
sume, simply because e're disenchanted with thg executive
branch, that Congress be able to work miraclokby taking
on some functions that"s within the legitimate domain of
the former As the national legislature tries to strike a new
equilibrium, it invst do so ever mindful of the constitutional
requisite of needing two to' tango The _founding fathers cor-
rectly designed the Constitution"to guard against abuse and
centralization of power in any one branch, and we'd be no bet-
ter off if Congress simply took the place of the Executive in
overreaching its prop& constitutional role.
"It is agreed on all sides that the powers properly belonging to one
of the departments ought not to be directly and completely ad-
ministered by either of the other derpartrnents. It is equally evident
that none blf them ought to possess, diecdy or indirectly, an over-
ruling inflqince. over the others in The administration of their
respective powers It will not be denied that power is of an en-
croaching nature and that it ought to be effectually restrained
from passing the limits assigned to it"

James Madison. FEDERALIST #48

Ralph Suitt: I wholeheartedlyagree, since I've been to tore
wakes for Congress than I can count. A couple of years ago, for
instance. Time magazine went to great lengths and expense to
bring the 1 of me and Nelson Polsby to a meeting to support
the publish thesis that congress was on the skids. The
fact was that none of us believed that at all.
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Martin Diamond: These previous statemrs are a powerful
reminder for us not to lose our cool the wa some writers and

did two or three years ago at the height of
WaLL . We shouldn't mistake every ebb for Armageddon
and ow for a tidal wave.

Nelson Poisby: Events of the last decade have brought into
focus the tension between two theories both of which have a
good deal to do with this discussion of executive-legislative
relationships that legitimize national government in this
country. Ode theory stipulates that government gets its legiti-
macy (that is, the entitlement'of rulers to rule) exclusively by
virtue of the popular election of the chief executive. The alfEr-
nate theory, which seems to me to be far closer to the spirit of
the Ccastitutiori, takes the view that, even though legitimacy
does proceed in part from elections, it also4epends on the
continuous interaction of these elected officigils in the process
of governing. In other words, the entitlement° of our elected
officials to govern is not granted once and for all'in a single7

election; rather, it is the product of an ongoing process through
which representatives eleCted from different constituencies,
by different methods, interact with one another in developing
public policy. Consequently, from where I sit, the central
stake we have in a strong Congress is in the way in which it
continuously interacts with the policy-making arms of the Ex-.
ecuttie in order to initiate, modify and produce public policy.
'The essence of the legtslative authority is to enact laws, or, in

other words, to prescribe rules for the regulation"of the society;
while the execution of the laws and the empioymeht of the com-
mon strength, either for this purpose or for the common defense,
seem to comprise all the function of the executive magistrate.,'

,,,..

Effective policy
makhig depends op
continuous mem.

A
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Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #75.

---

Connie Fortune: rd like to hear the panel clarify the role of
Congress in a then-and-now-context. What did the founding
fathers, for example, intend the role of Congress to be? Have
we expanded that role over the years? Have we deviated al-
together from it?

o "The legislative department derives a superiority in our govern-
. ments from other circumstancesIts constitutional powers being
. at once more extensive, and less susceptible of precise limits, it

can, With the greater facility, mask, under complicated and in-
direct measures, the encroachments which it makes on the co-
ordinate departments." *

James Madison, FEDERALIST #48.

John Culver: I have two comments. First, I believe the found-
ing fathers thought Congress would have a broader role than it
now has; the Judiciary and Executive, relatively less extensive
roles. I don ;t know if I'd go as far as to say that the growth of
the last two has necessarily been at the expense of the first,
but I would pointput that Congress has generally been tolerant,
at times even deferential, as the expansion of executive and
judicial power has evolved.
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Secondly, I find it truly ironic that at the very time Congress
is being subjected to almost unprecedented criticism, there's
little doubt that it-is faj and away the best we've ever had, in
the wality of its membership, their motivation, the absence
of conflict of interest and so on. Every two years during the
twelve rye been there its overall quality has improved, and
that's one thing I think we should keep in proper perspective.
Martin Diamond: I think the essential roles of Congress and
the Executive remain as dose to the original design axis con-
ceivable, given the transformation in govemmantal functions
that has taken place since the 18th century. That is, we've
moved from a relatively negative stance, which assigned gov-
ernment a limited role, to an immensely positive one that im=
plies just the opposite. Despite the hazards involved in this
transformation, the original system was so cunningly well de-
signed that, of all legislatures in the world, Congress remains'
the most vital and powerful.
'To what purpose separate the executive or the judiciary from the
legislative, if both the executive and the judiciary are so consti-
tuted as to be at the absolute devotion of Ihe legislative? Such a
separation must be merely nominal, andlfrable of producing
the ends for which It was established. It is one thing to be sub-
onlinat 'to the laws, and another to be dependent on the legis-
lative body. The first comports with, the last violates, the funda-
mental principles of good government; and, whatever may be
the forms of the Constitution, unites all power in the same hands."

. Alexander Hamilton, FEDERAIJST #71. ,
As far as the original design is concerned, however, the

role of the Judiciary has undergone extraordinary groivth
pactly because it is one of the institutional symbols of the
Constitution most revered by the American people, partly be-
cause it has become the favored instrument of any group that
thinks it can extract what it wants from "the system"by ap-
pealing to the Supreme Court and the courts in general. Indeed,
both liberals and cceservativesikave inflated the power of the
courts for their own"purpoes. t another factor that has
helped judicial power to grow far beyond anything envisioned
or it by the founding fathets is the "buck-passing" that has

often been characteristic of executive/ and congressional
behavior.

Nelson Polaby: I'd like to try to summarize the major points
we've been making about the role of Congress. First, it'initi-
tee, incubates and scrutinizes public policy. Second, it
becks and balances the executive branch in its policy-making

functions and in the execution of those policies. Third, it
hannels interests and demands, in the large, 'fromthe public
to the government Fourth, it channels interests and de-

mands, in the small, via the ombudsman activities it,performs
behalf of individual citizens.
It seems to me, als% that we've drawn some ionclasions

.

on how the legislative branch does what it does. First, it
doesn't do everything; members of Congress pick arid choose
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iii.from the limitless list of wh needs to be done. Second, the
nature of this sampling proce reflects the organizational im-
peratives that distinguish the House from the Senate and vice
versa the term of office, the size of each, their respective
internal structures and procedures and so on. These organiza-
tional imperatives, in turn, reflect events geneiated by party
politics whether or not Congress and the presidency are
controlled by the same party and whether or not the generalf es of the parties at any given time are evenly or uneenly

ced.
Finally, to bring the entire discussion full circle, my gen-

eral conclusion largely coincides with Martin'Diamond's open-
/ ing statement: from the historical perspective, it's amazing

how coherent and active a legislature Congress still is; from a
comparative perspective, it's abundantly clear that Congress is
by far the most vital and interesting legislative body on the
face of the earth. 0
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In Conclusion: ttiaestions
for ritirther Discusshin
Congress: How Does It Stack Up? ?

(

N While some of the discussants said Congress is a "great" legislative body, others
,

asserted that it has been and remains an elitist institution- Do you think Con-gress tends to represent the interests oftlthe few"ther tharkthe'righrs of the many?Has Congress's performance, in faCt, indicated a aladency to VIE on the people as"a great beast?"
. ,..

.. ,...,

How Hat the Bicameral System Worked?
The nio-House Concept: Popular Passion and Continuity.
As House-Senate role have shifted from those envisioned by the foundinifathers;
what impact have these changes had on the legislative process? Do you think these
shifts have been in the best interest of effective repreaentative government?
The Bmeral System: Can It Be Improved? -

' What do ou think are the strengths and weaknesses of
.

the two-houscaserstem?What changes would you ti? help the bicameral dyatem function more'ef-,'' fectively? What do you think w d be the impact of going to the oftep-suggested
four-year term for members of the ouse of Representatives?,--

.

Toward a More Effective
Legislature: Congress and Change
How Representative Is Congress? .

What do you think of the statement that Congtess is "dembgraphically immoral?"What correlations do you believe ought to exist 'between representation and thecomposition of society men/women, ethnic minorities and s9 on? If you thinkdemographic balance is important, how can it be encouraged?

The Essence of Representative
Government Responsiveness to Whom?
In his famous FEDERALIST #10, Madison is emphatic in"stating: "The regulation
of these various and interfering interests ['mercantile, landed, manufacturing,
mbneyed'I forms the principal task of modern legislatiori. ." How do you think
Congress has done on this score, i.e., regulating the "iarioris and interfering inter-ests?' To whom should Congress be responsive the activiat minority or the un-involved majority?
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How Efficieni and Responsive Can'Cozigress Be?, ,

What is your reaction to the argument that the more responsive Congress is; the
less efficient it-will be? Whdt do.pu think can.be done to foster the most construc-
tive balance between the two? Is there such a thing as toolnuch responsiveness?

A More Effective Congress: What Are the PosSibilities?
Do you agree that Congress is weak on fgresight and that its effectiveness would be
increased if ft were to institute some sort of a planning mechanism? What other
reforms might Congress undertake to help make it more effective? In view of Sena-

tor Clilver's observation "Human nature being what A is, we eannot assume that
the level of congressional integrity, courage or leadership is necessarily going to be
better than that in any other walk of life" are our expectationvegarding Congress
and its members realistic? .

Congress and the Three-Branch
System: How Has the Separation
of Powers Worked?,

x The Ebb and Flow of Power: CongreseDis a vis the Other Branches
How does Congress's relationship with the Executive ,and Judiciary square with
the original constitutideal d4siga? Do you agree that lately the balance of power has
been shifting from the Executive to Congress? What changes do you think are

., needetfin this system of relationdhips, i.e., What should the Pilkit of Congress be hi

our republican form of government? b

On Balance ... .
How would you evaluate Congress's performance and prospects?

-,
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Readings
Primary Sources
The Constitution of the United States, especially Article I, section 8.
Hamilton, Alexander; John Jay; and James Madison, THE FEDERALIST
PAPERS, especially #52-66, introduction by Clinton Rossiter, New American
Library, 1961, Mentor paperback, $1.95.
Hyneman, Charles S.; and George W. Carey (eds.) A Second Federalist: Congress
Creates aZtteemment, especially Chapters 6 and 10, Irvington Pkblications, 1966,
paperback, $4.95. Selected material from the Annals of Congress (a record of its
proceedings from 1789 to 1824) that reflect early congressional thinking on issues
that were critically important in fixing the character of the American political
system.

Maclay, William, Sketches of Debate in the First Senate of the United States, 1789-
,1791, George W. Harris (ed.); Burt Franklin, Publisher, 1969, $21.50. First-hand
description of debate in e First Senate taken from the..joumal of William Maclay,
a senator from P

Secondary Sources
Dexter, Lewis A, The Sociology and Politics of Congress, Rand McNally,
paperback, $6.50 A discussion of how citizens can affect the legislative process
through voting, campaign activiti , lobbying and so ca.
Fenno, Richard F., Jr., in Committees, Little, Brown & Company,
1978, paPerbach, $5.95. A corn tive study of how congressional committees
make decisions, using the 84th :.s Congresses (1955-1966) as the focal point.
Mayhew, David R., Congress: Electoral Connection, Yale University Press, 1975,
PaPerbach, $2.95. An exam on of Congress in terms of the assumption that its
members are principally motivated by the desire to be reelected.
-Miller, Clem, Member of the House, Scribners, 1962, available in libraries. Letters
written by a first-term congressman to give his constituents a front-row view of
everyday life in Congress.
Orfield. Gary, ,Congressional Powir: Congress and Sodal -Change, Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Inc., 1974, Paperback, $4.95. An analysis of congressional power
from the standpoint that Codgress is a more important and less "conservative"
institution thin is commonly believed.
Ornstein, Norman, (ed.), Congress in Change: Evolution and Reform, Praeger, 1975,
paperback, $4.95. A collection of essays that focus on the relationship between
changes hi congressional structures and procedures and Cpngrese's ability to re-
spond to society.
Peabody, Robert L., Leadership in Congress: Stability, Succession and Change,
Brown & Company, 1976, paperback, $7.95. A detailed study of congressional
leadership, -how leaders are chosen, what factors contribute to their success or
failure, and contrasts between House and Senate leadership roles.
Polsby, Nelson W., Congress and the Presidency, 3rd edition, Prentic.tHall, 1976,
papezback, $8.95. An examination of the "living system". of institutions and proc-
esses that form the basis of the relationship between Congress and the Presidency.
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LeagueLeague of Women Voteri Sources:
The League of Women Voters constantly publishes materials that relate to the ideas
discussed in this pamphlet The most recent such publication is You and Your
National Government, 1977 edition, publication #273, $1 00. For further informa-
tion consult the Catalog for Members and the Public, publication #126, free; or con-
tact the League of Women Voters Education Fund's Govemment/Voters Service

. Department at the address on the back cover of this pamphlet.
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The Federalist Papers Reexamined project was made possible by a grant from the Nrational
Endowment for the Humanities The selection of material and explanations in the text are
solely the responsibility of the author
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Introduction.
'The great question that confronts us so implacably is whether/ the American Constitu-
tion and American political principles, which hque served us so well and have weathered
so many crises, can continue to function in the modern world. Is a constitutional
mechanism rooted in 17th century ideas of the relations of men to government and
admirably adapted to the simple needs of the '18th and early 19th centuries adequbte
to the importunate exigencies of the 20th and of the 21str

This challenging question, potted to members of the League of Women Voters by
Henry Steele Commager in 1974 is at the core of the Federalist Papers Reexamined
project. The audience was appropriate and the timing auspicious. The League of
Women Voters, after all, has a long-standing commitment to help citizens under-
stand their government and be involved in its workibgs. Moreover, the momentous
events of Watergate and Vietnam had set in motion a great national debate on the
health of our nation and the soundness ofour system of government The Bicen-
tengial, coming soon after, invited further discussion and reflection on the Ties-,
dons that prompted this debate: What are our roots as a nation? Where are we
going? How serviceable are our democratic structures and processes?

What better way tip help answer such questions than to involve as many people
as possible in the kind of broad public dialog that was characteristic of the 18th
century political milieu, out of which our constitutional system grew? Furthermore,
why not use THE FEDERALIST PAPERS a most illustrious example of this
18th century discourse, which addresses precisely the same issues that confront
modern Americans to launch such an inquiry?

Specifically, THE FEDERALIST PAPERS were a series of articles addressed
`To the People of the State or NewiYork" by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison
and John Jay, writing under the pseudonym "Pliblius."They appeared in various
New York City newspapers between October 1787 and 'August 1788 in response

. to the vehement attacks that had been launched there against the proposed Con-.
stitution. At issue was the question of whether or not the new Constitution that
bad been adopted in Philadelphia would be ratified by the requisite nine states a
prbcess in which New York's vote would be critical. New York did finally ratify,
bui THE FEDERALIST PAPERS remain important not because of their impact on
this outcome the extent of which is still debated but, rather, because in them,
as George Wet:thine:at aptly pointed out, "are candidly and ably discussed the
principles of freedom and topics of government which will be always interesting
to mankind, so long as they shall be co enected in civil society."'

The Seminars; The foundation for this renewed public debate on American govern-
ment rested o&a series of six seminars, sponsored by the League of Women Voters
Education Fund. At each, a group of 8-10 "discussants" a broad mix of histo-
rians, journalists, lawyers, political scientists and public officials spent the day

As quoted by Clinton ter in his introduction to THE FEDERALIST PAPERS, Mentor
paperback edition, pp viiviii

1
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in a free-wheeling, informal dialog. League. "participants"' served as citizen
representatives, pressing the discussants to clarify their statements, to define
terms for nonspecialists and to elaborate on points of special interest.

The Pamphlet: This pamphlet the fourth of the project publications summa-
rizes the main themes that emerged in the discussion at the seminar on the
Executive, which took place in San Francisco in December 1976. It presents
edited seminar dialog (interspersed with a minimum of narrative text), selected
passages from THE FEDERALIST PAPERS, questions for further discussion and
a list of suggested reading. The pamphl2t serves two purposes it is a way to share
the seminar discussion With Uague members and other citizens and it provides a

the springboard for the public discussion this project is attempting to promote

The Seminar on the Executive: With the extraordinary - events of recent years
serving as the essential backdrop and stimulus, the discussion evolved in terms
of several distinct but interrelated questions, the common theme of which was
the broad issue of presidential accountability. Ha accountable did the framers
of the Constitution think the presidency was going to be? How accountable, in

, fact, is it? By what means do we hold our President accountable? What improve-

mepts are possible?

The Discussants: .

Morton Borden (professor of historp University of California, Santa.Barbara)
Charles j-lardin (professor of political science, University of California, Davis)
David Lissy (associate director of the White House Domestic Council for the

Ford administration) .
Frederick Mosher (professor of government, University of Virginia)

FeillR. Peirce (contributing editor, The National Journal)
Peterton (professor of history, University of Virginia)

obrt Pierpoint (White House correspondent. CBS News, Inc )
Nelson W. Polsby (professor of political science, University of California,

Berkeley)
,

Timothy Wirth (congress an, D-Colorado).

teittrLeague of Women Vo partictp
Jacqueline Grose (Nevada)
Adele Hopkins (New Mexico)
Maxine Krull (Washington)

. Wanda Mays (Oregon-)
Sandra Metcalf (Arizona)
Joan Rich (California)
Patricia Shutt (Hawaii)
Emilie Zasada (Alaska)
Madelyn Bonsignore (national staff)
Judith Heimann (national board)

ants:
Peggy Lampl (national staff)
Harold B Lippman (project director)
Martha T Mills (national staff)
Susan M. Mogilnicki (project assistant)
A. golly O'Konski (national board)
Mary Stone (national staff)
Carol Toussaint

(project chairman-moderator)
Nan Waterman (national board)
Veto Winick (national board)
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Federalist Versus
Antifederallst:
Historical
Perspectives On
The Presidency
Much of the controversy 'surrounding the ratification of the
Constitution stemmed from the radirally different opinions of
federalists and antifederalists on how best to achieve "due
responsibility" on the pail of the President. Today, couched
in terms of "presidential accountability," the debate goes
on and on, as a spontaneous point-counterpoint confronta-
tion at the seminar's beginning served to illustrate. It provided
an excellent point of departure for an examination of the roleof the Chief Executive in our constitutional system, by
immediately tieing together the threads of its' 18th century
beginnings to its 20th century character. Echoing and reiter-
ating the federalist and antifederalist arguments in the ratifica-
tion fight, panelists at once outlined the familiar and still
unresolved issues inv9Ived in"balancing presidential ac-
countability and effectiviness.

Morton Borden: Most of my work has been with the anti-federaliststhe opponents of the Constitution, about whom
we hear very little, since they were the losers in the ratifica-
tit controversy. Yet, if we use the narrow margin of some

convention votes for ratification as an indicator
Virginia, 89-79; New York, 30-27their perceptions and
concerns were obviously shared by many 18th centtiry Ameri-
cans. Though the antifederalists were wrong about many
things they predicted all kinds of dire calamities if the
Constitution were at gpted they were also much more
perceptive than their fareralist opponents on some other
points. I want, therefore, to share a few of their more inter-
esting predictions, which are unknown to most Americans.
0 The antifederalists predicted that the Senate would become
a "rich man's club."
0 They believed that sectional differences would be neither
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restrained nor ameliorated by the Con'siitutiori and that there
,,would, therefore, be a eidll war some day.

Some entifederalista objected to the cornititutionalp
4141 that made treaties the "supreme law of the land,"
anticipating by 170 years the "Bricker amendment which
oat by a single vote in the Senate in 1954that prohibited

making of any treaty or executive agreement that might
affect the constitutional rights,of Ameripan citizens.
0 They felt that one day ordinary citizens would be unable to
afford the expense involved in prosecuting a case in the
federal courts.
0 They predicted that there would be a forced draft of citizens
into a national army and complained about the lack of a
specified ceiling on the national debt-

, Thegmtifederalists also thought that e states would be
gradually eclipsed in power and p e. For example,
Richard ikpry Lee, writing anonymously in "An Additional
Num of Letters from the Federal Farmer . . ., -pictured a.
national capital overwhelmed by 'officer's, attendants, suitors,
expectants, and dependents. . . However brilliant ancr
honorable this collection may be, if we expect it will have
any sincere attachmentsio simple and fingalRepnblicarrism,
to that liberty and mild government whitis dear to the
laborious part of a free people, we must tiredly deceive
ourselves."

Antifederalist
Tears: too much

power, not enough
restrictions

4

.

As far as the presidency was concerned, the antifederalists
had the following fears. First, they were greatly concerned
about the length of the term of office and reeligibility. Even
though they. disagreed among themselves on precisely what
the best formula would be some favored a single seven-year
term, others anjndefinitely renewable one-year term they
were virtually unanimous in their dissatisfaction with the
four-year formula adopted by the Convention. William Gray-
son, in a speech at the Virginia Ratifying Convention on June
18, 1788 warned: "This quadrennial power cannot be jus-
tified by ancient history; there's hardly an instance where
a republic trusted its executive so long with so much power,
nor is it warranted by modem republics. The delegation of
power is in most of them only for one year." And Richard
Henry Lee again: "Whether seven years a period is too long
or not is rather a matter of opinion, but clear it is that this
mode is infinitely preferable to the one finally adopted."

Secondly, many antifederalists objected to the electoral
college, which they felt would even further remove the Presi-
dent from the people. On November 8, 1787, the New York
Journal published a "Letter from Cato" expressing the anti-
federalist sentiment that, "It is a maxim in republics that the
representative of the people should be of; their immediate
choice, but by the manner in which [this Constitution
proposes that] the President [be] chosen, he arrives at this
office at the fourth or fifth hand." Likewise, "Republicus,"
in the March 1, 1788 Kentucky Gazette, asked rhetorically,
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"[Has) it then become nec that a free people should

' first resign their right of suffrage to other hands besides
their own, and then secondly, that they to whom they resign it
should be compelled to choose men whose persons, char-
acters,, manners, principles ley know nothing of and after all
[that), entrust Congress wt ai the final decision . . . is it
necessary, is it rational that the sacred rights of mankind
should thus be dwindled down to electors of electors?"

Thirdly, antifederalists complained that the President's
powers were simply too great; especially for one who lacked
the necessary "virtue." One after another, they questioned
whether presidents after Washingtonwould possess sufficient
virtue. "Wis perhaps a chance of100 million to one that the
[future) will furnish an example of so disinterested a use,of
great power as that of (Sieneral) Washington," asserted "An
Old Whig," in the New York Journal of December 11, 1787.

Finally, many ahtifederalista believed that the President
and Congress were much too closely intertwined. They
objected, for example, to the Constitution's t. treaty-making
provisions, whib they felt would bring the Prsident and
the Senate too close to one another.. One antifederalist, writ-
ing under the name of 'William Penn" in the Phffidelphia
Independent Gazetteer, on January 3, 1788, even went so faras to object to the Piesidenes veto power: "It is . . . a political
error of the greatest magnitude to allow the executive ,power anegativewor is fact any kind of control over, the proceedings of '4'
the Legislature."

In shrill, the antifederalists thought that the office of the
chief executive had too muckpower and not enough restric-
tions. The entire thrust of their arguments against the Con-
stitutied in this regard, therefore, were that legal ways and
means must constantly be sought to limit presidential power,
especially by vesting mgrg countervailing power in Congress.

The federalist
view: enough

power, ennugh
safegnard

Merrill Peterson: In rereading what THE FEDERALIST
PAPERS had to say about the presidency, I was again struck
by the lcastant repetition ofcertkin key terms enemy, unity,
stability, independeneLec:ureation, permanency and so on. In
order to defend an that possessed these character-

Hamilton had to show that it was perfectly compatible
with the republican concepts of liberty, safety and responsi-
bility a most difficult undertaking, given the widespread
monarchkcal fears of the time. In revolutionary republican
ideology, the great danger to liberty and self-govemment was
"magistering," and, abbve all, chief magistracy, whether it
came in the form of a king or agovemor. Paradoxically, the
federalists tended to turn revolutionary republican ideology
upside down; because one of their greatest concerns was that
liberty and self-government could also be endangered by too
much freedom, too much legislative power or too weak an
executive.

"A feeble executive implies a feeble execution of the government.
A feeble execution is but another phrase for a bad execution;
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and a government ill executed, whatever it may be in theory,
must be, in practice, a bad government."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #70."

Axiomatic for Hamilton is the idea that "Energy in the
executive is a leading character in the detnition of good
government." Significantly, he seems to be less concerned
with-whit this energy is used for than that it exist in the first
place. In other words, he is mod articulate about means than
ends. Hamilton also assumed in a manner scarcely flatter-
inlet° 'democracythat the indirect election of the President
was a good thing because it would help to avoid the tumultand
disorder associated With direct popular elections. It would
allow for a more reasoned choice, by judicious men, thereby
helping to 'raise.the chief-magistrate above corruption and
intrigue. And Hamilton assumed that the four-year presi-
dential term would 4Ip to make an Administration &depend-
ent, firm and stable-because it tied a president's personal
interests to the rights and responsibilitiei of the office. In a
certain sense, a president's private interests thus appeared
to be exalted above the concept of public virtue that revolu-
tionary republitans had hoped would provide sufficient incen-
tive for good conduct yet, it was Hamilton's-view that the
comparative independence this gave a president was a neces-
sary means to insulate him fromioopular whim and caprice,
from the agitations of demagogues, from the encroachments
of the legislature. In effect, Hamilton felt that this would
enable' a chief executive to save the people from their own
worst enemy themselves. Following closely on the has of
this latter point, Hamilton defended at length the idea of a
perpetually reeligible president. It, too, he maintained, would
provide incentive for good conduct, would promote stability
in an Administration and would hcip to secure the necessary
degree of independence he felt a president needed.

These views on the term of office and reeligibility, it must
be remembered, clashed head-on with the republican; doctrine
of rotation in office and, therefore, served as a rallying point
for those who feare4 the monarchical behavior they thought
the constitutional provislens would invite. Thomas Jeffer-
son, antong ntherk, opposed perpetual reeligibility, which he
/eared would lead to at} elective monarchy. Patrick Henry was
hii usual emphatic self, solemnly announcing in the Virginia
Ratification Convention, "Your President may easily become

_a Ring.
11

(*The President of the United States wcfaCi bean officer ,elected
by the peottle for four years; tke king. of Great Britain is apert
petual and hereditary prince. The one would ,be amenable-to
personal punishMent and disgrace; the person of the -other is
sacred and inviolable. The one' would have a qualified negative
upon the acts of 'the legislative body; the other has an absolute

'THE FEDERALIST PAPERS passages cited helein are not presented
to support or contradict the dialog amidst which they,. rave been
'placed but, rather, to illustrate or amplify the discuseica
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negative. The one would have a right to command the military
and naval forces of the nation; the other, in addition to this right,
possesses that of declaring war, and of raising and regulating
fleets and armies by his own authority. . . . What ansumitshall we
give to those who would persuade us that things so unlike re-
semble each other?"

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #69.'-

Hamilton's response to such reservations was to empha-
size the potirat energy, stability, order and independence in
the Execu would combine to promote republican respon-sibility. That is, though these characteristics could be found
wanting because they seemed to give the President too much
opportunity for power and glory, they also firmly fixed upon
him the responsibility for failure to live up to the standards of
appropriate conduct they embodied.

,.......
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How Accountable
Is An "Energetic
Executive"?
Among the greatest fears 18tirkintury Americans had about
the presidency was that it might become as autocratic as the
monarchy from which they had fought' so hard to free them-
selves. In certain respects, these fears have proven ground-
less the system of separated powers and checks and balances.
has worked remarkably well in keeping the presidency wi
the limits prescribed by the Constitution. Yet some evid ce

notably, Watergate and the rise of the "imperial presi. cy"
reinforces the relevance of these two-hundred-year-o d con-

cerns. Indeed, one could safely say that 18th-century doubts
about the nature of the presidency still go to the heart of the
issue, particularly since similar misgivings in the 20th
century continue to emphasize the need to address some of
the same questions that-concerned Americans 200 years ago:
How much power should the President have? How much
conflict should there be between a president and the various
components of our democratic system? How accountable can
an "energetic executive" be?
'"The ingredients which constitute energy in the executive are

unity; duration; an adequate provision for its support and corn-

petent powers.
"The ingredients which constitute safety in the republican sense

are a due dependence on the people, and a due responsibility."
Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #

Cc'ElcPial of Accountability:
the What Does It Mean?

theory
tom

y
How Does It Work?

theor

8

Nelson Polsby: As I see it, there are twp chief theories of
presidential accountability. One I call the mandate theory,
since it is based on the idea that the principal entitlement a
president has comes from his election by the people. Propo-
nents of this theory contend that there is a specitl legitimacy
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* tesidait in the preSidencY, that entitles a president tdignort

v"special interests" and do` whatever he wishes. Practically
every president and presidential aspirant in the last ten years-
Jimmy Carter, gugene-14Carthy, Richard Nixon, . Robert
Kennedy, among others 7-has:claimed such a personal' rela-
tionship with the people. ,

The second theory of presidential accountability -the one
that was written into, the "Constitution - is predicated on a
contnuous process in whichall sorts of special interests, elite
groups and institutional checks combine in a manner that
requires presidents to seik piecemeal permission to do what-

.... ever they want to do. This form of accountability sees presi-
dential politics as something -that, happens contiintously in
the political system, not just once every four years. As such,
it suggests that responsibility for governing is legitimately
shared with interest groups, political parties -find, most
especially, with Congress.

IlkCharles Handin: I dent completely disagree with what Pro-
fessor Polsbyhas said, but Ito think that the mandate theory

residential accountability he mentioned does somewhatof an injustice to our electoral process. To me, the main
function of quadrennial elections is not so much to give a
president a mandate but, rather,' to give the people a regular
opportunity to turn him out of office. Thils, I see account-
ability more as an expression of the public will, than as a
popular mandate by which a president can ignore certain _
interests. , ,

. ,

Merrill Peterson: Myview of accountability generally coin- .
cides with Hamilton's thoughts on this matter: that the Presi-
dent is responsible to the le for_ the use and abuse of
power; and, abcive all, that t Picsident's major responsi-bility is to uphold and Wald Constitution. The means
t6 raider the President accountable, Hamilton believed, would
normally occur via the electoral process or, if necessary,
through impeachment. tiowever, Hamilton's views on
accountability did not include the modem idea of democratic
responsibility- responsiveness to the popular will -which
has made the test of a responsible presidency not simply theThe test of "due actions of the strong, "energetic" executive he thought the

responsibility" President ought to be, but the fulfillment of what the people
has changed want from the government. .

a ' This distinction is tremendously important- and problem-
atic. 'For, it is the perceive4 failure to fulfill continuously
whatever people feel their needs are, I believe, that has con-
tributed to the waning public. confidence -in our political
system in recent yearti), thfs has been more damaging than
the cypical abuses and usurpations of power by presidents of
late, however intolerable some of the latter may have been,
and it is likely to become increasingly so in the future. If the
problem were solely, 'Or even primarily, presidential corral:)-. tion, oppression or whatever, the implied remedy would be
simply io weaken the presidency. Yet, if the problem is
accountability in the sense of direct responsiveness to the
majority will -as seems to be e case presently 2- then the

4
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remedy lies in more, not less, presidential leadership. In this,

PAPERS
then, Mimi Iton's arguments in Ti-I$ FEDERALIST

PAPERS for a strong, energetic executive who is nonetheless
accountable are still serviceable.
"Does ithe executive] also combine the requisites to safety in the

republican sense 7-a due dolpendence on the people, a due re-
sponsibility? The dripper . is satisfactorily deducible from
these circumstances; the erection of the President once in four
years by persons Immediately chosen by the people for that
purpose, and his,being at all Ames liable to impeachment, trial,
dismission from office, Incapacity to serve in any Bthey, and to
the forfeiture of life and estate by subsequent prosecution in the
common course of law. But these precautions, great as they are,
are not the only ones which the plan of the convention has
provided in favor of the public security. In the only Instances in
which the abuse of the executive authority was materially to be
feared, the Chief Magistrate of the United States, would, by that
plan, be subjected to the control of a branch of the legislative
body. What more can art enlightened and reasonable people
desire? N Alexander Hamilsan, FEDERALIST #77

Robert Plerpoint: What we're really talking about as we
discuss this question of presidential accountability is not so
much whether or not a strong chief executive is a good idea
we've already gone far beyond the mere acceptance of that
but how strong our President should be and how his powers
can be curtailed, if necessary. I think Watergate did prove
that presidanis can still be held accountable,. but I also feel
that modem problems and circumstances invite expansion
and abuse of presidential power Ina way that poses a continu-
ing threat to Ouroonstitutional system.
Merrill Peterson: There is, perhaps, an even more funda-
mental way to look at this question of accountability: liseing
established a form of government based on a system of built-in
checks and balinces, how do you make it work? Woodrow
Wilson, among others, indicated the implicit difficulty in this
question, arguing that at least in theory it was almost impos-
sible for such a system to work, because it was baied on a
kind of Newtonian model in which ,coordinated action was
prevented by the very nature and functions of the political
institutions themselves, In a way, the entire history of our
national government has been one of trying to somehow over-
come the obstacles provided by the checksand balances built
into the Constitution.

'7o WHAT expedient, thel shall we finally retarget maintain-
ing in practice the necessary partition of power the sev-
eral departments as laid down in the Constitution? The only
answer that can be given is . . by so conaluirig the interior struc-
tore of the government as thatts several constituent parts may,
by their mutual relations, be the means of keeping each other in

their proper places.
James Madison, FEDERALIST #51.
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The federalists
saw confrontation

as the way to
keep a president

accountable

But, the American
people fear

confrontation

Today, the accountability problemcomes down to the ques-
tion of whether or not we can get the kind of Rerformance out
of the presidency that is necessary to meet our internal and ex-
ternal needs. In other words, should we continut with a sys-
tem built on conflicting checks and balances, or should weconsider ways to provide a political environment in which
such conflict would be minimized, with a corresponding
infrease in more broadly based democratic presidentialleadership?
Timothy Wirth: As I read THE FEDERALIST PAPERS, what
struck me most was the notion of confrontation that ran
through them. The federalists fully expected sharp conflicts
checks and balances, or whatever else ode may call them
within our constitutional processes. BUt we've evolved away
from this initial assumption toward, a system in which con-
frontation is abhorred; and the accountability issue must be
looked at partly in light of this change.

David Lissy: j disagree. I don't think that the system has
evolved in afnamier that abhors conflict On the contrary, I
believe that our political processes thrive on conflict I can
only speculate, but what may have led Congressman Wirth
others in conclude that rxedlict has become abhorrent is, in
a word, Watergate. Having worked in both the Nixon and Ford
administrations, the only way I can respond to the above is to
say that a terrible aberration in the exercise of presidential
power did indeed take place in the Nixon administration; but,
even more important, I can also personally testify to the open-
ness and healthy friction that characterized the Ford adminis-
tration. To me, then, the healthy kind of confrontation Con-
gressman Wirth saw in THE FEDERALIST PAPERS is still
workable, working and essential.
Joan Rich: I don't chink the American people understand that
conflict between the branches of government, between po-
litical parties and so on is not only inevitable but healthy;
they tend to become confused or frightened when they see it
happening. For example, what reaction have some of you got-
ten from citizens when you have criticized or otherwise chal-
lenged the President?
Robert Pierpoint: I ;Oak you're quite right If I ask the Pres-
ident a tough question at a press conf ce, for instance, I
get a stack of mail criticizing me for being disrespectful. The
cumulative weight of such experiences has- left me with the
distinct impression that many Americans do get quite nervous
and upset when their presidential father figure is criticized by
the media or, for that matter, by members of Congress oranyone else.
Timothy Wirth: For a member of Congress lie answer to
your question is, it defends on the composition of the district
he or she represents. As a relatively liberal Democrat who rep-
resents a predominantly Republican constituency, I got all
kinds of flak whenever I took on Presidents Nixon or Ford
head-on. However, I quickly learned that-if I'm going to criti-
cize the President on some policy or piece of legislation, I
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should do so in alcircumspect ;Intoner that avoids, wherever
possible, any direct head-to-head clash. So, I couch my dis-
agreement in terms of how we can best get the job done. an
approach that seems to be much more agreeable to my

Ie

nns.

Imperial Presidency
WhY?

Nelms Polabr I'd like to suggest some reasons why the
presidency has become so imperial. Above all. I think, is the
threat of assassination a problem inherent in a mass de-
mocracy like ours, in which tremendous attention is focused
on the Presidilat as a national symbol. Second is the increase
in the role of government and the attendant growth of the
bureaucracy, which has given the President the opportunity
to reach into many more areas of policy than was originally

affairs, for which the President has no real coastituf=
imagined. Third is the growth in the importance of

rival.
'The history of human conduct does not warrant that ecaited
opinion of human virtue which would make it wise in a notion lo
commit interests of so delicate and momentous a kind, as those
which concern tit intercourse with the rest of the world, to the
sole disposal of a magistrate created and circurnstanted as would
be a President of the United States."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #75.

The last reason is one for which I think academics have to
bear more than a small share of the responsibility: that is, the
prevailing view that vigorous presidents are the best presi-
dents. Aside from the understandable pressure generated by
the coalition of people and interests who help a president to
get elected, the gatekeepers of presidential greatness his-
toriens, political scientists and jorunalists have greatly con-
tributed to presidential aggrandisement and imperialism by
intimating that a president who says, "I really shouldn't get
into that," is somehowjeficient in doing his job.

Borden: This problem of the trappings of the ptesi-
has, of cotuse, been with us from the very beginnings
Republic. William McClay, a member of the first Senate,

kept a diary in which he complains about the
hoopla that attended the Washington admbiistration the
servaints, the wigs, the loss of democratic spirit and so on. Ofd
course, Senator McClay stood practically alone in 'this view.
Indeed, people like John Adams thought that there should be
even more pomp, more, grandiose titles and such. And, in
accordance with these 'aspirations, one wag replied that per-
haps they could start by calling Adams "His Rotundity!"

Is an Imperial Robert Pierpoint: In spite of the constant stream of criticism
, President what leveled against the so-called "imperial President," I really

we want'? think that that's just what the American people went their

12
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The imperial
presidency: how

does it affect
"the man"?

Chief,Executive to be. I've already alluded to one reason for
my feeling cm this point in mentitning the mail I receive when
I'm apparently or actually critical of the President But my
impressions in thip regard are also derived from other experi-
ences. Over the years, for instance, rve often had occasion tO
circulate through a crowd%of people waiting to see a president
at as airport or some similar place. What I've gleaned from
this is that in a way it doesn'tmatter who the President is, or
whether or not those present are for or against him. 'The rea-
son they're there is the palpable sense of excitement that the
Office ofthe President hascome to signify in their minds. One
can literally feel the surge of energy thee goes through the
crowd when the presidential jet lands, will& the band strikes
up "Hail to the Chief," when he enters the wafting long. black

all under the watchful eyes of the Secret Service
ageath and the retinue of press people, TV people and aides
scurrying about A kind 9f psychological aura has evolved
around the Office of ffieerreeldent, the growth of which has
been wittingly and =wittingly aided and abetted by the hoopla
that surrounds his every move. What worries me about this is
that, even with the traumatic events of Watergate still fresh in
our minds, too few Americana are bothered about the explicit
threat posed by this peychological advantage they've given thePresident -

Timothy Wirth: The answers to the questions of how or why
the President has become so imperial have been pretty well
documented I believe. The more important question ip:
persona/ impact has this trend toward increased presiden
power had? How does a president become so isolated? H
does he become immune topriticism or, better yet, how
he deal with the criticism RE will inevitably face? How do
assure that he doesn't become a prisoner of his own PR
the endless stream of other self- serving information his
chums out in his name?

130
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The Accountability
Process:
Institutional Curbs
and Constitutional
Mechanisms
With Watergate safely behind ue, most Americans feel that
through the stresses and strains of those momentous times:
"the system" worked. Yet, while there is broad agreement that
the system worked, far fewer of us actually understand how
and it?hy it performed as it did. Some of us could identify the
Individual" role being played at that time by certain itatitu-
tions and procedures Congress, the bureaucracy, impeach-
ment, for example. It was and id, however, far harder to say
how these various parts of the accountability process worked,
collectively, to help bring our political system back into
equilibrium.

In effect, while Watergate indeed showcased the account-
ability process an intrinsic paatof "the system" working at
its best, it is even more important, for at least two reasons, to
understand how and why its various institutional and pro-
cedural facets performed as they did. One, they are not simply
at work during times of crisis but, rather, are continuously
operating Ws-of-Ws the Executive to help keep government on an
even keel. Two, their interaction with and impact on the Presi-
dent don't just reflect the status of his accountability at any
given point but, in a wider sense, are also a barometer of the
general health and well-being of our constitutional system.

Institutional Curbs
The Role of The Media:
Potential Unrealized
Robert Pierpoint: I'd like to make a comment about media
responsibility and presidential 'accountability the, degree to
which radio and TV go into or fail to go into public issues. For
better or worse, almost any complex issue webecorhe news-
worthy solely if it can somehow be made meaningful to the
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average American. It doesn't really matter what the major is--
sue is that the White House may trot out, since it will gener-
ally be complicated, hard to explain and, therefore, unnews-
worthy unless there is some kind of conflict or confrontation
involved. Our basic assumption about broadcasting the news,
then, is that we have to report oversimplified, "dramatizable1'
items because that's the only thing that the vast majority of
American will watch or listen to. Obviously, this approach
does not satisfy most ofyou in this room, which is why those
of us in broadcasting find ourselves constantly being criticized
by those most involved in and concerned about national issues,

Nonetheless, the bottom line on all this is that the newt'
business is just that7, a business. No matter how much some
people would like it and, very frankly, no matter how much I
myself would like it we are not in the education business.
Years ago I used to say that I wished we could become The
New York Times of broadcasting. Now, however, I believe that
if that did happen, the CBS Evening News and Walter Cronkite
would be off the air in no time flat. That, in brief, is the prob-
lem we face, and I just don't see a quick or easy solution to it.
Timothy Wirth: I completely disagree that the media can ab-..

The potential rogate their responsibility for educating the pisblic just be-la there, it's just cause they are, first and foremost, businesses. If that were,not being realized entirely true, why would we go to such great lengths to guar-
antee a free press? Similarly, the Communications Act of
1934 is specific in stipulating that the bloadcast media must
operate "in the public interest" The successful operation of
the media need not necessarily be antithetical to public educa-
tion. Rather. the problem lies in the same kind of greed that
appears to g. so many enterprises in this country. In the
media gen iv, but particularly radio and TV, what's hap--pened is that e power of the almighty dollar is ultimately
determining will or won't go on the air For instance, inthe name of &ability the major networks successfully
eliminated corn tion during the forties and fifties, a prac-
tice that's been repeated in their more recent opposition to
UHF, cable, - to or other technological breakthroughs
that might de some additional possibilities for public,inflation

e media
ticnal as they s
the
sumption that
is profit. In
more of an ed
place, a bast
themselves.
entertainm

The problem
what the media
do is too often

incorrect or
misleading c

never going to be as informative and educe-
ould be generally, and particularly in terms of

ity process, if we continue to accept the as-
ey are solely enterprises whose bottom line

, in order forthe media to be forced to perform
cation function, there has got to be, in the first
chan4e in the outlook of the American people'
other words, if all we expect from the media is

t and financial gain, I suppose that's all we'll con-
tinue to get! a prospect I find both repulsive and frightening..

Nelson fieloby: What bothers me about this question of the
role of the media in public education -WO, by inference, their
orresponding potptial to help make public officials like the

!gyi
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President accountable isn't necessarily that they aren't
doing enough. Rather, it's that what is done is too often mis-
leading or wrong, because many media people don't adequately
understand the subject matter with which they're dealing. An
excellent example of this was a netwoli TV special, the theme
of which was how the Executive overwhelms Congress. At
sae -point the program focused on a hearing at which the newly
installed Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, Casper
Weinberger, .was about to testify. The camera zoomed in on
the Secretary's inches-thick notebooks and the various dep-
uties arrayed behind him, in marked contrast to the lone
figure of the subcommittee chairman, Paul Rogers all of
which dramatically suggested the inherent inequality in the
confrontation about to occur. While the narrator kept insisting
that this was an example of how the Executive goes about
overwhelming the Congress, Ole camera was showing exactly
the opposite taking place. Paid Rogers had chaired this partic-
ular subcommittee for quite a while and literally knew more
about Secretary Weinberger's department than Weinberger did.
Accordingly, asking one pointed question after an-
other, of which was that the Secretary was

ed rather than the other way around. My point,
then, is not that the media should do more but that when they
do a story they should get it right In other words, I think the
media have a tremendous need to police themselves to strive
to upgrade the level of expertise and knowledge that goes into
their work.
Morton Borden: It might be useful to remember that when
the Constitution bras going into effect, there was considerable
controversey over what the relationship between the press
and the government should be. For example, many people
doubted that the press ought to be allowed to cover Congress
at all; the precedent for which was Parliament's policy of ex- .
eluding reporters and forbidding the printing of comments or
speeches by its members. At first the House of representa-
tives had just a few reporters covering its proceedings, while
the Senate completely excluded the press for its first ten years.
Whatever their present failings may be, we've made great
progress since the 18th century in making the media an in-
formative and effective agent of accountability.

The bureaucracy:
accountability

agent and
presidential
instrument

16

The Role of the Bureaucracy:
Contradictions in Potential
Frederick Mosher. It is evident that the founding fathers
designed a variety of tensions into the Constitution regarding
the Executive. Yet, they didn't mention one element the para-
doxical relationship between a president and the bureaucracy

, which has become a sizeable problem, 'because this rela-
tionship has the inherent potential to play both a positive and
negative role in the accountability process. Specifically, I'm
referring to the seemingly unavoidable suspicion and distrust

most pronounced at the beginning of an Administration
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, between the career civil servants and the incoming President
and his appointees. On the one hand, there is the legitimate
question: How and to what degree can or should a president
be held accountable for the actions of the bureaucracy? On
the other is the equally legitimate question: What roles does
the bureaucracy play in helping to make a president accounta-
ble? Whatever the answers to these questions may be, the
essential fact remains that the President heads a bureaucracy
that can both check his power and act as a vehicle for its use
and abuse. This largely unforeseen relationship between the
President and the bureaucracy, in short, has come to have an
enormous impact on the whole broad accountability question
we've been discussing.
'7he administratkift of government, in its largest sense, compre-
hends all the operations of the body politic, whether legislative,
executive, or judkiaty; but in its most usual and perhaps in its most
precise signification, It is limited to executive details, and falls
peculiarly within the province of the executive department The
actual conduct of foreign negotiations, the preparatory plans of
finance, the application and disbursementof the public moneys in
conformity to the genenalf appropriations -of the legislature, the
arrangement of the army.and navy, the direction of the operations
of war these, and other matters of a like nature, constitute what
seems to be most properly understood by the administration of
government. The persons, therefore, to whose immediate man-
agement these different matters are committed ought to be con-
sidered as the assistants qrpdeputies of the Chief Magistrate, and on
this account they ought to derive their offices from his appoint-
ment, at least from his nomination; and ought to be subject to his
superintendence."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #72

Jacqueline Grose: Professor Mosher's comments raise sev-
eral further questions in my mind. For example, I find it hard
to understand why civil servants, who haveexpertise based on
years of =peril:rice, aren't trusted. Secondly, why does each
arm of government feel the jealous need to have its own staff of
experts, with all the duplication of work this would appear to
entail? Lastly, why isn't the collective expertise of the bu-
reaucracy even more widely used, not just to keep government
running smoothly but, for example, as a resource pool of
talent to be tapped into on an as-needed basis?

Why thi Frederick Mosher: While I do think civil servantsare trusted
bureaucracy a good deal more than the media would have us believe, thereisn't trusted are some reasons why ah incoming president might be suspi-

cious of them. First, these people have been working either
for the other party or for someone from their own party, with
whose style and goals the incoming President may strongly
disagree. In addition, it's important to remember that when
we discuss the "bureaucracy," we're not t some
uniform, monolithic entity. Rather, we're di a whole
system of expertise the civil service, the foreign service, thearmed forces that by definition embodies different and at
times conflicting perspectives, ambitions and rewards.
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Robert Pierpoint: I think there are two major reasons that
Billy at least partially explain why the bureaucracy isn't trusted:
the misuse -tif the concept of "executive privilege" and the
virtually ceaseless conflict between Congress and the Execu-
tive. During the years I've covered the White House,
there was a: Republican President Eisenhower and a Dem-
ocratic Congress. Next, there was what, in retrospect, appears
to have been almost a three-year honeymoon between John
Kennedy and the still Democratic Congress, although even
they didn't get along entirely. Then came LBJ and the Vietnam
period, in which this process of distortion continued to grow
because Congress and the Executive were so much at odds.
And, finally, there's the just-concluded eight-year period in
which congressional - executive branch conflict reached epic
proportions.

Distrust of the bureaucracy has also been caused by the
specific misuse of the concept of executive privilege to deny
Congress information it has requested and should rightfully
have. Executive privilege, as we all know, was one of the key
tactics used by President Nixon to disrupt and thwart Con-
gress's legitimate powers of investigation during Wateigate.
The net ult of this abuse of executive privilege has been to
force A so to develop its own alternatives to provide it
with the ormation",it has been unable to obtain froallie
bureau
Nelson Pa** In order to better understand the general
problem of kocountability between the bureaucracy and the
President, orthe ticracy and Congress, I think it's help-

the bureaucracy as constituting a branch
ly d i erent from the presidency, Congress

the .bureaucracy should be viewed
ent, each of which gets captured,

ful to can
of government en
or the courts. \ In
as fragments of g
from both within ind without the government, by different
interests, ideologies and lances. Thirdly, it's also useful to
think of the various government agencies that collectively
make up the bureaucracy a being identified with and embody-
ing long-term dommitmen about what is and isn't proper
commitments tat may be, and quite frequently are, different
from the ideas and respon ibilities of the people with whom
they interact, such as the President, Congress or their respec-
tive staffs.

Finally, just as there is k multiplicity of agencies that col-
lectively make up the bureucracy, there are already in our
political system multiple 4positions and multiple points of
entry for them. Starting around World War ll and to a cer-
tain extent before then the United States has been develop-
ing public, private and mixed public/private agenda that
systematically produce alternative and sometimes opposing
expertise. For example, The RAND Corporation, which was
initially financed exclusively by the government, spawned a
whole new set of defense experts who, for the first time in any
modem society I'm aware of, took expertise on military mat-
ters out of the exclusive hands of the armed forces. The Coun-
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cil on Foreign Relations, which is privately financed largely by
Wall Street lawyers and others in the New York City business
community with international interests and connections, is
another such organization.

These organizations- develop and spin off studies, provide
meeting grounds for those in and outside government and so
on, so that when Cyrus Vance, for instance, comes in from a
Wall Street law firm to take over the State Department, there is
a large pool of talent always available upon which he can draw.
Conversely, many of those leaving the Ford administration
will go into such outside organizations-in-waiting until their
number comes up again. The point I'm stressing is that ex-
pertise is not wholly lodged in the bureaucracy; it is also
spread through all sectors of our society, thereby providing
an important and ongoing link in the accountability process.

The Congress: Expanded Potential
The role of Frederick Mosher: Obviously, no discussion of presidential/

Congress: a executive branch accountability would be complete without
"zero-stmt game"? examining the role of Congress in this respect. Indeed, one of

the most visible responses to Watergate has been an accelera-
tion in the already developed trend to increase Congress's
resources and tools sis-b-uis the Executive. I didn't realize, for
instance, that the General Accounting Office an agency that
assists Congress through special audits, surveys and investi-
gations has about seven times as much professional staff as
the executive branch's counterpart, the Office of Management
and Budget. And consider the impact of the establishment of
the Congressional Budget Office and the House and Senate
Budget Committees. Now, Congress will have in hand not just

annual budget proposal that OMB traditionally prepares
foi the President, but also oneprepared by their own people.
This cannot help but prove useful as far as accountability is
concerned. The catalog anew congressional resources, more-

l. over, doesn't stop there: an Office of Technology Assessment
has been established, Library of Congress staff have been
increased to do specialized research that was always the do-
main of the Executive, -tentative approval has been given to
setting up a congressional "think tank" to do the same type
of indepth policy research that companies like the RAND
Corporation have been doing for years for the Executive.

These reforms offer great promise in terms of accountabil-
ity per se; yet, they may also pose some problems. Along these
lines, perhaps the major question is: Are power relationships
in the federal government a "zero-sum game"? That is, when
the power and resources of Co*m.. s are increased, does that
inherently mean that the power and resources of the Executive
are correspondingly decreased? If so, does that mean that
these new tools will somehow make Congress less accounts-
ble while they're being used to make the Executive more
accountable?

Timothy Wirth: What strikes me as we discuss this is the
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Congressional
, impact on
accountability

depends on
the media

critical role. Congress's relationship to the media will play in ,
the future success of the measures Professor Mosher men-
tioned. However much members of Congress may want to '
exercise their constitutionally prescribed oversight and other
related investigatory,powers, they find it difficult to justify the
requisite time and energy in terms °lithe benefits that are
likely to accrue: ocie does not, in my opinion, get reeleited for
making the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
work better or ly moving bureaucrats around via legislatively
inspired reorganizations. Important though it may be to re-
activate oversightmy, experience has been that when I try to
explain its significance to my constitutents they're simply not
interested. In fact, it is partly because of this lack of constitu-
ent interest that Congress has been so delintfuent in exercising
its oversight responsibility for the past 25 years or so. If the
media helps the public to understand how necestiory a part of
good government it is, they will be performing a majofteerrice
in making oversight the effective tool of accountabiliVint.
can and should be.

Constitutional WIechapisnis
Impeachment:. Wirt are the
Alternatives? 4

Adele Hopkins: Do we need an easier, mote effectlye way,
than impeachment to remoi* a..kirenident4or whatever
reason? ,

"The President'a f the United States would be liable to be im-
peached, died and, upon conviction of treason, bribery, or other
high dimes or misdemeanors, removed from office; and would
afterwards be liable to prosecution and punishment in the ordinary
course of law."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #69

. Charles Hardin: The fact is, short of some drastic changes in
the Constitution, there's no realistic alternative. I vrotild,
though, like to mention' one possibility, however unrealistic
it may be developing some sort of a vote-of:confidence mech-

# anism similar to those in many parliamentary democracies.
What,such a mechanism doa3 is to give a prime minister a
chance to step dowit or be replaced without any great shock tp
the body politic. In England, for example, this allowed Win-
ston Churchill to replace Nevdle Chamberlain in 1940. More
recently, similar procedures in West Germany and Japen al-
lowed their prim% ministers inIstep dom,when they werein
one way or another discredited. The point I wtmt to stress
again, being fully aware of how drastic a change in ouconsti-
tutional system such a vote-of-confidence mechanism would
require is that we geed to stop taking it for grunted that once

/P.:e've elected a president there's no way, short of assassins-
on or impeachment, that he can be removed frOm office. At

the very least, we should be seribusly considering other al-
e
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A problem of the
'system: no middle
ground on removal

of the President
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tematives, however implausible. they may seem. If anything is
-going to be done, the first thing we've got to change is the
rabid-set with which we tend to approach thin problem.

!}avid Lissy: I'm not sure that our present conttitutional
arrangements impeachment and quadrennial elections are
insufficient. Moreover, while I wouldn't quarrel over con-
sidering other alternatives for removal of a president, I do
have some reservations about the vote-of-confidence alterna-
tive. Because of the powerful role Congress can play under
our principle of the separation of powers, I don't think we're
nearly so vulherable witfi a weak or inept president as parlia-
mentary democracies are with an inadequate prime minister.
Our separation of powers system has a great deal of flexibility
built in. In contrast, in countries like Great Britain, West
Germany and Japan virtually everything governmental seems
somehow to stem from the prime minister, so that being
stuck ,with a horribly inept one could, indeed, cause some
kind of a crisis if removal were not relatively. Because of
these differences between the systems, I don think the prob-
lems of removal of the Chief Executive are comparabl, and so
I don't see any profound need for a mechanism such as the
vote of confidence.

Merrillson: My answer falls somewhere between the
two prec statements. That is, I think we do ha* a seri-
ous problem: short ofimpeachment, what can we do to punish
or get rid of a bad president? Yet as long as we have the presi-
dential-congressional system we have, there's little we can do,
ogler than exerting pressure via the force ofpublic opinion or
by the various kinclet of pressures that Congress can bring to
bear. Congressional censure, I might kcid, was tried once dur-
ing Andrew Jackson's second ternf. It failed-when JAckson
forced Congress tt back down. He told them that if he'd vio-
lated the law that would constitute a high crime, and therefoi-e
he'd have to be impeached. Jackson ,told them to go right
ahead if they wanted to do that, but said they had no right to
censure him. The problem, in brief, isthat there is do middle
ground in our presidential system on this question of removal.
'The true ineaning of this IncudiCi [I.e., the separation of powers]
has been . . shown to be entirely compatible with a partial Inter-
mixture of those departments for special purposes, preserving
them, in the main, distinct and unconnected. This partial inter-
mixturlis ever?, In some cases, not only proper but necessary to

to
the mutual defense rn_Diembers of the gobement
against each other. An or qualified negative in the execu-
tive upon the acts of the five body is admitted . to be an
indispensable barrier against the encroachments of the latter upon
the former And it may, perhaps, withno less reason, be contended
that the powers relating to impeachments are, as before intimated,
on essential check in the hands of that body -upon the encroach-
ments of the executive.. The division of them between the two
brunches of the legislature, assigning one the right of accusing,
to the other the right of judging, avoids' the inco)wenience of
making the same persons both accusers and judges; and guards
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Ainft, , against the danger of persecution, from the preualency of a facti-
ous spirit in either of those branches."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #66

Would it help
to make the

impeachment
procedure

more precise?

22

'Frederick Mosher: I have one suggestion that falls some-
where between the extremes we've been discussing; that is,
either by simple statute or, better yet, perhaps by amending
the Constitution, to define more precisely the term "high
crimes and misdemeanors " A more exact definition would
make it much easier for the American people to understand
what actions constitute sufficient grounds for a president to
be held subject to removal from office by impeachment Short
of drastic alts in our system, I think this possibility of
making the im ment process more precise and therefore
less time-consuming and cumbersome may hold some prom-
iseand ought to be looked into.
"[Impeachment applies to] those offenses which proceed from the
misconduct of public men, or, in other words, from the abuse or
violation of some public trust They are of a rature which may,with
peculiar propriety be denominated POLITICAL, as they relate
chiefly to injuries done immediate/ y to the society itself

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #65

Nelson Polsby: I think thats a terrible idea To the contrary,
I believe that it's essential for the impeachment process to
continue to be intensely political, one embodying a sufficient
degree of latitude so that the douse of Representatives can
rise to such occasions as are,pratented by ornery, deceitful or
criminal-beyond-a-doubt presidents Tle fact is, the way our
system works is to take power away from a president piece-
meal, rather than get rid of him That, in effect, is what hap-
pened to President Nixon in Watergate and ultimately paved
the way for his resignation A whole train of things happened
before the tapes finally surfaced the "smoking gun" that every-
one was looking for: the White Huse budget came under
great scrutiny; the Select Committee chaired by Senator Ervin
was instituted and began its investigation, the special prose-
cutor was forced on him, and soon.

The 22nd Amendment: A Hindrance-
to Presidential Performance?
Judith Heimann: -What impact has the 22nd Amendment,
which limits a president to two successive four-year terms in
office, had on the whole question pf accountability?
"Nothing appears more plausible atfirst sight, nor more ill-founded

upon close inspection, than a scheme which in relation to the
present point has had some respectable advocatesI mean that
of continuing the Chief Magistrate in office for a certain time,
and then excluding him from it, either for a limited period or
forever after. This exclusion, whether, temporary or perpetual,
would have nearly the same effects, and these effects would be
for the most part rather pernicious than salutary Pne ill effect of



the exclusion woulgi be a diminution of the inducements to good
behavior-There are few men who would not feel much less zeal
in the discharge of o duty' when they were conscious that the ad-
vantage of the station with which it was connectedmust be relin-
quished at cr determinate period, than when they were permitted
to-entertain a hope of obtaining, by meriting, a colltirsence of
them."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #72

Merrill Peterson: I'm going to play devil's advc;cate on the
22nd Amendment, and the specific core issues - term of office
and reeligibility: If we accept Hamilton's argument in favor
of "permanency . . of administration" and "perpetual reeligi-
bility", as inducements to responsible presidential, conduct,
we cannot accept Ai 22nd Amendment or any other limitation
along such lines. But has Hamilton's argument proven accu-
rate`?In the 20th Century, I think the answer to this question
has nearly beetitio. In fact, now there are other; even rpore
powerful inducements to good conduct. the constant Oak of
publicity; the risk of public censure and disgrac'either with ,

or without impeachment; the role of the two-
the democratic process; the restraints, of th
so forth

The case foi a At the same time, I'm convinced that the .four-year term
nonrenewable, ,doesn't maximize the potential for effective,: responsible

six -year term presidential performance. One major reason is that it takes
time for new members of the executive branch - the President
included - W leam'the ropes and get a grip on their rnppective
functions and responsibilities. For instance, so much of the'
budget is lOtked" up in standing commitments and so much
lead time is needed to plan, mount and enact new prOgrams
that any change-oriented presideht is bound to faced with
the hassle of reelection before'he's had a fair ch,e to retool

. and redirect the machinery of government his
wishes. In this sense, a president's first term boils d to a
simple race against a four-year clock Jimmy .Carter for
example, will beCome Presidenton January 20, 1977, t he
will not get his, first crack at preparing a budget his own
until the fiscal 19 cycle gets under way. In ssha¢ because,
of such first=term imitations and the Intrinsic tendency they
have to slow dawn and disrupt au incoinbig president, it
seems to me that a longer term d ieneeded -ex years,
Perhaps-
"As on the one hand, 'a duration of ur yearswill Contribute tQ
the firmness of the executivein a sufficient ciegree ta_render it a
eery valuable ingredient in the composition, so, on The other,
it is not long- enough to Justify any alarm for the public liberty "

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #71

system and
ciary and

.1

Yet, the concept of a longer
the question of whether or not it
I don't think it should be, pri
does advantages an incumiien

term of office also hinges on
houki be renewable. Frankly,:

because of the tremen-
dent ngagv has: an estab-
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for in the 22nd Amendment was no guarantee against presi-
dential misconduct,' the majority of the panel remained
opposed to repeal:
-Duration .in* office .. . . has relation to two objects: to the personal
firmness of the executive magistrate in the employment of his
constitutional powers, and to the stability of the s'stem of admin-
istration which may have been adopted under his aaspicei. With
regard to the first it must beevident that the longer the duration
in office, the greater will be the probability of obtaining so impor-
tant an aduantage ft is a general principle of human nature that
a man will be interested in whatever he possesses, in pioportion
to the firmneu or precariousness of the tenure by which he holds
it will be less attached to what he enjoys by a durable or certain
Mk; and, of course, will be willing to risk more for the sake of the
one than for the sake of the other."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST *71

Morton Borden: I think we've been letting a most important
point slide by: that the founding fathers never meant our
Constitution to be an immutable document. What they were
really doing in 1787 was simply laying out some ground rules
and setting up some mechanics but, ground rules and
mechanics that they expected could and would be changed via
the amending process. In other words, the Constitution was
by design a very ambiguous work. What it amounts to, there-
fore, is not a perpetual solution to the intricate, ongoing
problems of government but, rather, a perpetual postpone-
ment so that each generation has the inherent opportunity to
rethink and rewrite it. Significantly, this implicit ambiguity _ .and uncertainty in the Constitution is something the American'
people have shown themselves quite able to live with and
adjust to, despite all the cynthism to the cautery that has
been fostered by most members ofthe media. In a roundabut
way, then, what I'm saying is that the American people seem
to ghe content enough with the present inechanisms of press,
denial accountability, imperfect though they may be; and,
frankly, there are many far more important problems facing
us than what we should or shouldn't do about the 22ndAmendment.

The Electoral College: Useless
Anachrqnisni or Stabilizing Force?
'This process of election [via the electoral college] affords a moral
certainty that the office of Piesident will seldom fall to the lot of
any man who is not in an eminent degree endowed with the
requisite qualifications Tale*, for low inbigueo and the little arts-
of popularity, may alone suffice to elevate a man to the first
honors in a single State; but it will require other talents, and a
different kind of melt to establish him in the esteem and con-
fidence of the whole Union, or of so considerable portion of it'
as would be necessary to make him a successful candidate for
the distinguished office of President of the United States. It will
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t,

not be too strum o say that there will be ojiconstant probability
of seeing the station filled by characters*e-erninent for obi/fly
and virtue." dir

Aiarander . FEDERALIST #68

Frederick Mosher: I guess we're :inthat the idea of a
single, six-year term doesn't have a prayer of a chance at this
point. However, in light of the statistics coming out' of the
presidential election of 1976, I do think there is an opportu-
nity to do something about the electoral college, and it should
not be missed. I know, for example, that Senator Bayh is off

running again with another constitutional amendment to
do away with it and make determination of the winner con-
tingent solely on the popular vote. When one realizes that a
few thousand votes in Ohio could have swung the election to
Mr. Ford, despite the fact that Mr. Carter had won with about
51 percent of 'the popular vote, perhaps Senator Bayh's
amendment isn't such a bad idea.

Why the electoral David Litter I want to say emphatically that the electoral
college shouldn't college should not be abolished not solely because I believe

be abolished the kind of situation we just experienced is uncommon but
because it offers some direct benefits. First, in an election
where the popular vote might have been even closer than in
this last one, one thing the electoral college does is to guar-
antee the determination of an immediate majority a majority
that can't be questioned thereby helping to avoid the likeli-
hood that the losing side would gq_rushing in to charge vote
fraud or whatever. In contrast, 1presidential election is
determined only on the basis of the popular vote, I suspect
that the probability of charges of vote fraud and the like would
be greatly increased: Second, and even more important, the
electoral college has served as a long-term stabilizing force in
our political system by providing minority int/rest groups
with a means by which they can feel that they actually do have
some clout.

Nelson Polsby: I agree. I think the electoral college is a
legitimate part of our present political procesi and, though it
may indeed reflect sonic of the distortions that exist in our
constitutional system, on balance-not only is it good, but it
also comports with the intentions of the founding fathers.
". . . the acecuttue should be independent for his.continuance In
office on all but the peopii themselves. He might otherwise be
tempted to sacrifice his duty to his complaisance for those whose
favorairasy to the duration of his afildal consequence.
This also be secured by making his reelection to
depend on spec) al body of rues, deputed by the
society for the single pwpoee of making the important choice
[of electtng the President]."

Alcamcler Hamilton, FEDERALIST #68

Verrill Peterson: In THE FEDERALIST P, APERS, the
theory that is offered to explain the need for the electoral
college is the advantage of indirect election it embodies. The
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Historical
perspectives:
the theory of

indirect election
of the President

lab

Why the electoral
college should

be abolished

federalists believed that by screening the popular vote through
a select group of men who would, assumedly, be more
judicious and less subject to the dangers of disorder and
tumult, the electoral process would be protected from the
kind of "popular passions" they so deeply distrusted. In other
words and, this is all part of the deferential conception of
Politics that characterized 18th cent inking on govern-
ment an elite chosen by the people to elect the President
would offer a wiser choice thin the masses of the people
themselves. Not incicienjally, it should also be remembered
that the context out of trhich the electoral college grevrwas ar),
last minute compromise at the Constitutional Convention.
This compromise met a lot of different 'objectives and was,
therefore, 'widely accepted by federalists and antifederalista
alike.

On the other hand, I would be omittinga significant aspect
of this history if I didn't mention that parts of the federalists'
arguments in favor of the electoral college were self-serving
and glossed over some important points The Constitution, in
fact, allows for presidential electors to be chosen by state
legislatures something the federalists only obliquely ac-
knowledged. In the early presidential elections, for instance,
electors were chosen by their respective state legislatures in
roughly half the cases, not by the people directly It wasn't
until the 1820s that there was movement toward the fairly
uniform system of direct popular election of electors that has
more or less survived intact down to the present -

"Without the intervention of the State legislatures, the President
Of the United Mutes cannot be elected at all. They must in all
cases have a great share in his appointment, and will, perhaps,
in most cases, of themselves determine it "

James Madison, FEDERALIST #45

Neal Peirce: My position on the electoral college issue is
clear and unequivocal it ought to be abolished. Havingsaid
that, let me respond to some of tfie specific points that have
been raised thus far. First, while tt'a true that we were fortu-
nate in 1976 that things ultimately .worked out smoothly as
far as the electoral vote-popular vote-question is concerned,
we have been faced with similar, albeit not quite as serious,
situations on four other occasions in the 20th century: 1968,
1960, 1948 and 1916. So I'm not reassured by the argument
that there's nothing to worry abotit because in modem times
an actual crisis along these lines-hasn't

Neither am I persuaded by the automata majority podit
Mr. Lissy stressed. For example, if some rare combination
of circumstances resulted in a situation where the electoral
vote ran counter to the popular vote, how would we explain
this apparent reversal of the popular will to the people? Re-
gardlesit of how much is said and done to explain the role of
the electoral college, the fact remains that the vast majority of
Americans don't understand it and think that they are literally
voting for the candidate of thkir choice. Had the 1976 cam-
paign turned out differently as a result of the aforementioned
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shi4 of a few thousand votes in Ohio, I guess we'd be telling
southerners, 'Well, you're concattrated in the South so your
votes don't count as much as those of people living else-
where." Frankly, L just don't see how under our democratic
system such an explanation can or should be taken seriously.

The electoral Thirdly, the point was mad that we have distortions in
system is our federal system the electoral college ! . e and that

undemocratic they are good. While this may hold true in - n cases two
. senators for each state being a ready : n .1eI don't think

that this doctrine applies as far as the presidenay is concerned
As I suggested above, the American people see their role in
the election of their president as being special and direct.

Finally, the question of the positive role the electoral
college can play uis-a-uis minorities and other small groups is
based on a theory expounded by Alexander Bickel and others.
They argue that the more populous states who, therefore,
have 'a larger number of electoral votes, contain urban minori-
ties that can rah effectively express themselves po tically
through the existence of the electoral college. Yet, hat we
came very close to in this last election was exactly e oppo-
site an outcome in which the candidate favored by the8e
very urban minorities would have lost because of the ab-
solutely irrational scheme upon' which the electoral vote
is based.

Robert Pierpoint: I think Neal Peirce has just done a Mag-
nificent job of demolishing the arguments in favor of retaining
the electoral college. I'd like to add one other point that I
think is often overlooked, that is, the technological changes
that have taken place since the Constitution was written. In
1789 I think it was very difficult for most Americans, who
lived in widely dispersed small towns and settlements, to
know exactly what George Washington looked

-like, dressed like and so on. Today, not enough said
to do justice to the change that has taken place in respect.
Assuredly, this is not to *say that we knew all about Jimmy
Caller before November 2nd, but as a result of TV and the
broadly expanded role of the media generally, the average
American voter in 197B knew infinitely more about the can-
didates running for president than did their 18th and 19th
century counterparts. The electoral college, in short, has been
rendered obsolete by technology, if by nothing else.
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name are
things the
President

can do

Increasing
Presidential
Accountability
What Else Can
Be Done?
Not surprisingly, an underlying theme of the discussion at
the seminar was, How can future "Watergates" be prevented?
Or, as one panelist put it, "the question of presidential
accountability is not so much whether or not a strong chief
executive is a good idea . . . but how strong our President
should be and how his powers can be curtailed, if necessary."
Another panelist, however, was just as forceful in reminding
those present that, "all the accountability in the world 1st*
going to do us any good if we develop structures, in seeking to
achieve it, that would prevent us from getting anything done."
Perhaps, therefore, the essential point that any examination
of the Executive must address is how to make certain the
President is sufficiently accountable without rendering hint
usable to translate that accountability "into a reasonable

tion that the public is going to get what it wants and
ree:lactIt' in short, having looked atPreaidential accountability
in terms of the past and present, some fimdamentil future-
oriented questions remain: What else can be date to ensure
"due responsibility"? How do we balance accotmtability and
effectiveness?
Mary ,Stone: Up
problem of
Whit we haven
tiaras about what

to this point we've been describing the
and executive branch accountability.

tly gotten into, however, are quell,
be done to make the presidency more

accountable: How can we cut through the trappings of the
imperial presidency? How cap we keep the President and
staff in touch with "reality"?,

Neal Peh.9: You're absolutely right it's always far faster to
point up what's wrong with the system than to figure out
remedies, I do have a few ideas in this regard. First, I think
there's a good deal a president can do on his own to increase
accountability. Despite all the temptations to the ccatreuy, he
could, for instance, try to decrease reliance on slick public
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relations techniques& to sell programs and/or cover up mis-
takes. He could also set up some mechanism to encourage
presidential advisors to speak out when they think he's wrong
to counteract what George Reedy (in Twilight of the Ameri-
can Presidency, New American Library, 1971) has described
as the seemingly inescapable problem of a president becoming
unwilling to accept criticism from his staff, combined with
the latter's fear of broaching such subjects simply because of
who the President is. A president can try to involve the general
public more directly in the policy-making process, with
special emphasis on bringing a sense of proportion and
humility to his decisions. Time and again, we've seen presi-
dents overcome by a sense of their own infallibility, an in-
ability to admit that such and such a policy is nothing metre
than a series of difficult choices, each of which has ad-
vantages and disadvantages.

There are several specific ways a president might proceed
in this respect One would be to address the nation before
Congress, for example setting out the problem at hand and
detailing the costs and benefits of the various options he feels
are available. qimilady, he could widen the scope of such a
presentation by including members of his Cabinet, congres-
sional leaders of both parties and so on. He could also invite
public response to such addresses, through public interest
channels, letters to the President, letters to Congress and the
like. Whether or not spy of these possibilities would work on
a national scale can only be determined, in my opinion, by
trying them once or twice. I do know that some similar
experiments at the regional level using a returnable ballot
to query the general public on sensitive issues such as reform-
ing the tax base or welfare have proved quite successful.

Perhaps the greater need more important than the things
a president himself can do is to encourage the development
of accountability agents completely outside the public sector.
The media, as has already been pointed out, have a responsi-
bility in this regard about which they haven't even begun to
think seriously. Cooperatively or competitively, the media
must expand coverage of the executivebranch and the presi-
dency on an ongoing, indepth basis. The generally superficial
stuff they put out at election time is just not good enough.
Citizen groups can also attempt to do the same kind of thing
more widely, either with or without the media. I don't have an
exact blneprint in mind, but I strongly feel that nonpartisan

:accountability reports on presidential and executive branch
perforinance or, for that matter, on any other public institu-
tion or official can and should be made.
Robert Pierpoint Even after having covered the White
House for twenty years, I still haven't quite figured out
exactly how it operates. What particularly bothers me in this
respect is that the various executive departments and agencies
have, it seems to me, been superseded by a layer of White
House staff who all too often are substituting their personal
policy preferinces for decisions made at the Cabinet level. In
other words(' what has evolved is a "superlayer" above the
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Cabinet and even above the President himself.
ttThere are My proposal to deal with this problem is simple: ere'sthings Congress got to be very careful oversight on the size, fundin and

can do functions of the President's staffperhaps by one or both
of the new congressional Budget Committees. This may
sound like a ridiculously easy task, but I assure yott it is not.
For example, I still am not sure how to determine the actual
size of the White House staff. It is always much larger than
official figures indicate, because there are almost limitless
ways for people to be "detailed" to the White House, while
still being maintained on some other executive department
payroll. Until we can get consistently reliable information on
such seemingly trivial matters, I don't think we'll ever get the
kind of accountable presidency most of us want and feel
is needed.°

Timothy Wirth: I wouldn't want to omit from our list of ways
to increase presidential accountability the need to continue
to refine and improve the existing federal election campaign
killws. While their provisions regarding public financing of
presidential campaigns, for instance, have already made the
President more accountable by taking away from special
interests the ability to acquire undue influence over his pro-
grams and policies, there is always more that can be'done. In
a society such as ours one seemingly fueled and motivated
so much by money and greed we have to strive ceaselessly
to scale down the role of money in politics.

A procedure Charles Hardin: F,arlier, I mentioned the idea of a vote-of-
for censure: confidence mechanism as an alternate means for removing a

obstacles president from office. Nosy I want to approach this idea from
and benefits a slightly different perspective, to suggest that one way to

increase presidential accountabgtiy would be to create a
procedure for censuring a president. Censure, as Professor
Peterson pointed out, is not a procedure wholly alien to our
political history, although the Constitution Yttelf is silent
about it. .. ilton, for one, durght that censure would be
more im.. , .. t than punishment in achieving "due responsi-
bility," since he felt that the Chief Executive would more
often be untrustworthy than criminal. Indeed, Hamilton went
so far as to use his special status as Secretary of the Treasury
and his close personal ties to President Washington to try to
expand his Cabinet post into that ofa first or prime minister,
challenging Congress to allow him to appear to answer ques-
tions or enter into the kind of 'debate that could lead to
calsure His efforts failed when Congress declined to let himi appear and instructed him, instead, to report in writing.
"Mud responsibility is of two kinds to censure and to punish-
ment The first is the more important of the two, especially in an
elective office Men in public trust will much oftener act in such a
manner as to render them unworthy of being any longer trusted,
than in such a manner as to make them obnoxious to legal
punishment "

Atexonder Hamilton, FEDERALIST #70

Some of Hamilton's ideas about censure have a modem
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'ring. Numerous proposals, for example, have been made to
have question periods in Congresa, including President-elect
Carter's suggestion that Cabinet officials appear regularly to
answer written and oral questions, preferably with live televi-
sion coverage. The problem with such suggestions is that,
they don't go far enough. Unless there is a "prime minister,"
for instance, such a question-period would be likely to aggra-
vate the tendericy toward division within the executive branch
that is a marked defect of our system. No president could
long tolerate public airing of the ding conflicts within his
Administration; nor, could he a member of his Cabinet
to become prime minister. That lea es just one alternative, in
my opinion: that the President him > appear before Congress
for such questioning. .

But even if this should prove posaible, yet another obstacle
will crop up if the President's par0 also controls Congress.
That is, the'cotmtry under such cirqumstancea would hardly
be likely to get the kind of vigorous debate that would tend to
be most illuminating because neither would want to risk
embarrassing the other. Therefore, tie onus for instigating a
telling debate ought to rest in. a formal opposition. Obviously,
though, since ours is not a parliamentary system we really
cannot provide such a mechanisizi, especially since we have
no formal opposition peer of the President who can meet him
on his terms.

Nonetheless, I don't see this as an insurmountithle prob-
lem. There is a logical person who could fill such a role as
opposition leader: the defeated candidate for President
Certainly, this shouldn't be so onerous a prospect given the
fact that Gerald Ford received nearly 49 percent of the popular
vote in the last election. The most obvious way to institu-
tionalize an effective 'opposition and to create conditions in
which censure could be formally attempted would be to give
the defeated presidential candidate a seat in the House of
Representatives, with perquisites and powers approgriate to
this prospective role.

What might all of the above accomplish? Certainly, it is
highly unlikely that a president would ever be censured, since
his majority in Congress would be too firm for that But the
regular appearance of a president before Congress would
virtually guarantee that the vital' issues of the day would be
aired in a manner that could not help but be edifying for the
public. Instead of being continually subjected to manipulation
and preemption by the President, that mysterious entity, "the
people," would be able not only to support government but
also to oppose it and via such opposition greatly increase
their ability to hold him and his Administration accountable.

Presidential Merrill Peterson: Perhaps one way to have an accountable
timber: bow president is to try to learn enough about the character of the
do we get all prospective candidates before the fact, not after the winner is

the informadon_installed in office. If the theory propounded by James Barber
we need? Ain The Presidentia/ character, Prentice-Hall, 1972) is correct

and the conduct of the presidency depends to a large degree on
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A national
primary

might help

up:
an "insider's"

perspective on
presidential

accountability

"characterological" considerations, then the personality and
hang-ups that the .person brings to the office are of first'
importance.

How do the American people come to know the character
of presidential candidates? I doubt that the electorate now
gets all thsCsinformation it needs in order to make an informed
choice. We therefore need, among other things, a much less
haphazard and time-consuming primary system, a more
structured means of presenting candidates to the public
(something to which the League of Women Voters Education
Fund-Sponsored debates in 1976 made a positive contribu-
tion), and a more informative media. Why not, for example,
hate a uniform national primary law which would establish
common standards and procedures and a time ,frame within
which the respective primaries could take place? In addition,
why not accelerate the whole primary processperhaps by
limiting it to two or three months? I think one reason so many
Americans tend to be indifferent by the time November
finally rolls around is that the whole process goes on for so
long that it eventually becomes an utter distraction and turns
people off.

'As the select assemblies [i.e., electors] for chdoatng the President
. . will in general be composed of the most enlightened and

respectable citizens, there is reason to presume that their atten-
tion will be directed to those men only who have become the
most distinguished by their abilities and virtue, and in whom
the people perceive Just grounds for confidence."

John Jay, FEDERALIST #64.

Robert Pierpoint: As one who has undergone the grueling
routine of covering a presidential campaign from start to
finish, I'm not really unsympathetic to Prcifessor Peterson's

estions. But I have to say that by and large the system
s to have worked fairly well. With the stunning example

staring us in the face of "Jimmy Who?" having been elected,
I don't see how we can come to any other conclusion, however
chaotic and exhausting the primary and nominating processes
may indeed be.

David Lissy: From the vantage,point of having worked at one
time or another in the State Department, HEW and the White
House during the last eight years, I'd like to comment on a
few underlying themes that haN'%e emerged during today's
discussion. First, I want to respond to the question of how
to keep the President and his staff in touch with reality. I
don't think it's fair to single out the President or his staff for
a tendency that exists in every nook and cranny of official
Washington and, to a lesser extent, in government at any
level. It's a basic part of human nature to become susceptible
to being carried away by the poster and excitement df one's
position and lose a sense of perspective on the real world.
The consequences of such a loss of perspective are un-
doubtedly more noticeable and potentially harmful in Wash-
ington, but there's nothing at all unique about it.
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As for solutions, I would mention twoneither of which
are exactly reassuring. I dealt with this problem in my own
case by constantly reminding myself of how transitory my
tenure would be and how inevitablett was that it would all
soon pass. We must also do everything possible to bring ipto
government the kind of people who'll be least likely to suc-
cumb to this tendeney to lose their- sense of proportion and
perspective.

On a different point throughout this dialog, I have been
bothered by the fact that, in discussing this broad concept of
accountability, we've never quite got down to the most nifty-
gritty issue: that the bottom line in 'government is to get
something dare. Weihaven't focused on the tools needed so
that accountability can be translated into a reasonable expecta-
tion that the-public is going to get what it wants and needs.
All the accountability in the world isn't going to dp us any
good if we develop sun in peeking to achieve-it, that
would prevgg us from done. All we could do
in that casetiould be to 1 ``ins" out every time, only
to replace them with (new 044,15 who'd be no more successful

41 than their Predecessors.
Finally, we have to bear in mind that almost everything

ye've talked about today has been colored by perceptions
based on tile/traumatic events of recent years. Thus, I think
it would be useful to 'pause for a moment and divorce our-
selves from these perceptions, in order to try to figure out how

, *Xi weel our constitutional system is functiafing and can
There is no continue °to function. I have two comments in this regard.

-mach thing as a Firstly, as rrofessor Peterson mentioned, perhaps the single
perfect sys most important ingredient for success In godremnfent, as in
dig any other endeavor, Is the character of the people le who work

in it. I mention this primarily to emphasize-my feelinithatho
system of government can ever be perfect .fiecause human
beings themselves are imperfect a thought, not incidentally,
that irt. stressed inTHE FED]ST PAPERS and is re-
flected in the unique blend of .crat -M powers and checks

, and balances the framers designed into are Constitution. Sec-
t ito ondly, despiti& all of the frustration and disappointment I

\ experienced in working'amidst some of tire most trying cir-
cumstfurces this nation hail ever known, I am still deeply
convinced that our 'system of government works. Indeed, I
have just had this feeling affirmed once again, however un-
happily, by being on the losing aide in this last presidential

4 election. This explicit example of the, accountability process eg)

at work, embod1ed in the peaceful transfer of power, Lays to
me that the system indeed works well and shows every
*anise of being able to continuer to do so.
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In Conclusion*
Questions For
Further Discussion
Federalist Versus Antiferalist:
Historical Perspectives On
The Presidency
How Prophetic?
While the antifederalists argued that the presidency had "too much powi4 and not
enough restrictions," the federalists believed that the Constitution contained an
adequate blend of "energy" and safeguards in this respect. Over the long term, has
either of these views proven more accurate?

How Accountable Is An
"Energetic Executive"?
How Much Power Does a_PresidentNeed?

A.

Do you agree that "modem problems and circumstances invite expansion and
abuse of identiaI power. . . "? What impact have 20th century issuesnationalsecurity strong economy, the communications revolution and so forth had on
presider accountability? How has executive branch accountability been affected
by "the modem idea of democratioWspccsibility the fulfillment of what the people
want," as contrasted to the concept OT "due responsibility" articulated by Hamilton?
Conflietkornerstone of ?residential Accountability?
Is political and institutional conflict an essential part of presidential accountability?
HavpileXin fact, moved away from this original constitutional concept, as Con-
gress Min. Wirth asserts? If so, ia it worth restoring?

The Presidency: Asset or Liability? ,

What is your, response to the assertion that "an imperial president is just what the
American people want their Chief Executive to be"? Have Americans made the
President a kind of national "father figure," thus discouraging disagreement and
criticism? What, if anything, should be done about the "psychological advantage"
Mr. Piezpoint feels the American people have given their presidents in mutat years?
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The Accountability Process: Institutional
Curbs and Constitutional Plecbanisnis

, Institutional Curbs: How Are They Working ?
role do you think institutional curbs play in the accountability process? How

t were the media , - Congress and the bureaucracy, for example, during the
to crisis? What steps would you recommend, if any, to broaden or restrict

role?

Is I Process a "Zero-Sum Game"?
Do you agree with Professoi Mosher's notion that "power relationships in the
federal government necessarily amount to a zero-sum game" in which one institu-
tion's gain' is another's loss? For instance, in* order to have. a more accountable
Executive must Congress have more power, thereby introducing the possibility
that the latter will then become correspondingly less accountable?

Constitutional Mechimisms: How Effective Are They?
Are existing accountability mechanisms such as -impeachment and quadrennial
elections still adequate? If not, what alternative procedures would you suggest to
remove a president from office? What is your reaction, for example, to the idea of
developing a vote-of-confidence procedure similar to those in valious European
parliamentary democracies?
Does the 22nd Amendment hinder presidential performance? What do you think
about the idea of modgring or repealing it? What impact would,a substitute amend-
ment providing for a nonrenewable, six-year term have on the accountability proc-
ess? Are there other alternatives?
Has indirect election of the President via the electoral college outlived its useful-
ness or do you think it is a "stabilizing force"? What system, if any, would you
recommend in its pia'ce and what effect do you think your ides are likely to have
on presidential accountability?

Increasing Presidential Accountability:
What Else Can He Done?
The Prospect of Censure .

What is your response to Professor Hardin's outline of a system for regular, direct
presidential ccafrontati
tern render a presiden

with Congress? In what wart, if any, would such a sys-
ore accountable?

The Role of logical" Considerations
What speCific procedures would you recommend to enable the body politic to learn
as much as possible about presidential aspirants both before and after their selec-
tiro as their parties' nominees? ,

"Energy" and Accountability: A Contradiction in Terms?
To what extent are the concepts of an "- energetic executive" and presidential
accountability mutually exclusive? What are our priorities in balancing accounta-
bility and effectiveness? Do you agree with Mr. Lissy's contention that "all the
accountability in the world isn't going to do us any good if we develop structures,

, in seeking to achieve it, that would prevent us from getting anything done"? Bear-
ing this in mind, how do youihink the presidency can be made more accountable?
If the Constitution were being drafted today, what mechanisms for "due responsi-
bility" do you think would prevail?
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Readings
Primary Sources
ThiConstitution of the United States, especially Article U, sections 14; and the
12th, 20th, 22nd and 25th Amendments.
Hamilton, Alexander; John Jay; and James lIvIadison, THE FEDERALIST
PAPERS, especially #67-77, introduction by 'Clinton Rossiter, New Ainericah
Library, 1961, Mentor paperback,11.95.

Secondary Sources r
Corwin, Edward S., The President Office ancl,,Ppwers, 4th edition, New YorkUniversity Press, 1957, paper, $.95. A partly historical, partly analytical andcritical study of the office of the President and of presidential power
Fisher, Louis, President and Colpgress: Power and Policy, The Free Press, 1972,paper, $3.45 Balled on the 'assumption that shifts have occurred between Cori-
gress and the President in four powers they share legislative, spending, taxingand the war power Examines how and why these shifts have come about
Hargrove, Erwin C., The Power of the Modem Presidency, Mad A. Knopf, Inc.,1974, paper, $5.70. A comparative study written at the height of Watergate;focuses on the Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon presidencies in terms ofvarious political science, historical, journalistic and behavioral approaches to thenee and abuse of presidential power
Koenig, Louis W., The Chief Executive, 3rd editicon, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1975, paper, $8.50 Analyzes the problem of establishing and maintaining equi-librium between a strong President and "democratic counterforces" Congress,the courts, political parties, the media, interest grOups and so forth.
McConnell, Grant., The Modem Presidency, 2nd edition, St. Martin's Press, 1976,
paper, $3.95. A concise survey of the presidency as "a faCet of a political whole
and not sontething separate and apart "
Mosher, Frederick C., at a/ (eds.), Watergate Irgplicatiorp for Responsible Govern-
ment, Basic Books, Inc., 1974, paper, $3 95" A special report ,trepared for the
Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities by k panel of the
National Academy of Public Administration
Neustadt, Richard E., Presidential Power The Politics of Leadership With Reflections
on ,Johnson and Nixon, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1976, paper, $5.95. A fresh look
at:the author's earlier work, which focused on presidential power in
"what it is, how to get it, how, to keep it and how to use it "
Schlesinger; Arthur M Jr., The Imperial Presidency, Popular Library, 1974,
paper, $2 45. A broad examination of the growth of presidential power from
Washington to Nixon: why it has occurred, what its impact has been and what canbe clOne to curb it

League of Woeien Voters Sources
The League of Women Voters Education Fund constantly publishes materials thatrelate to the ideas discussed in this pamphlet The most recent such publications
are: You and Your National Government 1977 edition ( #273, $1.00) and Letting
the Sunshine In Freedom of Information and Open Meetings ( #223, aoq Also of
interest, are: Presidential Accountability ( #578, soco, Perspective on the Presidency
(#579, 35'); -and Perspective on the,Presiciency A Look Ahead ( #594, 35g) Forfurther information consult the free League of Women Voters Catalog for Memberi
and the Public (#126) or, contact the LWVEF Government/Voters Service Depart-
ment, 1730 M Street, N W., Washington, D. C._20036.
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Introduction
"The great question that confronts us so implacably is whether 4 American Constitu-tion and American political principles, which have served us so well and have weatheredso many crises, can continue to function in the modem work fur 'Constitutional mech-anisnrrooted in 17th century ideas of the relations of mkto government and admira-bly adapted to the simple needs of the 18th and early centuries adequate to thevnportuncite exigencies of the 20thand of the 21st?" ;

This question was posed to members of the League of Women Voters by HenrySteele Commager in 1974. The League took up the challenge It has, dter all, along-standing commitment. to help citizens understand their governmen t-sad beInvolved in its workings. With the help of its companion organization, the Leagueof Women Voters Education Fund, it developed the Federalist Papers Reexamimidproject, to help citizens probe for answers to this critical question.
Why THE FEDERALIST PAPERS? Well, what vehicle might better serve as thepoint of departure for a broad public dialog on the Constitution than this series,which is so distinguished an example of 18th-century political discourse and sosignificant a part of the ongoing debate over our constitutional systAn Whatsource could better nourish an inquiry that asks. What are our roots as a nation?Where. are we going? How serviceable. are our democratic structures and proc-esses?
Specifically, THE FEDERALIST PAPERS were a series of articles addressed"To the People of the State tfNew York" by Alexander Hamilton, James Madisonand John Jay, writing under the pseudonym "Publius " They appeared in variousNew York City newspapers between October 1787 and August 1788 in responseto the vehement attacks that hild been launched there against the proposed Con-stitution. At issue was the question of whether or not the new Constitution thathad been adopted in Philadelphia would be ratified by the requisite nine states a,process in which New York's vote would be critical New York did finally ratify,but THE FEDERALIST PAPERS remain important not because of their impacton this outcome the extent of which is still debated but, rather, because inthem, as George Washington aptly pointed out, "are candidly and ably discussedthe principles of freedom and topics of government which will be always in-teresting to mankind so king as they shall be connected in civil society,

The Seminars: The foundation for this renewed public debate on American gov-ernment rested on a series of six seminars, sponsored by the League of Women ,Voters Education Fund. At each, a group of 8-10 "discussants" a broad mix ofhistorians, journalists, lawyers, political scientists and public officials spent theday in a free-wheeling, informal dialog. League "participants" served as citizenrepresentatives, pressing the discussants to clarify their statements, to defineterms for nonspecialists and to elaborate on points of special interest.
The Pamphlet: This pamphlet the fifth of the project publications sum -
'As quoted by Clinton Rossiter in his intnxhictim to THE FEDERALIST PAPERS, Mentorpaperback edition, pp vii -viii.
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marizes the main themes that emerged in the discuSsion at the seminar on the
judiciary, whIcly took place in New Orleans in February 1977 It presents edited
seminar dialog (interspersed with a minimum of narrative text), selected passages
from THE FEDERALIST PAPERS, questions for further discUssion and a list of
suggested readings. The pamphlet serves two Purposes. it is a way to share the
seminar discussion with League members and other citizens and it provides the
springboard for the public discussion this project is attempting to promote
The Seminaren the Judiciary: With the remarkable growtl of judicial power
serving as the focal point; the discussion revolved around a number of distinct but
interrelated topics the doctrine of judiCial review; judicial activism versus
restraint; judicial independence versus accountability, the appointMent process,
and prospects for the future.

The Discussants:
Lyle Denniston (staff reporter, The Washington Star)
Ann Stuart Diamond (political scientist, member, advisory committee for the

Federalist Papers Reexamined project) "
Sophie Eilperid(attorney, Washington, D. C )
Geoff Gallas (professor of public administration, University of Southern California)
Gerald Gunther (Warn Nelson Cromwell professor of law, Stanford University

Law School)
Robert H Hall (associate justice, State Supreme Court of Georgia)
A. E Dick Howard (White. Burkett Miller professor of law and public affairs, Uni-

versity of Virginia)
Thomas Railsback (congressman, R-Mintris)
Alan F Westin (professor of public law and government, Columbia University)
J. SIttlly Wright (United States Circuit Judge)

League of Women Voters Participants:
Betty Jane Anderson (Texas) Madelyn Bonsignore ( national staff)
Doris L. Barwick (Mississippi) Judith Head (national board)
Kay Braasch (Missouri) Harold B. Lippman (Project director)
Diane Brown (Oklahoma) Kathy Nlazzafern (national staff)
Sihine Hudson (Tennessee) SusaN1 Mogilnicki (project assistant)
Evelyn Baty Landis (Louisiana) Dot Ridings ( national bowl:)i,
Elizabeth Me trAlf (Florida) Ruth Robbins (national board)

E Rea (Alabama) Carol Toussaint
Pat D Steve art ( Kentucky) (project chairman-moderator)
Barbara Weinstock (Arkansas)
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Historical
Perspectives:
From Judicial
Review To Judicial
"Supivemacy"
In considering the relative powers of the three branches of
the national government the executive, the legislative, thejudicial some, at least, of the founding fathers believed thatthe last of the three would be the weakest Yet today a casecould be made that precisely the opposite has come to pass.Even if one does notfully accept either generalization, no one
would deny that the role of the judiciary has grown markedly,
even startlingly, since 1789/That historical fact invites ques-
tions, the answering of whicb sliaped much of the seminar
dialog:" The discussants began their exploration with an at-
tempt to recapture the pulse of the 1780s debate over theplace of the judiciary in the new scheme of things. They
moved on to pinpoint the moment when, and the means by
which, the evolutionary process began. And they asked and
debated the question, What forces have fostered the growth ofjudicial power and what impact hai this growth had?

Judicial Review: The
Entering Wedge ofJudicial
Power
"Laws are a dead kver without courts to expound and define
their type meaning and operation

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #22
Ann Diamond: In a series of letters written during the con-troversy over the ratification of the Constitution. an anony-
mous antifederalist author calling himself "Brutus" made a
thoughtful and prophetic attack on the proposed articles per-

'TUE FEDERALIST PAPERS passages cited herein are not pre-sented to support or contradict the dialog armdst which they have
been placed but, rather. to illustrate or amplify the discussion
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Antaderalists
were afraid that

judicial power
would be

uncontrollable

4

tanning to the federal judiciary. This was, it should be re-
membet$,Ibeftne Chief 'Justice John Marshall's landmark
decision in Marbury v. Madison (1803), in which the Supreme
Court's power of judicial review was established, and
before the creation of the lower courts two of the decisive
developments that were to be instrum in making the Su-
preme Court the most powerful body of kin d in the world.
In these letters, Brutus predicted the lire development or
the judiciary, uis -d-uis the states and the two other branches
of the national government. The essence of his charges
against the judiciary was that its proposed powers were un-
precedented, particularly in that it would decide questions on
the very meaning of the Constitution. Brutus predicted that
this power of judicial review --the process by.which the Su-
preme Court nullifies legslatioik that it consider; to be un-
constitutional --I- would become uncontrollable and would
enable the federal judiciary and the Gongress to enlarge then:
powers at the expense of the states to an enormous extent_

So persuasive was the substance of these writings that
Hamilton was forced to respond to it in one of the last of
THE FEDERALIST PAPERS ( #78), contradicting some
views he and Madison had expressed in Numbers 33 and 44,
respectively In these earlier papers, their essential point had
been that t4idemedy for unconstitutional legislation would
be via the ID:Mt boil.

"If it be asit'ed what is to be the consequence, in case -the Con-
gress shall misconstrue the Constitution and exercise powers
not warranted by its true meaning . the success of the usurpa-
tion will depend on the executive and judiciary departments,
which are to expound and glue effect to the legislative acts; and in
the last resort a remedy must be obtained from the people, who
can, by the election of more faithful representatives, annul the

acts of the usurpers.-
James' Madison, FEDERALIST #44

Accordingly, Hamilton's arguments in Number 78 must be
understood as being essentially reactive. That is, instead of
boldly asserting the case for the principle of judicial review
that it would function as a solitary check on the popular will

he %skis actually trying to turn the best of Brutus's charges
to his advantage

is not otherwise to be supposed that the Constitution could
Intend to enable the representatives of the people to substitute
their will to that of their constituents It is far more rational to
suppose that the courts were designed to be an intermediate body
between the people and the legislature in order, among other
things, to keep the latter within the limits assigned to their author-

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #78

In this way, Hamilton converts Brutus's assertion that the
Supete Court would enlarge its powers and those of the
legislative branch by drawing a picture of the Court in
Number 78 that is completely compatible with the essential
principles of representative government. He describes a
judiciary irrespective Of the possibility that it might con-
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tradict the Constitution by setting aside the acts of the
people's elected representatives that is more datnocratic
than the will of the people as expressed through the legisla-
tive branch. This necessity to respond to Brutus also ac-
counts for Himilton's admission in Number 81 that "there is
not a syllable in the plan.. which directly empowers the na-
tional courts to construe the laws according to the spirit of
the Constitution . ." and his further explanation that Con-
gress would be able to prevent judicial encroachment on its
powers by means of thi threat of impeachmen.
"The ; , n of the laws is the proper and peculiar province
of the cou k A constitution is, in fact, and must be regarded by
the judges a fundamental law. It therefore belongs to them to
ascertain its meaning as well as the meaning of any particular Qct
proceeding from the legislative body

Alexander Hosnitton, FEDERALIST #78

In making these assertions to turn the flank of Brutus'
arguments, Hamilton was, to say the least, walking a tight-
rope, since he ,deeply believed in the utility and necessity of
the power of judicial review. Both he and, later, John Mar-
shall argued for this power because of their abiding belief that
what the Constitution was establishing was a limited gov-
ernment and that the only effective-way to maintain those lim-
its was to have some specifid means by which to keep the
legislature the branch most likely to exceed those limits
within its constitutional bounds In other words, their argu-
ment was predicated on the assumption that the pomp- of
government are necessarily limited to certain ends annekt a
judiciary empowered with the right ofjudicial review would
constitute an essential check on their abue. In this sense,
judicial review was meant to be a conservative check on the
democratic process and was, therefore, resisted or criticized
by Madison, Jefferson and others

In the 20th cAlury, however, the Supreme Court and the
federal courts can no longer be considered to be a conserva-
tive check on the democratic process. Ours has become a
nonlimited government and Hamilton's arguments in favor of
judicial revirk are, thus, by definition suspect. The contem-
porary probleih0Mis underscores is that in thinking about the
Judi Lary and its relationship to democracy we've never quite
come to grips with the perennial question which this di-
alog between Brutus and Publius embraced that the tend-
ency to resort to judicial review would undermine the-political
capacity of the people and deaden their sense of moral re-
sponsibility. In this sense, the different viewpoinfs on 'the
proposed judiciary enunciated in the 18th,:ceirtury ratification
controversy areedtve, well and worthy of our reexamination.

Gerald Gunther: I'd like to elaborate on that historical per -
spectt' by focusing on the pivotal significance of the
judiciary in the constitutional scheme developed by the
founding fathers What ,most concerned those at the Con-
stitutional Convention were the intricacies involved in design-
ing a federal system based on a division of power between the

. states and a national government What was stymieing them
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was the practical question of how such a system would ac-
tually operate how would disputes be resolved? The break-
through on this problem and to me it was the most creative
and novel one in the drawing of the Constitution=- Caine via ,
an idea that disputes en the states and a national gov-
ernment would be reso . as Hamilton put it, "by COER-
CION of the magistry," ther than "by the COERCION of

'arms." What was so innovative and important about this so-
lution was that it flew in the face of prevailing attitudes,
which saw such disputes as being resolved by force
whether military or political In effect, when nationalists such
as Madison and Edmund Randolph came up with the "Vir-
ginia Plan," so much of which later found its way into the
Constitution, they and their colleagues hadn't really con-
ceived Of the possibility that the mechanism for conflict reso-
lution could be instituted by means of a system of courts.

It is certainlypne of the great ironies of our history that the
antifoieralists and others who were least enthusiastic about a
strong union were the "source of the idea that a judicial
branch ought to be the linchpin in making the proposed fed-
eral arrangement workable. Men like Luther Martin of Mary-
land, George Mason of Virginia, Oliver Ellsworth of Connec-
ticut and William Paterson of New Jersey were supporting
what they thought would be the lesser evil the greater evil
being the prospect of settling disputes by political or military
force. What they came up with was the ."supremacy clause"
which declared: "This Constitution, and the Laws of the
U n i t e d States which s h a l l b e made in Pursuance thereof . . .

shall be the suprems law of the Land. . . ."

". it is said that the:laws of the Union are to be the supreme
law of the land. What Inference can be drawn from this, or what
would they amount tot, if they were not to be supreme? It is evi-
dent that they would amount to nothing. A LAW, by the very
meaning of the term, includes supremacy. It is a rule which those
to whom it is prescribedeare bound to observe. This results from
every pofitical association. If individuals enter into a state of soci-
ety, the laws of that society must be the supreme regulator of their
conduct. If a number of political societies enter into a larger politi-
cal society,' the laws which the latter may enact, pursuant to the
powersaIntrusted to It by its constitution, must necessarily be su-
preme over those societies and the individuals of whom they are
composed. It would otherwise be a mere treaty, dependent on the
good faith of the parties, and not a government, which is only
another word for POLITICAL POWER AND SUPREMACY."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #33.

There was nothing really new about the idea that federal
law and the Consthution...si out be "suirmme"; that poinciple
had been embOdied in the.ArticlZs of Confederation, which,
we must remember, had failed for the very reason that this
question of how to enforce them had never been effectively
resolved. What was novel and significant was to refer to the
Constitution as "the supreme law of the land." Once the Con-
stitution was called a law, the idea that it could be taken into
court to be argued about was opened up. The Combined im-
pact of the "supremacy clause" in Article VI and the pro-

s
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visions in Article III giving the federal courts the power to
decide constitutional questions was to make routine lawsuits
the normal way of bringing federal law down to the grass-
mots.

.
This lesser evil," I believe, is the key to why our constitu-

tional system has performed so well. Even at a time when the
Supreme Court doesn't act as a brake on Congress and na-
tional power as much as it once did, the recourse to the
courts as a check on state power the main concern of
many 18th-century Americans still forms a significant part
of the judiciary's business. Modern courts continue to
"police" federalism, not only under the 14th Amendment
which came long after the ratification controversy but also
under tie provisions of the original Constitution. In short,
even though the federal courts have taken on many responsi-
bilities in addition to their federalism-umpiring role, what
they do can still be traced back directly to this novel break-
through that occurred during that long, hOt summer in
Philadelphia nearly 200 years ago.
"What, for instance, would avail restrictions on the authority of
the.State legislatures, without some constitutional mode of enforc-
ing observance of them? . . No man of sense will believe that
such prohibitions would be scrupulously regarded without some
effectual power in the government to restrain or correct the infrac-
tions of them. This power must either be a direct negative on the
State laws, or an authority in the federal courts to overrule such as
might be in manifest contravention of the articles of the Union.
There is no third course that I can imagine The latter appears
to have been thought by the convention preferable to the
former.. ."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #80

The legitimacy of Dick Howard: As I read FEDERALIST PAPERS Numbers
Judicial power 78 through 82, what struck me about them was their central

evolved over time concern with quieting the fears ofmany 18th-century Ameri-
cans about the tendencies of judicial power toward excess.
What / lamilton seemed to be saying Was, "Look, it's just not
going to be that bad. The courts are 'the least dangerous'
branch. The best the judiciary can do is hold its own against

' the other branches, so all this talk about judicial overreaching
is preposterous " Considering the political climate from about
1765 (the time of the Stamp Act) until the eve of the Revolu-
tion, Hamilton needed to make his case regarding the
judiciary as he did. It was a period in which peoples' liberties
were thought to be safeguarded by the legislative branch of
government, not by governors or courts. In fact, to the extent
that great libertarian questions were fought out in court, it
was juries, not judges, who were ,thought to be the more
trustworthy pmtectors of individual rights Even after 1776,
the notion that it was natural to look to courts to vindicate
claims of right was still only embryonic In short, while the
legitimacy of judicial power was evolving, it certainly wasn't
clear to a lot of people at that time

Still,' some profound forces were at work to keep the pot
boiling, so to speak, as far as the legitimization of judicial
power was concerned. One of these was the colonists'
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habitual wrof defending their rights .on the basis such
great Engl)sh libertarian documents as Magna Carta, the Peti-
tion of Right, the Bill of Rights and the Act of Settlement At
a result, there developed a deep-seated tradition that fostered
the concept of a super-statute by which ordinary legislation
would be measured. 'lima, for example, when John Marshall
finally sat down to write the Marbwy v Madison decision,
there was a body of convention and practice upon which he
could depend to vindicate the Court's right of judicial review,
even if that power had not been explicitly spelled ou] in the
Constitution.

J. Skelly Wright: I suspect that the reason the question of
judicial review was not resolved specifically in the Constitu-
tion itself was simply that the Constitution' might not have
been ratified if it had been. It was one of those essential prob-
lems, the framers realized, that would have.to be left to be
resolved in time; andiso it was.

Alan Womigini What strikes me in looking back on 4te
judiciary and the power of judicial review is their political im-
pact on our constitutional processes. I conceive of the ac-
tions of courts and judges as being part of the political proc-
ess, which is, at its simplest, as Professor Harold Lasswell
put it, nothing less than the essential question of who gets
what in the distribution of society's. opportunities and bene-
fits. I don't think one has to be a Marxist to see that the,
courts are a reflection of the fundamental economic and so-
cial foundations of society. They are a part of the established
order of things arid, therefore, speak largely in behalf of con-
tinuity, precedent and interests that have already been won
froth the political system.

This political dimension of the role of the judiciary and jud-
icial review can be divided roughly 'into three periods: 1790 to
the mid-1930s; 1937 to 1968; and 1969 to the present Duff:.
ing the first of these periods the Supreme Court was, as
Hamilton and others wanted it to be, primarily an instrument
of "high conservatism": those who were helped by the Court
during that span were property holders, slave owners, mer-
chants and othrs who followed capitalist principles. It acted
as an instrume r to keep the scale of justice firmly weighted
in favor of society's "have" elements. Those who supported
the Court during that period, with a few exceptions, saw it as
a great instrument for limiting the reformist impulse as a
brake on overreaching majorities and legislatures. Con-
versely, those who attacked the Court during this period con-
sisted of groups that were striving to make political changes
and win entry into the political mainstream farmers,
populists, blacks, trade unionists, women, the new urban
fmmigrants and those such as Jefferson, Jackson, Lin-
coln, Bryan, La Follette and Teddy Roosevelt committed to
their suppgrt.

In the second period about 1937 to 1968 from a
jurisprudence geared to the protection of property, the Court
became essentially noninterventionist in protecting the eco-
nomic interests of the "haves." Instead, it shifted to issues
that dealt with equality anti personal liberty, giving definition
and meaning to the underlying social revolution for economic
justice and equal rights that developed during those years.
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. The Courts decisions reflected the coming of age of an en-
Wely,new set of ideas about the way people should be judged
by all the,"gatekeeper" institutions controlling access to soci-
ety' q oppoitunities and benefits. Thus, for the first time in its
his and it reaches! its height_in_t4 1960s with the
Warren CCurt, there% was a complete turnaround in those
who ettadeti or defended the Supreme Court. Now, for in-

. stance, David Lawrence, who had earlier written a book (Nine
rt against the onslaught of

j, Franklin Roosevelt's "court-pac g" legislation, wrote sca-
thing articled calling for the im hment of Earl Warren and
the other eight "intervenors." In hort, those who attacked
the Court in this period were segregationists, conservatives
and others who felt that their political position was-
esoded by the Court's decisions. On the other hang
supporters of the Court at this time were the
son, Jackson, et. al. liberal org:-.
Association fOr the Advanceme
American Civil Li
Court now foun
the demos
could
other

Honest MeaLdefending the

great
of Jeffers

ns like the National
of Colored PeOpleand the

n. These former critics of the
selves extolling it as an instrriment of

will is a recourse through which society
oved in conformity with majority opinion, when

ans of the political process were unwilling or unable
to do so.

In contrast to the orientation between 1937 arid 1968 to-
ward questions of equality and perional liberty, the present
period the em of the Burger Court has seen the Court's
role in the revolution for equal rights more or less run its
course. While the Burger Court is likely to:continue to ad-
minister the precedents laid down by the Warren Court in the
arerLof racial and sexual equality, it is not likely to be as in-
novative and expansive. The Court, as has been the case

roughout its history, has been feeling the effects of what is
place in society in this instance, the economic woes

o and Al.Wcal turbulence that have plagued us since the late
sixties. The Court's attention, therefore, has been diverted
away from matters that were the focal point' of the Warren
justices. As a result, the pendulum of public support has also
swung. Once again, those disenchantgd with the Court are,
not surprisingly civil libertarians, blaCks and women, and .
some others who only recently came to seek the judiciary's
help, such as Consumers and environmentalists. These

*wimps have been attacldng the Court not only for the sub-
stance of its decisions but for restricting access to the judicial
ixocess in ways that frustrate their efforts to win judicial re-
view of their claigamOn the other hand, however comTcrrting
the Burger Courts output may be to conservatives busi-
nessmen, the "Silent wajorily" and so forth ' it has not yet
become as outspoken a champion of "high conservatism" as
its pre-1987 predecessors.

This brief historical narrative underscores the point thatin
order to understand- the role of the judiciary and the process
of Judicial review, it helps to keep two thoughts in mind.
First, whOse interests are being served by the Supreme Court

A" and who, therefore, is attacking or defending it. Second, the
courts are both a posiverful and vulnerable political instrument
'whose decisions inherently involve the distribution of soci-
ety's opportunities and benefits.,
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"Whoever attentively considers the different departments of
power must perceive that, in a government in which they are sep-
arated from each other, the judiciary, from the nature of its func-
tions, will always be dui, least dangerous to the political ,rights of
the Constitution; because it will be least in a capacity to annoy or
injure' them The executive not only dispenses_the honors but
holds the sword of the community. The legislature not only com-
mands-the purse but prescribes the rules by which the duties and
rights of every citizen are to be regulated. The judiciary, on the

,,,contrary, has no influence over either the sword or the purse; no
Virection either of the strength or of the wealth of the society, and
can take no active resolution whatever. It may truly be said to
have neither FORCE nor WILL but merely judgment, and must
ultimately depend upon the aid of the executive anniten for the
efficacy of its judgments

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #78,

J. Skelly Wright: In my opinion, the key to understanding
the growth of judicial power judicial activism versus judi-
cial restraint are the code words lies in the fact that it is
not simply a modern phenomenon but is a process deeply
rooted in our history. It goes back to the Supreme Court pres-
ided over by John Marshall who was, I believe, the most
activist judge in the entire historylof the federal bench -7 and
the 1803 Marbury v Madison decision referred to earlier.

Ironically, having so speedily broken the ice on the right of
judicial review, the Court did not declare another act of Con-
gress unconstitutional for more than fifty year4. And when it
did, it was the notorious pro-slavery ruling by Chief Justice
Roger Taney in Dred Scott v. Sanford (1857). This decision
was a dreadful one Inver there was a prostitution of the
judicial process, this was it Yet be point remains that it, too,

---lcontinued the precedent of usink judicial power to try to re-'
solve a problenr-The difficulty lay in the fact that the problem
was slavery an issue, which with the benefit of hindsight,
we know the Court could not possibly have resolved.
_Since then, the Supreme Court has been through other cy-

cles, all of which have somehow involved the use of judicial
power, however selectively Thus, the post-Civil War Court
forgot about states' rights and focused on the economic prob-
lems that attended our industrial revolution. When, for
example, the state and national legislatures tried to protect
peciple by passing Child labor, income tax and women's rights
laws, the Court, in literally hundreds of cases, held such acts
unconstitutional.

My point, then, is that the Constitution is not a clear
document but is, rather, a statement of grand principles that

'floes not specifically decide many things at all The 4udget
Nvho interpret it, thnrefore. can only be motivated by a desire
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to do what they think is right, withip the contours of its lan-
guage and the precedents that have been built up on that lan-
guage. It Is in this sense thilt the etercise of judicial power
has always been an intrinsic part of our constitutional Qys-
tem.
Ann Diamond: The expanded role of the judicial systtm has
to be viewed in context. The crux of the matter lies in the
total reversal beginning with the New Deal. in our at-
titude toward whist the proper role of government ought to be
Since Congress and the executive have been increasing their
role,.it's Just as likely that the judiciary would expand its role
as well Certainly, the founding fathers. could not have fore-
seen at least 75 percent of what the state and national gov-
ernments are doing now They had a very different attitude
toward what the proper role of government ought to be Most
of them were not, in any contemporary sense of the term,
democrats, and thus the notion of the Supreme Couresein,g
in the forefront of egalitarian, social and political change
would have been profoundly disturbing to them.
"[The Judiciary will] and the Constitution and the rights of
individuals from the effirts of those ill humors which the arts of
designinPnen, or-the- influence of particular conjunctures, some-
times disseminate among the people themselves, and which,
though they speedily give place to better information, and more
deliberate reflection, have a tendency, in the meantime, to occa-
sion dangerous innovations in the government, and scrim's; op-

,pressions of the minor party in the community "
Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #78

Dick Howard: I'd like to use those comments as a spring-
board to air what is perhaps the most dramatic single devel-
opment in the growth of judicial power the federal courts'
shift from their centuries -old" tradition of being involved in
two-pally private litigation, to a new role as makeis and af-
firrnaulesupervisors of public policy Admittedly, there were
19th-century precedents for this shift the striking down of
state welfare and economic legislation from the 1 tiOs to the
1930s.' for example But what distinguishes this new trend,
which began in about 1960, is the form of relief the Court has
ordered and the effect it has had. In the late 19th and early
20th centuries, the Court- simply told the states or Congress,
that they couldn't do thus and so and that was usually the
end of the matter The result was that businessmen simply
went on doing whatever it was that the Congress or state
legislatures had sought to forbid.. Beginning in the sixties,
_however, it became commonplace to see court orders that
more and more closely resembled statutes or rules and regu-
latirms Et striking difference from the traditional pattern of
litigation There are federal district courts the one in Ala-
bama presided over by Judge Frank Johnson is a classic
example that have become engaged in day-to-day supervi:
sion of jails, schools, mental hospitals, police forces and

" other public institutions.
The implications of this shift are enormous It means, for

one thing, that the daily operation of certain institutions is
taken out of the hands of those who normally administer
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them. There is also a tremendous consequent, impact on the
allocation of resources.,For example, if a mental hospital is.in
dire financial straits, someone files a suit and a judge ends up
paying a visit. The hospital smells, the plaster is peeling, so
the judge immediately begins,' with expert help, to devise a
court order. The troublesome point is that while a problem is
thereby solved, it's not a judge's business to decide where the
money needed to fix up this mental hospital should come
from,. yet that's precisely what occurs. Such judicial deci-
sions, then, turn a judge into,sboth legislator and administra-
tor taking on the specific functions the two other branches
of government have been constitutionally mandated to per-
form.

the judiaary is beyond comparison the weakest of the three 1
departments of power a can neuer attack with success either of
the other two, [indeed, all possible care is requisite to enable
it to defend itself against their attacks

Alexandir Hamilton, FEDERALIST #78

Why has this expansion of judicial power, taken place? It
has been fostered by some very powerful forces notably the
civil rights movement and the reapportionment cases of the
sixties The civil rights movement was enormously success-
ful in bringing courts to do what the other branches of gov-
ernment would or could not do. Similarly, one-person, one-
vote proponents got reapportionmvt from the courts when
Congress and the state legislatur6 had refused to do any-
thing about it for decades Furthermore, these examples were
there for every lawyer to see. It was on the basis of these
precedents that public interest lawyers began initiating suits
in behalf of such groups as .consumers and environmen-
talists Congress has actually supported this trend tow,t4
public interest litigation by making it easier for people to seek
relief in th'e courts from acts of administrative bodies

lihe most interesting facet of this whole shift away from the
traditional role of judges ancrthe courts is that we as a people
seemed content to let it happen I, for one, really latdt no
complete explanation for this acceptance of the growth of ju-
dicial poiver, except to point out that it may have occurred, in
pjirt, because we are surely the most legalistic nation on
earth We arc a nation- of lawyers for good and ill and
have a way of going to court when people in other cultures
would not. The average Englishman, for example, would
consider it embarrassing to be dragged into court We, on the
other hand, seem to welcome the idea of fighting things out in
court
Alan Westin: I'd agree with every thing Professor Howard
said, as long as he was not implying that the exercise of
power by the federal courts sprang solely from the brow of the
civil rights and one-person, one-vote movements Lcan think
of at least two areas in which the Supreme Court and the
lower federal courts were involved in the 19th century in ac-
tivities Similar to those taking place today. they endlessly ad-
ministered the budgetS of municipalities that had gone bank-
rupt, and they were similarly involved in railroad reorganiza-
tions and receiverships I guess Fm agreeing with Judge
Wright's earlier comments that the courts have almost always

This expansion his
been caused by

powerful political
and social forces

Has the nature of
Judicial power

really changed?
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Yes, it has

In some areas the
growth ofjudicfal

power has been
necessary , 'and

should continue

had such powers, powers that are used in one era and lie
fallow in others

Dick Howard: I see a great deal of difference between what
the courts were doing then and what they're doing now. In
the 19th-century cases, which were efAentially responses to
private or municipal corporations getting into financial
trouble, the courts were dealing with the principle of contrac-
tual obligations. That's a far cry from what's come to pass in
the sixties and seventies, with the courts deckling which un-
dertakings a municipality or state should get ihto in the first
place or how much they should do afterward. It's the broad
oversight of public policy that's involved now, not just the
relatively narrow principle of contractual obligations.

Gerald Gunther: I want to stress a critically important link
in the historical chain of expandeli judicial power the 1954
Brown v Board of Education decision and the school desegre-

tion cases that came in its wake Following the Brown rul-
ing, there was a great deal of debate about what the lower
federal courts could do and ought to do to implement it De-
spite the 19th-century precedents, which Professors Howard
and Westin discussed, the Court did, in fact, shy away at first
from attempting to impose on the lower courts any initiative
for implementation. In so doing, I think it was acting on the
basis of a hope one that may have rested on a somewhat
mistaken understanding of human nature that school ad-
ministrators would come forward voluntarily with desegreg,a.
tion proposals to comply with the Brown ruling. The watch-
word for the judges was, "Give us a plan!" However, the good
will or restraint that the judges exercised quickly evaporated
when it became clear that state agencies and local school
boards were going to defy the Brown order The gist of their
response was, "We're not going to do anything you're
going to have to make us comply!" This, in turn, left the fed-
eral courts with no recourse other than tocome up with their
own desegregation plans That's the critical turn of events
that paved the way for the quantum leap in the expansion of
judicial power that occurred thereafter In effect, once judges
started to perform the role of mayors, governors and school
lioard members in the desegregation dilemma, it was just a
small step to move over into other substantive problem areas,
such as prisons, mental hospitals and the like

Sophie Ellperin: It may be -true that courts have stretched
their mandate in recent years by taking on qnasi-legislatiye
and administrative tasks It may even be true that this ex-
panded role has altered the judiciary's status as the "least
dangerous" branch But I want to call attention to one area
where I think the courts need to be even more "dangerous".
in protecting individual rights Unlike executive bodies
which, once they stoke up to carry out the ever-growing list of
assignments from Congress, too often lose track of the
human beings behind the red tape and computer printout
courts essentially see people as individuals.

the firmness of the judicial magistracy is of vast importance in
mitigating the severity and confining the operation of [unjust
and partial). laws It not only serues to moderate the immediate
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mischiefs of those which may have been passed but it operates as
a check upon the legislative body in passing them; who, perceiv-
ing that obstacles to the success of an iniquitous intention we to
be expected from the scruples of the courts, are in a manner
compelled by the very motives of the injusti?e they meditate, to
qualify their attempts.' Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #78

In many instances of late, the judicial branch has become
the last resort for individuals who feel their rights have been
violated by the government. It is the courts, for example, that
have said an administrative body has to explain why a nuclear
faCility needs to be located at such and such a site, that public
hearings on the proposeil.plimt have to be held, and so forth
In such ways, I think the courts have been serving a most
necessary and benign function one that I would be pleased
to see more of.

". though individual oppression may now and then proceed
from the courts of justice, the general fiberty of the people can
never be endangered from that quarter so tong as the jucficiary
remains truly distinct from both the legislature and the executive

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #78

No, the courts have Thomas Railsback: I disagree completely Let me just cite
already gone too two examples of why I think the courts may already be

far "dangerous" enough Picture Hamilton reading the banner
headline "'Too Much Law" and the accompanying story
in a recent weekly news magazine He'd be flabbergasted.
Among other items, the story refers to a lawsuit 814 by irate
Washington Redskins football fans after a controversial deci-
sion that had cost their team the game. The decision, allow-
ing a game-winning touchdown by the opposing team, was, in
the eternal tradition of the vagaries of sports, writt/n off by
virtually every Washington rooter as just another lousy call
except for this handful of attorneys who filed suit in fedent
court to have the officials' decision overturned!

This example might be too frivolous, to disturb Hamilton,
pmbut I think he'd be somewhat troubled by the implications of
some of the acti of United States District Judge W. Arthur
Garrity in the w of his decision that the schools of Boston

o were racially segregated. When local officials didn't comply
with the desegrigation order he had prepared, Judge Garrity
placed one of the high schools in receivership, in effect be-

taming its principal. He then hired a new headmaster and
ordered the Boston school board to spend more money than
it had budgeted for this particular school. It boggles the mind,
but one day in his court Judge Garrity found himself ponder-
ing a purchase of tennis bails for this school! At that point,
the article poses the question, "Do the courts rule the na-
tion?" Such e s give one more than sufficient reason to
wonder
Robert H. all: How Hamilton might react to this question
of the grow of judicial power remind -me of the story of the
drunk on th tank who, on hearing the crash that doomed
the ship, s out on deck. looked around and said, "I
ordered ice, t this is ridiculoue I imagine that Hamilton
mightTeel pietty much the same way if he could see what's
happened tb the judiciary since he discussed it in THE
FEDERALIST PAPERS
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The,"Indepe I dent"
Judiciary:
Accountable Is It?
Spurred on by an apparently endless stream of scandal and
wrongdoing in the executive and legislative branches, most of
us have become more aware than ever of the 'need for gov-
ernment accountability This newly acquired awareness stops
short of the judiciary, however Indeed, "too many Americans
don't really understand how the judicial process works," as
one panelist noted, let alone how judges and the courts are
rendered accountable A plausible explanation for this lack of
public interest is that the courts in general, and the Supreme
Court in particular, are held in comparattvely high esteem by
the American people. Still, in a demociacy such as ours, ig-
norance can never be bliss where government is concerned.
In short, the question of accountability is as central to any
discussion of the role of the "third branch" of our constitu-
tiernal system as it is to a review of the other two.

Curbing Judicial Power
Who Judges the Judges?
"[Because] the natural feebleness of the judiciary [places
it] in continual jeopardy of being ouer-powered, awed, or in-
fluenced by its co-ordinate branches (and because]
nothing can contribute so much to Its firmness and independence
as permanency in office, this quality may therefore be justly re-
garded as an indispensable Ingredient in its constitution, and, in a
great measure, as the citadel of the public justice and the public
security."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #78

Robert H. Hall: In my opinion, the key to any discussion of
the problem of judicial accountability lies in the constitutional,
phrase "good Behaviour." That is, while the founding fathers
felt that an independent judiciary was essential and that this
independence would rest to an enormous extent on the prins
ciple of lifelong tenure, they also believed that a judge's con-
tinuance in office should be contingent on the faithful and
diligent conduct of the office
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"The standard of good behavior for the continuance in office of
the judicial magistracy is certainly one of the most allpable of the
modem improvements in the practice of government. In a
monarchy it is an excellent bonier to the despotism of the prince,
in a republic it is, a no less excellent barrier to the encroachments
and oppressions of the representative body And r is the best
expechent which an be devised in any government to secure a
steady, upright, and impartial administration of the laws."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #78

Impeachment of If a judge's tenure is dependent on good behavior, the obvi-
judges hasn't ous question this raises is, how is that standard enforced?

worked Hamilton's answer was that the proper constitutional remedy
lay in impeachment. Yet impeachment has proven to be a
largely unused and therefore inadequate way of fostering judi-
eild integrity and accountability This being so, I strongly
support the idea of establishing a statutory procedure within
the judicial system, to deal with questions of the removal or
involuntary retirement of federal judges for reasons of inap-
propriate conduct or the onset of mental or phriical disabil-
ity Almost every state in the union already has such a mech-
anism and it's high time that something be done at the federal
level.

"The precautions for [the judges') responsibility dre comprised in
the article respecting impeachments They are liable to be im-
peached for makonduct by the House of Representatives and
tried by the Senate; and, if convicted, may be dismissed from
office and disqualified for holding any other .

The want of a provision for removing the judges on account of
inability has been a subject of complaint But all considerate men
will be sensible that such a provision would either not be practiced
upon or would be more liable to abuse than calculated to answer
any good purpose. The mensuration of the faculties of the mind
has, I believe, no place in the catalogue of known arts. An attempt
to fix the boundary between the regions of ability and inability
would much Oftener give scope to personal and party attachments
and enmities than advance the interests of justice or the public
good Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #79

Gerald Gunther: Because it is the most import, int and least
understood facet of the process by which we justify and con-
trol the power of the courts, I want to stress the point that

Judges must give judicial accountability depends almost entirely on self-
sound reasons for restraint The fox, if you will, is in charge of the chicken

what they do coop The essence of this self-policing concept lies in what
Hamilton referred to as a judge's responsibility to exercise
"judgment" more than "will " That is, we properly expect
judges to give reasons for what they do and, moreover, to tie
. such explanations of their decisions to the Constitution.
"It can be of no weight to say that the courts may substitute
their own pleasure to the constitutional intentions of the legisla-
ture This might as well happen in the case of two contradictory
statutes, or in every adjudication upon any single statute The
courts must declare the sense of the law, and if they should be
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disposed to exercise WILL instead of JUDGMENT, the conse-
quence would equally be the substitution of their pleasure to that
of the legislative body The observation, if it proved anything,
would prove that there ought to be no judges distinct from that
body

A k! Hamilton, FEDERALIST #78

:pow the problem with this process one that emphati-
cally reflects the growth in judicial power that has taken place
since Hamilton's time is that too many judges have come
to think that the mere act of putting on the gown gives them a
commission to be "Platonic Guardians," as Learned Hand
once put it, who because of their exalted station do not have
to explain themselves For example, in the 1973 Roe v Wode
decision which had the effect of legalizing abortions
Justice Blackmun, who wrote the opinion, simply recited at
length the medical history of abortion and tenuously tied that
to a vague "personal privacy" interest. Then, injury was
added to insult with that precedent still reverberating loudly*.
throughout the country, the Court summarily affirmed a Vir-
ginia statute prohibiting homosexuality. In these two cases
the Court not only failed to explain its actions adequately but
compounded the error by ruling in a grossly inconsistent
manner on related issues.

In short, since federal judges are not directly accountable
they are appointed for life, not elected they are obligated

in a way that neither a president nor a member of Congress is
to explain their actions, to be consistent in their pronounce-
ments and to keep sight of the fact that they, too, are fallible
While most (but by no means all) judges make some efforts to
explain their rulings, be aware of their limitationsand so on,
that isn't always enough. That's a point that we cannot over-
look when we discuss judicial accountability

"To avoid an arbitrary discretion in the courts, it is indispensable
that they should be bound down by strict rules and precedents
which serve to define and point out their duty in every particular
case that comes before them . "

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #78

Alan Westin: I agree and disagree about the need to hold
judges to a level of craftsmanship different from what we ex-
pect of those in the other two branches Judges generally
have adequate time for preparing their opinions It's reason-
able, therefore, to expect their rulings to do more than ex-
press a decision, they ought to reflect a high degree of disci-
pline, logic and self-restraint I begin to have problems with
this notion at that subtle point at which criticism of an opin-
ion begins to imply that the Court should not have tried to
resolve the issue in the first place Oftentimes, the Court is
not simply engaged in an exercise in the construction of logic
but is, rather, involved in deciding an outcome that reflects
the "nghtness" of a political idea Whether or not the Roe v
Wode decision, for example, was well reasoned and/or well
written, to me, is less important than the fact that the out-
come and rule promulgated was thoroughly appropriate it
was right for the times and it was right for the Court to have
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addressed it Similarly, even though an entire issue of one of
our leading law reviews was devoted to criticizing the "badly
reasoned basis" for the Nixon tapes decision, I believe it was
absolutely correct The issue, after all, was clear-cut the
Presiden was defying an order to produce evidence and
therefore the Court had no choice 'out to require its presenta-
tion in as convenient language as it could. If this sounds like
result-oriented jurisprudence, it should: that, as I indicated
earlier, is precisely what the Court is supposed to do in a
system such as ours. Giveit the long-lived expectation that
the Supreme Court is the prime voice in defining fundamental
rights, we should not confuse effectiveness of expression
how well reasoned an opinion is with the right and neces-
sity for the Court to be involved.

J. Skelly Wright: I have several comments Firstly, I agree
that until judges sit down and try to justify what they've de-
cided, they haven't done their job Secondly, at least some
judicial accountability is derived, however indirectly, from the
appointment process Richard Nixon, for instance, quite lit-
erally campaigned against the Warren Court and when he was
elected made four appointments within a matter of a few years
that significantly altered its character. Similarly, President
Carter now faces a situation in which five Supreme Court jus-
tices will be 70 years old or more, so it's not at all unlikely
that he'll have a chance to fill some vacancies before his term
is out In addition, there are some 135 vacancies out of
approximately 550-600 on the federal bench right now,
providing President Carter with yet another opportunity to
place his imprint on the judiciary.

Finally, while it has virtually become a cliche, it is nonethe-
less true that judges do indeed read the newspapers and are
well aware of election returns Speaking from years of per-
sonal experience, I can say that, with rare exceptions, judges
are bound to be influenced to some degree by what is going
on around them.

I

Dick Howard: I wouldn't say that the judiciary responds to
election returns and the newspapers in a day-to-day sense.
Yet, I do think tfiat judges at all levels are aware of and re-
sponsive to the climate of the age in which they live. For in-
stance, in a 1961 case, Hoyt v Florida, the Supreme Court
had to decide whether or not Florida could constitutionally
allow women to be excused from jury duty on grounds not
open to men. In upholding the Florida system, Justice Har-
lan, who wrote the opinion, observed that women do have
other duties their families need them at home that could
be used to justify their being excused. Fifteen years later,
though, in Taylor v Louisiana, the Court struck down a simi-
lar Louisiana law There were technical differences between
these cases the '61 decisidn was based on the 14th
Arnendmenrequal protection" clause, while the '76 deci-
sion involved tlilk 6th Amendment right to trial by jury but
when those differences are stripped away, what remains is
the obvious fact that in the latter instance the Court was sim-
ply keeping pace with the times. Sex discrimination, in. brief,
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was not the issue in 1961 that it had become by 1976.

Sophie Eilperin: Although the judiciary may be the branch
of government that is least directly accountable, it is the one
that is perhaps closest to us and our -everyday problems. Un-
like ,many officials in the other two branches, judges quite
literally have to listen to the arguments being presented be-
fore them In this sense, judges are directly in touch with
people's problems and concerns and are in a unique position
to be able to do something about them Perhaps, then, the
question we ought to raise is not how accountable the
judiciary IS but how responsive it is. To the extent that the
judicial system is responsive to the needs of the people, the
problem of accountability would appear to be correspondingly
less relevant

Geoff Gallas. That generalization moves me to add one
critically important point it is not just the judges who have to
be accountable if judicial power is to be controlled Aside
from the judges, the judicial branch includes administrative,
technical and other support staff who in one way or another
can and do have an enormous impact on the judicial process,
and whose role, therefore, should be an integral part of any
examination of the question .of judicial accountability

Alan Westin: A few additional -factors that help to make the
judiciary accountable ought to be mentioned.

A judge's deliberations are very much affected by the pos-
sibility that a decision might be defied, evaded or overturned

factors which, given the judiciary's high concern that its
decisions be respected, constitute subtle but important
checks on judicial power.

State legisliitures and Congress can rewrite a given law in
reaction to a judicial ruling based on statuyry interpretation,
effectively overcoming it by finding other ways to accomplish
whatever purpose was originally intended

Some degree of restraint on the power of the judicial sys-
tem can be brought about via budgetary controls and execu-
tive prerogatives If the courts, for instance, don't have
enough staff with which to conduct their affairs or if mar-
shalls will not execute their directives, their activity may be
commensurately reduced.

"A legislature, without exceeding its province, cannot reverse a,
determination once made in a particular case, though it may pre-
scribe a new rule for future cases This is the principle and it
applies in all its consequences, exactly to the same manner and
extent. to the State governments, as to the national govern-
ment. .

Alexander Hamilton, EEDERALJST 081
One last point on balance, our judicial system has been

and remains as democratic and accountable as we need it to
be This, conclusion is supported by recent studies showing
that a Supreme Court decision that runs counter to public
opinion will at worst have a delaying effect It might hold back
a movement or idea for a few years or so, but it will rarely, if
ever, totally veto the political forces at work in our country at
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any given time There are too many final and informal
mechanisms by which the judicial process can be checked for
anyone to conclude that the courts are ruled by a group of
bionic men and women whose powers are virtually limitless

Lyle Denniston: A major obstacle to judicial accountability is
that. too many Americans don't um,krstand how the judicial
system works To put it another w1y, the judiciary has be-
come the absolute captive of the professionals. who feel that
the public has a nght to know only the result of judicial deci-
sion making, not the process by which that result is achieved

Take the Roe v Wade decision, for instance That case at
first went the other way in the preceding term the Court
voted to sustain the anti-abortion statutes in Texas and Geor-
gia Only after Justice Blackmun spent six weeks during the
summer recess at the Mayo Clinic Medical_Library research-
ing the medical lore and ethics of the abortion question, did
he become convinced that a doctor has the right to advise a
woman that she can choose to have one If one reads his
opinion carefully, it becomes clear that the argument he used
to justify the Court's decision was little more than a judicial
afterthought to make respectable his underlying deference to
medical judgment. In effect, the Court's decision in Roe v.
Wade was more a matter of personal ethics than of sound
constitutional interpretation

I agree wholeheartedly, therefore, that if judges are to be
held accountable they must explain the reasons upon which
they have based their decisions and tie those reasons to the
Constitution But I would go even further not only should
decisions be made available to the public in an intelligible
form but the process through which they were arrived at
should be opened up more than it now is We should be able,
for example, to see the draft opinions in a case There is
nothing wrong with exposing to public view the fact that at a
certain point a judge felt differently about a matter than he or
she did ultimately, as was the case in Roe v. Wade '

In sum, as we talk about an accountable judiciary we have
to keep uppermost in ouf minds that the ultimate authority in
our constitutional system resides ix the people If the Su-
preme Court and the courts in general don't make sense to
the ordinary citizen, then they are simply not exercising their
powers properly To me, it is sad that the only branch of the
federal government that persists in resisting the "sunshine"
concept is the judiciary

Gerald Gunther: I'm of two minds on this point To the ex-
tent that judges behave like politicians being influenced by
constitutionally illegitimate factors I favor any person or
process that exposes them But to the degree that they do
what they ought to do explain and justify their decisions
I become much more cautious We have to be careful not to
thnm the baby out with the hathwater, there is a vitally im-
portant dimension of the deliberative process that should not
be entirely open to public view I think, for instance, that a
"Woodward and Bernstein" approach who had what for
breakfast, who wrote which nasty note to whom, and so forth
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would do more harm than good to the is of careful
internal deliberation -that The judicial process strives to
realize Still, more should and can be done to inform the pub-
lic about judges, the courts and judicial decisions To go back
to my earlier point, I particularly favor putting to the test of
public scrutiny the reasons judges give for their rulings.,
think that focussing the accountability process on this point
would most effectively seine the public interest.

The Appointment Process:
Will "Merit" Selection And/Or
"Affirmative Action" Help?
"The President is 'to nominate, and, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, to appoint ambassadors, other public
ministers and consuls, judges of the Supreme Court, and all other
officers of the United States whose appointments are not other-
wise provided for in the Constitution But the Congress may by
law vest the appointment of such inferior officers as they think
proper in the President alone, or in the courts of law, or in the
heids of departments'."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #76

Dot Ridings: As we discuss judicial accountability, the point
that troubles me most is the degree to which the appointment
process has become politicized in recent years. What particu-
larly concerns me is the impact that partisan political consid-
erations may be having on the quality of Supreme Court jus-
tices the Carswell' and Haynesworth nominations by Pres-
ident Nixon readily come to mind and gther judges who
are being appointed to the federal bench. In short, I doubt the
adequacy of the present system of judicial selection and
would like to heaf what the panelists think about this point.

Robert H. Hall: I quite agree that the present appOintment
process leaves a great deal to be desired. We still have not
achieved the kind of system selection of judges on the
basis of merit via a nonpolitical procedure that I believe
Hamilton had in mind in FEDERALIST Number 78 when he
said that there would "toe but few men in the society who will
have sufficient skill in the laws to qualify them for the sta-
tions of judges . [And) the number must be still smaller of
those who unite the requisite integrity with the requisite
knowledge." We continue to choose federal judges by a heav-l'\ fly political process that is grounded in anachronistic notions
of party "courtesy" and patronage.

How might a properly constituted merit system work? The
Merit selection of American Bar Association does now have a merit procedure,

Judges: the but it reviews prospective judges' after they've been nonilna-
vI4w ted I envision a system based on a nominating commission

that would seek out the most qualified persons, then reduce
the number of candidates for a given vacancy down to three to

five individuals, ,from among whom the President would
select the nominee At the circuit court level the nominating
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commission might consist of some members appointed by
the President, a number recommended by the U S. senators
involved with that circuit court, some laypersons and
lawyers.

Significant benefits might accrue from such an arrange-
ment. Firstly, under present procedures the most qualified
people aren't necessarily included in the list of those being
considered; under the merit selection method, this would be
much less likely to occur. Secondly, a merit procedure would
help to get political debtors of the hook. That is, a governor
or senator, who is approached by an unqual&ed person to
whom he or she is politically indebted can simply say, "I'd
really like to be able to help you, but I just can't fight this
commission that's been set up to screen .the applicants." A
merit procedure would go a long way, on these two scores
alone, toward depoliticizing the selection of federal judges and
would move us closer to the high standards of judicial quality
and integrity that .Hamilton wrote about in THE
FEDERALIST PAPERS so long ago

Geoff Gallas: I'm not sure that a merit selection system Is
either necessary or desirable. As to necessity, recent studies
in some states that have a merit system in operation have
uncovered no empirical evidence that it gives us better judges
than any otIrr method anrd that, after all, is what we're
after Moreover, traditions Ai senatorial courtesy in federal
appointments not as important as Ikey may have been at
one time The ent of Justic for examplealready
undercuts the effects of such vestiges of the past by screening
prospective federal judges in face-to-face interviews.

As for the desirability of having a merit system, such pro-
posals tend to foster unrealistic images and expectations. On
the one hand is the image of the smoke -filled room types a
Mayor Daley and his cronies sitting around figuring out who
is the most "loyal" among those who might be considered.
On the other side, we conjure up the image of the totally dis-
passionate, objective commission made up of people whose
goals are entirely altruistic. Neither extreme matches real life.

The crux of the appointment process lies not in the way
judges are selected but, rather, in trying to assure that they
come onto the bench independent and are able to remain so
throughout their tenure. Thus, to a great degree, the qualjty
of judges will depend on such considerations as how much
they're paid, how well trained they are and a host of mundane
but highly important ways in which their personal and pro-
fessional relationships can be managed. so as to encourage
judicial integrity

"NEXT to permanency in office, nothing can contribute more to
the independence of the judges than a fixed provision for their
support.. In the general course of human nature, a power over
a man's subsistence amounts to a power over his will "

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #79

Judith Head: This discussion of how to get the best judges
makes me wonder about what role the principle of "affirma-
tive action" ought to play in the appointment process?
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,Geoff Gallas: I'm not sure that affirmative action will have
any pronounced effect on the judicial process. Recent studies ,

of decisions made by black and women judges found little ciiit
ference betweenthem and those rendered by their colleagues
on the bench. There is nothing, in other wonis, to suggest
that a black or female judge will necessarily represent the
interests of their respective constituencies more effectively
than other jiidges do.

Moreover, if the main goal is to get the best people on the
bench, then I'd be comfortable with affirmative action only if
it were to remain one among many different criteria used in
jade' selection. To my way of thinking, nominating a
woman to be a judge primarily on the basis of her gender, or a
black primarily b.cause of his or her skin color, will help us
get neither better judges nor a better brand of justice.

Dick Howard: Part 'of the difficulty in trying to deal with this
question of affirmative action is they in recent times we've
been subjected to an overdose of behaviorism, which errone-
ously implies that cumulating data merely knowing
enough about a-ju will enable one to predict what he or
she will do. Justi,e is Brandeis, for instance, was a cor-
poration lawyer, yet when he was apprinted to the Supreme
Court he was one of those in the forefiont of getting the
courts off the back of government so that it could g6t on with
the work of regulating big business

If oife wants to talk about putting more blacks, women,
chicanos or members of other specific ethnic or racial groups
on the Supreme Court or the lower federal bench. I think the
argument in support of this idea.ought to be framed iu largely
nonbehaviorist terms. That is, if particular groups of people
have to live with .A4,?ven bocbs'of judicial rulings, will it be
helpful if they kdow that individuals like the' mselves shared in
making.those decisions?. If the answer is yes, then perhaps
affirmative action ought to be included as a criterion in the
selktion process. I think & line has to be drawn,' however,
when arguments in favor of affirmative action are couched in
terms that imply that the quality of judicial opinions will be
improved or become more representative simply because a..-;
,member of one's own ethnic or racial groirp is a judge. This
approach, in my opinion, is at best misconceived and at worst '
untenable. All in all, T rather agree with Geoff Callas that the
case for affirmative action in choosing judges has not been
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The Judiciary
Andyrhe Fsiture:
Promise,
Contradictions
And Change
Having weighed the questions of judicial power, independ-
ence and accountability, the panelists topped off the day's
diecussion,with an exchange of ideas about the future This
dialog began with some specific recommendations that went
to the heart of the issue of the relationship between the fed-
eral and state court systems The gave and take then turned
more philosophical, focusing on a series of interrelated ques-
tions What can the courts do? What should they do? What are
they likely to dog The discussion wound to,a close with the
panelists debating the efficacy of certain reforms that are often
mentioned in attempts to define and clarify the future role of
the judicial branch

(What of ) the situqtion of the State courts in regard to those
causes which are to be submitted to federal jurisdiction? Is this to
be exclusive, or are those courts to possess a concurrent jurischc-
tion7 If the latter, in what relation will they.stand to the national
tribunals 2

When we consider the State governments and the national
. governments, as they truly are, in the fight of kindred systems,

and as pans of ONE WHOLE, the inference seems to be conclu-
, sive that the State'courts would have a concurrent jurisdiction in

all cases arising under the laws of the Union where it was not
expresslp prohibited

Alexander Hamilton. FTIERA UST 1082

Robert H. Hall: The time has come for a reappraisal to de-
termine how, workable and efficient our dual court system
now Is and how workable und efficient it is likely to remain.
In my judgrhent. there is too much concurrent jurisdiction in
our federal and state courts, with resultant logjams Habeas
corpus cartes are roteAroublesome example State prisoners
bring thousands of suits to federal courts each year petition-

'Cases resulting from suits brought in federal courts in behalf of state
prisoners who fed thin/tic"' are being dkguih rietained or have been'
imprittoned in violation 'id their constitutional tights



it

ing for release Since less than one percent of these are suc-
cessful, I see no reason why habeas cases shouldn't be left
more completely to the state jUdiciaries.

,

'The power of constituting inferior (federal] courts is evidently
calculated to obviate the necessity of having recourse to the Su-
preme Court in every case of federal cognistoce. It is intended to
enable the national goverianenCto institute or authorize, in each
State or district of the United States, a tribunal competent to the
determination of matters ofnational jurisdiction within its fimits '

But why, it is asked, might not the same purpose have been
accomplished by the instreenentality of the State courts?. This ad-
mits of (Afferent answers. . . State judges, holding thiir .offices
during pleasure, or from year to year, will be too little independ-
ent to be refied upon for an inflexible execution of the national
laws."

Alexander'Hamitton, FEDERALIST #81
.

The Ate has come Lyle Denniston: I, too, believe that the time has come toto revitalize state revitalize our state judicial systems. I foresee this happeningjudiciaries in the content of a broader process already underway, which
is shifting power and-responsibility from the federal level to
the state and heal levels.

Mofeover, I think an ideological realignment has begun to
take plact, the effect of which will be to continue this trend.
For instance, within the next generation or so, the erosion of
the bases of support for the Republican Partymay have gotie
so far that it will ha* to close up shop In.its place, however,
iris likely that a new "conservative" party will emerge con-

. sisting of former GOP members and ideologically estranged
Democsats one that will adhere mote strictly to the princi-
ple of decentralized government.

Finally, I belleire7thiit-wlfat might be ared-ii
tion" of our proses of conflict resolution is occurrtng The
people of this country have gotten to the point where they're
beginning to agree with William Shakespeare that when the
revolution comes the first thing to do is get rid of the lalAyerS
I detect a growing feeling among many Americans that the
use of the legal process to order the human condition has
simply gone too far Since it's the federal government that has
become so closely identified with this tendency, it is safe to
assume that delegalization will be tied to greater agate...and
local involvement, espedally as nonlegal altLrnative "proce-
&res for resolving conflict are developed.

J. Skelly Wright: In the third ci!ritutour republic, I see a
maturing process setting in, We are ming a more sophis-
ticated pedble and nation. One effect of this maturing process
on the judicial branch, which stands out above all of the

The need,for others, is the paradoxical possibility that the need for and
judicial review may tbtercise.of judicial review will diminish AsWe become more

be decreasing wietit, for example, in handling the decisions of the Supreme
Coirrt as expounded in detail by the lower federal and state
courts the chance that Congress and/or the state legisla
tures wiy liass laws that might run into a constitutional bar-
rier of some kind will decrease correspondingly I'm anticipat-
kg that this maturing process will ultimately make fedeful-
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tate relationships and the relationships among the three
hes of the national government much more productive

d satisfying than th'ey are at present.
This maturing process aside, I see other changes taking

e within-our judicial system inrthe years to c'ime For
in. Lance, I agree with Judge Hall that the time has come to
get riel'of the federal -state overlap involved in habeas corpus

'ca, s We must not forget, however, that we've come to this
poi t where federal habeas access seems to have outlived its
u Iness only because the Supreme Court required- state
cou s to provide remedies for constitutional violations of the
right, of then pnsoners or'suffer the consequence of having
fede courts supply them Ohly when this stark alternative
confn ted them did state legislatures and courts get busy
. Fi y, I see the disappearance of divorsity jurisdiction; in
which federal court intervenes in a case because the parties
involv are from different states Again, it should be remem-
bered that at one time, this power was looked upon as being

essential that the founding fathers had it spelled out in the
first Judiciary Act of 1789. It's because state courts have be-
come aceustomed, under this discipline, to protecting all
litigants, \irrespective of where they come from, that we are
able to cobsider its abolition
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in o r to have the inviolable Maintenance of that equality
of pnvile and immunities to which the citizens of the Union will
be entitled, the national judiciary ought to preside in all cases irk"
which one tate or its citizens are opposed to another State or its
citizens To secure the full effect of so fundamental a provision
against all e on and subterfuge, it is necessary that its construc-
tion should committed to that tribunal which, having no local
attachments, will be likely to be impartial between the different-
States and ( eir citizens and which, owing its official existence to
the Union, w ll never bglikeli) to feel any bias inauspicious to the
pnnciples on hich it is founded

Alexander Hamilton. FEDERALIST #80

Gerald Gun r: I'd like to attach one or two important qual-
ificaGons to Ju e' Wright's observations on the maturing
process. Fi t, I ink this process will also bring some rec-
sognitim by j clges nd the courts that fhite are limits to what
they can an I should do to resolve society's problems Too
many Arne ans have excessive expectations about what the
courts ou to do and under what circumstances they ought
to be reso d u, We will be more mature, then, to the extent
that we be -ome more willing to look to die states and the
other bra hes of goverrintentto solve our most basic and,
persistent iblems

Second when I hear people say that Congress can be relied
upon to et more into the act or that more [silver will be re'
turned tc the states I become wary There is often some hy-
pocrisy ivolved in such asserti6ns, which often turn out to
mean tl at we'll let the political process and the states solN'T
pnible s if rind only if the% come out with the results
%(*e wa t An important facet of this maturing pmces4, there-
fore, lli have to be a' recogilition that Congress and the
states, oat be, allowed to fail as well as succeed
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Judicial reforms
should not

interfere with the
courts'

fundamental
purpose

More of us will
seek access to the
courts, but fewer

will get it

.\ more-is-better
approach won't

necessarily
improve the

judicial system

.

As for the issue of change and the future of our judicial
system, I will not shock you if I offer a decidedly conservative
message The current talk about increased staff, administra-
tive reform and overall tinkering with the structure of the Su-
preme Court leaves me profoundly cold To the extent that
Chief Justice Burger is spending time on the administration
of justice and court administration, he must be diverting him-
seff from what I still consider to be the fundamental job of any
Supreme Court Justice to pay 'strict attention to the cases
before him and to the opinions being written' in deciding
them Judges, I repeat, must make decisions and give
adequate reasons for them That is their fundamental pur-
pose, and any proposed "reform" 'must be most carefully
weighed in terms of how it will strengthen or weaken this
essential judicial principle

Dick Howard: I'd like to,make a subtle distinction regarding
Judge Wright's assertion that a more sophisticated, mature
society will make judicial review less necessary I foresee
more people wanting access to the courts and judicial review
but fewer getting it Assuming that the points of contact be-
tween citizens and government will be increasing on both the
state and federal level, the opportunities for people to com-
plain about how government has, mistreated them, when it
fails to meet their needs, will be multiplied There's a,corre-
sponding likelihood that people will increasingly want tog) to
court. I don't think, for instance, that the trend toward public
'Merest litigation is going to recede People will c(Intinue to
seek judicial redress for the kind of broad social issues that
those cases emIxxli, Onthe other hand, I think this growing
demand for Judicial review will be c)tinterbiilanced by a Su-
preme Court that has already begun to practice its own par-
ticillar brand of judicial restraint. Unless there's a dramatic
change in its composition in the urAtiediate years ahead, the
Burger Court is likely to build on recent decisions that have
hail the effect of making it harder for the average pekson to
gain access to the courts

As for institutional changes, I share some of ProfeSsor
Gunther's skepticism about inistrative tinkering For in-
stanCC, while the proposal tna national court of appeals
might not seem to be a NM idea on its face, I don't see how it
can fulfill its ptuponents' extiectations I am not coninited
that having one more tier of courts will get nfiire cases settled
more Justly or more speedily, than pow In brief, the more-is:
better approach 4o, improving our Judicial systcmpust be ap-
proached with great caution. .

,

Thomas Railshack: I'd h to tick off a few of the more im- .
portant actions regarding th judiciary that I thirrkarngress
is likely to consider in die ne future
0 Now that there is aiDemperatic P,resifient and a Demo-
cratic ('o egress I think we'll see a speed) tiltd to the drastic
shortage in the. ) c.numbe of judges Perhaps as man!, 4i: 150
additional fede judges will be appointedr'
0 w e. arc going to take mitotic question of abolishing diversity

, N , ,
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congress will be junsdiction, as well as the idea of an intermediate court of
considering some appeals

changes I would fervently hope t)at we will do something about the
dispanty between the sentences state and federal courts mete
out in cnminal cases

Congress will soon have to reconsider the so-called
"Speedy Trial Act," which, however well intended, has ac-
complished its objective of expediting the handling of criminal
cases at the expense of greatly slowing down the judicial
process in other areas, notably, civil litigation

I think we will be considenng the idea of a disability tribu-
nal some body empowered to decide if a judge has become
disabled or for some other reason ought to be mandatoril
retired

"The constitution of New York, to avoid investigations that must
forever be vague and dangerous, has taken a particular age as the
cntenon of inability No man can be a judge beyond sixty I be-
lieve there are few at present who do not disapprove of this pro-
vision There is no station in relation to which it is less proper than

. to that of a judge The deliberating and companng faculties gen-
erally preserve their strength much beyond that penod in men
who survive it [Thus, the dismission of men from stations
in which they' have served thert country long and usefully, bn
which they depend for subsistence, and from which it will be too
late to resort to any other occupavor for a livelihood, ought to
have some better apology to humanity than is to be found in the
imaginary danger of a superannuated bench "

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #79

In conclusion, let me add just one more point. I think at
on balance our_ judicial- system has been most effective td
responsive to our neeis Indeed, I must admit with some
chagnn that the growth of judicial power has often been a
direct consequence of the t acuum caused by legislative
apathy, fear an( ;or inaction I hope, then, that the-measures
mentioned ab and others that &ingress may soon con-
sider, will he s cps toward restonng a more healthy balance
between the legislative and judicial branches, without affect-
ing the latter's most important attribute, its "independent"
charactet

"It may in the last place be observed that the supposed danger of
judiciary encroachments on the legislative authority which has

en upon many occasions reiterated is in reality a phantom Par -
tici lar misconstructions and contraventions of the will of the legis-
lature mat) now and then happen. but they can never be so ex-
tensive as to dmount to an inconvenience, or in any sensible de-
gree to affect the-order of the political system This may be in-
ferred with certainty from the general nature of the judicial power,
from the objects to which it relates, from the manner in which it is
exercised, from its comparative weakness, and from its total inca-
pacity to support its usurpations by force And the inference is
greatly fortified by the consideration of the important constitu-
tional check which the power of instituting impeachments in one
part of the legislative body. and of determining upon them in the
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We need some new
judicial structures

and mechanisms

other, would give to that body'upon the members of the judicial
department

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #81

Alan Westin: Before getting down to/specifies. I want to em-
phasize one point I don't believtthat we are going to or'
should rewnte the Constitution as far as the judicial branch is
concerned I do Chink, however, that a number of less drastic
measures are wcirar considering.
0 We heed a specific court of science and tech noloo, one
comparable in power and functions to the Court of Military
Appeals or the Tax Court, because existing judicial insti-
tutions cannot cope with the extremely complex problems of
our interconnected technological society This intermediate
court whose output, like the others cited, would besubject
to review by the Supreme Court would be presided over by
judges with sufficient breadth of background and experience
to develop a working knowledge of areas ranging from
biochemistry to nuclear technology, while not necessarily
being specialists in their own nghL Such a court would be
staffed six-deep with experts to advise it, experts whose opm
ions would be subject to the adversary process in order to
avoid the pitfalls of their role involving secret whispenngs in
the judges' ears.

We need to address the problems of our cnminal justice
system in a total systems manner In our onnunal justice sys-
tem a system thal includes police, prosecutors, prison
administrators and probation officials, as well as judges and

°court staffs the courts are the weakest link. In recent
scars, through such federal agencies as the Law Enkircement
Assistance Administration, we've been trying to shore up the
cruninal4ustice system But the ernphasir.-of this-vast infu-
sion of federal money has been on the application of space-
age technology to law enforcement, same upgrading of
pnsons and the probation process and so forth Where em-
phasis has been lacking, therefore, has been at the adminis-
trative level everything from staffing and running the
courts to reforming the cnminal code and so on Recent ex-
pe_rienee suggests that if we all()cate resources to improve the
performance of one part of the system without similarly trying
to strengthen the others, the total effect will be greatly di-
minished

We need some new mechanisms to bring the judicial prole- ..10
es,' closer to people and their problems The system is serv-
ing the well-to-do and the very boor (who are provided for via
public defender systems and the like) fairly well But for the
average Arnencan, going to court has become too awesome,
too north and, or too time consuming As a result, the need
for cheaper, faster, more accessible way.... to adjudicate dis-
putes. paiiic-ularlt in civil eases, ha?. become increasingly ur-
gent

Sophie Eilperin: While I realize that Professor Westin's idea
of a court of science and, technoht*. reflects the reality of
20thccinur) circumstances, I am not ver) enthusiastii gics
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If Congress curbs
the executive, the

burden on the
courts will be

reduced

The genius of our
constitutional
system the

Judiciary can be
headed in opposite,

directions at the
same time

about it Creating new institutions to handle new problems'
has not been very successful during the last decade or so
perhaps because in an era of inflation, no institution, much
less a new one, ever seems to have enough money or re-
sourcet Certainly, I don't have a better idea about how to
handle the legal ramifications of 20th-century science and
technology issues, but I still think. e should be able to work
them out through existing institutions, rather than by estab-
lishing new ones.

Secondly, I was reassured to hear Congressman Railsback
disagree with my earlier remark suggesting that the courts are
not dangerous enough I say reassured because, if Congress

'kelps to put limits on the executive branch, the interven-
Vionist role of the courts will not be as necessary as it has
been in recent times I'm not trying to oversimplify the hard
choices that will have to be made before such restrictions can
be effected Nonetheless, I believe that to the extent that the
various departments and agencies of the executive branch are
kept within legislatively prescribed limits, the burden orfour
courts will be reduced correspondingly

To summarize my attitude toward our judicial system and
hopes for its future I want it to remain "independent" enough
to be able to think about and act on the important issues.,As
Justice Robert Jackson put it, "It is difficult to see how the
provisions of a 150-year-old written document can have
much vitality if there is not some perrnIa.nent institution to
translate them into current commands and to see to their
contemporary application,"

(eoff Gallas- What I find most fascinating and reassuring
about our judicial system is that it is presently being pushed
and pulled iii two opposite directions In a spate of recent
deeU4ion-g, the SYPienie Court has made it clear that it Ia. try- .
ing to figure out how to reinvigorate the state courts and take
power away from the federal judiciary Yet, there seems to be
a host of pressures in our society pushing us toward the very
kind of centralized judicial system that the Burger Court ap-
pears intent on eliminating For instance, because we have
become so mobile we're told that, on the average, Ameri-
cans move once every five years we're seeing a lot of sup-
port for a more uniform national court system, we find it hard
to live with the inconsistencies in the judicial process from
state to state

While this paradoxical situation, which finds the judiciary
simultaneously, headed in opposite directions, is significant in
its own right, there's an even more important point that it
underscores That is, it is the very genius of ou, constitu-
tional system that we can accommodate these contradictory
forces withoin getting into too much trouble This constitu-
tionally deriyed ability to reconcile such, conflicts and con-
tradictions tells us a lot about how and wiry we have come as
far as we have and how much promise our third century of
existence holds



In Conclusion:
Questions For
Further Discussion
Historical Perspectives:.

From Judicial Review
. To Judicial "Supremacy'

Federalist v. Antifederalist: Who Was Right Brutus, Publius,
Neither, Both?
According to the letters of "Brutus," the antifederalists were afraid that judicial
power would beMime uncontrollable Hamilton and some other federalists, on the
other hand, skin it as an essential check on the democratic process Over the long
run, has either of these views proven more accurate?

The Courts: How "Political" Are They?
What is your reaction to the statement that the acti52ns of thesourts are an intrin-
sic part of the political process and, as such, are necessarily involved in "the
essential question of who gets what In the distribution of society's opportunities
and benefits."' If this is true, how do you feel about this facet of our Constitutional
system?

The Growth of Judicial Power: How, Why and What Effect?
How has the nature of judicial power changed since 1783? Have these changes
reflected shifts in our conception of what the proper role of government can and
should be') Are there limits beyond which judicial activity ought not to be permit-
ted? If so. what are they and what can be done to keep judges and courts from
exceeding them?/

The "Independent" Judiciary:
How Accountable Is It?
"Independence"And Accountability: A Contradiction in Terms?
To what extent are the concepts of judicial independence and accountability
mutually exclusive? What is your reaction to the argument that it is no longer
appropriate to rely primarily on self-restraint for judicial accountability to trust
that judges will exercise ...JUDGMENT more than "WILL"? Ilas the principle of
life tenure for federid judges become more of a liability than an asset?.

1
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The Judicial System: As Democratic and Accountable As We Need It to Be"?
The panelists differed sharpy about whether the judiciary ought to be made more
accountable, and even moreso on specific reform measures that have been pro-
posed in this regard Where do you stand on this question° What effect, if any,
might such ideas as merit selectiun, affirmative action and greater openness in
judicial decision making have.' Do you have any other recommendations related to
judicial tax( n tability-)11

Is the Least Accountable Branch Alsothe Most Responsive?
'What is your response to the statement that "although the judiciary may be the
branch of government that is least duectly accountable, it is the one that is
perhaps closest to US and our cver day problem"' Do you agree that "perhaps the
question we ought to [be raising) is not how accountable the judiciary 1,s, but how
responsive it is"' What do you think of the concept of "result-onented junspru-
deuce" the notion that the "appropnateness" of a court decision is more imp or-
tam than It, basis in reason') t

The Judilary And The Future:
Pronise, Contradictions And
Change
In 'our judgment. has the time conic to revitalize our state judicianes') In what

could this ht. done What effect do you think this might have on judicial
prospects. generally-' Can state court systems be counted on- tothe any more or
less activist than their federal counterparts'

What do you think of the idea that any future judicial role will depend to a great
extent on Nhat Congress and the Executive arc doing° If government activity di-
minishes, would tins mean that judicial activity would decrease correspondingly°
Or, having become the arbiter of the pmers (dull organs of government, must the
Judiciary alw a s play a broad. ongoing role in our constitutional system')

What intasuro, NN ()UM yon recommend to improve the overall performance of the
judicial system For instant..., do you think that more federal judges or special
courts, such as a court of Koonce and, technology, are needed'' Should access to
tht judicial 'mkt ss I. expanded or restricted'' Should greater emphasis be placed
on seeking out IV mkgal means to resolve conflict'' And, will the effect of your
picas tend to tort, or expand the role of jiulicuil poNer and influence''
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Introduction
The great question that confronts us so implacably is whether the Amencan Constitution
and American pciiitica/ principles, which have served us so well and have weathered somany crises, can continue to function in the modem world Is a constitutional mechanism
rooted in 17th century ideas of the relations of men to government and admunbly
adapted to the simple needs of the 18th and early 19th centuries adequate to the
importunate exigencies of the 20thandof the 21st?

When Henry Steele Com mager posed this question to members of the League 'of
Women Votevs in 1974, the League took up the challenge. It has, after all, a
long-standing commitment to help citizens understand their government and beinvolved in its workings With its companion organization, the League of' Women
Voters Education Fund, it developed the Federalist Papers Reexamined project, to
help citizens probe for anNIers to this critical question

Why THE FEDERALIST PAPERS? Well, what vehicle might better serve as thepoint of departure for a broad public dialog on the Constitution than this series-7a
distinguished example of 18th-century political discourse and a significant part of
the ongoing debate over our constitutional system? What source could better
nourish an inquiry that asks What are oft/ roots as a nation? Where are we goin
And how serviceable are our democratic strUctuies and processes?

Specifically, THE FEDERALIST PAPERS were a series of articles addressed
'the People of the State of New York" by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison and
John Jay, writing viler the pseudonym "Public s." They appeared in various New
York City newspapers between October 1787 and August 1788 in response to the
vehement attacks that had been launched there against the proposed Constitution.
At issue was the question of whether or not the new Constitution adopted in
Philadelphia would be ratified by the requisite nine statesa process in which Nett
York's vote would be critical ,New York did finally ratify, but THE FEDERALIST
PAPERS remain important not because of their impact on this outcomethe ex-
tent of which is still debatedbut, rather, because in them, as George Washington
aptly pointed out, "are candidly and ably discussed the principles of freedom and
topics of governmentwhich will be always interesting to mankind so leing as they
shall be connected in civil society."

The Senyinirs: The foundation for this renewed public debate on American gov-
ernment rested on a series of six seminars, sponsored by the League of Women
Voters Educaliiiii Fund At each, a group of eight to ten "discussants " a broad mix
of historians, journalists, lawyers, political scientists and public officialsr spent the
day in a fteewheiling, informal dialog. League "participants" served as citizen
representatives, pressing the discussants to clarify their statements, to define tering

N- for ponspercialisto and to eltilirate on points of special interest
The. Pamphlet: This pamphletthe sixth and final project publication

As quoted lay,Clinton Rottatter his introduction to THE FEDERALIST PAPERS, Mentor
paperback fdtiion. pp t.-

IS
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summarizes the-main themes that emerged at the seminar on federalifm, which
took place in Denver in April 1977 It presents edited seminar (halt* (interspersed
with a minimum of narrative text), selected passages from TIIE FEDERALIST
PAPERS, questions for further discussion and a hst of suggested readings The
pamphlet serves two purposes: it is a way to share the seminar discussion with
League mimbeis and other citizens and it provides the springboard for the pubhc
discussion this project is attempting to promote

Jor
The Seminar on the Nature of American Federalism: The discussibirbegan with

, a disagreement over the origins of American federalism it then revolved around a
number of interrelated topics: Does federalism refer to a contractual relationship
among governments, or to a structure of government' flow do individuals relate to
the federal system') What are the effects of regionalism, metropohtanism and sec-
tionalism on American federabsq) And, finally, how will the federal concept
change tomeet the ueeds of the American people in the 21st century'

The Discussants:
James M Banner, r (profesgor of history, Princeton U itv)
George L Brown ( utenant governor of Colorado)
Daniel J Elazar ( ctor, Center for the Study of Federalism, Temple University)
",1 Robert Hunter (acting federal insurance administrat6r, Federal Insurance Ad-

ministration, Department of Housing and Urban Development)
George Kennedy (professor of classics, University of North Carolina)
Martin Kilson (professor of government, Harvard University)
Robert P Knowles (forrrier member of the Wisconsin State SenaN, member, U S

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations)
Gladyli Noon Spell4an (congresswoman, D-Maryland)
Rochelle Stanfield (staff correspondent, The National Journal)

League of Women Voters Participants:
Mary Ann Bradford (Kansas)
Mary Hempleman (Montana)
Beverly Housel (Nebraska)
Kathryn Lex (Wyoming)
Judy Lvke (Colorado)
Mary Mech (Idaho)
Gina Rieke (Utah)

A

Jean Anderson (national boasd)
Madelyn Bonsignore4( national staff)
Janet Damtoft (national staff)
Betsy Dribben (national staff)
Judith Heimann (national board)
Harold B Lippman (project director)
Susan M Mogilnicki (project assistant)
Carol Toussaint (project chairman-ftioderator)
Nan Waterman (national board)
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The Nature of
American
Federalism
What is the nature of American federalism? n that question
lies one of the most difficult issues associate th the found-
ing of the republic. Reflecting 18th-century tical realities,
both the Constitution tkrid THE FEDERALIST ERS leave
unclear whether the founding fathers meant to a national
or a federal government. Indeed, Publius argues that the'Con- '
stitutiQn provided for both.

"The proposed Constitution, therefore; even when tested by the
rules laid down by its antagonists, is, in strictness, neither a national
nor a federal Constitution, but a composition of both In its founda-
tion it is federal, not national; in the sources from which the ordi-
nary powers of the government are drawn, it is partly federal and
partly national, in the operation of these powers, it is national, not
federql, in the extent of them, agqin, it is federal, not national; and,
finally in the authoritative mode of introducing amendments, it is
neither wholly federal nor wholly national."

. Jar;ies Madison,'FEDERAL1ST #39 *

The ambiguity was no accident. On this issue, as on others,
the founders tried to arrive at a consensus through language
that had something for everyone. They blurred from the Very
beginning the boundaries letween a strong national (central)
government, and a confederal system dominated by the several
states. In the-Civil War both sides drew their theoretical Jus-
tification from this very ambiguity. The North claimed that the.
Union was indivisible because it was inextricably.tied to the
concept of a strong national government established by the
people, the South asserted that the states had made the Union
and therefore had the right to unmake it by seceding.

This duality, in fact and in perception, still lies'close beneath
the surface of ,many of the issues bedevilling us today School
desegregation, revenue sharing, welfare reform,, energy sup-
ply, land use the way opponents define finch problems and

- the solutions they propose are very irluch grounded in how
they perceive the relationship, between the national govern-.

, THE FEDERALIST PAPERS passaged cited herein are not pre-
sented to support or contradict the dialog amidstiwhich they have been
placed but, rather, to illustrate or amplify the diskussion
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ment and the states.
An effort to trace the development of these telationshipis

no sterile exercise. Some insight about' the nature of American
federalism is essential to a fuller understandintg,of the political
dialog that is the backdrop of American problem solving. What
were its origins? What did it s in the 18th century? What
does it mean today?

George Kennedy: Federal e from the Latin foedus, which
means a league or agreem between sovereign states. It im-
plied a rather weak kind confederation, such as those in
ancient C.Treece, some which were greatly admired by
Montesquieu and oth influential 18th-century political
thinkers. In for the Constitutional Convention,
Madison actually made a study of these leagues. He concluded

tthey were prone to ditiintegritte more through the strength
he individual prts than through the growth of the central

government's power. Armed with this lesson from the distant
past and having the failure of the Articles of Confedenition
frei in their minds, Madison and others at the Convention
argued steadfastly for a strong national government.
"It must in truth be acknowledged that . there are material im-
perfections in our national system and that something is necessary
to be done to rescue us from impending anarchy . We may
indeed with propriety be said to have reached almost thl last stage
of national =on. There is scarcely anything that can wound
the pride or the character of an independent nation which
we do not experience.. . Do we owe debts to foreigners and to

, our own citizens . .? These remain without any proper or satisfac-
tory provision for their discharge Have we valuable territories . . .

in the possession of a foreign power which, by exprets stipulations,
ought long since to have been surrendered? These are still retained
to the prejudice of our interests, not less than of our rights. Are we
in a condition to resent or to repel die aggression? We have neither
troops, nor treasury, nor government . . . Is commerce of im-
portance to national wealth? Ours is at the lowest point of declen-
sion. . This is thE melancholy situation to which we have been
brought by those very maxims and counsels which would now
deter us from adopting the proposed Constitution..:."

Alexander Hamikon, FEDERALIST #15

Madison's "Mee on the Convention and the language of the
Constitution itself make clear that a victory was won for na-
tional government over confederate government, though it was
disguised for practical political reasons. The best single sym-
bol of the victory of national government is the fact that the
Constitution opens with the ringing words, "We the people of
the United States . . that is, the people as a whole.

The words federal and federalist in 1787-1788and to some
extent through U.S. hiitory sincehave been, I venture, more
rhetorical than polity-silly precise terms: they have the advan-
tage of very little meaning. There is no better example of their
rhetorical use than THE FEDERALIST PAPERS themselves
which, it is weE to remember, were intended to reassure the
doubtful about the strong central government proposed in the
ConstiVlion..It's worth noting, on the other hand, that some
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oil he opponents of the Constitution also called themselves
.federalist, by way of demons their feelings against the
Constitution's proposed national

This is not to deny that federal. survived in the Con-
stitutiori The'powers of the states were integrated into the
power of the national government At nearly every point some
language of escape from the centralizing thrust was provided.
Still, if you'll allow some overstatement, we do riot have a
federal system' We have a national government, conveniently
called federal,with an unusually complex system of regional
and local semi-autonomy that so what tempers the exercise
of power at the top. The unique character of our form of gov-
ernment stems in part from the fact that it grew out of a federal
union, in part from the-fact that our state governments are
guaranteed by the Constittition, rather than being established
by statute alter the fact, as is the case in most countries.

Daniel Elazar: Let me break in with somecomments in a
contrary dgection. I think we have to remember that the
federalists saw federalism not as a seratter of governmental
structure but as a form o4olitical relationship--printipally, but
not exclusively, beii;men the national government and the
states. They used the term federal to denote the relationship
between two layers or levels of governmentthe kind of rela-
tionship that has to do with the real meaning of the word
foedus in Latin, which is covenant, not league of states or
league of states with an overarching government

The word federaism first came into the English langdage in
the 17th century through the Puritan-Calvigist-Reformed trad-
ition of Protestantism, which Mounded on a federal theol-
ogy that was more than a simple matter of structure. It had to
do with the relatiOfiships that are created when people and
powers are bound fly covenants and compacts and thertfoie,
have to respect each other's integrity and adjust to one an-
othet's needs and ways. Significantly, of the. Americans Who
belonged to a church in the latter part of the 18th century,
more than half were members of congregations that came out
of this theologicial mold. So, when the framers talked about the
relationships embodied in the concept of federalism, they were
talking to an audience that knew wliereof they spoke. If we
have come to think of federalism strictly as a structural matter,
then it would be wise to reconsider the framers' original sense
of it

/ (/'

'The erection of a nEw government, whatever care or wisdorn may
)distinguish the work; cannot fail to originate questions of intricacy
and nicety, and these may, in a particular manner, be expected to
flow from the establishment of a col:option founded upon the
total or partial incorporcrtion of a number of dbanct sovereignties,
'Tie time only that can mature and perfect so compOund a systerri,
oan liquidate the meaning of all the parts, and can ad)a them to
each other in a harmonious anq consistent WHOLE "'

Akxander Hamilton, FEDERALIST f82

Rochelle Stanfield: Above all else, what came through to me
as I reread THE FEDERALIST PAPERS was that they were
written by consummde politicians,' masters of the art of the
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possible As Hamilton put it in FEDERALIST Number 16, "It
is vain to hope to guard against events too mighty for human
foresight or precaution, and ic,could be idle to object to a
government because it would not perform impossibilities."
The federalists kneNy that to create a union out of that broad
strip of land along the eastern seaboard wbuld require a very
difficult balancing act. This practical need for balance and
compromise the very soul of politicsis, in my opinisqualhe
major lesson To be drawn from THE FEDERALIST PAPERS
We were in the 18th century, and have remained ever since, a
Illation of krtful compromisers

R Knowles: As I read through THE FEDERALIST PA-
PERS, t asking myself TAlajwould the federalists think if
they could return today") Thq0IWdld be in for some surprises
I think they might pinpoint the 16tkAmendment, creating the
federal income tax, as a major departure from federalism as
they had conceived it. With hindsight, that amendment could
be said to be the point at which states' fights became an anac-
hromsm. At the very least, this change laid the groundwork for
the cevalizadou in government that has followed I think they
would also be amazed at how e a pait the Supreme Court
has played in centralizing power .1(

,

Perhaps the federalists would be most surprisedand
pleasantly soat how the multiplicity of governments in our
federal structures has given minorities chances 3p enlarge and
extend their interests fn the political system There's been a
sort of federalism at work between individuals and govern-

. meats, not just between layers of government At the same
time, the size and extent of the republic seems to have required
the acculturation of various minority groups. in order for them
to he effective politically on a national sciale* The American
federal system itself may have been responsible for the
of the nation to absorb so many different ethnic, religious and
racial groupsto become an American culture .

if we still will adhere to the design of a ntitional government,
or, which is the same thing, of a superintending power under the
direction of a common council, we must resolve to incorporate into
our plan those ingredients which may be considered as forming the
cirracteristic difference between a league and a sovemment; we
must extend the authority of the Union to' the persons of the
citizensthe only proper objects of government

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #15

The boundaries
between cultural

. and political
federalism are

ill-defined

6

Martin Moon: From the perspective of a political sociologist,
the primal,' emphasis I'd place on the American federal experi-
ence is that federalism has been an instrument that has helped
to regulate and manage, within tolerable limits, the "curse of
faction " What is central is that from the very beginning, the
boundary between cultural federalism and political federalism
here has been very ill-defined That's what distinguishes ours
from any other brand of federalism
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"The influence of factious leaders may-kindle a flame within than.
particular States but will be unable to spread a general conflagra-
tion through the other States A religious sect may degenerate into
a politicafaction in a part of the Confederacy; but the variety of,
sects dispersed osier the entire, face of it must secure the national
councils against any danger frorit that source A rage for paper
money, for an abolition of debts, fpran equal division of property,
or for any other improper or wicked project, will be less apt to
pervade the whole body of the Union than a particular member of

' it, in the same proportion as such a malady is more likelylo tart a
paititukir co\iWordistrict than an entire State

In' the extent and proper structure of the Union, therefore, we
behold a republican remedy for the diseases most incident ip re-
pubfican government. And according to the degree of pleas and
pride we feerin being republicans ought to be our zeal in cherishing
the spire and supporting the character of federalists."

J
James Madison, FEDERALIST #10

Janie; Banner: I agree Unlike most Otherlederated nations,
we do not have coextensive political and cultural bohndaries
In fact, only once m our history have we come apart at the
seams poVrwally because pia breakdown in cultural federalism

,1 andhat, of course, was duripg the Civil War To put it sue-
"

chiefly, the main reason for our stability is that, for better and
worse, the Irish are not just in Boston, they, and Poles, Ger-
AO's, blacks another groups are all over the place Therein

the strength of our federal system. In contrast, in Canada
and Spain, to cite two well-known examples, the Quebecois
and Basques, respectively, have been agitating for, independ-
ence for years The United States,.in short, is one of the few
nations that is not fedi% the effects of such separatist ten-t sions in, the 20th century

In order to survive, Daniel Elazar: rd sayItliat e founding fathers saw the fed-.
the republic had to eral principle both as a tnearis for creating a national union Out

be federal of preeadstitig states and as an essential way try guarantee that
the "extended Republic" would be, in fact, extended add 're-
publican In other words, if it weren't a federal republic, it
couldn't survive as a republic at all. The founders saw Czarist

'Russia as an example of a largsstate thud be nothing
more then a large tyranny because it did no the internal
divisions and separation of power that Were an iatrinsic pit of
the proposed American federal system

a
Jean Anderson: Where do the American Indian tribes lit into
the mosaic of American federal experience?

Martin Kiisan: The case of tile American Indian is a prime
example, of the difficulty I mentioned earlier. How do we inte-
grate cultural federalism into fhe political arena? It chipsely par-

. allels the difficulties that other minorities=blacks an women,
in particularhave experienced in becoming part of the Amer-
ican political fabric. But., since, we don't have a clear sense of
what the rules -are or should be for legitimizing claims that
have it strong cultural basis, their problem goes even deeper
than racism or sexism ,

Daniel Elazar: It's Certainly true that the Indian tribes have
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always been in a kinci of ano ous position as a result Ofthe
separation between poll -, and c4dal federalism that Pm;
fessor Kilson has Priginally, under the Constitu-
tion they were perceived as foreign nations. But, in the 1870s
Congress passed legislation that deprived them of this
sovereign status, making Indians wards, of the government ,
Since the 1930s, however, there has been, a pronounced---,-
awing towards giving Indian tribes greater jurisdiction over
their own affairs

The effect of this recent trend has been to foster the eleiiel-
opment of a tacit, if not forma1,4drankement out of whioh we're
getting entities in the federal dystem,that are founded on both
an ethnic and a political basis While it's probably going to be
very hard for the American people to come to gripi,with this
departure from our traditional pattern of territorial-political
federalism, I think Put our federal institutions and procedures
are flexible enough to accommodate it In other words, .the
American federal experience has been characterized by the fact
that it has provided different routes of access for different
groups- who, upon learning which is. the most suitable for
them, then proceed to make use of it Seen in this light, the

-recent experience of the American Indian is scarcely different
from that of virtually any, minority group that has set about
the work of trying to get what it 'wants from government and
society 7
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The Role 'of .

The States:
rioni Decline
To Resurgence?
A major argument used against ratification of the Constitution
was that "the operation of the federal government [would) by
degrees prove fatal to the State governments" (FEDERALIST
Number 45). Hamilton, Madison 'and other federalists, how-
ever, argued that the proposed federalsystem implied no such
threat They were sure that the state governments would, as
Madison put it, "have the advantage of the federal government"
on almost every count, including "the predilection and prob-
able pupport of the people "

Does the substantital decline in the power of the state gov-
ernments that has in fact taken place mean that the anti-
federalists' fears were justified? Or is it plausible to attribute
this decline td the states' Own inability and/or unwillingness to
live up to their original constitutional

'The powers delegated by the proposed nstitution to the federal
governInent are few and defined. Those which are to remain in the
State governments arse numerous and indefinite. The former Isla be
eXercised principally on external objects, as war, peace, negotia-
tion, and foreign commerce; with which last the power of taxation,
will for the most part, be cbnnected. The powers reserved to the
several States will extend to all the objects which, in the ordinary
course of affairs, concern the lives, liberties, and properties of the
people, and the internal order, improvemeAt, and prosperity of the
Stqte."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #45

Robert Hunter: What struck me most in reading THE
FEDERALIST PAPERS was the loss of the states' advantage
since they were written. I see two ns for this change.The decline of First, technology has altered onal-state relations enor-the states' moupjy by bringing the natio government even closer to theidvantaus...why? people than the is of theiroown states. Chins is an

ident cap command an hoiu3 of prime<

into our homes for a "fireside chat" about the
Thus, Hamilton's reassurance to the Constitu-. in FEDERALIST Number 27 that "a goy-

at a distance and out of sight can hardly
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be expected to interest the sensation of the people," appears to
have lost itft meaning.

Second, I think the power of the states has declined because
they have abdicated their responsibilities I say this as a federaL
administrator who oversees programs that generally have
counterparts at the state level. rni involved m state no-fault
insurance programs, and in myobservation, any reforms the
states have made amount to little more than palliatives to keep
the "feds" offtheir backs For example, instead of acting in the
best interest of their citizens, many states have let automobile
insurance rates skyrocket out of sight.
"The federal and State governments are in fact but different agents
and trustees of the people. constituted with different powers and
designed for different purposes. . The ultimate authority, wher-
ever the derivative may be found, resides in the people alone. .

If, therefore, the le should in future become more par-
tial to the federal the<to thzg State governments, the change' can
only result from such Fitnifest and irresistible proofs of a better
administration as will overcome all their antecedent propensities
And in that case, the people ought noesurely to be precluded from
giving most of their confidence where they may discover it to be
Most due

James Madison, FEDERALIST, #46

Daniel Elazar: Let me see if I can modify what Mr. Hunter
just said about the framers' powers of prophecy. In most re-

. spects, I think they did rather well at outlining the conditions
under which things could change, even if they could not have
forecast the precise form such changes might take, Specifi-
cally, even though they couldn't forecast the advent of mass
communications, they did suggest that if the national govern-
ment should ever begin to come into contact with the people
routinely, just as local and state governments did, then it
would indeed acquirt the powers and prerogatives it has now
come to possess
George Brown: I want td underscore Mr. Hunter's point
about the quality of state government In the 22-plus years
I've been a part of it, I have seen it demonstrated time and,
time again that state government is inept, that it is callous,
that it's separated from the people, and that it's more subjeci to
special-interest pressure than any other level of government
With this kind.of bottom-line assessment, I, find it hard to be
sanguine about the states' role in a scheme of government
suited to coping with today's and tomorrow's problems. Yet I
know we must try to define such a role. I believe, for example,
that we must keep trying to bring government services and
functions as close to the people as possible, and state govern-
ment is an essential means for doing so.
James Banner: I'd like to emphasize two points. First, I think
we have to distinguish between a state's failirre to do an effec-
tive job because of incompetence and insensitivity, and Its
failure to do what's necessary simply becimse it does not pos-
sess the necessary wherewithal. The example of this distinc-
tion that conies most readily to mind is the Great Deression
of-the 1930s. That crisis was of such magnitude that o single ,1
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state or organization of states could cope with it, indeed, many
state treasuries were bankrupt It required national resources,
policies and piograms to begin to move the cokintry forward.
And that isn't the only instance in which states have faced
situations clearly beyond their control.

Our history has also shown that ever since the Revolition,
the great ideas, the great experiments of Arnetican government
have started with the states. In the four mrijor reform eras of
American history-1820 to 1840, the turn-of-the-century
Progressive era, the New Deal, and our owrigimemany of the
innovations that have altered the structure and practice of gov-
ernment were tried out first in the states Out of the western
states, for example, have come such reforms as the referen-
dum, recall, &rad-line laws and government financing of state
elections., Contemporary American government would prob-
ably not be as sound as it is were it not that states have acted
as laboratories--originating, testing and improving upon our
constitutional-structures and procedures so that we can
with the tremendous c ges that have taken place since
18th century.

George Brown: I agree that the states have been a vehicle for
trial but I don't think that that necessarily makes state gov-
ernment good. General Motors, for instance, has long used the
cars of its Pontiac Division as experimental prototypes. Does

_ _ that mean that we ought to buy Pontiacs all the time? The
answer, tb me, is obviously, No.

Gladys Spellman: I want to weigh in with a slightly more
_positive 'evaluation of state performance Even though the

states clearly don't have' tlie clout that they did in the 18th
century, they're much stronger today than they were even ten
years ago. They are Rrobably one of the most rapidly expanding
units of government in the federal system Until the 1930s,
they were doing relatively little; today, they are getting involved
in everythingfrom land planning to the energy crisis They
are far better organized than they were: sixteen have new con-
stitutions and a number now have income and sales taxed
short, compared to the 1950s, the states are giants today

Still, they have been late in coming out of.the cocoon. Dur-
ing that long period of dormancy, the cities and counties got
used to looking directly to-Washington to get whit they
wanted. Now, the stateswhich are trying to become more
iesponsive and effectivewill have to prove that they can do a
better ,t_b,.than the federal government, before the cities and
-counties will find it in their interest to turn back to them.

George Brown: I agree that When you compare states with
what they were in *1149604k they look awfully good. But
when you ctSmpare states with what they ought to be, they
don't look so good.

State government
is improving, but it

sun has a long
way to go

George Kennedy: The thought just struck me that until now
we haven't mentioned that sacred phrase, "states' rights "
Does this mean that the questionpf states' rights has become
a dead issue?

Martin Kitson: My short answer to the question is, Yes There
was a strong constituency in the South for states' rights' as
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long as th status of blacks was problematic in the political
process of aeciding who got what, how, and why Once that
began to clear up, the states' rights constituency ceased to
exist. Strong residual feelings and preferences, yes; but.not an
identifiable constituency capable of institutionalizing a states'
rights posture in American politics. In that sense, this term

States' rights: dead has lost its substantive and symbolic significance.
letter or concept oil Robert Knowles.: I believe that a constituency still exists in

the "love the South At least among the southern legislators whom It
know, there are strong states' rights feelings.

George Brown: Aside from the lingering race-related attitudei;
in the South, the recent Afab oil embargo and the resultant
advent of the energy crisis may have begun to breathe some life
back into the states' rights issue. Governors in various west-,. ern states are certainIrworking4sry hard to build the kind of
constituency Professor Kilson mentioned. If they are success-. ful, I'm sire that they'll raise the' states' rights banner to the
top of the flagpole

James Banner: I find myself more disturbed than I thought r
could be, by., the prospect of such a renaissance of states'
rights Certainly, there's no reason why the citizens and
elected officials of the western states shouldn't organize to
protect their interest; in fact, federalisrh has always been based

. on an acceptance of the kind of particulariste uch efforts ern-
body But, as we move ahead toward the 1st century,' too
much particularism seems to me to be just about the last thing
we can afford. Ours has now become a system in which such
parochial, albeit not unworthy,' considerations have to give
way to breeder public concerns and needs The prospect that
states like Wyoming and Texas will' move to protect what they
perceive to be their interests at the expense of the people in
general is ominous.

George Brown: There's general agreement in- these states that
their natural Wealth must be used for the benefit of all Ameri-
cans. What theywt--are saying, though, is that people living
in the West don't want someone in New Jersey or Mississippi
to decide that their states should become the coal bin ofthe
nation. Theywe--want a strong voice in makingthat deter-
mination. We don't want that role taken away from us simply
because Wwer people live in Colorado and Wyoming than in
New York or California. States' rights in this sense means

sure that the land in the western states won't be raped
for shale oil, with no consideration given to othk values that
residents consider impgtantthe land itself, wile and so
forth

Gladys SONman: Since I've en on Capitol Hill, I've heard
the term states' rights timoidd again whenever some hot
potato issue comes up-14- , for example, the right-to-work
provision in the Taft-Hartley law, which organized laborwants
repealed. I can atsure you that the concept of states' rights is
alive and well in !ongress and is Ugly to remain so.



The -Changing 1

Face-of National-
( State-Local

Relationships
When Publius wrote about federalism, he was discussing the
relationship between the states and the national government
In the 20th century, however, the term encompasses Much
more. Today, any discussion of federalism includes units of
local government, such as cities and cotintiek. as a matter of
course. In addition, the federaliystern is showing the effects of
one genuinely new element7-metropolitanismarid some, oldones dressed up in new 'clothesregionalism and sec-
tionalism.

'Modern federalisMiby also have become moreofa one-waystreet Some would sat money from Washn now de-
fines national- state -I relationships. In 1976, state and
local governments spent $110 billion in the 539 programs
using federal Silts-in-aid. Further reflecting this pattern, a liaearecent study in Kansas showed there were only two major
state functionsbanking and insurancenot significantly af-
fected by such grants:in-aid and their attendant regulations.

Such changes in -tire stricture and operation of American
federalism are points on which any reexamination of our con-
stitutional system ought to focus. Why have they occurred?
What impact have they had? What do they reveal about the
current status of our federal system?

, 'National-Stale-Local
Relationships: A One-Way
Street?
J : The founding fathers saw a place fora ventral
and natio government, but I don't think they clearly Amder-
stood how large, preponderant and even, at times, coercive it
would become. Furthermore, they didn't foresee the rise of the
bureaucratic statethe Massiye apparatus that has come into
existence administer the profusion of federal programsenacted it cent decades. Between 1929 and 1970, for
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example, while the number of paid empinyees ofstate and local
governments increased by roughly thiee-and.a-half times,
their counterparts at the national level increased five-fold Ever
since the New Deal, the national government has been gaining .
in-si# and, correspondingly, in power over the state and local
go

The
carrot-and-stick

approach: an
unforeseen chimge

. in the federal
4, dynamic?

y.

ents.
"The number of individuals employed under, the Constitution of
the United States will be much smaller than the number employed
under the pariktiar states. Thew will consequently be less of per-
sonal influence on the side of the former than of the latter."

James Madison, FEDERALIST #45

Robert Hunter: 'The founding fathers didn't have much of a
feeling for the kind of carrot-and-stick approach that charac-
terizes most of the programs emanating from WashingtOn. A
casein point is HUD's national flood insurance progratn. Ia
the 15,500 communities participating in Ibis prggram there
ave.-niche than six million structures located in flood-prone
areas. The carrot comes into play in that one million of these
structures are covered by flood insurance purchased at
ratesdirectly subsidized by taxpayers' dollarsthat private
insurers alone cannot afford to offerThe stick part of the proc-
ess lies in the fact that this coverage is contingent on the
communities' agreement to adopt and enforce a kind of land
Use code, specifying the conditions under which construction
can take.place in flood-prone sections. Moreover, if a con:mu-.
nity doesn't agree, HUD can refuse to allow other federal
monies to go thereto be -used for construction in a flood-prone
area

I think it is essential to understand that, though the merits -

of such programsand the carrot-and-stick approach they
embraceare at times a matter of heated controversy, these
programs are responses to specific needs and demands. In-
deed, the parent agency for this particular programthe Fed- .
eral Insurance Administrationwas established when the
urban riots of the late sixties led private firms to withdraw fire
insurance coverage from inner-city areas. Thai's a brand of
federalism that was wholly unforeseen by the Constitution's
framers.
Daniel Elazar: As we talk about the grants-in-aid process and
its effect on the federal system, I think it's important to point
out that this'20th-century phenomenon has roots in some of
the earliest experiences under the Constitution. During the
first' few years of the republic, Hamilton, as Secretary of the
Treasury, managed to push through Congress the idea that'the
national government ought tullassume the states' Revolution-

.. ary War debts. He didn't do this because he was a great friend
of the states but bg@ause he saw clearly that the national gov-
ernment wouldillEnme more powerful by providing such
monies to the states. And he was right The states accepted

mptiy reduced or in some cases
thus taking the first steps toward

de, more has changed than the
federalism has size of the national government The most striking change

changed affecting federalismone quite unanticipated by the founding
fixtheishas been in how Americans think. We have replaced

the money offered
even stopped
dependency on the n

Our concept of Historical perspective
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The problem isn't
/levels versus

arenas, butpiOher
Nvethey" s of

thinking

political forms of thinking with bureaudratic and
management-oriented modes of thinking: they saw the federal
system as a kind of matrix, or network of arenas, in which
different units of government act as agints for the people in
their various aggregations; we now view it as one of levels in an
orgonizational pyramid.

Nowhere in early American political thinking is the federal
system referred to as being one of levels of government What
there is, is a sense of larger and smaller arenas, each of which
is distinctly important in its own special way. Levels, on the
other hand, implies a hierarchical arragement with the federal
government at the top, the people at the bottom and the State
and local governments 14 between. Before World War I, the
organization charts in textbooks on American government al-
ways showed the people at the top. It's only since that time,
when our way of looking at government began to change, that
this portrayal has been reversed. Now such charts typically
place the federal government at the top and the people on the
bottom.

And if we accept the idea of levels in the federal system, it's
Just as plausible to say that our executive, legislative and judf
cial branches are not what the foung fathers _envisioned
they'd becoequal parts of a govarrnental whole. We just
went through a period in which the end result of this "levels"
thinking was to put the President above the Congress and to
give us the "imperial" presidency. So, this semantic distinction
between levels and arenas is much more than a quibble on
how we choose to symbolically portray the American system
in textboo It tells us something about the way things have
been goingn our political institutions and processes.

Gladys Spellman: I've been sitting here nodding in agreement
with everything Professor Elazar has said about levels. Yet I
still will not concede that we really don't have them. Most
Americans do think of local government as moving on to thii
state level and from there to the national level. This might no
necessarily be the best way to characterize our federal system,
but that's how most of us poceive it

More than distinguishing between levels and arenas, what
troubles me is that local-state-national relationships _today are
atrocious. I come from la years of working on the local level,
where I always thought that the people up there at the national
level didn't know what it was all about When I was elected to
Congress, I found to my amazement that theiTiare some bril-
liant people there. There is far more knowledge In Congress
than I expected, but far less togetherness, far less understand-
ing, far less acceptance of other government officials than I
think our founding fathers envisioned; and I find this loss of
mutuality disturbing.

A glaring example showed up in the recent congressional
debate on the extension of revenue sharing, during *hich my
colleagues kept referring to state and local officials as theyas

-though they were the enemy. The implication was. that we
members of C,ongresk are the "enlightened ones" with the an-
swers, to whom the public ought to come in obeisance. When
I had heard enough of this, I found myself protesting in anger:
"There is no such thing as 'we and they'; its us. We're repre-
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seating the same people and ought to be finding ways of getting
er to serve them."

amen Banner: If we're talking ;bout-bringing a greater sense
of rapport into the various arenas of government, perhaps the
question we ought to pose is: How is our federal system tied
together? Let me suggest a possibility that will perhaps cast a
different light on the bureaucracy It used to be the political
parties that bound together the legislative and executive
tanches of the government and the various arenas o.e fed-

Vend system. Since the New Deal, however: I think has
been changing. I believe this binding function has been taken
over by the bureaucracy; it, and not the party structures, now
serves a,s the glue rat helps to hold our federal system to-
gether
Daniel Elazar: I agree For instance, although members of
Congress never served as delegates from their states in the
strict sense of waiting for instructions on what to do, at least
in the past they did tend to represent state interests through
means provided by their respective party ons. The
party was the link 'for those serving in local, s to and national
office. Today, bureaucrats with their own' professional
ties are playing an nmalogous role When professionals with
the same expertise, trained at the same or similar institutions,
meet at the dame conferences and so on, a commonality of
interest and experienc is bound to develop, regardlegs of
whether one works fora national, state or local body. This
common sense of professional obligation and responsibility
has, in turn, fostered mutual trust across the various arenas of
government

I stress this point for several reasons. First, it has helped f13--
enhance what the Advisory-Commission on Intergovernmen-
tal Relations calls "picket-fence federalism," because connec-
tions among bureau ciatts tend to be with their counterparts in
other arenas, rather than with other kinds of experts in their
own arena. Second, it has held down the need for rules and
regulations. Professionalism creates common goals and
modes of operation dr* obviate the need for detailed rules;
where bureaucratic professionalism is lacking, resort to rule-
making has tended to become an overbearing problem. Finally,
we need to keep in mind how the bureaucracy greases the
wheels in the 'federal system, because bureaucrats, particu-
larly those in Washington, have become scapegoats for cir-
cumstances and problems for which they are not responsible
and thavare simply beyond their control.

The Impact of Regionalism,
Metropolitanism and
Sectionalism

AS in republics strength is always on the side of the people, and as
there are weighty reasons to induce a belief that the State govern-
ments will commonly possess most influence over them, the natu-
ral conclusion k that such contests will be most apt to end to the
disadvantage of the Union; sok, that there is greater probability of
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&members upon the federal hepdthart by the
the member. But k is evideru that all conjec-

ind must be extremely venue and fat
is by far the safest course to lay them altogether
fine our attention wholly to the nature and extent

as.they are delineated In the 'Constitution. Everything
must be left to the prudence and firmness of the

, as they will hold the scales in their own haAds, it is to
II always take care to preserve the constitutional equi-

ween the general and thf State governments."
Alexander Hamilton, PEDERAL1ST #31.

I I I Banner: The framers of the Constitution May have
F but they certainly would not have aceepted=one of

the ..ef 20th - century solutions to the problems of jurisclic-
chaos: planning boards and regional governments. For

pie, the Minneapolis-St Paul M ,

officials who .not elected.

etroostn
h is probably the largest and-most pow be of its kind
e United States, is run by o

h regional bodies have been mandated by state legislation
d imposed to some large deitec,upim the metfbpolitim

. They do not rieshkom the Repple as was generally the
for town and state governmentof the 18th and 19th

enturies. These regional bodies are,'Therefore, the least ac-
countable form of government in Otrfederal systint In short,
after the experience of the sixties and early seventies, I think
that a thoughtful and informed citizen would wants to raise
some very tough questions about the need fot and accountabil-
ity of regional bodies.,

1

George Kennedy: There are really two kinds of regionalism
operating today. Most' f the reccht experience and most of the
dangers that have resulted involve the kind you are. talking
aboutlocal regions or the smaller units- of regionalism that
are an outgrowth of urban problems. There is also a somewhat
different concept of regionalism, one that embraces the idea of
broad geogiuphic sectioqs of the country, such' as New Eng-
land, the South, the Northwest and s.c,) forth.

This broader regional concept, it seems to me, may be more
necessary and legitimate,. given the growing inability ofstates
to deal with the problems that affect their neighbors. One
thinks, for instance, of the problems of the coastal plain and of
offshore oil, which involve it whole. aeries of states. This
phenomenon suggests that the gobbility of the American
people may be deemphasizing that historical sense of belong=
ing to a particular stalewhich was of such great concern to
the authors of THE FEDERALIST PAPERSin favor of a
growing allegiance to the region in which one lives. My ten
years of having lived in the Sou*, for example, have given me
a growing sense of this kind ,of 4&ffal attachment Indeed, if
we were to construct a new federal union today and make
some sharp breaks with hirStorical precellents, it seems likely
that that new systm would'be built up on a regional rather
than a state basit. .

encroachments
federal head
tures of thi.

. artd
aside and
of the

Pie;
be
fibriuni

J

ere are two
kinds of

am: urban
and sectional

"Many considerations, . . . seem to Mace it beyond doubt that the
fine and most natural attachment of the people will be to the gov-
ernments of their relpedlue State's."

James Madison, FEDERAUST 046.
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Daniel aware- I agree with George Kennedy's distinction
about regionalism. There is a gdod term iii American political
theory to describe what we now refer tO as multistate regions,
and that's secnonatism. There's a whole literature' on sec-
tionalism and I think ifs a very'imecirtant term that ought to be
revived. Just to give one example: Some 300 years ago the
then-colonies of New England formed the New England Con-
federacy, which was quickly disbanded by 'the British Crown
because k became too uppity and independent But in our own
time, just about the same thing is occurring; the six New Eng-
land states, through interstate compacts and agreements, have
crated what in effect is a sectional confederacy To me, that's
a very creative use of sectionalismone that fully comports
with our federal principles and institutionsand, therefore,
ought to be emulated by other sections of the country.

George Kennedy: The only problem with the tern sectionalism
is that, because of the association with slavery and the Civil
War, in the minds of many of us it remains a pejorative term. Iii
the course of time this lingering negative, connotation might
ebb away, particularly if sectional institutions perform the kind
of positive role of which they seem to be capable

Regional bodies...Gladys Spellman: One reason we need to have so many sub-
have grown up stale regional governments is that we have so many tiny units
because Ipcal of government thataire unable to copwith the kinds of pidb-

government can't lems others here have mentioned -sir pollution, welfare aid
cope with certain and,so on. It seems that everything on the front page of today's

types of problems paper must be dealt with beyond the local level. That's why
'we're talking increasingly about larger arenas of government
The drafters of the proposed constitution for the State of Mary-
land, for example, recognized the importafice of such regional
arenas. Just ea, important, therlaJao recognized the need to
make them accountable, so the proposed constitutiqn stipu-
lates that regional bodied must be elected..

Robert ,finbwles: The Advisory Commission on Intergov-
ernmental Relations (ACIR) recently undertook a massive
sturdy of regional governments. The findings of that study were
that regional government should not be another level of gov-
ernment and that any regional body should be strongly donn-
wiled by elected local officials.

Mary Bradfort: With our growing awareness of the need
for regional 'planning and:cooperation, and with the increasing
growth in the role of the state governments, will we be seeing a
related reduction in andlor abolition of local governments?
Gladys Spellman: I don't think so. In fact, at a number of
conferences I've attended, in which such federalism-related
queltions were examined, the conclusion reached was that
the counties are going to become more and more of a force in
governmental activity.
Rochelle Stanfield: I don't necessarily disagree that the role
of the coutiies may increase But, having done a good deal 6f
research on their current status, td have to 'say they're a very
mixed bag. The pOint is, it depends on which counties one has
in mind. Those in California and Maryland, for example, do a

Regionalism: the*
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No, Americans are
too attached to

their local
governments to let

that happen

great deal and do it well. However, in New England the coun-
ties do virtually nothing at all. They serve as little more
geographic boundaries. So, when we talk about the future role
of counties, we've got to be careful to distinguish between
models.

On the other hand, there are sound reasons why the role of
county governments is likely to increase. 'Counties increas-
ingly have become conduits for federal moheywith the at-
tendant expansion of power and prestige that bringsas sub-
urbs have grown so dramatically ever since World War IL .

And, in any case, I don't think there's any way that local
governmental units are going to be abOlisheth people simply
won't let it happen. I witnessed this firsthand when I worked
on the ACIR study Senator Knowles mentioned. When public
hearings were held as part of this study, scores of citizens
emphatically expressed unstigag support of their local gov-
ernments. An even better example of this kind of emotional
attachment occurred when the Postal Service first begin to
implement the zip code system. From the outcry it generated,
you'd think people were losing a best friend or something of a
similar magnitude Just the seemingly innocuous idea ofusing
numbers in plac, of geographic designatains got people tre-
mendously upset Perhaps the growing concern about gov-
ernmental impersonality and bigness, which has become.such
a raw nerve for so many Americans, may have been the reason
behind this furor But even that reinforces my pointlocal
government is, after all, the least remote and impersonal of the
units of government in our federal system.

"It Is a known fact in human nature that its affections are corn-,
monly weak in proportion to the distance or diffusiveness of the
object Upon the same principle Vial a man is more attached to his
family than to his neighborhood, to.his neighborhood than to the

, community at large, the people of each State would be apt to feel a
stronger bias towards their local governments than towards the
government of the Union, unless the force of that principle should
be destroyed by a much better administration of the latter."

Alexander Hamilton, FEDERALIST #17

Robert Knowles: I think there's something more operating
here than a simple emotional attachment to local government
When people react as they did at the ACIR hearings, I believe
they are responding to a realization that there is a finite amount
ofpower to be wielded in this country and that, when one level
of government increases its position, it does so at the expense
of another's. After years and years of confronting this outlook,
I've come to refer to it as the rresiatance-to-change factor."
Many Americans are deeply suspicious that they are going to
lose some of their individual rightsal prerogatives by allow-
ing more and more power to go to units of government.
George Brown:, The point I would make on this question of
the relationship between regionalism and local government, is
that inner-city minority groups have atnple cause to be dis-
trustful. What concerns them is the motivation behind re-
gionalism. Is this trend toward metropolitan government really
a response to legitimate needs, or is it just a way to regain or
maintain control over the inner cities'? Or course, I'd be the

People are also
distrustful
of change
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Regional bodies
are flexible enough

to include local
governments

first to admit that the answer to this question isn't obvious.
The solutionand I'm not sure how practicable it may beis
that, when we think in terms of metropolitan alternatives, we
do so. in a way that encourages the preservation of the best

_possible balance between neighborhood sensibilities and
needs and the broader concerns that have given use to these
larger units of government
Daniel Bazar: My perception of regional governments is that
they are flexil?le tools that are at their best when based on
existing units of government Metropolitan government need
not imply either the phasing out or destruction of the various
units of local government
Robert Hunter: I think people are attached to one unit of
government more than another only insofar as they think they
can derive more from it In other words, it seems to me that
what you love depends almost entirely on how you see your

kwn ox being gored. I think this was true w HE
FEDERALIST PAPERS were written and remain true today,
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Federalism
,Whither American
Government?

The American
federal system

won't change
fiery much.

Over the course of the past two centuries, the American fed-
eral system has been hi continuous aux. Some alterations
have been formally established. The 1t3th Amendment, for
example, pro lided for the direct election of U.S. senators, in-
stead of elecillbn by the state legislatures Somethe upperhand the national government has attained through the
grants -in -aid process, for example--are de facto' changes that
are not expressed in a law or% constitutionalamendment. Still
vithers seem to be a consequence of forces that transcend tra-
ditional jurisdictional boundaries; the population patterns and
technological changes underlying.regionalism are but one in-
stance.

- Westin be sure that our federal system will keepon changing
and evolving in the future. But changing and evolving toward
what? To wind up the seminar, and the Federalist Papers Re-
examined project as well, the panelists were asked: "riroking
ahead, what purposes shoulicl federalism serve as we enter our
third century as a nation? What broad changes are needed in
American constitutional government to enable it to cope with
the 'importunate exigencies' of the 20th and 21st centuries"?

.. if it be possible ci any rate to construct a federal government
capable of regulating the common concerns and preserving the
general tranquility, it must be founded, as to the objects committed
to its care, upon the reverse 'of the prindpk contendid for by the
opponents of the proposed Constitution It must carry its agency to
the persons of the citizens."

Alexonder Hamilton, FEDERALIST #I6

George Brown: I don't think our federal system will be much
different by the year 2000. than it is now. I think we will have
more planners and consequently, more plans than we have
today. As a result of innovations like "sunset" legislation, we'll
probahly_have less government regulation, At the same time,
we're going to have more government units. Metiopolitanism,
for example, will create another layer in the federal system. We
will not, however, have eliminated any of the government en-
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The national
government will

become stronger
and less

democratic

titles above or below this new layer, because there will con-
tinue to be enough people who'll want to keep them. We are
also going to see more interference at the state level by the
national government I use the word interference on purpose,
because I believe that state officials will see such intrusions as
being a violation of,their legitimate constitutional nghts and
responsibilities.
Gladys Spellman: I see the national government becoming
much stronger, because state and local governments will be'
unable to cope with the problems facing them For instance,
welfare will be handled more and more on the national level
Similarly. state, local and other units of government will in-
creasingly look toward Washington for money I observed this
trend when I was chief executive of a county of more than
700,000 people, finding that the amount of the budget we
actually controlled was just 11 cents on the dollar. Everything
else was mandated by federal and/or state edict Notwithstand-
ing the potential for growth some observers feel county gov-
ernments maypossess, I don't see that local governmentswill
really get mucfi more of a handle on things, although they will
ceaselessly try to do so.

I also think we are going to have to recognize that, as much
as we'd like our democratic system to be as inclusive as possi-

. ble, involvement of too many people creates so many problems
that decision makineecornes impossible. While local, state
and national officials will say that they want to hear from
everyone, decision making will have to come more and more
from Washington.
Robert Hunter I'm impressed with the caliber of people in
Congress, in the top echelons of the executive branch, in the
top echelons of state governments, and within local govern-
ments Consequently, I think that the dirty word, "bureau-
crat" won't be so derogatory by the year 2000 Bureaucrats on
all levels will be relied upon more and more in the years ahead.
We will, for example, be depending increasingly on bureau-
crats to do long-term planning, in contrast to the kind of

-short-term problem solving that's required of elected officials!"
I'm not sure, though, whether this expanded role might not
have some potentially damaging side effects because bureau-
crats axe obviously not as accountable as elected officials.

I believe that the states will pick up more authority in certain
lipheres, particularly as service agents for the national gov-
ernment. Local governments will have a more direct relation-
ship with the national government ...knit it's hard to say who'll
prevail in the tug-of-war between rieighborhodd and regional
.bodies. probably, it will be a little of each, depending on spe-
Cific needs and circumstances in different areas of the country

Robert Knowles: There are already some clear indications of
the direction in which we're headed On the issue of depend-
ency, 20 years ago the national government was contributing
about 11 percent of state and local expenditures. Today, it's up
to 29 percent and still climbing. Thus, while the roles of the
various levels of governmentand I use the herd levels be-
cause I believe that's where the trend liesare likely to be
more precisely defined, there's no doubt that broad public pol-
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Will greater
centralization

cause increased
tension in the

federal system?

A

icy will continue to come from Washirigton We will have a
federal system characterized by decision making at the top,
with state and local governments serving as agents to carry out
national programs and policies.

RoChelle Stanfield: I think we're going to be facing some
major tensions in the future. Most of us agree, for instance,
that government needs to be more efficient akqd effective Yet in
order to do so we may have to sacrifice some olitical participa-
tion, some accountability On the other handand this is
where at least one major tension will developI really think
people are going totkimand a greater say in the decisions that
affect their lives

Martin Kilson: I vice that there is going to be more ce,n
tralization of government But I'm not certain that such in
creased centralization will give rise to tension between the
center and the periphery I suspect that we're not far away
from seeing the emergence of a kind or lowering-of-
expectations movement, the effect of which will be to reduce

'tension, to reduce fears of authoritarian proclivities, to reduce
excessive tendencies toward coercive solutions to conflicts be-
tween tht center and the periphery. -

At the,same time, by the year 2000 our system will have had
to contend with the need to forge a more viable morality regard-
ing the "ins" and -"outs" in American society We've got th
re,)tuce the sharp differences in accessibility to the good things
in life, which still exist between those who are part of the
political and cultural mainstream and those who are not
There is moral energy in America that can and ought to be
tapped to try to lower the gaudy levels of expectation that grew
out of tht Depression and to make it clear that some of us have
already &ached the ceiling of our fair share of society's oppor-
tunities and benefits Those in this iftter category have got to
learn to be satisfied with what they have and to understand the
need to respond to the claims of the weak sectors of American
society, the largest part of which remains blackuand Spanish
Speaking.4

George Kennedy: There are three general historical forces in
operationand in conflictthe interaction of which will shape
the future of American federalism and American government.
One is the growing interdependency among the nations of the
world, which is going to lessen our ability to control our na-
tional destiny The second force is the growth of the power of
the national governmenta trend that will continue Third is
the development of regional and sectional bodies, both here
and abroad. In the clash of these various forces, the unit of
government in our federal system that will come closest to
being destroyed will be the states.

Daniel Elazar: I see three possible scenarios developing, all f
which an4ied into an evolving international arena that
Americana have not wanted to think about lately. First, a nu-
clear holoCaust could break out, in which case there would

ly be only two sets of survivors: the Chinese, because
t of 900 million of them. 5 million would survive, and the

t, because they've quietly been building tunnels in the
ar
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mountains throughout their country to protect themselves
from this very possibility.

The second scenario assumes thit there will be a
strengthening of the power4 of the larger arenas of govern-
ment. Thii does not mean, though, that the formal structure of
our federal systein will be changed drastically. The American
federal system has proven over and over that the increase of
the powers of the national government has not ntcessarily
been tantamount to centralization. Of course, some centraliza-
tion has been invited, but the growthrof governmental power
has not been restricted just to the national government. It hat*
also involved strengthened governments across the board.
Sometimes this has been at the eipense of individuals, some-
times not, because for everything. we've given up, we've also
derived certain benefits and freedoms.

The third scenario assumes that there will be a decrease in
the trend toward strengthening the powers of the larger arenas
of government For example, as Congress has to make more
and more hard decisions, it is likely that it will resort to its own
brand of federalism: anything that might have a positive payoff
should come from Washington; everything that might cause
problems should be left to the state and local governments., If
Congress adopts this approach more widely, interest groups
and factions will find themselves unable to get what they want
from the national government and will probably turn more to
the states'and localities. We'd get a different mix as a result,

....xsone
that might involve more initiative by the states than if the

and scenario took place.
In sum, we emerged from the post-World War II generation

in the mid-1970s to find the answers we'd worked out about
what should be done and how to,do it, threadbare and shop-
worn. We are now entering a new generation. As has been the
case in every such time of transition, our first task will be
to identify the problems facing us and determine what kinds of
solutions can be found for them.

We alto must realize, however, that whatever solutions we
may come up withwhichever scenario or variation may
occurwill somehow reflect the fact that since World War II
we've witnessed a worldwide federalist revolution. Forty per-
cent of the world's population lives in systems that proclaim
themselves to be federal, while another 32 percent live in
countriesBelgium or the European Community, for
instancethat have instituted some kind of federal concept to
accommodate internal diversity. The common thrust toward
some kind of international order that this worldwide trend
suggests leads me to believe that we will have to adjust our
federal system to it Unlike Professor Kennedy, I think this
will tend to work to the advantage of the statesas distinct
from thv localities or the national government because,
they're the bodies that parallel the intermediate arenas emerg-
ing overseas.
James Banner By the year 2000 there will be larger and
more powerful governments, including international ones. In-
ternational federalism will have become more observable,
along with what seems to follow in the wake of such new levels
of government namely, new interest groups. In fact, we al-
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disagreement

ready have such interestgroups at the international level in the
nu dtinAttotud corporations.

On the other hand. I don't foresee that there IS going to besuch a definite pattern to changes in American governmental
and fedfral structures in the next 23 years. We've never taken
well to avowed patterns of thought or action. Even the prod-ucts of any planning we may undertake will likely turn out tobe incompletely integrated or interrelated. In short, 23 yearsfrom now the League of Wonien Voters,,or some other organi-
zation, will convene a meeting on the State of American
federalism, and there will be as many disagreements then asthere are nowand as there were in 1787. And thet, I mightadd, is more likely to be a reflection of the soundness and
health of our constitutional system than the contrary

I
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'In Conclusion:. Questions
For er Discussion
The 11111more ofAmericaU
What purposes do you think federalism - should serve? Is It more of a substantive
political tool or a convenient adminisitrave arrangement today? In short, what is
form and what is substance?
What is your perception of.the relationship between litical and cultural
federalism? Does "the strength of our federal systern"iie in s fact that wt "do not
have coextensive political rind cultural boundaries"? As an e plc of cultural and

.political federalism in action, what might the recent cf of the American
Indians suggest about current trends in American govern me

'

The Role Of The State's:
From Decline To Resurgence?
In FEDERALIST Number 45, Madison asserts that, "The powers delegated by the
proposed Constitution to . . . the State governments are numerous and indefinite."
In your opinion, why did the role of state 'governments decline? Do you think a
return swing of the pendulum is desirable? If so, how would you foster a revitaliza-
tion ofners government? Is a revival of "states' rights" sentiment likely in America?
What are likely to worklor and against such a trend?

The Changing Face Of
National-State-Local
Relationships
The Growth of National Power: Is It Out of Hand?
Is the "carrot-and-stick" approach embodied In many federal programs and policies
a legitimate "response to specific needs and demands"? Or, has the role played by
the national government in the federal system gotten out of hand? If so, how has
this come about and what can be to correct it?

Levels Versus Arenas: A Critical Distinction?
How important is Professor Elazar's distinction between levels and arenas in shap-
ing our perceptions of and attitudes toward government?

A New Sectionalism?
What are the implications of strong regional antagonisms 'emerging out of such
question* as energy resource development and land use?
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I
Mettopolittuiism: Another ex In the federal Sytitem?
How can metropolitanism and s state regionalism be accommodated? Do suchbodies spell the beginni g of the nd of-local government? Or, are we "too attachedto (ourl local goventm te to let t happen?

Wither Federalises -Whither
American GoiFernment?

or.

What is your vision &American federalism in the year 2000? What should the roles
and relationships of the various governments be?
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Readings
PrIi*ary Sources
The Constitution of the United States
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ume I, Chapter VIII pp. 162-179, Vintage, paper, $1.95.
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Rossiter, New American Library, 1961, Mentor,'paper, $1.95..
Kenyon, Cecelia M. (ed. ), The Antifederalists, especially pp 2 -14, 324-334,
Bobbs-Merrill, 1966, paper, $3.45. An anthology of antifederalist pamphlets,
newspapers and other documents, plus interpretative material by the author

Secondary Sources
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIRPAmerican
federalism: Toward A More Effectiue Partr4rship, Washington, D. C 20575, August,
1975, paper, single copies free. A Collection of papers presented by a cross-section
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Fecleralisnt in Action, February 20-22, 1975.
ACIR, Multistate Regionalism, Washington, D.C. 20575, 1972, paper, single copies
free_Anexamination of various multistate regional entities.
ACIR, Substate Regionalism and the Federal System, 4 volumes, Washington, D C.
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